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Today  aviation for the most   part  uaea  gas-turbine  engine» 
as  repiacementa   for the reciprocating engines which have exhaust- 
ed  their developmental potential.     There   la  no practical way   to 
attain any   significant  increase  in airspeed,   let  alone  at  super- 
sonic   speed,   with reciprocating engines  driving air screws,   that 
1»,   with a  reciprocating propeller-engine   installation   (VMU). 

The reasons  are as  follows.     The  shaft   power developed     by 
the reciprocating engine,   that  is,   the engine's  effective  power, 
N   ,   in hp,   is   expended in rotating  the air  acrew,   the  propeller 
of the  propeller-engine system.     When the  propeller rotates   and 
drives   the  surrounding mass  of air back at   a speed greater  than 
the airspeed,   it   imparts  acceleration to  this mass.     And the  re- 
active  force  developed is  directly  absorbed by  the propeller blades 
and  is   then transmitted through the  shaft,   bsarings,   and engine 
block to  the  aircraft  as propeller tractive  force,   Pp. 

Thus,   a  propeller on an aircraft moving at  speed V,   in m/sec, 
pulls   the  aircraft with force Pp,   in kg,   and consequently  imparts 
to the  aircraft   a net  power equal   to PpV,   kg m/sec,   and  lends  it 
forward motion  in the air.     However,   the  power expended  In  turn- 
ing the  propeller  is always greater than  the net  power because  of 
unavoidable   losses usually  taken  into consideration in propeller 
efficiency I     T|       <   1.     Therefore,   we can writei 

V ■ 75Ne   " V 
from whencei 

Pp    "  "  "e^  '   IP- 
Since  the  effective power of a reciprocating engine is 

practically   Independent  of airspeed,   and   since the  efficiency  of 
a propeller is   reduced »ignlfleantly  at  Mach numbers  close   to 
one,   it  will be  seen from the relationship  obtained  above  that 
under  these  conditions propeller  thrust  must decrease  rapidly 
with  increasing  airspeed       While  the thrust  developed by  the 
propeller-engine  system is  decreasing,   the   thrust  required  for 
the aircraft   to  fly will  increase   significantly with  Increasing 

airspeed. 
Therefore,   a  sharp increase   in  the  power of a reciprocating 

engine  Is  required  at high speed   to provide  the necessary  thrust. 
But  this   leads   to an unacceptable   increase   in the w.ight  and 
size  of the  aircraft  power plant.     As a  result,   the weight   of a 
reciprocating  power plant  proves   to be about  the  same  as  the 
weight   of the  aircraft,   so  It  becomes  impossible to use  this  type 
of power plant   and,  consequently,   achieve  high airspeeds with it. 



This ob3tacle can be completely overcor- by making the tran.l- 

tion to ,,et enelne, capable „f developing    thrust required for 

very hleh airapeeda at completely accept. ., weights and sizes. 

many times less than those of comparable reciprocating engines 
with a propeller. 

The use of Jet engines made possible a significent increase 

in aircraft speed and altitude within a short period of time.  In 

1948. a turbojet aircraft flew at 1079 km/h whereas the previous 

(1939) maximum speed of a special-purpose aircraft with a reci- 

procating engine designed to establish a record was only 755 km/h. 

The officially recorded world records for Jet aircraft were 

1822 km/h in 1956. and 2259.8 km/h in 1958.  A new world record 

of 2388 km/h was established in 1959, by the Soviet Ye-66.  The 

maximum speed recorded while this record was being established was 

sven higher. 2504 km/h.  In that same year. 1959, the Soviet T-431 

set a world aUitude record (28.852 m above sea level).  Today Jet 

aircraft fly at even greater speeds and altitudes. 

The principal, characteristic feature common to Jet engines, 

regardless of design or working principle, is that the thruet 

they develop Is the reactive force of a flow of fuel combustion 

products accelerated in the engine proper and discharged from 

it into the surrounding medium at a speed greater than the air- 

speed.  This reactive force is opposite in direction to that of 

the gas exhaust flow, is directly absorbed by the structural 

elements of the engine, transferred to the aircraft through the 

engine mount, and used as the thrust required to achieve flight. 

The ..cceleratlon of the gas flow in a Jet engine is depen- 

dent on the heat imparted to it during fuel combustion and the 

subsequent conversion (during the expansion process) of the poten- 

tial energy of the combustion products into kinetic energy.  Con- 

sequently, in a Jec engine the chemical energy of the fuel, trans- 

fonned into the kinetic energy of the combustion products, can 

be used to obtain thrust directly, without an intermediate pro- 

pulsive unit reacting with the surrounding medium such as a pro- 
peller, for example. 

Thus, the Jet engine combines the engine r! gper. the thermal 

engine In which the chemical energy of the fuel is converted into 

mechanical energy (in this case into the kinetic energy of the 

gas let), and the propulsive unit which creates thrust as a result 

of the reaction of the gas Jet escaping from the engine. Jet 

engines arc therefore called direct reaction engines, as distin- 

guished from engines with propeller thrust, which are called in- 
direct reaction engines. 

All Jot engines can be divided into the following two classes. 



air-breathing engines (VRD)( 

rocket engines. 

Air-breathing engines, in turn, are divided into two typesi 

solid injection, or ramjet| (PVRD)j 

gas turbine engines (GTD). 

Gas turbine engines, as was indicated above, are most widely 

used in modern aviation and have a compressor driven by a gas 

turbine to compress the air fed into the combustion chamber.  These 

engines have been highly perfected within a relatively short period 
of time. 

Gas turbine engines are subdivided into turbojet engines (TRD), 

turboprop engines (TVD), and turbofan, or dual-flow engines (DTHD). 

Whereas in the TRD the gas turbine only turns the compressor, 

in the TVD it turns the compressor and the propeller, and in the 

DTRD it turns the compressor and the fan, which is enclosed in an 
annular duct. 

In the TRD, the only thrust is that of the direct reactive 

force of the gas Jet discharged from the engine into the atmosphere. 

In the TVD and DTHD, thrust is a combination of the reactive force 

of the gas Jet discharged from the engine, and the thrust created 

by the propeller, or by a special fan. 

Turbojet engines are the principal engines used in the dif- 

ferent types of military aircraft flying at both supersonic and 

very much lower than subsonic speeds.  These engines are beginnine 

to find ever increasing use In fast civilian aircraft (passenger 

and cargo) flying at approximately 800 km/h,and faster. 

Turboprop engines are widely used in relatively slow (sub- 

sonic) (600 to 700 km/h) passenger and cargo aircraft.  At these 

speeds they are more economical than other types of gas turbine 
engines. 

Dual-flow Jet engines are more economical at subsonic speeds 

than TRD's, and therefore are used in many cargo aircraft, despite 

their more complicated design.  Even at supersonic speeds the DTRD 

can, under certain conditions, be more advantageous to use than the 

TRD (weightwise.for example). 

Different turbine engine designs are also used for helicopter 

rotor drives in many cases. 

Rocket engines can be subdivided into the following two 
groupsl 

liquid-fuel rocket engines (ZhRD), in which an oxidlzer, such 

as liquid oxygen, nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide, and others, is 

used to burn the liquid fuel; 

solid fuel rocket engines (RDTT) using special powders, and 

other solid fuels, that Include the oxygen required for combustion. 
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Liquid-fuel rocket eiurina« (ZhRD) are installed In various 

types of ballistic missiles.  ZhHD's are also used to launch and 

accelerate different types of unmanned aircraft.  ZhRD thrust is 

independent of airspeed and, what is particularly important, will 

not decrease but will even increase markedly with an Increase in 

altitude.  The special feature of the ZhRD is that there is no need 

for atmospheric air for fuel combustion.  Therefore, missiles 

equipped with ZhRD can develop airspeeds and ^ .-ach altitudes 

completely unattainable by aircraft with other types of engines. 

Clear proof of this are the speeds and altitudes reached by Soviet 

satellites and space ships using ZhRD rocket carriers. 

Liquid.fuel rocket engines can also be used in high-speed air- 

craft with a requirement for high speed, high rate of climb and 

high ceiling for a relatively short flight f j xed by the amount of 

oxidizer and fuel the aircraft can carry in its tanks.  These 

engines can also be used in conjunction with a TRD as auxiliary 

systems used to reduce the time to altitude, to increase speed for 

short periods of time, and increase the celling for the aircraft, 

or as booster systems to facilitcte take-off, that is, to shorten 
the take-off run. 

Solid-fuel rocket anffin«. are distinguished by p short period 

of continuous operation fixed by a short combustion period for 

the fuel in the engine is combustion chamber.  This is why the 

RDTT is only used in aviation in boosters (booster rockets) that 

facilitate the take-off for some aircraft.  In addition, the HOTT 

is widely used, independently, and as an auxiliary (boost and 

acceleration), in various types of ballistic and winged missiles, 
missiles , etc. 

Principles of the theory of gas turbine engines will be re- 

viewed in this book. Attention in the main Is devoted to the 

physical significance of the phenomena and behavior patterns re- 

viewed, and especially to those questions of theory directly 

associated with engine operation In the aircraft, and with bench 
testing. 

In concluding his introduction, the author expresses his great 

appreciation to Professor Yu. N. Nechayev, Doctor of Technical 

Sciences, for his valuable advice and comments given upon review- 

ing the manuscript of this book. 



CHAPTER 1 

NECESSARY DATA FROM THE THERMODYNAMICS OF FLOW AND 

GAS DYNAMICS 

1.  gag Flow and the Equation of Continuity 

The equations under consideration in this chapter are derived 

as applicable to an elementary gas filament(  in other words, to 

that stream filament, the lateral dimensions of which are so small 

that all ga,a   parameters* velocity« pressure, temperature, and 

density, can he taken as constants within each of its cross-sections. 

These equations aro also used in this form in the theory of 

aviation gas   turbine enginest regardless of type. 

When these gas parameters are not identical within the limits 

of a flow cross-section the actual parameters in each specific flow 

rross-section are replaced by their averaged values.  This makes 

it possible to use all the equations obtained for the elementary 

stream filament in these cases as well by using corresponding cor- 

rection factors. 

In what follows we will consider nnly the steady (stationary) 

fluid flow, a characteristic feature of wnich is that at each point 

in the flow the gas -elocity, and the parameters for the state of 

the gas (pressure, temperature, volume) have completely defined 

values that do not change over time.  In a fluid flow such as this 

the particle trajectories are called lines of flow, and the lateral 

surface of the elementary stream filament is called the surface of 

flow.  In the case of steady motion, the velocities at which the 

particles move are in a direction tangent to the surface of flow, 

so there is no gas leakage, and the surface of flow is, as It is 

usually spoken of, gas impermeable. 

Let us consider a section of a gas stream filament between 

its cross-sections, 1 and 2, normal to the surface of flow (fig.l), 

and assuming that the gas moves from cross-section 1 to cross- 

section 2. 

Fig. 1i  Derivation of the equatior of 
continuity. 

After some (very short) time Interval AT , the separated 

section of the stream filament is displaced from position 1  2 

to a new position 1'  2*.  The gas displaced from area 1 1' flows 

into shaded volume 1* 2, and at the same time some gas flows from 
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this volume (1' 2) and fill« »re« 2 2'. 

Obviously .the weight of gas  AC, enterlnr: volume 1 2 In time 

AT  will equal 
AO, ^. ^,FllLl„ 

where 

Y | is the specific weight of the gas in cross-section 1| 

F  is the area of cross-section 1| 

Al  is the distance between cross-sections 1 and 1'. 

Distance A1  can be represented as the product of velocity 

c. in cross-section 1 and time AT)  AT  • c.A T, so, 

or .^ 

But AGf/AT la the weight flow of the gas per unit time, 

G, kg/sec, through cross-section 1, so 

o, - ifA. 
and, in general, for any cross-section of the flow 

O—tcF. (,.!) 

This relationship is called the flow aquation. 

■$-lC. (1.2) 

is obtained from the flow equation. 

The product YC is called the flow density. It is easily 

seen that the flow density is the weight flow pei unit cross- 

sectional area. 

The amount of gas by weight, AG,, displaced from volume 1' Z 

in the same time. AT, and the weight flow of the gas, G2, per 

unit time through cross-section 2, by analogy with the foregoing, 

will equal, respectively, 
iü, —f/sA/j-T.FjC.At 

and .„ 
0.-=-^—Ti«^» 

where  Y  is the specific weight of the gas In cross-section 2; 

F? is the area of cross-section 2t 

c? is the velocity of the gas in cross-section 2, 

In the case of steady motion, and no discontinuities in the 

flow, the same amount of gas (liquid) by weight passes through each 

of Its cross-sectlonst  that is, the inflow of gas equals its con- 

sumption and     0*=0. = 0 

or, on the basis of (l.l), 

T,«-/', = -,,<■/■, = TrF. (1.3) 

This is also the equation of continuity, or the equation of 

constancy, for the weight flow of a compressible gas. 
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Kor an tncoapraaalbla llqul " tha apaclflc walfht la a conatant 

V, • Vj »V i ao aquation (t.3) aaauaaa a alaplar form, 

Vhat rollowa froa tha formgolng  la that for an inconpraaalbla 

liquid l>a valoclty In any two croaa-aactlona of tha flow la ln- 

varaaly proportional to tha araaa of thaaa ereaa-aautlona. 

2.  Tha Cnar«Y Equation. 

Lat ua coaplla tha anargy balanca for a «ovlng (*■ ralatlva 
to a flaad ayataa of coordlnataa. 

Lot aoaa aaaa of gmt.   Initially filling volua« 1 7 {tig.    l), 

ba dlaplacad Into a poaltlon boundad t>y croaa-aactlona 1* and 2' 

In an lnflnltal> abort parlod of tlao. AT ,  Tha valoclty of tha 

gmi ,   and it»  praaaura In croaa-aactlon t ara aqual to c, and p., 

raapactlvaly, and lo c, and p  In croaa-aactlon 2. 

A chanca In any typo of onargy aqual* tha dlffaranca batwaan 

tha aaounta of tha glvan typa of anargy In poaltlon* 1' 2' and I 2. 

Raadlly notad la that voluaa I' 2 la coaaon to both position» and 

that tha anargy of tha aaaa of gaa fllllnc this voluaa doa* not 

changa ovar tlaa AT bacauaa gmm  aotlon la staaov.  Tharafora, tha 

changa In anargy «han tha aaaa of gaa 1* dlaplacad froa poaltlon 

I  2 to poaltlon 1' 2' »111 ba dataralnad only b.' the dlffaranca 

bat«aan tha aaounta of anargy In tha Inflnltaly laall voluaaa 2 2' 

and I I* for a g«a walght flow, AC, In tlaa AT,  Accordingly tha 

changa In klnatlc anargy will aqual      ia(i-t'\ 

and tha ehanga In tha Intarnal (thanaal) anargy will aqual 

iy-r,(r,-r,)io. 

whara   T, and T. ara tha gaa taaparaturaa In croaa-aactiona 

2 and 1, raapactlvalyi 

c  la tha apaclflc haat capacity of the gas at 

constsnt voluaa. 

During tha gas displacaaant undar consideration, the external 

pressure forces applied to the straaa filaaant in sections 1 and 

2, and equal to P.P. and p. r_ , perform work which la expended 

in dlaplaclng the given voluae of gaa.  The externel pressure 

forces acting on the lateral surface of the stream filaaent (on 

tho aurface of flow) do no work becauae they are normal to it. 

In tiae AT the work performed by pressure fores p. F., the 

direction of which is the saae as that of the gas notion, will 

aqual 

becauae the product F.c.'.T ■ v.A G la the voluae of element 1 1*, 

and v  la the specific voluae of the gas in cross-section 1. 



Similarly, the work perforaad by pressure force P.F,, the 

direction of which Is opposite to that of the gas motion, will, 

in the sans time period AT, correspondingly equal 

pJ-'jcM — pjoAO. 

Conssquantly, the work absorbsd by the gas and expended in 

Its displacement (i>r *he work required to push the gas through) 

as a rssult of the drop in pressurs fron position 1 2 to position 

I1 2' aust be equal to the difference between the work iono by the 

pressurs forces under consideration in sections 1 1' and 2 2' 

i/,,_. ='40 (/I, »,—/>,«.). 

In the general case heat of amount A Q can be added to (or 

removed from) the gas In time AT during its movement.  Moreover, 

during this same period mechanical work,a L, can be introduced 

Into the gas from the outside by a compressor Impeller Installed 

between cross-sections 1 and 2, for example, or, conversely, the 

gas can do (deliver) external mechanical work by rotating a tur- 

bine rotor located between  the same cross-sections.  Finally, 

that amount of energy, 4Lr, expended in overcoming the friction 

which develops during the gas flow (friction work) must be taken 

Into consideration. 

The law of conservation of energy has it that all the energy 

introduced into the gas, that Is, the sum of the heat added to the 

gas, the mechanical work, and the work dons by pressurs forces, 

must equal the change in the kinetic and Internal energy of the 

gas, plus the friction work.  Consequently, the energy balance 

for a moving gas applicable to the stream filament flow section 

betveen cross-sections 1 and 2 must be written in the following 

formt ._ 
■^ + 4i -f- Ai,.. = 4£. + -^- + ai„ 

where A • 1/1(27 is the heat equivalent of the mechanical work. 

Dividing all the terms In the expression obtained by ÄG, and 

using the above relationships, we obtain the energy equation 

equated to 1 kg uf moving gas 

Q+ AL + A{pIv1 — p.v,) = 

= AJs^L + ejT.-T,) + Af.,. (1-5) 

where  Q ■ Q/Q   is the heat Introduced per 1 kg of gas in flow 

section 1 2; 

L • L/B       IS the external mechanical work transmitted by 

1 kg of gas In flow section 1  2| 

Lj," I-r/B    Is the friction work done during the movement 

of 1 kg of gaa In flow section 1  2. 

We can now take it that in the general case heat can be added 

to a moving gas in two ways|  as a result of a heat exchange with 

an outsids medium (or, for Instance, as a result of fuel combustion 

In the flow). In amount QH, and as a result of the conversion of 



friction work L into heat Q which la absorbed by the gas.  Since 

it la obvious that Q  ■ AL , Q « QH + AL t ao after aubstituting 

in formula (1.5) and making the reduction, 

C + zlA-f A(p.i>t~/Kv!)~€v{Ti-Tl)+A-e-l^— .(1.5») 

Moreover, from thermodynamics the sum c T + Apv ■ 1  is the 
enthalpy (heat content), that is 

where c  la the specific heat at constant pressure. 

Thus, equation (l.5a) ray be represented in the following form 

<?„ -f- AL = A-^p- 4- ^(T-.-r,). (1.6) 

If the heat is expelled from the gas to an outside medium, 

or if the gas performs external work (if the gas yields energy), 
the terras QH and AL In equation (1.6) will have a minus sign, so 

in the general caae, we can write 

±Qv±AL = clXr,~Tx) + AC-Kp--. (,.7) 

In this form this equation, sometimes called the heat content 

equation, is widely used in gas turbine and Jet engine theory. 

It, by itccif, expreaaea the thermal form of the energy balance 

for a moving gas, associating its temperature with the velocity 

at which it is moving, and takes into account the energy exchange 

between the gaa flow and the outside medium. 

This equation Is distinguished by a significant feature)  it 

contains no friction work magnitudes, and is correct for flows 

with, and without, friction.  This la explained by the fact that 

the work expended in overcoming friction la completely converted 

into heat that is absorbed by the gaa.  Therefore, friction only 

leads to the conversion of one fo ~DI of energy into another in the 

flow, and can have no effect on the overall energy balance. 

Let us consider certain special cases of equation (l.?). 

1.  Air flows through a passage in a centrifugal impeller 

in which work (+L) is added to the air from without in flow section 

1  2, compressing the air, and Increasing Its temperature.  At the 

same time, air velocity is kept constant, c m  c..  The air simul- 

taneously expels some heat, C-Q..)i to the surrounding medium, 

through the passage walls.  Under these conditions, and in accord- 

ance with the foregoing, we write 

^.„(•r-n-rQ,,. (1.8) 

This equation shows that in this case the work done from 

without Is expended in increasing the enthalpy of the air, and 

on heat transfer to surrounding medium, 
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2.  The gas In section 1  2 flows through the passage between 

turbine rotor blades, expanding and performing external work (- L) 

transmitted to the turbine shaft.  Heat transfer from the gas through 

the passage walls to the external medium is negligible and can be 

disregarded (QH - 0).  The gas temperature falls as the gas expands 

(T2
< T^, SO from equation (1.7) we obtain 

^(r.-r^-^+z.^i. (,.9) 

This equation indicates that the external work performed by 

the gas, and the Increase in kinetic energy (in the turbine, t,< 

Cj), are the result of a reduction in its enthalpy. 

3. The gas flow process in section 1 2 is energy isolated, 

that is, neither heat nor work is added or rejected. (Q • 0 and 

L ■ 0),  Now, we obtained from equation (1.7) 

or <-,(r,-7-.) = /i-^£L 

'i+Tr-'i+-r- (i.io) 
Thus, the sum of the enthalpy and the kinetic energy is a 

constant for an energy Isolated process and change in enthalpy, 

and the corresponding change in gas temperature  is simply a 

result of change in velocity. 

The energy equation for a quiescent gas is simpler than th* 

for a moving gas, because if the gas is not flowing there is no 

change in its kinetic energy and friction work, and the work done 

by external forces can only be associated with change (deformation) 

in gas volume, that is, with its expansion or compression. 

In this context the energy equation for 1 kg of quiescent gas 

is in the following form, known from thermodynamics (the equation 

for the first law of thermodynamics) 

where     Q is the heat involved in the process) 
c
v('r2 * Ti)  *■■ *h« change in the internal energy of the gas; 

L^  is the absolute work done in expanding or compressing 

the gas (work done in deforming its volume). 

This equation indicates that in a quiescent gas all the heat, 

for example the heat added to the gas, is expended in simply 

changing its Internal energy and on the work required to expand 

the gas. 

Equation (1.11) is also applicable to a moving gas if the 

energy balance is equated to a system of coordinates that moves 

with the flow and at the same veVocityt  that is, together with 

the center of gravity of a separate element of the gas volume. 

Here ws must keep in mind that in the general case the friction 
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work Is ALr - qr > 0 for a moving gas and that a* a raault th« 

heat Involved In the process will equal Q « Q  + AL .  Therefore, 

equation (l.ll) should be written aa follows for 1 kg of moving 

gas 

Q1, + /ii,--=c„(r,-r11+ /./,,, . 12. 

The work done by the gas, L , can be measured in the pv-ooordl- 

nates of the area located between the curve depicting the change 

of state process and the axis of volumes|  the shaded area 1  2 

3  'i in Figure 2,  The absolut« magnitude of this work can be 

computed through formulas derived in thermodynamics.  One of these 

formulas for the general case of polytropic expanaion has the fol- 

lowing form . 

i« = -7rrT</,i''i~/'«">). 
(1.13) 

where n is the exponent of the polytropic expansion (or compression). 

Figure 2.  Establishing the absolute work 
done by a gas. 

If no heat is added to or expelled by the gas (q a 0) the 

polytropic exponent n in formula (1.13) can be replaced by the 

adlabatic exponent k. 

3.  Bernoulli's Equation 

There is yet another form of energy equation for a moving 

gas.  Let us, for this purpose, take equation (1.3 a) 

Q,, + /ii + /i! /■,*, - />,»,) - c. (r, - r,)+-^ (^ - <*) 

and let  ue  substitute  in it   the expression  for external heat,   (J   , 

from equation   (1.12) Q^c^-T^Al{-Alr 

Then,   after combining similar terms,   and making a simple  trans- 

formation we  obtain , , el —e? 
i + i« + {PM - /w.) = —■£— + L? 

The sum of the absolute work of expansion (or compression) 

of a gas, La, and the work L1_2(p1v1 . P2v2) done in displacing 

its volume. Is called the total work of polytropic expansion (or 

compression) of the gas, Lt, and, in accordance with (1.13), Is 

equal to 

it= /.„+/.,-. = —~(/W-/>■*,)• (,.,!,) 

In graphical form and in pv-coordinates this work can be 

represented by the shaded area a 1 2, b in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  Establishing the total work done by a gas. 

Thus, retaining the previous sign rule 'or the external work L, 

we can finally write 

i/.-i-it—^H L, 
(1.15) 

This Is the so-called »snsrallzed Bernoulli equation, and 

represents the energy balance In mechanical form for 1 kg of mov- 

ing compressible gas.  The equation explains the connection between 

gas velocity, change In Its pressure and specific volume, friction 

work, and external mechanical work.  As will be seen, external heat, 

QH, does not enter Into the Bernoulli equation, so this latter has 

the same form for the processes involved in expelling (or adding) 

heat as It doss for procssses without hsat exchange with the ex. 

ternal medium.  However, the Intensity and the direction of heat 

exchange between a moving gas and the external medium have a direct 

effect on the nature of the thermodynamic change in the state of 

the gas)  that is, on the magnitude of the polytropic exponent and, 

consequently, can be taken into consldsration when computing the 

total work done in expanding (or compressing) a gas. 

Let us consldsr certain special casss of the Bernoulli 

equation. 

1.  Air flows through a compressor Impeller, where, in section 

1  2, work (+L) is added to the air from without, as a result oi' 

which the air Is compressed and forced into an area of higher 

pressure than that prevailing at the Impeller inlet.  Air velocity 

is unchanged (c2 ■ c^.  Ve also have friction work (L > 0) and 

heat exchange with the external medium (QH > 0).  Under these 

conditions, ws obtain ths fallowing from formula (l.lj) 

—rrr(/w!-/',«M + i,.i (t.,6) 

This equation demonstrates that in this case the external 

work is expended on polytropic compression, in forcing the air 

through, and for overcoming friction (hydraulic resistance). 

2.  Gas flows through a turbine rotor where, expanding in 

section 1  2, it does external work (-L) against friction (L > 0). 

Let us disregard the heat exchange with the external medium. 

In this case we obtain the following from formula (1.15) 

^A + ÜILiL 4 Lr (1.17) 



Equation (1.17) daaonstratas that the total work of polytroplc 

expansion (the potential energy of the gas) Is expended In the 

turbine In doing external work, Increasing the kinetic energy of 

the gas, and overcoming friction. 

3.  Air flows through a pipeline, expanding against friction 

(L > 0).  No external work is performed (L ■ 0),  Now we obtain 
the following fron equation (1.15)      r3 —c3 

it--V-+i'- 
(1.18) 

Consequently, when L » 0 the potential energy of the gas 

is expended in changing its kinetic energy and in overcoming 

friction. 

k,.    External work is L « 0, friction work is L ■ 0.  The air 
flow through section 1  2 is slowed by the corresponding change 

in the pipe cross-sec clen)  the velocity is c  < c .  In this 

case equation (1.15) will obviously be in the form 

2«  " -it+ L' 

-*r- = irh-(PM-rn) + r; (1.19) 
Thus, when L • 0 the kinetic energy of a decelerating gas 

is expended on its compression, on forcing it through, and on 

overcoming friction. 

5.  The gas flow process is energy Isolated (L > 0)  Q •(>), 

and there la no friction (L ■ 0)|  that is, process is adiabatic 
and n a k.  For these conditions, we obtain the following through 

equation (1.15) and formula (1.14)     *  , „,    ,  fj-'f 
' * _— IA ^ — /».f.) - •--»,-—. 

■» (1») 

Consequently,   in an energy   Isolated process  an Increase  in 
velocity must  be accompanied by a  reduction in gas  pressure   (ex- 
pansion),   and  a decrease  in gas  velocity must  be accompanied by 
an increase  in its pressure   (compression).     It   is  easily  seen 
that   equations   (1.10)   and   (1.20)   are  identical.     Actually,   based 
on the known  equation of state,   pv a  RT   (where R  is   the gas  con- 
stant),   we  can write 

-7^(/;,t',-/i,t.,)=---!riT-.fl(7'l_r,), (1.20  a) 
However,   from Mayer's  equation,   c     -  c     ■ AR,   kR/k-1  a  c  /A, 

^:.T(/W-m) = >(7V-r!). 
which after substitution in equation   (1.20)   again  leads to 
equation   (1.10). 

Comparing  equations   (1.18),   (1.19),   and   (1.20)   it  is  readily 
seen  that   friction   (hydraulic  resistance)   reduces   the  potential 
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energy (pressure) when kinetic energy is converted into potential 

energy, and will reduce kinetic energy (velocity) when potential 

energy is converted into kinetic energy. 

6.  For an inconpressible liquid, v ■ l/v  ■ constant, so 

L  -v, (A--/':■) = 
/■ - /'= 

and if L • 0, equation (1.15) will take the following form, known 

from hydraulics,    .,-u      «S-8! i. /. 

(1.21) 

If, moreover, L  • 0, we obtain 
'1+ 1«.A+ 1 
Ti 'T %      ?.  ''«■ (1.22) 

Consequently, when L a 0 and L a 0, the sum of the potential 

and kinetic energies is a constant.  Equations (1.21) and (1.22) 

are also applicable to the motion of a compressibls gas if Its 

pressure drop is Insignificant, with the result that we can take 

Y. "< V, without significant error. 

h.     Stagnation Parameters.  Special Feature» Involved in Heating 

Bodies in a Gas Flow. 

What follows from the energy equation at (l. 10) for an energy 

Isolated flow is that gas temperature and enthalpy Increase with a 

decrrEtse in gas velocity and reach their maximum values when the 

flow velocity euqala zero)  that is, when the flow is completely 

stagnated. 

The temperature of a completely stagnated flow is called the 

stagnation temperature, and the corresponding enthalpy Is called 

the total enthalpy.  In what follows enthalpy, temperature, ond 

other state parameters of a completely stagnated flow will be in- 

dicated by the corresponding letters and an asterisk. 

Thus, if the flow velocity of an energy Isolated flow is re- 

duced from Cj a c to c- • 0, the energy equation at (l.io) can be 

written .. 
i + A- ~- — CfT* — 1* " const, 

from whence is found the stagnation temperature 

r.-7- + /l.^-»con8t, (K23) 

where T*  is   the  stagnation temperature   (c  a 0)1 
T    la   the  true   (thermodynamic)   temperature  of a gas  moving 

at   velocity  c   > 0. 
For air c     a 0.24,   so 

TjJlr« T  +  c   /2000. (1.23  a) 
These  relationships  demonstrate  that   total   enthalpy   1*  and 

stagnation  temperature  T»  are  constants   for energy   isolated  flows 
and  are  completely Independent   of the  nature of  the  process   of 
flow stagnation. 
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Let us turn to the following example to explain the physical 

significance of stagnation temperature.  The leading edge of a 

solid body placed in a gas flow will deflect the flow from its 

Initial direction.  However, there is always one among the tra- 

veling stream filaments on the body that is not deflected, but 

approaches normal to the body and upon impact loses all its kinetic 

energy (veloclty)|  that is, is completely stagnated.  That point 

on the surface of the body where this phenomenon occurs is called 

*ha stagnation point, or the zero velocity point. The gas temper- 

ature at the stagnation point, where the gas velocity becomes zero, 

and will exactly equal the stagnation temperature. Is determined 

through equation (1.23) if, of course, the very insignificant 

heat exchange between adjacent stream filaments is disregarded. 

What follows from the Bernoulli equation at (1.2) for an 

energy.isolated flow when there is no friction (for an adiabatlc 

flow) is that a reduction In velocity (c2< c,) will increase gas 

pressure uecause the gas is being conpressed, and will reach its 

maximum upon complete stagnation, when the velocity is reduced 

from some magnitude c, ■ c to zero|  that is, to c, • 0.  Now the 

equation at (1.20) will take the following form 

'    "■■'■   I      -'-"' (1.210 
but ths following relationship for pressures and specific volumes 

is known for an adiabatlc process , 

In addition, let us use the gas state equation p v. - RT.. 

Subatituting this relationship in the aquation at (1.24) and 

transforming, we can writs it in the following general form 

^■'"fef-'] = £■ <1-25) 
where T and p are the actual temperature and pressure (static 

pressure) in the flow at a flow velocity equal to c, p» is the 

pressure in a completely adiabatlc, stagnant flow (when c . 0), 

and called the total pressurs or the stagnation pressure. 

From the equation at (1.25) total pressure equals 

"'"O—^-wr- (,.26) 
Por air k - 1.1», R . 29.3, and k/k-1 ■ 3.3, so 

'ir-Z-O + wr' (1.26 a) 

We note that the effective pressure obtained upon total 

stagnation of the gas flow is usually lower than the total pres- 

sure established through the formula at (1.26).  This is explained 

by the fact that, actually, flow stagnation is accompanied by 

friction (hydraulic losses))  it is not an adiabatlc process. 
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In many casea the Introduction of stagnation parameters great- 

ly alnpllfles the c onputatlons sines by so dclng there Is no need 

for a separate calculation for change in the kinetic energy of the 

flow. 

What follows from the foregoing Is that a aolld body located 

in a gas flow and causing it to stagnate will, aa was explained 

above, result in compression and a conssquent Increase in gas 

temperature.  Now, lot there be a gas flow incident to a plats 

perpendicular to the flow.  In the center of the flow, in front 

of the plate itself, where flow stagnation is total, all Its 

kinetic energy Is converted into heat and the gas temperature is 

Increased, becoming equal to stagnation temperaturi. 

As a result, there will be supplemental heating of the 

slats to a temperature higher than that of the moving gas.  At 

the sane time, plate temperature will be somewhat lower than the 

temperature of the completely atagnant gas because some of the 

heat will have been expellud from the plate and because of best 

radiation from its surface.  However, in many cases it is possibly 

to assume without appreciable error that a plate perpendicular 

to the flow has the temperature of a completely stagnant gas. 

Another cause of flow stagnation, and of increase in gas 

temperature, when the flow washes a body is associated with gas 

viscosity.  Actually, if a plate is placed lengthwise In a for- 

ward flow the gas too will be stagnated at its side, longitudinally 

waahed surfaces, and its temperature will be Increased accordingly. 

In this case, this is because the gas viscosity forms a thin, so- 

called boundary layer of stagnated gas at the surface of bodies 

washed by a gas. 

Gas velocity at the boundary layer increases gradually from 

sero on the very surface of the plate (where the gas is immo- 

bilized by the friction on the plats surface) to the value of the 

velocity in the forward flow (at the outer limit of the boundary 
layer). 

This gradual increase in velocity at the boundary layer la 

explained by the presence of Internal friction between adjoining 

gas laysrs at the boundary layer, the result of gas viscosity. 

Internal friction heats the gas, and boundary layer temper- 

ature rises above that of the forward flow. 

Since, for the reasons indicated above, almost all the kinetic 

energy of the gas (from 85 to 100 f.)  is converted into heat at 

the boundary layer along a longitudinally washed plate, its tem- 

perature right at this plate will be found to be close to stag- 

nation temperature.  Correspondingly, the plate itself assumes 
the Increased temperature. 
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Thus, any body washed by a «aa flow will be h.at.d to « tern- 

paratur. In exoeaa of the actual (theneodynanlc) temperature of 

the gae in a forward flow undisturbed by the effect of that body 

(provided, of course, that »pecial cooling ia not used).  It is 

this, in particular, that complicates considerably measurements 

of the true temperature of a moving gas.  If a thermometer (thermo- 

couple, or other) is placed in the gas flow, the ga. temperature 

at the thermometer will be highest at the stagnation point and 
equal to stagnation temperature. 

7--?■- :"-. 
-■■■'/) 

The  gar,  temperature  at   the   thermometer  in the boundary   layer 
will   be   slightly   lower  than   the   stagnation  temperature,   but   still 
close   to  it.     Therefore,   the  thermometer will  indicate  some  average 
elevated  temperature,  Tm,   of the gas   stagnated near it,   and  not 
the   true,   lower   temperature,   T,   of   the  gas   in  the  forward   undis- 
turbed   flow.     Consequently,   we  can write  the  following for  the 
temperature measured by   the  thernometert 

I'm =?■+r.^, 

where   r   =  ^  .  T/T»   - T   is   the   temperature   recovering  factor, 
established   experimentally. 

This  factor depend»   on thermometer   (temperature  sensor) 
design  and  shape,   viscosity,   and  heat  conductivity  of the gaa. 
Special   temperature measuring devices have a  factor r»0,97   to 
0.98. 

Consequently, in order to determine the true temperature of 
a moving gas it is necessary to know gas velocity and its speci- 
fic   heat,   as   well   as   r. 

5'     Sound Velocitv and Mach Numh«r 

Experience  shows  that  any  so-called  local  perturbation,   such 
as  an  increase  in  pressure   (densitydeveloping somewhere  in a 
gaseous  medium,   will be propagated   in all directions  at  a pre- 
determined   velocity. 

A  perturbation  Is called  »mall   if the change»  in the para- 
meters   (pressure,   density,   etc.)   caused by  it   are very  small 
compared   to   the  value,   of  these   parameters   for a gas   in  a   state 
of  equilibrium. 

Small   perturbation»   propagating   in  a  gaseous  medium  are 
called  weak waves,   or »mall  perturbation waves.     Sound waves   are 
a characteristic   example  of this   type  of wave. 

A  sound wave   con»i»ts  of regularly alternating domains  of 
increased   and  decreased  density   (and   pressure)   which  can be   pro- 
pagated   in  a  ga»   ma»»  at   a  velocity   called   the   sound  velocity. 
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AH th«  oth.r  •■•11 perturbation, not  p.rc.ived by  tho human ear 

a. sound        can b. propagatad in a «aaaoua m.diu. at  pr.cia.ly 

th. .a., v.lo^ty.     Thor.for.,   in Ca. dynamic,  .ound v.loclt.  i, 

und.rotood to b.  th. v.locity ,t  which,   in «.n.ral,   all .„all p.r- 

turbation.  in d.naity and pr.a.ur. ar.  propa«at.d  in a ga.   (air). 

racardla.a  of whath.r or not  th.y ar.  parcaiv.d a.   sound by  th. 
himan «ar. 

It  i. known from phy.ic.  that  «ound v.locity equal» 

,«~I^T-?W. (lt27) 
that i, it dapand. .ol.ly on th. t.-p.ratura. an) th, typ. of ga» 
If «a in..rt k - 1.4, , . 9.81, and R . „.„ ln thl8 forimjla( „ 

obtain th.  following .xpr...ion for  th«  v.locity  of  aound  in air 

««20,1 KT. 

Sine, .ound v.locity d.p.nd. on temperature it can dlff.r In 
th. .am. ,a.. Sound v.locity in a «a. incr.a... with incr.a.. In 
t.Bp.ratur.. 

Aa altltud. incraaaaa (up to D.OOO m above ser. level^. the 
t.ap.ratur. and  th. v.locity of aound in air,   d.cr.a... 

Th. ratio b.twa.n the v.locity at which a «a. mov.s, c, and 

th. .»und v.locity  in a Sa.  flow,   a,   i.  c.Ml.d  th. Mach number 

Uain« th« formula at (I.23) and th« «xpr«..ion at (1.27) tor 

.ound v.locity, w« can «xpr«., th. .tagnatio. param.t.r. in t.r.. 
of th«  Nach number  a.   follow. 

^ 2 ^ I (1.28) 

/>*=/,(!+ -*^±.M.)»--.      , (,.29) 

wh.r. p,   a. b.for«.   i.  th.  .tatic  pressure  at  a specified point 
in the  flow. 

If the Nach number i. M <    1   flow 1.  called »ub.onic.   if M>    1 

3up.r.onic.     Thar«  can al.o b. a  flow r.glm-  when the gas valoclty' 

coincld«. with  th«   l,cal   sound velocity   in  the  flow,     M -   1.     This 

«a.  flow regi.«   1.  call.d  th. critical  r«glm.,   and.   in accordance 
with  (1.28)   th«  critical  t.-n.r.f ln  the   flow corregpol)d,  t0  lt 

Tcrit  -  2A  +   1   •  T.. (,.30) 
Th« «a.  v.locity,   which  is  thus  .qual   to  th.  local  sound 

v.locity in th.   flow.   i.  called  th. critical  velority.   or critical 
aound vtlocity.      It   1,  obvious  that  this  v.locity  is   equal  to 

C      , ^  ■ a crit crit 

TT 
IrÜn!-r»rSC'*V;'  •*  '""^ only  tho!,•  •»"'11  perturbattons 
M«"" fr.qü.nci.s  fromao to  20.000 oscillations  „ 



or, «xpraaainc terlt In tarn« of stagnation tenperatur« through 
th* aquation at (t,30)i 

ccrlt ■ > Z« • k/k ♦ 1 • RT». (t.jl) 

In an energy l.olatad flow a change In gas temperature la 

aaaoclated only »1th a change In the velocity at which the gas 

Is moving.  Sound velocity In a given gas dependa only on Its 

tesiperature.  Therefore, In a given case the sound velocity In 

a gaa should changs with change In the velocity *t which the gas 

I» moving, the result of the corresponding change In its tem- 
paratura, 

Wcrdingly, In the case under consideration the Mach number 

will increaee with an increa-.a in the velocity at which the gaa 

Is moving, .a well as a reduction in the local sound velocity 

in the process and U there is flow stagnation the Mach number 

will be reduced ar a result of ths reduction in the velocity at 

which the gas Is moving and the Increase In the local sound ve- 
locity. 

In the caae of a gaa flow without energy exchange with the 

surrounding medium, the etagr.ation temperature at each point, or 

ssctlon of the flow, ic a censtant, aa is the critical sound ve- 

locity.  Thie follows from the formula at (l.JI), 

Ths relationship between the velocity at which a gaa is 

moving and the critical eound velocity is called velocity co- 
efficient x  I 

k   ' c/,crit ('-32) 
It Is obvious that in the critical gas flow regime (when 

c " ■crlt' **'• v«lo<:ltjr coefficient, aa well as the Mach number, 
„u.l one,  X^ . „^ . ,. 

It Is readily seen that, unltke the Mach number, this co- 

efficient la only proportional to the velocity at which the gas 

Is moving because acrlt Is a conatant. 

In many cases simpler relationships can be obtained by using 

X , Instsad of the Mach number.  Therefore, In gas dynamics, as 

well ae In Jet engine, compressor, and turbine theory, the 

loclty coefficient, », Is widely ueed, in addition to the Mach ve 
number. 

*•     Propxatlon of Weak  Perturbations   in a Oas.     Shock Wave«. 
As was explained above, weak perturbations propagated in a 

quleecent gaa do so from thslr origin in all directions in the 
form of low-amplitude compression wavee of Identical velocity, 
equal   to  sound  velocity. 

Therefore,   If a  perturbation   source   Is   In   the   form  of  a  mass 
point   (a body  of  Insignificant   dimensions)   surrounded  on  all  sides 
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by   a  quiescent  fas,   the   leading' front   of  the   weak  compreaoion  wave 
created by   It   (the   perturbation boundary)   will   be   a   sphere   (spheri- 
cal wave)   which  can  be   represented  by   a  circle   on  a   plane. 

If the   pertuBbatlon   source  somehow generates   a   single   local 
perturbation   (compression)   in  the   surrounding  quiescent  gas,   by 
rapidly   increasing1   its  volume,   for  example,    the   leading  front   of 
the   low-amplitude   oompression wave  created  moves   in  all  directions, 
covering  a  distance   after   one  second  numerically   equal   to  the 
sound  velocity  a,   after  two   seconds   a  distance   equal   to   2a,   etc. 
Thus,   the   radius   of  thespherical,   low-amplitude  wave   will   increase 
by   a meters   per  second  and   in quiescent   air   these  waves  will  be 
propagated   symmetrically   with  respect   to  the   perturbation  source 
(which,   in  a   plane   can be   represented  by  concentric   circles 
centered  at   the   source). 

The  picture   is   different  when weak  perturbations   are  propa- 
gated  in a  gas   that   Is  moving relative   to  the   perturbation  source. 

Figure   k     Propagation diagram  of   sound   waves 
in a  subsonic  gas  flow. 

Now the  perturbation wave is  not   only propagated  in radial 
directions,   but   is   also  carried  along  in  its   entirety  by  the  gas 
flow.     After  the   first   second  the   radius   of   the   spherical   vave 
will  become   numerically  equal   to  the   sound   velocity   a,   Just as in 
the  case   of  the  quiescent   gas,   but   after  the   same   period   the 
entire  spherical   wave,   and   consequently  its   center   as   well,   la 
carried  along by   the   flow,   moving  from  the   perturbation  source 
for  a distance  numerically   equal   to   the  gas   velocity   c.     After 
two  seconds   the  wave  radius   will  equal   2a,   and  the  distance 
between the   center   of  the   wave  and   the  perturbation  source  will 
become  equal   to  2c,   etc*      Obviously,   wave  propagation  can no 
longer  be   symmetrical  relative to the perturbation  source. 

The  propagation velocity   of  these  waves   will  be   highest 
and  equal   to   c   +   a   In  the   direction  of gas  motion,   and   lowest 
and  equal   to  c   -   a   in  the   direction  opposite   to   the   gas   flow. 

Consequently,   in  a  subsonic  gas   flow,   when  velocity  is 
c   <  a,   th*   compression waves  must   propagate   in  all   directions 
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from the perturbation source, in the direction of flow, and 

oppoeite to it, but asyapetrioaXly with respect to their source 

A, as shown In Figure k.     Now the perturbations are finally pro- 

pagated throughout the flow and do not attenuate until some dis- 

tance fro« their source, the result of the viscosity of ths gas. 

In sonic and supersonic gas flows, when c ^ a, the drift 

velocity of compression waves due to ths flow is respectively 

equal to or greater than the propagation velocity (sound velocity 

a) of the waves along the radii.  Therefore, in supersonic (and 

sonic) flows snail perturbations, compression waves that is, 

cannot be propagated against the gas flow but will be concentrated 

exclusively in a particular section extending in the direction 

of the gas flow, as shown In figures 5 and 6.  The domain in which 

weak perturbations can be propagatsd in a supersonic flow in an 

expanse (fig. 6) shaped like a cone the apex of which is in ths 

perturbation source, and is called ths weak perturbation cone. 

The surface of this cone is the boundary dividing the flow into 

two parts, the perturbed part (inside the cone) and the unper- 

turbed part (outsids the cone).  This boundary surfacs is called 
the Perturbation wave boundary, or simply the perturbation boundary. 

The angle, a0, between the generatrix AB of ths perturbation 

boundary (cone) fig. 6) and the velocity direction, o, of the 

gas flow is called the perturbation angle. It is easily apparent 

that this angle can be established through 

Figure 5  Schematic diagram of the propagation 
of sound waves in a sonic gas flow. 

Figure 6 Schematic diagram of the propagation 
of sound waves in a supsrsonic gas flow. 
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What follow» from thia relationship Is that with an increase 

in the Mach number there is a reduction in the perturbation angle, 

and that the domain filled by the perturbations is even more con- 

structsd and extended alon« the flow in the direction of the gat» 

motion.  This angle will Increase with a decrease in the Mach num- 

ber, and when M . 1 (c - a) will equal 90O|  the perturbation 

boundary will develop into a plane. 

Practically speaking, any minor obstacle, such as a shallow 

bend in a surface washed by the gas, a scribe mark, or protruberance, 

on this surface, a thin tapered body, the leading edge of which 

has a vary small cone angle (and which, strictly speaking, has an 

infinite span), etc., can be the source of small perturbations. 

These obstacles generate a small compression which too can be 

propagated in the flow as described above. 

In all cases where a supersonic flow washes bodies with 

lateral dimensions such as to cause them to become definite and 

significant obstacles to the gas flow there is strong perturbation, 

a strong pressure wave, or so-called shock wave developed in front 

of the body as a result of flow stagnation.  Experiments have shown 

that strong perturbations propagate in a gas at supersonic veloci- 

ty.  This is explained. In particular, by the fact that a shock 

wave generated in front of a body washed by a supersonic steady- 

state flow is stationary relative to the body. 

The genuration of a shock wave when a supersonic gas (air) 

flow washes any body, such as a bullet, rocket, aircraft wing, 

etc. (or when the bodies move relative to a quiescent gas at super- 

sonic speed), can be explained as follovs. 

Small perturbations in the gas (an increase in pressure) 

caused by each surface element of a body washed by a supersonic 

flow are superimposed and added, so strong perturbation, a shock 

wave, is generated ahead of the body.  The shock wave has its 

greatest intensity directly in front of the body.  As the distance 

from the body increases the intensity of the perturbations it 

causes in the gas decrease, the result of gas viscosity, and well 

away from the body the shock wave gradually merges into the 

boundary wave of the weak perturbations. 

The basic feature of the shock wave is that its front is 

very narrow (about 10"5 mm), so it undergoes an abrupt, shock- 

type increase in gas pressure, temperature, and density, in 

addition to an abrupt reduction in velocity. 

The shock wave is also the boundary dividing the flow into 

two partsi  the unperturbed (ahead of the shock front) and the 

perturbed (behind the shock front).  A gas interlayer of much 

higher pressure is enclosed between the shock front and the lead- 

ing face of the body and has the same effect as if the inflowing, 

unperturbed st -earn had hit an unexpected obstacle, experiencing 



g» ahock (at the shock wave) upon contact. This shock resembles 

the shock of a Jet striking a solid obstacle, accompanied by 

sudden loss of velocity In ths direction of the normal, and a 

corresponding Increase In pressure.  Ths difference between thess 

two situations Is that in ths case of the solid obstacle ths jet 

velocity In the direction "f the normal Is lost completely, 

whereaq flow velocity in the direction normal to the shock wave 

Is rsducsd considerably, but not lost completely.  Conssquantly, 

it can be said that a supersonic flow appears to "strike" the ob- 

stacle suddenly and begins to adapt to the shape of the body, 

that is It will not bsgln to wash it behind the front of the shock 

wavs (fig. 7 b). 

Figure 7   Diagrams of flows around bodias at sub- 
sonic (a) and supersonic (b) velocities. 

However, if ths body is washsd by a gas flow at subsonic 

velocity, the perturbation caussd by it associated with flow 

stagnation will propagate In the form of a pressure wave in the 

direction against ths flow far ahsad of the leading part of the 

body.  The gas flow bsglna to deform gradually, and accomodate 

to washing ths body long before it approaches ths body (fig. 7 a). 

Shock wavss can be normal or oblique.  A shock wave is called 

normal if its surfacs (front) is psrpsndicular to the direction 

of the velocity of the inflowing unperturbed stream, that is. If 

It contains ths angle a » 90°. 

Flow stagnation for a normal shock wave Is so great that 

flow velocity behind it is always less than sound velocity, no 

matter how large it was in front of the shock wavss. 

A s lock wave is called oblique if its surface forms an acute 

angle (a < 90 ) with the direction of the inflowing, unperturbed 

stream.  An oblique shock wavs is obtainsd when a supersonic gas 

flow Intersects a ahock front and is forcsd to dsviate from its 

original direction by some angle ^ i  as when It flows around 

a wedge-shaped body,for example (fig. 8). 

C.fB  

Figure 8  Diagram of an oblique shock wavs 

A  oblique shock wave 
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The oblique shock wave is always weaker than the normal shock 

wave, at the sane velocity of the Inflowing, unperturbed streami 

the oblique shock wave velocity decrease and pressure increase are 

always lees than in the caae of the shock wave.  The velocity of 

the gas flow behind an oblique shock wave can be either less or 

greater than sound velocity. 

Gae dynamics has proved that the angle of tilt of a ehock 

wave, a  (fig. 8) depende on the angle »of the leading edge of 

the washed body, and on the Nach number of the inflowing stream. 

With increasing angle w   and M ■ constant, the angle of tilt a of 

the wave increaees, and when angle u becomes greater than some 

specific value for the velocity in queetlon, the shock wave se- 

parates from the body and its front bends, the shock wave curves 

in the general case (fig. 7 b).  There is. In the leading part of 

such a shock wave, a section close to a normal shock wave, but 

with increase in distance from the body, the angle of tilt of the 

curved ehock wave Is reducsd, approaching the weak perturbation 

angle.  An increise in the Mach number of the inflowing stream, 

»■ constant, will reduce the angle of tilt 0 of an oblique shock 
wave. 

Gas compreeslon associated with subsonic flow stagnation, 

that is, with comprssslon in a sonic wave, takes place with prac- 

tically no loss, and without heat exchange with the external 

mediumi  that is, adiabatlcally.  This is explained by the fact 

that in eonic (weak) wavee propagating in a gas, the processes 

of compression and expansion proceed so rapidly that it is prac- 

tically impossible for heat exchange to take place between that 

part of the gas where these waves procsad and Its other parts, as 

well as with the external medium.  In addition, because of the 

small change in the gas state involved, the effect of internal 

gae friction is not manifested perceptibly.  Therefore, the ki- 

netic energy lost by the gas is completely expended in increasing 

its pressure, and gas entropy does not change, so that pressure 

and density are linked by the well-known adiabatic equation 

£.= (ILY t<   \t\ r 
In the case of shock waves gas compression, associated with 

supereonic flow stagnation, heat exchange with the external medium 

can, as before, be disregarded.  However, gae entropy increaees, 

and th',a is associated with the irreversible, shock-type nature 

of the shock wave compression process.  When gas stagnation occurs 

in this manner some of its kinetic energy is irrever-lbly con- 

verted directly into heat at the shock wave.  This energy is ab- 

sorbed by the gas and is not consumed in increasing gas pressure. 

Thus, in the case of flow stagnation in a »hook wave not all 
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the kinetic energy In the gag la consumed in ita compression. 

Some of it is converted irreversibly into heat and simply heats 

the gas,   the while reducing Its compression (preaaure is Increased). 

Gas compression, and the simultaneous Introduction of heat 

into the gaa   (in this case the reault of the direct conversion of 

some of the kinetic energy into heat), must also result in an in- 

crease in the entropy, aa we know from thermodynamica.  Therefore, 

the preasure behind the shock wave (both static and total pres- 

sure) always proves to be lower than the pressure that would pre- 

vail for the same reduction in flow velocity but with no shock 

wave present)  that Is, for conventional adiabatic compression 

taking place without change in entropy.  The more intensive the 

shock wave, in terms of degree of change in flow velocity in it, 

the greater will be the pressure loss characteristic of it. 

Given the same increase in pressure, the increase in gas 

density (the magnitude of the gas compression) at the shock wave 

too will always prove to be less than It would be under conventional 

adiabatic compression.  This is explained by the fact that in the 

first case the gas temperature Increases to a greater extent than 

in the second case, because of the gas being heated. 

Figure 9 Comparison of shock (Y) and 
ordinary adlabats (A). 

Consequently, some aaaoclation between gas preasure and gas 

density other than that for the conventional ac'iabat must be ob- 

tained for the process of shock compression at the shock wave, 

specifleal1/ 

-j;;>{f)' instead of   ^-(-j)'- 

The graphical representation of the relationship between 

gas pressure and gas density under shock compresaion at the shock 

wave is called the shock adiabat. 

Figure 9 compares a shock adiabat Y, and an ordinary adiabat 

A, and makes It clear that for the shock adiabat an Increase in 

the pressure ratio P2/P1 will be accompanied by a significantly 

slower increase in the density ratio p./p ., and that the In- 

crease in the temperature ratio T /T. la correspondingly faster 

than for the ordinary adiabat.  Moreover, regardless of how large 
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the pr...ur. ratio p^p, „.y be. the d61lglty ratio  /  cannot 

be iar-eer than .ome pred^te^lned valu., („o larger than 6 in the 

case of air).  The reaaon i, the above e.tabliahed great heating 

of the ga, .t the shock »ave. that is. the great increase in the 
temperature ratio T /T . 

7«  The Momentum Equation. 

The law of momentun,, know» fro« theoretical mechanics, can be 
stated as follows. 

The cha-Ke 1" the moment.« of a body over some period of time 
eqU"18 the ""-■«"tu- imparted bv th. -..„itant nf „n the foT.rn. 
acting on the body during that period. ~ 

The momentum of a force equals the product of the force times 

its action time, and th. momentum is the product of the mass of a 

body time, its velocity,  so, the law of momentum can be expressed 
through the following equation! 

where 

P is the projection of the re.u'.tant of all forces applied 

to a mass m on some coordinate axisi 

c is the projection of the velocity of the motion of .ass m 
on the same axis, 

AT is force P action time on mass m| 

A (mc) is th. change in the momentum of mass m during time 4T 

This is the form the momentum equation takes a. used in solid 

mechanics.  There is another, more convenient equation, the so- 

called hydrodynamic form of the momentum equation, applicable to 

a gas flow.  Let us, in order to derive the momentum equation in 

hydrodynamic form, consider the steady motion of an elementary gas 

filament by dividing section ,  2 into two sections normal to it. 
axis (fig. io). 

Let u, assume that the motion of th. filament occur, in 

plane xOy, that external force, who.e re.ult.nt equal. P act on 

the ..„.rated gas volume 1  2, and that the projections of this 

resultant on the x and y axes equal P, and P  respectively.  Let 

the separated section of filament 1  2 assum^ th. position !■ 2. 

after an infinitely short period of time 4T . under the effect of 
these forces. 

Figure 10  The derivation of the moment equation. 
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Given steady motion, the state and velocity of the gas en- 

closed in volume 1' 2 will not change.  Therefore, the momentum 

of the mass of gas in thin volume too remains unchanged.  Conse- 

quently, change in the momentum of the gas mass during the dis- 

placement of the separated volume 1 2 under consideration will 

be determined only by the difference between the momentums of 

the gases in volumes 2 2' and 11',  In other words, the change 

in momentum during time&T in the direction of the x-axls will equal 

-i (fnr)x =» Ä/«._.r.r — Aw/jf, v. 

where 

m2  and m.        are  the gas masses  enclosed  in volumes   2  2'   and 
1   1>| 

c2x  and  c.     are  the  projections  of the  flow velocities   through 

sections  2  2 and   <   1   on  the x-axis. 

Expressing   the mass   of   the   gas,   t m,   through  its  weight, 

A G,   and  the  acceleration due  to gravity,   g,   and keeping  in mind 

that   for   steady  motionA O,  •   ' Gi»   we   cttn  "rite 

.\(m-).t = ~r(c-, —O' 

However,   the gas weight  flow per second,   G,   equals   A C/AT  , 
and,A G  ■  GAT   ,   so n , .. 

4(mr\r=--^-(<v, —O4'- 

Equating the change in momentum obtained to the momentum of 

the force p  acting on the flow in the direction of the x-axis, 

and cancelling the equality ATon both sides, we obtain 

P.--{'„-',.>■ (1.33) 

We can obtain the following in the direction of the y-axis 

similarly 

(1.3M 
Equation (1.33), or (lO1*), is the momentum equation In 

hydrodynamic form, or the first Euler equation, which states that 

for a steady flow, the projection, in any direction, of the re- 

sultant of all external forces applied to the gas stream in any 

of its flow sections Is equal to the change in momentum per second 

at that section in the same directiri. 

In the general case, the external forces applied to the gas 

at the flow section under consideration will be the hydrodynamic 

pressure forces acting from the inflow (p.F ), as well as the 

outflow (PpfO sides, such as the gas friction force against the 

wall, Pr, directed against the motion of the flow, and the force 

of the surfaces of the solid walls acting on the gas and which 

limit the flow or are Inside th« flow (in the latter case this 

can be turbine or compreasor blades, and the like, washed by the 

«as. ) 
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Let nn explain what haa been aald through the following 

examples. 

1.  An air flow moves at subsonic velocity through a dif- 

fuser (fig  11), that la, through a duct I 2, the cross-sectional 

area of which Increases In the direction of flow (r > F ), S3 

that air velocity is reduced (c < c.), but pressure increases 

(p2 > P,). 

Disregard air friction.  The forces acting on the flow will 

be the hydrodynanlc pressure forces in the inlet and outlet 

sections)  that is, forces p F, (with the flow) and p.F, (against 
1 

the flow) and the force of the inclined walls of the diffuser 

acting on the gas, p . 

Figure 11   Forces acting on the walls of a diffuser. 

Figure 12   Forces acting on an elbow. 

Taking the flow direction as positive, we can write the 

momentum equation with respect to the longitudinal axis of the 

diffuser, x - x. In the following form 

P. ■= /i, + Pf, ~ l',F, = | (f„ - ,,,). 

from whence, keeping in mind that   (•,, = «-•. ''.>'V fu ~ ci'   , we obtain 

*, = /.ä/W,/-,--^,~0. (1.35) 

2.  Air is flowing through an elbow (fig. 12) of constant 

croas-section bent at an angle of 90°.  At the elbow inlet the 

pressure Is p^ the air velocity is c-, and the cross-sectiona.V 

area Is F^  At the outlet the pressure is p,, the velocity is c. , 

and the area is F m  P , 

Les us compare the monentum equation with respect to the 

x - x and y - y axes parallel to the straight sections of the 

elbow, again taking the direction of air flow as positive. 
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In the caa« of the projection on the x - x axis, the projec- 

tion of the pressure force PiP« 1> obtained equal to this force 
and flow direction, while the projections of the pressure force 
p.p., and of velocity c  prove to be equal to zero (c.  ■ 0). 
Therefore, In terms of the projections on the x - x axis, the 
momantum equation can be written 

that Is, the horizontal component of the force of the elbow walle 

acting on the flow, p , le directed against the air flow and ob- 

structs Its motion In the original direction. 

The projection of force p1 F. equals zuro when projected on 

the y - y axisi  the projection of force p.,!*, equala this force, 

and Is opposite In direction to the flow (••p2F2).  The projection 

of the velocity Is c   a 0.  Consequently, for projections on the 

y - y axis the momentom equation will have the following form 

«,.  I-    .   I    j,  .y. 

that 1», the vertical component of the force of the walls acting 

on the flow is with the air flow and lends Itself to assisting 

movement In the new direction.  The component forces p  and pa , 

and their resultant, p , are indicated by dotted arrows In figure 12. 

The resultant of forces p  and p  , that is, the wall force 
a      a 

acting on flow p , is the hypotenuse ofythe right triangle aOb and 

equals P^VPTfPk. 

The direction of force p  is determined by angle cp (fig. 12). 

It is obvious that the tangent of this angle will be equal to the 

ratio of legs ab and aO of triangle aOb 

tan v ■ ab/aO ■ p /p 
"y '» 

Given F • P..  If moreover, it is taken that p1 • p2 and 

c. « c_, then p  ■ p  .  Now, from the preceding equations, we 
.... *      a»  % obtain ' 

and 

tan cp ■ 1, or w ■ 41 , 

The   force   p',   with  which   the   flow  acts   on  a bent   pipe   is 

equal   in magnitude   to   ;he   force   found,   p   .   but   is  directly   opposite 

direction   to   it   (solid   arrow   in   T±g.   12). 

3.      A  flow  of air proceeds     from   section   1   1   to   section   2   2 

through  a   straight   section   of   pipe   of  constant   cross-section 

(fig*    13) •      Now,   if  there   is   no   friction,   there   are   no   forces   in- 

teracting  between   the  pipe  walls   and   the   flow   in  the   axial   direc- 

tion   (p       ■   0  and   p     ■  O).      If  we   take   the  direction   of  air   flow 
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as positive, the momentum equation with respect to the pipe axis 

can be written 

from whence 

Since, from ehe flow measurement equation 

then 
-P-.-^f-'C-c,). 

Z-i 

riguro   1}       Air flow In a cylindrical  pipe. 
What  follows   from  this  sxpression is   that   the  pressure  in a 

pipeline of constant  cross-section can change  even when there  is 
no friction,   and  no external work is being done.     It  is  sufficient 
to have a change  In air flow velocity,   however achieved,   say,  by 
heating or cooling the  air.     In fact.   If the air is heated its 
spsciflc gravity will be  reduced and,   consequently,   its velocity 
will  increase,   and  this   follows  from the  continuity equation, 
written for the   condition F    ■ T- 

'iTi — f.-Tj Ci^-^T1- 
or '• 

The momentum equation makes it extremely simple to solve 

■any important problems associated with establishing forces 
acting from ths gas flow side on the surface of solid bodies that 

either confine the flow, or are located in the flow.  In addition, 

one of the main problems in Jst engine theory, that of determining 

the thrust Jeveloped by any type of Jet engine, can be solved by 

using this same equation, as will be demonstrated In what follows. 

An important, special feature of the momentum equation, is 

that it can be used to determine the forces that are acting merely 

from the known gas state and velocity oarameters within a loop 

that limits a given flow section, without taking into account 

directly the substance of ths processes originating outside this 

loop. 
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8.  Mom«nt of Monentua Bouai i >n 

The fallowing law of moments of aonentum is known from thao- 

retical mechanic».  Tho moment of the resultant of all the forces 

applied to a body relative to some axis equals the change in the 

moment of momentum of that body relative to the same axis during 

the time -bet,« forces are acting 

whore M is the moment of the resultant of all the forces applied 

to a body of mass mi 

AT is the time during which the forces acted on mass oi| 

r is the moment arm} 

ucr ia the moment of momentum. 

Let us apply thia law to the steady motion of an elementary 

filament (fig. Ik),   keeping in mind that the moments of the radial 

component» of the forces, and the momentum» with reference to 

point 0, are equal to xero. 

Filament section 1 2 is displaced to position 1' 2>   in an 

infinitely short period 4T.  The change in the aummed moment of 

the momentum of the gas mass enclosed in the volume between 

sections 1 1 and 2 2 will after time 4T, be equal to the difference 

in the moments of the momentum of the gaa encloaed in the element- 

ary volumes 1 1' and 2 J• (for the reasons stated earlier, tho 

moment of momentum of the gaa maaa in volume 1' 2 is canceled 

upon subtration) 
AfiT-f,„r,im, —fu^Am,. 

where  M  is the moment of the circular component of the resultant 

of all the external forces applied to the separated 

section of filament I2| 

m, and  m2 are the masses of gas in elementary volumea 1 1' and 

2 2'| 
C2U •

n<1 c1u •
r» 'he circular components of absolute gaa velocities 

c2 and c, in aectiona 2 2 and 1 1 (on radii r, and r.). 

Since, in the case of steady motion    AO-OAi, 

•   Am 
reductions 
since   4m.— im,——,,— > after the corresponding substitutions and 

M--2-(«,/,-'Vi)' 
(1.36) 

Thia equation is the moments of momentum equation in hydro- 

dynamic form, and is called the second Buler equation. 

Equation (1,16) demonstrates that in the case of a ateady 

flow, and with respect to some axis, the moment of the resultant 

of all the external forces applied to any gas flow ssction (gas 

loop) equals the difference in the moments, with respect to this 

same axis, of the somentums per second of the outflowing and in- 
flowing gas. 
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Figure I't  The derivation of the moments of momentum 
equation. 

It Is easy to preceed from moment M to external work L done 

by the flow, or Introduced Into It from the outside, equated to 

1 kg of gas.  For this purpose, equation (1,36) must be multiplied 

by the angular velocity u) of the displacement of the moment arm 

(radius r), end  divided by the rate of flow per aecond, G 

(<V,-V,>. (,.36 a) 

In this case of Inertial flow motion without friction the 

moment of the external forces equals zero (N *  O), and, from 

equation (1.36), we obtain 

^ii/a — c\urt or        FIU      rt ' t 

that Is, the circular velocity component will increase with a 

decrease In the radius. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TURBOJET ENGINES 

1.  G«ner«l Infomfctlon 

Figure 15 Is a diagrammatic layout of a turbojet engine with 

the principal design cross-sections of its flow section as shown. 

Section HH,ahead of the engine intake, marks the boundary of 

external air unperturbed by the engine effect.  This means that 

through section HH, and to the left of it (on the side away from 

the engine),pressure and temperature, pun and TN, are equal to 

atmospheric, and that the air velocity relative to the engine is 

equal to the airspeed, V, or to zero, if the engine Is at rast. 

The parameters for conditions and air velocity through section HH 

are taken as the initial parameters when making thermal and gas 

dynamics computations for the engine. 

The principal elements of a turbojet engine are (in the order 

of their location, beginning with the Intake section a1 a')i  the 

engine intake eection, or Intake device, 1 (the section from a' to 

a)|  the compressor, 2 (the eection from a to k)|  the combustion ■ 
chambers, 3 (from k to z)|  the gas turbine, k   (from z to 2 2) 

used for compressor 2, and auxiliary (lube oil and fuel pumps, 

etc.) drive only, and not shown in the layout)  the exhaust pipe, 

or transition chamber 5 (from 2 2 to e)|  and the Jet nozzle, 6 

(from e' to e). 

The turbojet engine operates as follows.  Outside air is 

compressed by the compressor, 2, and fad uninterruptedly Into the 

combustion chamber, 3, into which a continunun fine spray of 

liquid fuel is injected simultaneously by injectors, 1.  The com- 

bustion product formed as a result of uninterrupted fuel combustion 

pass through the turbine, U,   rotating it, and then pass through 

the exhaust pipe, 5, and the Jet nozzle, 6, and are discharged 

at high velocity into the atmosphere In a direction opposite to 

that of flight. 

The corresponding changes in pressure, temperature, ano ve- 

locity of the gas-air flow Inside a turbojet engine running at 

rest are shown in Figure 16 (below). 

Diagrammatic layout of a turbojet 
engine, 

engine intake section, or intake device!  2 - compressor) 
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3 - combustion chamberat k  -  gas turbine)  5 - exhaust 
pipe, or transition chamber)  6 - Jet nozzle. 

Figure 16 Change In air and combustion product 
parameters Inside a turbojet engine. 

When an engine is running at rest the air movement from 

section a' a' to the compressor Inlet, a a, is subject to reduction 

in pressure and temperature, the result of the gradual increase 

. In flow velocity.  Too, the air pressure in section a' a Is re- 

duced because of the hydraulic resistances offered by the  engine 

intake section. 

Air pressure is increased significantly during the compres- 

sion process in the compressor {U  to 16 times for a turbojet 

engine running at rest in the design regime).  Air temperature is 

increased accordingly.  There is usually little change in the 

axial air velocity lengthwise through the compressor, however. 

Average gas temperature increases significantly in the 

combustion chambers as a result of fuel combustion, and can reach 

1150 to 1200° K at the turbine inlet, that is, through section z z. 

Higher temperatures are usually not acceptable because turbine 

blade destruction can result unless special internal turbine 

blade cooling is used.  The pressure is slightly reduced through 

the combustion chambers, the result of hydraulic resistances, and 

the acceleration of the gas flow, explained by the increase in its 

specific volume, associated with heating. 

The gas expands in the turbine (between sections z z and 

2 2), so Its pressure and temperature are reduced.  The absolute 

gas velocity increases significantly in the turbine nozzle as- 

sembly (between sections z z and 1 l).  However, the absolute 

gas velocity decreases in the turbine rotor (between sections 1 1 

and 2 2), because some of the kinetic energy acquired by the gas 

during its expansion Is Imparted to the rotor and consumed in 

driving the compressor »nrt the auxiliaries.  The axiel component 
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of the gas velocity continues to increase through the turbine, 

reaching 300 to UOO m/sec at the turbine outlet (in section 2 2). 

This is explained by the increase in the specific volume of the 

gas, associated with Its expansion. 

The gas flows from the turbine into the exhaust pipe, which 

must be designed to deliver the gas flow to the Jet nozzle with 

least possible losses.  This Is why the exhaust pipe 1'* shaped 

to reduce the gas flow velocity between sections 2 2 and e* e*. 

In other words, the duct between those sections is given the 

configuration of a small diffuser (the flow section areas in- 

creased from 2 2 to e' e'). 

Further gas expansion takes place in the Jet nozzle between 

sections e* e' and e e.  Gas pressure Is reduced, either to 

atmospheric, or to greater than atmospheric (see below), tempera- 

ture is reduced, but velocity conilrues to Increase, reaching 

550 to 650 m/sec at the engine outlet (section e e) when running 

on the ground in the design regime. 

In flight, the velocity head compresses the air In front of 

the engine intake, with the result that air entering an engine 

in flight has pressure and temperature higher than atmospheric. 

Consequently, when all other conditions are equal, the pressure 

throughout the engine flow section is Increased accordingly, the 

pressure drop across the Jet nozzle is increased, and the result 

Is an increase in the escape velocity of the £AS from the Jet 

nozzle.  The air temperature too wir* Increase through the length 

of the flow section, including the combustion chambers«  However, 

the gas temperature maintained at the combustion chamber outlets, 

that is, ahead of the turbine (section z z) is not In excess of 

the magnitude acceptable for reliable turbine operating1 conditions. 

This is dona by regulating fuel delivery, .-  in some engines by 

changing the area of the outlet section of the Jet noz^la si- 

multaneously. 

Thus, in the turbojet engine some of the potential energy of 

the combustion products, acquired during the preliminary air 

compression process and subsequent delivery of heat to the engine 

during the combustion process. Is converted into mechanical work 

in the turbine, transferred to the turbine rotor, and then used 

to drive the compressor and the auxiliaries.  The kinetic energy 

not used In the turbine causes a significant increase In the ve- 

locity of the gas flowing through the turbine.  The potential 

energy unused in the turbine Is additionally- converted into 

kinetic energy during subsequent gas expant ion in the Jet nozzle. 

The result is a high engine gas escape velocity, one that Is 



nigher than the airspeed.  Coneequantly, the «as-alr flow through 

the turbojet engine Is accelerated.  This causes the reactive 

forcee absorbed by the eiiglne elements, that is, the Jet thrust. 

Widely used as well ars afterburner type turbojet engines.  A 

dlBgrammatic layout of this engine is shown in Figure 17.  It 

differs from the preceding type in that it has a second combustion 

chamber located between the turbine and the Jot nessle, a so- 

called afterburner, in which additional fuel is burned.  In both 

these engines all the air from the compressor enters the combustion 

chambers in front of the turbine and in which the main fuel burns 

in an environment containing a significant excess of air.  How- 

ever, upon leaving the turbine, the combustion products first 

enter the afterburner, into which additional fuel is fed and 

which burns when mixed with the air that was unussd in the combus- 

tion chambers in front of the turbine.  The gas temperature in front 

of the Jet noszle is increased, leading to an increase in the ve- 

locity with which the gas escapes from the nozzle. 

.■vfo.v l    | 

FiCi'ure 17  Diagrammatic layout of the afterburner 
type turbojet engine. 

A - afterburner)  1 - intake device)  2 - centrifugal 
compressor)  3 - combustion chambers) k  -  turbine) 
5 - diffuser)  6 - flame stabilizers)  7 - controllable 
Jet nozzle)  8 - thermocouple)  9 - afterburner fuel line. 

Ail modern turbojet engines burn fuel continuously at 

approximately constant j-rossuro.  These conditions also establish 

the prinolp .1 special features of the working principle of these 

engines. 
Characteristic layouts of existing turbojet engines are also 

shown in Figure 18, 19, and 20.  Multi-stage aiial-flow compres- 

sors, and occaslor»lly single-stage, double-entry and single-entry 

centrifugal comjin ssors, are used in those engines.  Axial-flow 

compressors are moat often used In modern turbojet engines.  The 

turbines used are single-stage, two-stage, and three-stage axial- 

flow turbines. 
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Figure   18       Layout  of a  turbojet  engine with an 
axial-flow compressor. 

1   -  inlet  sactioni     2 - axial-flow conpressori     3 .  combus- 
tion chambers)     k  - two-stage turblnei     5  -   jet nozzle. 

There  are  also engines with  twin-shafts   (figure   19).     These 
engines  have   two axial-flow compressors,   one a low, the other a 
high pressure,   built   in tandem,   with no mechanical coupling,   each 
driven by Its   own turbine   (so-called compound compressor). 

Figure   19     Layout  of a  twin-shaft  turbojet  engine. 
1   -   low-pressure  compressor)     2  - high-pressure compressor) 
3  -  combustion chamber)     1»  -  turbine high-pressure 
compressor turbine)     5  -  low-preaeure compressor turbine. 

The  Jet   noxzles  in  the engines,   the   layouts  of which are 
shown  in figures   15,   18,    19,   and  20,   have  the  configuration of 
simple  convergent  nozzles,   and have a  constant,   non-adjustable 
area of  least   exit     section.     However,   many modern turbojet   engines 
use  Jet   nozzles with an adjustable   (changed during engine opera- 
tion)   exit  area,   and in many cases  also  have expanaion,   or  "super- 
sonic",   Jet  nozzles   (see  below). 

Figure  20       Layout  of a turbojet  engine with a 
double-entry, centrifugal compressor. 

1 - intake section) 2 - compressor) J - combustion 
chambers)      U   -   turbine)      5   -   Jet   nozzle. 
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Let us, briefly, consider yet other special features of 

turbojet engine working principles. 

Compressor and tirbine shafts are made eeparately, or integral, 

and are mounted in two, three, and four anti-friction bearings. 

Journal roller bearings, and Journal thrust ball bearings.  The 

latter. In addition to taking the radial forces, also take the 

axial forces gsnerated during turbine and compressor rotation. 

The bearings are mounted in the inner strength housing of the 

engine, called the crank case, or the »upport. 

All auxiliaries (fuel and lube oil pumpe, governors, genera- 

tors, etc.) are driven off the compressor shaft through a system 

of geared transmission and small, intermediate shafts.  All turbo- 

jet engines use governors that automatically maintain specified 

rpm, or limit any increase in rpm and gas temperature ahead of 

the turbine above their maximum permissible values.  Plunger, 

or gear pumps are used to deliver the fuel to tho injectors at 

the pressure required to atomize the fuel (as high as 80 to 100 

kg/cm2). 

Engine parts subject to greatest heating, such as turbine 

blades, uheels, and bearings, combustion chamber walls, exhaust 

piping, and the like, are air-cooled.  In turbojet engines with 

•JciBl-''lo»' compressors, air-cooling is usually accomplished by 

bleeding air from an intermediate compressor stage.  In turbo- 

jet engines with csntrifugal compressors, tho cooling air is bled 

from the cavity at the compressor outlet, or supplied by a special, 

separate, impeller, mounted on the shaft between the compressor 

and the turbine (figure 20).  The air consumed for cooling usually 

will not exceed 2 to 4 ^ of the toal air flow through the engine. 

As a rule, about 2 to 3 ^ of turbine shaft power is consumed in 

driving «11 auxiliaries and supplying cooling air. 

Engine bearings are lubricated and cooled by oil sprayed 

on them by special metering injectors (nozzles), to which the 

oil Is pumped at a pressure of 2 to It kg/cm2 by a lube oil pump, 

usually a gear type.  The oil drains from the bearings into oil 

sumps in the engine housing and is returned to the oil tank by 
scavenging pumps. 

Lube oil consumption is considerably lower in turbojet 

engines than in reciprocating engines, because there are not as 

many wor.cing surfaces and because their temperatures are lower, 

as well as because anti-friction bearings are used. 

2.  Turbojet Engine Thrust 

The effective thrust produced by a turbojet engine equals 

tho axial component of the resultant of the forces acting on the 

engine and originating in the gas and air flow within the engine 
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and In the external air flow washing the engine. 

Let us use the momentum equation to determine the effective 

thrust, Peff. for  this purpose, let us isolate that coaxial cylin. 

drical separation around the engine (figure 21), the forward edge, 

1 1,and side (generators), 1 2, the boundaries of which lie com- 

pletely beyond the limits of the air perturbed by the engine, and 

the trailing edge boundary surface of which, 2 2, coincides with 

the plane of the Jet nozzle exit section, « e. 

-. —-.N 1 x 

Figure 21  Determination of the thrust produced 
by a turbojet engine. 

Key I  A - direction of flight. 

The pressure at the end 1 1, and side, 1 2, surfaces of this 

cylindrical separation will be equal to the pressure, p  , of the 

unperturbed outside air, and its velocity with reference to the 

engine will be equal to the airspeed V. 

But at the trailing boundary of the edge surface, 2 2, out- 

side the Jet of exhaust gases (beyond section e e), that is, at 

the annular surface with area equal to (F, - F ), the pressure 

and velocity of the outside air with reference to the engine will 

not be equal to the pressure p  , or to the airspeed V, because 

of the perturbation (stagnation) effect of the engine on the ex- 

ternal flow.  For the same reason, the air pressure and velocity 

through the radius of the annular area (F, - F ) will be variable. 

The gas has pressure pe, which, in the general case does not equal 

pressure pun of the outside air (see below), in the Jet nozzle 

exit section e e, and an axial discharge velocity equal to c'. 
e 

Let us now derive the momentum equation applicable to the 

entire flow through the separated cylindrical area between its 

normal sections 1 1 and 2 2 equating It to x-x, the axis of sym- 

metry of the engine and of the flow, assuming that this axis co- 

incides with the direction of flight (at speed V). 

It was shown in Chapter 1 that the projection in any direction 

of the resultant of all external forces applied to the gas flow 

In any section of it, equals the change in the same direction of 

the momentum per second in that flow section. 
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The external forces acting on the flow under consideration in 

the direction of the x-x axis arei 

the engine force acting on the internal part of the cylindrical 

flow that passes through the engine, and on the external part 

that washes it.  Based on the law of the equality of action and 

reaction in mechanics, this  force is equal In magnitude but oppo- 

site in direction to, the sought for effective thrust, p _,.; 

the pressure force on end surface 1 1, equal to the product 

of the pressure of the unperturbed outside air times the area of 

this surface, or Pu ^^ 

the pressure force on the end surface e e, equal to the pro- 

duct of the preescre in the jet nozzle exit section times its 

area, p^j 

the pressure force on the end surface 2 2, beyond the .let 

nozzle exit section F , that is on the annular surface.  This 

force can be represented by the product p'  (F« - F ), where p' 

is the average value of the variable pressure through the radius 

of the annular section (F. - F ). 

The change in the momentum of the entire air mass moving 

between sections 1 1, and 2 2 in the cylindrical area under con- 

sideration in one second and caused by the forces listed above 

can he represented in the form of a sum 

("com*1; - ",.lrV) + M (V - V) 
where (m   c' - m  V) la the change in momentum in the internal com e    an 

part of the flow passing through the engine 

and bounded by the contour Ha'eea'Hf 

m    la the mass of combustion products escaping 

from the engine per second at velocity c'j 

m    ia the maaa of the air entering the engine 

per second at an initial velocity equal to       (v> 

the  airspeedi 

M     is the mass of the air per second flowing 

past the outside of the engine through the 

annular areas (F. - F  ) and then (F  - F ); 

V    ia the average value of the variable velo- 

city of the external air through the radius 

of the annular section (F. - F )* 

Thus, if we take the direction of movement of the flow as 

positive with respect to the engine, and keep in mind that area 

F. ■ F-, the sought for momentum equation can be written in the 
following form 

*c.i:f   *un 1    « e    un   ^    e 

■ m   c» - m . V + M (V - V). com e    air      x      ' 

If we now add + PunFe and - PuriFe to the left side of the 

equality thus obtained, after a simple transformation we have 
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peff ' mcome;   -  m
airV + F.   ^,  " O  " 

■f^un-  Pin»   (',   -%)   - M   (V. V)7. 

''eff ■    com-e  "  '"air"   T '•   ^a ' Pgn (P. - PUn)   - x. C«-1) 
where 

X "   (Pun  *  Pin)   (lri   -',)-«  (V -  V). (2.2) 

The  sum designated X la   the  engine  force acting on  the  ex- 

ternal  flow of air washing the  engine  and causing the  change  in 

pressure  and  momentum   (velocity)   In  this   flow   '.     This   force  Is 

equal   in magnitude and  opposite  in direction to  the  external flow 

force  acting on the  engine,   that   is,   the  engine drag  force which 

reduces   effective   thrust. 

The  external engine drag X  is  cimposed of the drag  caused 

by  air friction on the   -)uter surface  of the engine housing   (or 

on  the  engine  nacelle  in whirh  it   is   located),   of the  wave  drag 

caused by  the  engine  Intake,   which is  the  force  originating from 

the   outside  flow and  acting  on  the  engine  through the  intake  flow, 

which  Is  shaped by engine  effect   (contour Ha'a'H in figure  21), 

and   of the  engine wave drag   (its  nacelle) |     that   is,   the   force 

exerted by   the  excess  pressure   from the  external  flew on  the ex- 

ternal   surface  of the  engine   (nacelle). 

The magnitude  of  the external  engine drag depends   on  the air- 

speed,   on engine  shape  and  dimensions,   on where and how the  engine 

Is   Installed  in the aircraft,   on the  effect  created by adjacent 

aircraft  parts,   etc.     The magnitude  of this drag is  found  through 

expsrlmental  data,   and  in many cases  can be approximated by  compu- 

tation  and   theoretically. 

The  relationships  obtained demonstrate  that   the  effective 

thrust   produced by a  turbojet   engine  is  the  result  of the   in- 

ternal  engine  operation process   that   establishes   the value  of the 

velocity,   c^,   and   the   pressure,   p   ,   In  the   Jet   nozzle   exit   section, 

and   the  flow  of air and  combustion products  through the   engine, 

as   well   as   of   external   engine   drag,   that   Is,   the   result   of  the 

conditions   under which   the   external  washing  of  the  engine   takes 

place.      Moreover,   effective   thrust,   as  will  be   seen,   depends   on 

airspeed  and   altitude   (on  atmospheric   pressure,   p     ). 

If  we  disregard   external   engine  drag,   assuming  X  »   O,   we  ob- 
tain   the   so-called   Internal   thrust,   equal   to 

Expression   (2,2)   for   force   X  can  be   obtained   from  the   momentum 
equation  written  for  the   outer,   annular part   of  the   flow  under 
consideration,   limited   from  within  by   the  contour Ha'eea'H, 
and   from  without   by   the   contour   12   2   1   (figure   21). 
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».1P
V
 * r. (p. " "un 

or, pitting  from mas« flow to weight flow, 

P - \ir/g  (0r/0.lr • e; - V) ♦ F,(p9 - pun),   (2.3) 

whart' 0   .     and O ara  the mass  flow*  of air and combustion air com 
pro-iucts,   respectively,   through  the  anginal 

g ■  9t81 Is  the acceleration of gravity. 

Wave drag Is   negligibly  low at  »ubeon? ,   alrspaada,   and air 

friction la  slight,   so,   as  a practical matter,   PVP.ff     However, 

at   supersonic  airapaads  the  affactiva angina  thrust  becomes a good 

deal less   than  th«  intarnal  thrust,   primarily   the  result  of high 

engine wave drag   (by its  intake),   and can be  85  to 70 %,   or less, 

of the  internal  angina  thrust. 
It  Is  readily   seen that  the Internal  angina thrust  'or a 

given airspeed and  altitude  is  the direct   result   of  Just  the 

angina operating process.     Va will,in what   follows,consider Just 

the intarnal  engine  thrust,   and refer to  it   simply a»   thrust. 

Let   the weight   of fuel burned  in the  engine  in  onb   second 

equal G  ,   kg.     The weight   ->f  the combustion  products will then  be 

G ■ G_  + G   .    ,   kg/sac,   t <d the corresponding weight   of nlr ■ on- 
C ODl     X      All? 

sumed will equal 0 .  ■* '«"f ^s/880« and 

0  /G .  • 1 + at /a 1 , com' air        o'   o' 

where   1       is  the  quantity of air theoretically  required  for the 

complete  combustion of  1  kg of fuel; 

a      is  the  excess  of air coefficient,   a    • G   .     /   '0Gf. 

Therefore,   equation   (2.3)   can be  rewritten 

P " Gair/«   (1   +   a1o/a 'o   '   c;-V)   *   Fe(Pe-Pun)- {2-',) 

Ordinarily   a  i 3,   and   1     •   14  to   15   for   a   turbojet   engine, 
so   1+     1   /     1 I,   providing a simpler,   and   sufficiently  accurate 

formula  for  establishing  the   thrust 

P- Galr/g (c;.v) ♦ re(pe-Pun). (2.5) 

Accordingly, we obtain the following for engine operation 

at rest when V * 0 

P  ■ G .. /g » c» + F  (p  - p  ) (2.6) o    alr'B    e    e x*e   Fun' *   ' 
If the expansion of combustion products in the jet nozzle 

is completely terminated, the discharge velocity, c , will be 

higher than the discharge velocity, c*, for 1ncomplete expansion, 

all other conditions being eqqal, and a pressure equal to the ex- 

ternal pressure will be established In the Jet nozzle exit section. 

Now. because 0  * p  • the expression for the thrust will assume * Ke   Kun'       K 

the following form 

P - Gair/g (ce - V). (2.7) 

Accordingly, when the engine in running on the ground 

Po ■ We * ce- '^^ 
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Whan conbuKtlon product •xpandon In the J*t nor.zlm   li In- 

conplat«, the thruit reduction the reeult of the reduction In 

their dlacharge velocity (c' < c ) Is not conpletely conpeneated 

for by the suppleaental forca 'a(pa - Pun)> ">  angina thruat la 

reduced, aa coaparad with that found In the case of full expanalon. 

J.  Turbojet toalne Efflclenclea. 

The loaaas Incurrsd during ths procssaee of converting the 

heat Introduced into a Jet engine In the fora of chealcal fuel 

energy Into external work parfonaed by the engine thruat (impart- 

ing ■ovonent to the flying Machine) are evaluated aucceaalvely 
In tenaa of three effIclencleai  effective efficiency I)  , propulalon 
effleleaey «Li and aeeaeeile, er total, efficiency r|t> 

Effective efficiency le the ratio of the heat, equivalent 

to the Increaae In the kinetic energy of the gaa and air flow In 

the Jet engine, and to the conauaed heat, that la, to the heat 

Introduced Into the engine In the form of chealcal fuel energy. 

When gaa expanalon In the Jet nozzle la coaplate, when the 

dlecharge velocity froa the nozzle equals c , the Increase In the 

kinetic energy of the gas and air flow In the engine la the dif- 

ference c G   /2g - V G  /2g, and the heat conauaed equals the 

fuel consuaptlon, G-, multiplied by the calorific value, H , ao 

effective efficiency will equal 

" . • * ^»coa-^alr^fV '2-9> 

where A • l/fcZ? Is the themal equivalent of the aechanlcal 

energy. 

But If, ae before, and for the eake of alapllclty, we aaauae 

th,t ''coa^alr* '• ■n<f •ub»*i^t« Oalr/Of "" 'o 

'-^v^sr' (2.10) 
wnera tr ^ "' ''   the  aaount   of heat  conauaed  per kg 

of air  flowing  through the  engine. 

Whan  the engine   1«  running at   reat,   that   Is,   ths velocity 

la   V - 0, A   ^ 
T-a:T'"TC (2. n) 

When   fas   expansion   In   the   J«t   nozzle   Is   Inconplete,    the   «f* 

fvctlv«   efficiency,   as   well   as   the   ef fl«: lern; le«   that   will   be   dis- 

( useetl   below,   can  be   established   conveniently  with   raapect   to 

the   equivalent   dlacharf*  velocity. 

The   äquivalent   didchargo   velocity«   r      ,   is   hare  understood 

to aaan  tha  velocity  that  would be  required  in  the event   of 

co«plete  (fas   expansion   in  the   Jet   nozzle   to  obtain   thruat   equal 

to   the   thruat   provided  when  gaa   expansion   is   Incomplete,   but   air 

flow,  G   .    t   and airspeed,   V,   are  the  aaae.     Accordingly,   In  order 
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to  establish  the  equivalent  discharge  velocity,   c     ,   we  must 

equate  the right  sidea  of the   expressions  at   (2.5)  and   (2.7)   to 
each other,   and  obtain 

c.„ ■  c'   + gF   /Oair  (p     -  p     ) eq e       0   e' ^Ke       'un' 

and  further,   for the   effective  efficiencyi ,    rLr v 
t     =   -7  ■ —=*1    . 

-f    «;, 

The effective efficiency takes into account all the losses 

that take place during the conversion of heat into kinetic energy 

in the engine I 

the heat carried away from ths engine by the combustion pro- 

ducts, which leave the engine at a temperature considerably higher 

than that of the surrounding medium) 

heat losaes in the combustion chambers due to Incomplete fuel 

combustioni 

heat losses to the surrounding medium directly through the 

combustion chamber  walls, turbine housing, the walls of the ex- 

haust pipe and Jet nozzle, as well as the heat given off to the 

air that cools the engine parts (turbine blades, turbine wheel, 

etc.), and to the oil that coole the engine bearings; 

energy consumed in driving ths auxiliaries| 

energy consumsd In overcoming hydraulic resistance in the 

flow section of the engine, and the friction in its bearings, which 

in the loag run leads to some Increase in the temperature of the 

gas departing the engine, and in that of the oil flowing through 

its bearings and mechanisms. 

Thus, the effective efficiency establishes the percentage 

of consumed heat converted into kinetic, that is, into the energy 

of the gas flowing through the engine.  The effective efficiency 

describes the efficiency of a turbojet engine as a heat engine, so 

from this standby can in essence be compared to the effective ef- 

ficiency of the reciprocating engine, for example. 

For existing turbojet engines running the ground, the heat 

carried off by the combustion products leaving the engine ts 65 

to 75 * of the heat introduced into the engine with the fuel, and 

all other heat losses amount to about 3 to 5 It.  Accordingly, under 

these conditions the effective efficiency is In the He  ■ 0.20 
o 

to 0.30 range, reaching appreciably greater values under flying 

conditions (see below). 

Propulsion efficiency is the ratio of the external work per- 

formed by the engine thrust to the increase in the kinetic energy 

of the gas flow it picks up in the engine 

1p - PV / CII1I./2R (c; - V3) (o. 12) 

where PV  is the external work performed by the thrust in flight 

in one sscond, or the engine power. 
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If we establish the thrust through the formula at (2.7), the 

expression for propulsion efficiency will be in the following 

form after reduction    T<|— '1V^''" —-, 

or, after reduction by the difference (ce - V)l 

The external work performed by the thrust and imparted to 

the flying machine is the direct result of the use of the kinetic 

energy acquired by the gas flow in the engine.  But, not all the 

kinetic energy of the flow is converted Into thrust work.  Actually, 

the gas flow leaving the engine has an absolute velocity (the ve- 

locity relative to the ground) obviously equal to the velocity 

difference (c  - V).  Consequently, that part of the kinetic 

energy of each kilogram of gas leaving the engine not converted 

into thrust work, that is, the lost part, equals  -'-~T^- 

Propulslon efficiency also takes this loss of kinetic 

energy into account* 
As will be seen from the expression at (2.13), propulsion 

efficiency is only dependant on the discharge velocity of thf 

gases from the engine and on the airspeed.  Propulsion efficiency 

will increase with k reduction in this ratio.  This is under- 

standable because the closer the discharge velocity, c^, approxi- 

mate the airspeed, V, the lower the absolute velocity at which 

the gas flow leave« the »ngino, and the less will be that part of 

the kinetic energy remaining unused. 

When the gas discharge velocity relative to the engine, c#l 

equals the airspeed, V, propulsion efficiency equal« unity be- 

cause the absolute gas velocity a« it leave, the engine, (c^ - V), 

equal« xero.  But, according to the formula at (2.7) engine thru.t 

becomes sero. 
When the engine i« running on the ground and airspeed i t 

V - 0, the propulsion efficiency 1« »1 p ■ 0, b«0«u»« no thru«t 
work 1« performed, and all the kinetic energy of the ga« flow at 

the engine OIL let 1« unused. 
Thu«, propulsion efficiency indiciits« how mu-h of the kinetic 

energy acquired by the gas flow in the engine Is converted into 

external thrust work.  Propulsion sfficiency describes the ef- 

ficiency of the turbojet engine as a propelling device, that Is, 

a« a device designed to generate thrust.  Thsrsfore, the pro- 

pulslor. efficiency of the Jet engine ehould be compared to the 

efficiency of an aerial propeller. 

The propulsion efficiency, 1p, of existing turbojet engines 

ranges over broad limits, depending on airspeed, altitude, and 

engine operating conditions, but as a nils will not exceed 0.60 

to 0.6}. 
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Economic, or total, efficiency is the ratio of the heat con

verted Into external thrust work to the heat consumed, that is. 
Introduced into the en«rine by the fuel

. APV/G^H„ - APV/O^^^H^ (2.1«*)

from whence, and based on the nrecadlng relationships.

Thus, total efficiency equals the effective efficiency mul

tiplied by the propulsion efficiency and, thus takes into account 
all the energy losses listed above as the chemical ener^ of the 
fuel consumed is converted into external thrust work. Total ef

ficiency establishes the percentage of the consumed heat converted 
into external thrust work transferred to the flying machine, thus 
completely describing the efficiency of an engine in flight.

The total efficiency of an engine running at rest is zero, 
because the propulsion efficiency is 1| p ■ 'f*'* total in-flight
efficiency of existing turbojet engines can have values I) ^ ■ 0.20 
to 0.30.

k. Specific Parameters of furbojet Engines
The in-flight operational qualities of jet engines are most 

conveniently evaluated through specific parameters.
The principal specific parameters of turbojet engines aret 
specific thrust; 
specific fuel consumption; 
specific weight; 
specific drag.
Specific thrust. P^p, is the ratio of the engine thrust to

(2.16)

the weight flow per second of air through the engine 
**sp “ *’/®air ^ alr_7.

Now, using the formulas at (2.6) and (2.7), we can write the 
following for specific thrust

If P.

- V / g ♦
;as expans: 
C. - V / g

<Pe ■ Pun)*
p^^ (complete gas expansion in the jet nozzle)

If V . 0

(2.17)

(2.18) 

(2.19)

Specific thrust can be expressed in terms -jf the effective 
efficiency of the engine by establishing the discharge valorIty 
of the gas from the jet nozzle through the formula at (2.10) and, 
substituting the result in the formula at (2.18), obtain 

'sp * -i-^ + V"--^,
and for engine operation at rest

%p -
O V 7T V
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Consequently,   the   specific   thrust   of  a.   turbojet   engine  de- 

pends   on   its   effective   efficiency,   and   on   the   amount   of  heat 

given  up   to   one   kilogram  of   air  flowing   through   the   engine.     The 

greater H^   and    T\ the  greater will  be   the   specific   thrust   of 

an   engine  at   a  given   airspeed. 

But,   the   greater   the   specific   thrust,   the   smaller  will  be 

the   weight   flow  per   second   of   air  through   the   engine   required 

for  a  given  engine   thrust   p,   because  p   ■   p    G   .    ,   and,   conse- 

quently   the   smaller   the   diametric   dimensions   ant'  weight   of  the 

engine,   all   other conditions   being  equal. 

Specific   fuel   consumption.   C     ,   is   the   ratio   of   the   fuel 

consumption  per hour   for  an   engine   to   IM   thrust, 

C       a   Gf     /p    /"kg/kg  of  thrust   hour./ (2.20) 
p hr 

Specific fuel consumption for a turbojet engine can be ex- 

pressed in terns of specific thrust, based on the following re- 

lationships.      It   is   obvious   that 

C        - G.     /P    0   .     -   3600  G./P     G   .    , sp f     '    sp  air f   sp  air* 

where  G-  and  G   .      are   the  weight   flows   per  second   of   fuel   and t air ' 
air,    respectively. 

But,   the   ratio   of   fuel   consumption   to  a   r   flow   is 

f   air '      o* 
so   we  can   finally   write 

C        a   3600/ai   P     . (2.21) sp '      o  sp y ' 

Specific   fuel   consumption   is   also  associated   with  engine   ef- 

ficiency.     In   fart,    from   the   formula  at   (2.1^*) 

P       » H    n 4/al  AV. sp u   ' t        o 

Now,   after   substituting   this   expression   for   P        in   thr 
sp 

formula   at    (2.2l),   we   obtain JKOMT 

(2.22) 

from  whence   it   follows   that   specific   fuel   consumption,   C      ,   des- 

cribes   the   thermal   efficiency   of  an  engine   in   flight   only   for a 

I' 1 vi'ti   a l rspeed . 

Specific   fuel   consumption   is  an   important   operational  mag- 

nitude.      \ll   other  conditions   being  equal,   the   smaller  C        the 
sp 

greater  will   be   the   aircraft**   range   and   flying   timt. 

Specific   engine   weight,     \      ,   is   the   ratio   of  ervlnc  weight, 

G      ,    to   Its   maximum   thrust 
en 

' en   "   Gen/P    £*/**   of   ^runtj. (2.23) 

The   lower   specific   engine   weight,    the   lower   the   weight   of 

the   engine   Installation   for   a   specifiod   amount    of   thrust,   and 

this,    in   turn,   ran   to   a   cons iderabte  degree   be   reflected   in  such 

important   ai re ra 't   d«ta   as   celling,   payload,    range,   and   speed. 
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Specific   draifi   P.        t   i«   the   ratio   of maximum   engine   thrust 
to  the  area  of  Its greatest   cross-section 

P^ ■ P/P, fa/™2 J- (2.2I4) drag '   drag    «• -=»       J 
Specific   drag  indirectly   characterizes   the   aerodynamic   drag 

of the  engine   installation  in  flight.     The greater the  specific 
dragft the  itmaller the percentage   of engine  thrust   expended   in 
flight   in  cvercomlng  the   drag  caused  by   engine   Installation   in 
the  aircraft. 

The   Specific   parameters   for   the   same   type   of   engine   will   change 
with change   in airspeed,   altitude,   and  atmospheric   conditions, 
bjcaise  thrust,   weight  flow of air,   and   fuel consumption per hour 
change   (see  below).     Too,   the magnitudes   of the  specific   para- 
meters   depend   on  aircraft   operating  conditions.     Therefore,   spe- 
cific   parameters   obtained   for  engine   operation at   rest   (V   =   o), 
on the ground   (H = 0),   and  under  standard  atmospheric  conditions, 
that   is,   at   an  atmospheric   pressure   of   p     •   760 mm  mercury   column, 
and  an air  temperature  of to . + 130C   (288  K),   are  usually   taken as 
the   initial   magnitudes.     Given   these   conditions,   existing   turbo- 
jet   engines  have a maximum  specific   thrust  of P -  30  to  70 kg   • 
sec/kg  of air,   and a  specific   fuel  consumption of    C ■  O.76  to 

"o 1.10  kg/kg   of   thrust  hour,   depending   on   engine   operating   conditions. 
The  values   for  the   specific   weight   and   specific   drag   for 

modern turbojet   «nglnes  are   V • 0.2   to O.U kg/kg  of  thrust 
and  P. ■  2500 to 8000 kg/mz,0respectively. drug 
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CHAPTER  3 

THERMODYNAMIC   PRINCIPLES  OF TURBOJET  ENGINE 

OPERATION 

1.     General   Conalderatlons 

Let   us,   In  order   to  develop  and  analyze   the   principal  pro- 

perties  and  special   features  of  the turbojet  engine,   start   out 

by   using   ideal   thermodynamic   cycles. 

An  ideal   cycle   is   understood   to  mean  a   simplified,   condi- 

tional  way  of   combining  the  operating  processes   that   take  place 

In an   engine,   one   that   is  a  closed,   and   reversible,   cycle  con- 

sisting   of highly   simplified  thermodynamic   processes. 

Accordingly,   the   following  simplifying  assumptions   are  made 

for  ideal   cycles!      alt   is   the  working   substance   throughout   the 

eyelet      the   heat   capacity   of  this   air does   not   depend  on  its 

temperature;      there   are   no   losses   (thermal,   hydraulic,   or mechan- 

ical)   in  any   element   In  the  engine,   with   the   exception  of  the 

necessary   removal   of  heat   to  a  cold  source,   without  which  and   in 

accordance  with   the   second  law  of   thermodynamics,   the  continuous 

conversion   of  heat   into  work  ;*ould  be   Impossible. 

As   a   result   of   these   assumptions,   all   engine   parameters   in 

the  case   of   the   ideal   cycle  have   limits,   and   the   degree  to  which 

these   same   parameters   for  the  real   engine   approximate   these   limits 

is  what   determines   the   efficiency   of  the   latter. 

The   combustion   stages   in  all   existing   turbojet   engines   (as 

well   as   in   other   types   of gas   turbine   engines)   are  based  on   the 

thenrodynamic   cycles   during which  heat   is   supplied   at   constant 

pressure.     Realization   of  these   combustion   stages   requires   no 

special   gas   distribution  devices,   and   results   In  a   simple,   re- 

liable,   and  quite   efficient   engine  design,   in  which  all  elements 

function with   the   flow   of  air and  gar.   continuous   and   steady.     Then 

too,   the  design  of   these   engines   can  be   improved,   if desired. 

The   simple   cycle   with  adiabatic   air  compression and  ex- 

pansion,   and   the   cycle   with  staged  heat   supply   and  adiabatic   air 

compression  and   expansion,   are   the   principal   thermodynamic   cycles, 

with  heat   supplied   at   constant   pressure.   In modern  turbojet   engines. 

A  cycle   with   Isc^ermic   air compression   and   adiabatic   air  expansion 

Is   used   In   some   inbtances   as   the   basis   for   the   turbojet   e igine 

combust ion   st^ge* 

In   cunsid „ring   these   cyrleo   as   applicable   to  gas   turbine 

engines,   one   must   be   aware   of   the   Kineti*.      nergy   of   the  working 

substance,   as   well   as   of   its   potential   energy,   uecause   its   flow 

velocity   in   the   engine   flow  section   is   quite   high.      With  this   In 

mind,   we  will   take   it   that   the  air   flow   is   stagnated  at   all   points 

in  the   cycles,   with   the   exception   of   their   initial   points   (the 
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external, unpertur^jd air condition;  that is, section H H in 

fig. 13) and the r end points (the condition of the air, or gas, 

at the engine exhaust!  that is, section e e), so that air flow 

pressure and temperature are higher than static pressure and tem- 

perature, respectively. 
Moreover, magnitudes like work, amount .if heat, and kinetic 

energy will be equated in all cases t< one kg of air flowing 

through the engine, and it will be assumed that the air expand» 

to atmospheric pressure in the jet nozzle. 

In what follows ground pressure and temperature of atmospheric 

air will be designated by po and T0, and at an altitude of H>0 will 

be designated by pH and TH. 
Finally, it is appropriate to note that the cycles, and the 

basic conclusions considered and arrived at in this chapter can 

also be applied to turboprop and dual-flow turbojet engines. 

2. Cycle with Heat Input at Constant Pressure and with Adiabatic 

Compression and Expansion 

The ideal cycle with heat input at constant pressure and 

adiabatic compression is shown by the pv and TS diagrams in 

figure 22 for the case of engine operation in flight, and in 

figure 23 for in situ engine operation.  This cycle consists of 

the fo lowing sequential processes. 

1. Air compression along the adiabat Hk, aclu sved in flight 

initially as a result of air stagnation by the engine, that is, 

as a result of the velocity head of the meeting flow of air 

(section Ha), and subsequently in the compresnor (section ak). 

2. The input from without of heat Q, to the air along the 

isobar kz in the combustion chambers. 

3. Air extension along the adiabat ze, initially in the 

turbine (»ection z2) i.PJ subfequen.lv in the J =t nozzlo (section 

2e).   Point 2 establishes *;he condition of the stagnate« air 

beyond the turbine driving  the compressor. 

It.  Heat Q- given up by the air along the isobar eH (accord- 

ing to the second law of thermodynamics) v.o the cold source that 

is the surrounding medium.  This process, a closed cycle, is con- 

ditional for the engine because It actually takes place outside 

t». > engine and corresponds to the heat transfer from the gases 

leaving the engine to the surrounding air. 

In the pv diagrams all of the work done to compress the air, 

L , is depictod by the area HkUl, consisting of area Hal'l, cor- 

responding to the compression work Lce done by the velocity head, 

and the area akltl*. corresponding to the compression work LJ^ 

done in the compressor (fig. 22).  W>»n the engine Is running In 

situ the compression work dona by the velocity head obviously 
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equals zero, and the total compression work In the cycle Is de- 
pleted by area Ok^t (fig, 23). 

Figure 221  Cycle with heat Input when p -  const 
and with adlabatlc compression  V > O) . 

') 

-»fts. 

(^ 

Fig- re 23   Cycle with p = const when V 0. 

Total air expansion work, Lex, Is depicted In the pv diagram 

'^y the ares, ftze, cünslating of area Jk^Z,   the expansion work done 

i  the turblae, and of area T.IBI,   the expansion work done In the 
jet nozzle. 

ince the turbine In a turbojet engine drives the compressor, 

and if there are no losses, something that )s characteristic of the 

Ideal cycle, the expansion work done in the turbine should equal 

the compression wurk done in the compressor and, consequently, 
area 3'tz2 equals area ak^ 1 '. 

Th..- useful work done in the cycle, L,., equals tha difference 

L. . L   - L 
t    ex    c 

and Is depicted in the pv diagrams by the area Hkze. 

The heat, equivalent to the useful work of the cycle, equals 

ALt - Q, - Q2 

and Is depicted by the area Hkze In the TS diagram.   The area lkz2 

in the same diagram corresponds to the heat added to the cycle Q 

and the area lHe2 corresponds to the heat removed from the cycle, 

V 
In a turbojet engine, and in accordance with Its principle of 

operation, the work of the cycle goes to Increase the kinetic 

energy of the air flowing through the engine.  This can be established 

through the pv diagram In figure 22, based on the following con- 

sideration».  The total work done during the expansion of the air 

from full pressure beyond the turbine p,, (point 2) to atmospheric 
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pressure, pH, (point e)t and depicted by area l^öe, goss to in- 

crease the kineclc energy of the air In the Jet nozzle at the ex- 

change of which the air velocity equals c  , so we can write 
2 

et 
c   / 2g = area 132e. 
et 

Area i32«> can be repi-esentr'd in the form of a sum of areas 

area 132e ■ .r a H3l2e + area 1,33'a + area ll'aH. 

But tha equality of area;? ak41 ' and 3hz2,   established above, 

tha,^ is, the equality of the work lone by the turbine and the 

compressor, alsto makes areas 1'33'a and 3'kz2 equal, and the sum 

of area H3,2e + area 3,kz.? = area Hkze » L , so 

et 
Since area 1 1 ' aH is compression work L   done by the velci^ iy 

head, that is, the result of the kinetic energy of the meeting 

flow, V /2g, In the case of complete stagnation 

frorn whence we also obtain 

L,-.^.'- (:,,1) 

and, for In situ operation, when V 

where c     is the velocity of the flow from the je^ nozzle when 
t 

there are no engine losses, that is, the ideal velocity; 

V     is the initial velocity of the air relative to the 

engine, equal to the airspeed. 

Thus, the work of the cycle, L., in a turbojet engine can be 

used to accelerate the air flow throigh the engine, and thrust Is 

obtained as a direct result of this process. 

The efficiency of the ideal cycle, or the degree to which the 

heat input Is converted into useful work, can be evaluated by the 

thermal efficiency  rt , which equals the ratio between the heat 

converted into useful work, L., for the ileal cycle, and the heat 

expended, Q., 

For the cycle under consideration (equating all magnitudes 

to one kg of air) we can write 

Q, = r„ (r,.-r„), 

where   c     is   the   specific   heat   at   constant   pressure. P 
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Substituting these expressions in the formula at (3.2),. and 

converting, we obtain 

T     T" ~' 

-J-l 
'V- 

From tha equations for the expansion, ze, and the compression, 

Hk, adiabats, we have 

'';    \P„)   ' 

however, p* = p*  and p 

On this basisL 

■=:' (3.3) 

The ratio of the total pressure, p*, at th« compressor outlet 

to the pressure, p„, of the external, unperturbed air, that is 

is called the summed compreaaion ratio and is one of the most 

Important turbojet engine operating parameters.  The summed 

compression ratio can be represented by the following product 

<■   ■pa  r„     c cc 

where t= "~:—   ^a '*ie compresaor compression ratio; 
Pn 

Pu r
c.c=-     is the velocity compression ratio; 

/',*.—    is the total air pressure at the 

compressor Inlet (through section a a). 

The assumption for the ideal cycle is that velocity compression 

(stagnation) of the air, and its flow through the engine are loss- 

less, adiabatic.  Therefore, in the ideal cycle the total pressure, 

p*, at the compressor inlet equals the total pre-isure, p*, in the a H 
external, unperturbed air, and the velocity compression ratio can 

be established through the already known formula for the pressure 

of an adiabatically stagnated flow 

where M  ■ V/a„  is the Mach number for the flight) 
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l/t  
»ll■" VllgRTf, —       Is   the  velocity   of  sound   in  an   unperturbed 

atmosphere,   where  the  air temperature  equals 

As  will  be   seen  from  the   formula  at    (3.It),   the   velocity 

compression  ratio,   IT   #c<;,   increases   with   an   increase   In airrpeed, 

V,   when aH ■  const   (that   is,  T„ ■  const),   as  well  as with a de- 

crease  in the  external  temperature   (that   is,   in a„)  when V •  const, 

and   consequently   with   an   increase   in  altitude   (so   long  as   tempera- 
ture T    decreases  with altitude). 

There   is   no   velocity  air  compression  during   in  situ   engine 

operation   (V  ■   0   or  MJJ  -  0),   and   in  accordance   with   the   formula 
at   (j.1*),   and with no   losses, n»       .   \     BO     in  this  case 

cc 
.  'S: 

"    ^ (3-5) 

Turning now to the dependencies obtained above for the thermal 

efficiency, T^ , we can draw the following important conclusions 

for the cycle under consideration, 

1. The thermal efficiency of the cycle depends only on the 

summed air compression ratio and increases steadily with the in- 

crease (fig. a1») in the ratio, because with an Increase in n»  there 
c 

is an increase in the air ratio after heat Q  is added, and as a 

result the relative amount of heat, Q , transferred to the surround- 

ing rAedlum is reduced. 

2.  The thermal efficiency increases with an increase In air- 

speed and altitude, as well as and only with a decrease in the  out- 

side temperature, because the velocity compression ratio and, con- 

sequently, the summed compression ratio Increase. 

The thermal efficiency of compressor compression ratios In 

existing modern turbojet engines is n   s O.38 to 0.48, increasing 

to nt «0.5 to 0.6 and higher in fligh? (reaching these values at 
MH " 1 anc' H ' ''i000 m< thank» to the corresponding increase in 
the summed compression ratio, TT«). 

We note, for purposes of comparison, that aviation piston 

engines that operate on the ideal cycle principle wherein heat 

input and heat transfer occur at constant volume, have a thermal 

efficlBncy not In excess of ^ • 0.5 to 0.6 for compression ratios 

used nnd this does not depend, as we know, on airspeed and altitude. 

The useful work, L , of the cycle not only depends on thermal 

efficiency, bui also on the amount of heat, Q-, added to the cycle, 

since from the foregoing    t      Si 
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The work  of  tlm  cycl»   Increases  continuously  with Increase 
in  the compression  ratio, "*,   when Q,  ■  const,   the   result   of  the 
increase  In the   thermal   efficiency,   »^.     However,   since 

o.-^-n-c^n-r,,«;'-!1), 

the increase In"» when q1 • const and TH ■ const will be accom- 
panied by a simultaneous incrnase In the maximum temperature, T^, 

of the cycle, that Is, In the temperature In front of the turbine. 

However, If the maximum temperature of the cycle remains 

constant with an Increase In the compression ratio nj, an Increase 

In thermal efficiency will be accompanied by a simultaneous re- 

duction in the amount of heat, (J,, added, the result of the rise 

In temperature T», when TJ • const.  The result will be an Initial 

Increase In the useful work of the cycle with Increase In the 

compression ratio, n», when TJ ■ const, caused by the Intensive 
Increase In the thermal efficiency, nt, reaching a maximum at 

some optimum compression ration»   .  Work Lt will then decrease 

because the Increase In the therma?tefflclency Increases with less 

and less Intensity (flg. 21*)  with the considerable increase in n», 

while Q. continues to decrease. 

Calculations show that 

copt 

What follows from the foregoing is that the optimum summed 

compression ratio does not depend on airspeed (Mach number, MH) 

and increases with increase in altitude, that is, with a deoraase 

in the temperature, TH, of the atmospheric air.  In addition, the 

higher the temperature, TJ, in front of the turbine the higher will 

be n*   , all other conditions being equal. 
opt 
The simple cycle, with heat Input at constant pressure and 

with adiabatic compression and expansion, reviewed here is at the 

basis of the combustion stage In all presently existing turbojet 

engines, as well as in other types of aviation gas-turbine engines 

(dual-flow and turboprop engines). i;e 

Figure  21* 
KI  is ig ss JO (is if 

Dependence  of thermal  efficiency 
on compression ratio"*. 
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3.  Cvcl« with Two-Stw H»«t Input «t Comtant Pr«»iur« 

Th* Ideal cycl* for ■ turbojet «nein« with two-stage heat 
Input at constant praaaur* and with adlabatlc conpraaalon la da- 

plctad by tha pv and TS diagrams In figure 2!.  This eye Is com- 

prises the following processes I 

air compression along the adlabat Hk as a result of ths 

velocity head and In the conpreaaor| 

flrat heat Input, q! , along the Isobar kg In ths first 

combustion chambsr ahead of tha turblnei  In the TS diagram thla 

heat la depleted by the area tkii't 

air expansion along ths adlabat i2 In ths turblnei 

eecond heat Input, Q?, along the leobar 22f (depleted In the 

TS diagram by the area 2,22f3) In the eombuetlon chamber between 

the turbine and the Jet nozzle! 

final expansion along the adlabat 2fa In the Jet nozzlei 

heat tranafer, H_, along the Isobar eH (depleted by the area 

1He3 in the TS diagram) to the outer medium. 

The useful work, L. , in the cycle under consideration Is 

depicted by the area Hk22fs in ths pv diagram, and Its heat equi- 

valent by the area bounded by the outline with the same deslg- 

natlona as in the TS-diagram.  In this diagram ths area 1kz22f3 

corresponds to the total heat input, Q, ■ Q] + Q?• 

/, 2t 

Figure 25       Cycle with two-stage heat input. 

The thermal efficiency of a cycle with two-stage heat Input 

is obviously equal to 

,,„, ^ 
0, + Q, 

are equal to 

<?;-<■,('•;-^ 

«W.C^-r). 
A detailed analysis reveals that the thermal efficiency of 

the cycle with s^a^ed heat input not only depends on the conpresaor 

compression ratio n*, but also on the temperature, T*, in front 

of the turbinei or on the amount of heat, Q!, and on the tempera- 

ture T*ff at the end of the secondary heat input, Q^t or on the 

amount of that heat. 

The corresponding calculations will permit drawing the fol- 

lowing conclusions for the cycle with staged heat input. 
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t.     Th.   thermal   .fflcUnoy of th« cycle will   Iner.«.. con- 
tlnuouely with  Iner*«*.   In th* conpreialon  ratio, IT »,   if ,t   th, 
•am  tin.   th.  condition  that  q;   .  conat  and  Q- . conat   la  observed 
(curve  2   In  fig.   26).   b.cauaa  th.  amount   of heat   tranafarrad,   Q  , 
la   reduced  aa  a  ra.ult   of the  reduction  In  th. end  temp.ratura, 
Tt,   of  th.  cycla. 

2. Th.   thermal  .fflcl.ncy haa  a omxlmum with  respect   to n« 
(curv.  2-   in  fig.26)  wh.n  th.r.  la  an  Incr.aa.  In  th. compr.aalon 
ratio,   IT»,   and  constant   temperatures,   TJ,   In front   of the  turbine 
and,  T»   ,   In  front   of  the  J.t  nozzle,   .11  other condition, b.lng 
equal. 

3. Thermal  efficiency decreases  continuously  with an Increaaa 
In temperature,   TJ   ,   that   la,  with  th.  amount   of heat   Input,   Q", 
whenw» .  conat  anS TJ .  conat   (fig.   27).     Thla  eff.ct   of T»     (or 
Qf)  on  thenaal efficiency   1.  explained by  th.  fact   that   the hj.t 
Input,   QJ,   is   accomplished at   reduced  pressure p., <   p   ,   so the 
summed amount   of heat,   Q,   - Qj   ♦  Q!;,   increase, at  a  slow.r rat. 
than do.,   the  amount   of heat,   q.,,   transf«rr.d,   the  result  of the 
Increase   In QJ. 

6 

Figure   26 —   —  "•' "• 
Dependence  of thermal  efficiency  on 
compression ratio for a  two-stage cycle. 

Legend1 

A  -  qj » const and q" ■ const 

A more detailed analysis reveals that with all other con- 

ditions being equal, the thermal efficiency of the cycle under 

conslderatlrn increases with an Increase In airspeed and altitude 

(with a decrease in temperature, TH), Just as did the efficiency 

of the simple cycle, because of the Increase In the summed com- 
pression ratio. 

This Is the basis for the conclusion that the cycle with 

staged heat Input Is always less efficient, given the same com- 

pression ratios, than 1. the simple oycl.. that Is, the cycle with 

single-stage heat Input.  This can be seen. In particular, from 

the curves In figure 26, wh.r. daah.d curv. t Indicates the change 

In the thermal efficiency of the simple rycle.  One can be per- 

suaded of this fact by superposing both cycle. In a TS diagram, 

as was done In figure 25 In the ca.. of Id.ntlcaln», for equal 
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taount* of harnt  Input Q, (•!■••■ Ilcs22f} and Mtx^  «r* equal) 

and for tha «am* initial condition*.  A* will be ***n, in thi* 

oaaa the *tac*d cycle ia actually leaa efficient than the simple 

cycle (HlH1e1), becauee of the «reat nagnitude of heat tranaferred, 

Q2 (area lHe3 ia larcar than area lHe1'i).  However, aa we see, 

the firet cycle take* place at a lower temperature, T», in front 
of the turbine. 

If the comparison of the cycle* in question takes into con- 

aidaratlon tha fact that they have identical (.onpreaaion ratioa, 

and identical maximum temperatures in front jf the turbine, the 

advantage with reapect to efficiency will, aa before, go to the 

simple cycle.  Thi* «ven follow* from the curve* in figure 27, 

where point* 1 are the magnitudes of the thermal efficiency for 

the simple cycle.  But then the uaeful work of the ataged cycle 

provea to be greater in thi* case than the work of the simple 

cycle, a* will be seen from the diagram in figure 25. 

Thue, the use of the staged cycle results in a significant 

inoreaae in uaeful work, Lt, and, consequently, in the specific 

thrust of the engine, without increasing the temperature in front 

of the turbine.  This is why the staged cycle is widely used 

today as the basis for the combuation stage in turbojet engines 

(with afterburner), despite the fact that its efficiency is lower 

than that of the turbojet engine with the simple cycle. 

Figure 27 Dependence of r\.   on the*temperature in 
front of the Jet nozzle for the two-stage 
cycle. 

'••  Cvcle with Heat Input at Constant Pressure and with 

Isothermic Compression 

The ideal cycle with heat input at constant pressure and 

with isothermic compression is depicted in the pv and TS diagrams 

in figure 28.  This cycle differs from the preceding ones in 

that the compression process doe* not take place along an adiabat 

but along an isotherme, Hk, and ia a simple diagram of the com- 

buation stage for a turbojet engine with air cooling in the com- 
preesor. 

rigure 28   Cycle with isothermic compression. 
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UMful work,   Lt,   of tha  cycl»,   and  It« he.t  «quivalant, 

ALt,   are  depleted,   raipcctlvely,   by  the araaa  defined by  tha  con- 
tours  Hkxe  In tha   pv and TS dlagrama. 

Tha  heat   added  to the  cycle,   (),,   la  depleted by  the area 

1kx3   In   the TS diagram,   and  the  heat  removed,   q,,   la depicted 

by   the   area   IkHe}.     Heat  Q2   la  composed  of heat  q'   (area  2Ila3) 

removed  along  the   isobar He,   and  heat   (JS   (area   1kH2)  removed 
during  the  Isothermle compresalon  process,   Hk. 

Accordingly,   we can write  tha  following for the  thermal   ef- 
ficiency   of the  cyclei _■    „. 

Since the temperature la constant during isothermle compres- 

sion (T» . TH)     ■    ft-='v(7";-'r«)=-'V»('-i). 

where t —-?-. , 
' i' 

The amount of heat expelled during isothermle compression 

is precisely equal to the work of isothermle compression, ex- 

pressed in thermal units 

''II 

Mow, substituting the dependencies for Q , q", and qi in the 

expression for ri^, we can, after simple transformations, obtain 

U * / 
This expression Is the basis for the following conclusions 

with respect to the cycle with Isothermle compression. 

t.  The thermal efficiency of the cycle depends on the 

compression ratio, and on the temperature ratio 6 = T*/T      , 

that is, on the amount of heat, Q , added to the cycle. 

2. The thermal efficiency increases with increase in the 

compression ratio, when 6 » const, reaches a maximum for some 

value" •   , and then decreases, 
opt 

This Is explained by the fact that heat (U, expelled along 

the isobar eH, decreases with Increase in IT», when 6 a const. 
c ' 

the result of the reduct'on of the end temperature, T , of the 

cycle, and that heat QJ, expelled during compression, increaaes 

simultaneously.  Initially, the effect of heat qi predominates, 

the expelled heat, <!.,, is reduced despite the Increase in QJ, 

and "^ increases.  Then, because of the significant increase in 

"», the increase in heat q%  begins to predominate, resulting in 

an increase total expelled heat, q,, and i  Is reduced. 

3. The thermal efficiency Increases continuously with the 

increase In 6 (or T» , when TH ■ const), that is, with an In- 

crease in the amount of added heat, q,, when n« ■ const.  This 
i       c 

is explained by the fact thnt here the expelled heat, q,, in- 

creases at a slower rate than the added heat, q., becaus« heat 

«2 Increases only because of the increase in q', while its other 
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componant, Q", remalnn constant because n» ■ conat. 
c 

Olvan the aama compression ratio, and any value of J , the 

tharmal afflciancy of tha cycle with l.othennic compreaaion is 

always lower thnn the efficiency of the simple cycle with adiabatic 
compreaaion. 

However, Riven identical^ • and TJ, the useful work of the 

cycle with isothermic compression proves to be greater than the 

useful work of the simple cycle with adiabatic compreaaion, 

deapite ita lower efficiency, the result of the greater amount 

of heat, Q,. thiia added to the cycle with iaothermic compression 

(greater by a magnitude proportional to the area Hkk  in the 
diagram in fig. 28). 

As a result of the poaitive aapacts mentioned above, the 

cycle with isothermic compression is used in individual cases as 

the baaia for the combustion atage in turbojet engines in which 

compressor air cooling ia by water injection (see below). 

5<  Cycle with Thermal Regeneration 

Thermal regeneration can eubatantially increase the effi- 

ciency of gas turbine engine cycles without exceeding practi- 

cally permissible temperatures and pressures. 

Thermal regeneration ia underetood to mean the use of some 

of the waste heat, Q,,, to heat the compressed air fed into the 

combustion chamber from the compreasor, 

A diagrammatic layout of a gas turbine engine with therma] 

regeneration is shown in figure 29.  In this engine, the air Is 

compressed in compressor 1, and flows into heat exchanger 2, 

where It is heated by the hot gaaes Isaving the turbine.  The 

heated air then flowa into combuation chamber 3, into which pump 

5 injects fuel.  Correspondingly, combustion products from com- 

bustion chamber 3, after flowing through turbine k.   the prime 

mover oi compreasor 1 and propeller 6 (or another energy con- 

sumer), flow into heat exchanger 2, and from there are discharged 

to atmosphere after giving up some of their heat to the compressed 
air. 

Figure 29   Layout of a gas turbine engine with 
thermal regeneration. 

1 - compressor)  2 - heat exchanger! J  - combustion 
chamberi k   - turbinei  5 - pumpi  6 - propeller. 

Pigure 30 ahowa the cycle with heat input when p . conat, 

and with maximum possible thermal regeneration in the ideal caae, 

that ia, if the compressed air has bsen heated in the heat ex- 

changer to the temperature of the combustion products at the 
turbine exhaust, and in which 
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ok      la the air compreBSlon proces» in th* comprtaaor «Ion« 

the adiabati 

kl«1     Is the laobarlc procoa» of heating th* compreeood air 

with exhaust gases In the heat exchanger! 

k'z     Is the process of external heat, Q,, Input along th« 

Isobari 

za      Is the process of adlabatlc expansion of gases in th« 

turblnai 

ee'     Is the cooling of the waste gases In the heat exchanger, 

that la, the Isobar of the heat output, Q , fro» th« 

gases to the compresaod air being heatedj 

e'O     Is the process of yielding heat, Qj, to th« external 

medium.     ;i 

Ml 
It .7      ',      S 

Figure 30   Cycle with thermal regeneration in the 
case of adlabatlc compression. 

The heat q yielded by the exhaust gases to the compressed 

air they are heating In the heat exchanger, is represented by the 

shaded area Je'eU  in the TS diagram, or what is the same thing, 

by the area lkk'2.  So far as the cycles are concerned, this is 

internal heat In constant circulation, as if in a closed circle. 

Heat, (1-, added to the cyclea from the outside with thermal 

regeneration, is represented by the area ak'z't in the TS diagram. 

The heat not used in these cycles (after subtraction of heat 

q ), that is, heat Q, expelled to a cold source (external medium) 

in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics, is represented 

by the area 10e'3. 

Without studying cycles with thermal regeneration in detail, 

let us usn two examples to show that regeneration increases the 

thermal eificiency of the gas turbine cycle. 

Let us assume that a cycle with thermal regeneration in the 

case of adlabatlc compression, and a cycle of the same typ«, but 

without thermal regeneration, have Identical initial conditions, 

equal compression ratios, and maximum temperatures.  Obviously, 

these conditions will result in complete coincidence between all 

paints of the cycles being compared, to the cycle okze, depicted 

In the diagram in figure 3°, will be the cycle with thermal re- 

generation and the cycle without regeneration, at on« and th« 

same time.  The useful work of both cycles (with and without r«- 

generatlon) can be measured by the same area, okze.  However, in 

the cycle with thermal regeneration the consumed heat (),, measured 
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by the «re« ik'xk,   la less than It Is In the cycle without re- 

generation, In which Q. la measured by the area Ika't.  The ob- 

vious concluaion la that tha thermal efficiency of the cycle with 

thermal regeneration Is higher than that of tha cycle without re- 

generation. 

We will arrive at tha sane conclusion If ws compare cyclea 

with adlabatlc compression under Identical Initial conditions, 

equal compression ratios, and equal amounts of Input heat Q^ , 

which Is equivalent to equality In the areaa Ikzi and Zk'z^ In 

figure 31.  As will be seen,In this case tha useful work In the 

cycle with thermal regeneration, corresponding to the area okZjO,, 

is greater than It la in the cycle without regeneration, okze. 

But a greater magnitude of useful work in the cycle for the same 

amount consumed heat Q., also results in higher thermal efficiency. 

Figure 31    Comparison of a cycle with thermal 
regeneration. 

The amount of heat, Q , that can be communicated to the air 

in the heat exchanger will bo greater the greater the difference 

between the temperature of the combustion products leaving the 

turbine, Te, and the temperature of the air leaving the com- 

pressor, T .  Obviously, thermal regeneration ie Impossible if 

these temperatures are equal* 

The temperature of the compressed air in an engine with 

compressor cooling is lower, for the same ratio of pressure in- 

crease, than it la in an engine with an uncooled compressor. 

Therefore, if the temperature of the combustion products at the 

turbine exhaust, Te, is identical in both cases, a greater degree 

of thermal regeneration Is possible in the first engine than in 

the second. 

Thermal regeneration in engines with uncooled compressors 

is limited by the fact that for a constant magnitude of the 

temperature in front of the turbine, T , the temperature dif- 

ference T  - T wll decrease with Increase in the compression 

ratio because of the rise in temperature T  and the drop in 

temperature T .  At some predetermined value for the compression 

ratio this temperature difference equals zero, and, generally 

speaking, precludes the possibility of using thermal regeneration. 

Detailed calculations show that in aviation gas turbine 

engines with uncooled compressors with low temperatures in front 

of the turbine, T» ■ 1050° to 11500K, thermal regeneration 
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become. Impo.elble whan the compreition ratio In the compree.or 
reacheen» a 9 to 10. 

But, If the compression ratio la low ( n* < 3 to 5), con- 

aldarabla thermal r««anaratlon la poaalblo, and can Incraaaa tha 

afflclaney of thaaa anglnaa to approximately ZJ to 20 jt If the 

Intarnal hydraulic raalatanca of tha haat exchanger la aufflclant- 
iy low. 

Tha uaa of a haat exchanger Incraaaaa tha weight and alza of 

tha power plant aa a whole.  Thl» la not decisive for stationary 

Itas turbine anglnaa, ao thermal regeneration la usually used In 

these enginaa, and a vary significant economic effect reaults 

whan uae la In conjunction with compressor cooling. 

Thermal regeneration In aviation gaa turbine angina« can be 

desirable, but only whan the saving In fuel la auch aa to warrant 

the Increaae In engine weight, while at the sane time increasing 

aircraft range or payload for a specified range, all other con- 
dltlons being equal. 

The dlfflcultlee Involved In building heat exchangers with 

the required heat exchange aurfaee and low Internal resistance, 

light in weight, and small In alze, aa wall aa with respect to tha 

limited possibility of thermal regeneration in the caao of the un- 

cooled compreaaor, hamper the uae of thermal regeneration In 

aviation gaa turbine engines. 

6.  The Real Turbojet Engine Cycle 

The real, or combustion stages in all elements of a turbojet 

engine take place in the presence of hydraulic reslstancea and of 

heat exchange between the air and the combustion producte flow- 

ing through the engine and the outside medium.  At the same time, 

the temperature, and the change in the chemical composition 

(during the combuation proceas) of the working aubstance, also 

have an affect on the engine's thermal capacity.  Therefore, the 

nature of the change in the parameters for the state of the gas- 

air flow, the absolute values of these parameters, and the end 

results of the processes in a real turbojet engine, and in the 

ideal cycle, which la at the basis of the combuation stages in 

the engine, are conalderabl/ different. 

The sequential change that takes place in the parameters 

for the state of the gas-air flow in a real turbojet engine can 

be conventionally depicted by the pv and TS diagrams.  The set of 

thermodynamic processes obtained as a reault la called the real 

engine cycle, depicted by the contours Hakze in figure 32.  Here 

the ideal cycle, with heat input when p . const and adiabatic 

compreaslon with the same compression ratio and amount of heat 

Input; as for the real cycle, is indicated by the dotted outline 
for purposes of comparison. 
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The real cycle of an In-flight turbojet engine is composed 

of the following main processes (fig- 32)i 

air compression along a polytrope because of the velocity 

head|  this process is represented by the curve Hat 

air compression in the compressor along the polytrope aK| 

the combustion process kz at a somewhat reduced pressure 

(sse below)| 

expansion of the combustion products in the turbine along 

the polytrope z2| 

expansion of the combustion products in the Jet nozzle along 

the polytrope 2ei 

the closed isobaric process, eH, corresponding to the dis- 

sipation into the surrounding medium of the heat carried away 

by the combustion products leaving the engine)  this process 

takes place outside the engine. 

In the real cycle the total work of polytroplc expansion of 

the combustion products is depicted by the area 5kzel in the pv 

diagram (fig. 32) and is made up of the work of expansion in the 

combustion chambers (area 5kzh),   in the turbine (area UzZj),   and 

in the Jet nozzle (area 32el). 

P 

Figure 32 The real turbojot engine cycle 

The total work of air compression can be depicted by the 

area JkHI.  In flight this work is equal to the sum of the work 

of ram compression (area I'aHl) and polytropic compression in 

the compressor (area 5kal')i and for engine operation in situ it 

equals the work of rompreasion in the compressor. 

The useful, or Internal work of a real cycle, L., is equal 

to the difference between the total work of polytropic expansion 

of the combustion products in the engine, and the total work of 

air compression. 

The internal work, L. , is depicted by the area HakzeH in 

the pv diagram, and its thermal equivalent, AL., by the area 

with the same designations in the TS diagram. 

The heat delivered to the air during the combustion i - ocoss 

in the real cycle and leading to an increase in its enthalpy, is 

depicted by the area 1,kz3 In the TS diagram, while the heat 

carried away from the enpine into the surrounding medium with 

the combustion products is depicted by the area IHe^t (fig. 32). 

Moreover, area JxZe1!  in the TS diagram is the heat absorbed 

by the gas during its expansion.  This heat is equal to the 
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difference between the heat equivalent to the work of hydraulic 

resistances in the turbine, exhaust pipe, and Jet nozzle, and 

the heat transferred from the fas to the outside medium through 

the walls of these engine elements.  Accordingly, area IHkl* Is 

the heat absorbed by the air as It Is compressed In the compressor. 

This heat Is equal to the difference between the heat equivalent 

to the work of the hydraulic resistances In the compressor, and 

the heat given off to the atmosphere through the compressor 

housing. 

Designating the total work of polytroplc expansion of one 

kilogram of combustion products by L   , and the total work of p e 
compression of one kilogram of air by L   , and taking into 

consideration the fact that one kilogram of burned fuel contains 

ntl  kg of air and (l + al ) kg of combustion products, we can 

write the following for the Internal work, L. , of the cycle, 

equated to 1 kg of fuel 

Ll1 ■ (' +alo) Lpe -aloLtc- 

After dividing this expression by 31 . we obtain the in- 

ternal work, equated to 1 kg of air flowing through the engine 

L'~   'T,     'v»-'-tc 
or 

''«'p.-V 
The  internal work done by  a turbojet   engine goea   to  In- 

crease  the kinetic   energy  of  the gas-air flow through the  engine 
and,   in addition,   Is  partially expended  In overcoming the  hydraulic 
resistances  in all  engine  elements,   friction of  the  end  surfaces 
of  compressor and turbine wheels  and the  air and gas,   friction in 
the bearings,   and driving the  auxiliaries. 

If we  subtract   from the  Internal work,   L.,   that  part,   L  , 
expended  on all  of the  resistances  indicated above,  we  obtain 
the  effective work as 

L. — L, — ^ 

The  effective work done  In a turbojet  engine goes   In full 
to  the  increase  in the  kinetic   energy of the gaa-air flow through 
the  engine.     On this  basis,  we  can write  the following energy 
relationship 

^■5—■!?• (3.6) 

where     L      is  the effective work,   equated to   1   kilogram  of air 
flowing  through  the  engine   (assuming     Li—•« I      ). 

For engine  operation in situ,  when V • 0,   we  obtain 
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The expression at (3*6) provides the velocity at which the 

gas flows from the Jet nozzle 

We can therefore write the specific thrust In the form 

and for in situ operation 

p.Po ■ y^. 

Thus,   the  effective work done In the real  turbojet   engine 
cycle Is  used  only  to create reactive   thrust. 

The efficiency   of the real  turbojet  engine  cycle evaluates 
Its  effective  efficiency,   r\   ,   which  takes  Into  consideration,   as 
was  explained earlier,   all the  losses   Incurred during the con- 
version of  the heat   contained  In the  fuel  Into  the kinetic  energy 
of  the gas-air flow  through the  engine,   that   Is,   Into effective 
work,   L  .     Consequently,   on the basis   of the dependencies   obtained 
earlier,  we  can write 

A/.,. 
'■'"It- (3.7) 

Losses In the real cycle always result in a lower effective 

efficiency, 11 , for a given compression ratio, than the thermal 

efficiency, rj , of the ideal eye I 

amount of delivered heat. 
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CHAPTER  h 

TURBOJET  ENGINE   INLETS 

1,     Air Compression  at   the   Engine   Inlet   By   the   Ram  Effect 

The   inlets   of   turbojet   engines,   as  well   as   those   of  other 

types   of  aviation  gas   turbine  engines,   are   used   to   obtain  pre- 

compression   of  the   air  by   the   ram  effect   and   then  deliver   the 

air  to  the   compressor. 
The   inlets,   usually   referred   to   as   inlet   diffusers,   must 

provide! 
minimum   loss   in   the   case   of  stagnation   (ram  compression) 

of   the meeting  flow   of  air; 

minimum hydraulic   losses   in the  diffuser  flow   sectiont 

an  adequately   uniform  velocity   field  at   the   compressor  inletf 

the  weight   flow  of  air  required  by   the   engine   under all 

possible   operating   conditions} 

stable   operation,   that   is,   operation without   flow  separa- 

tions   and   pressure   pulsations,   under  all  operating  conditions; 

a minimum  of   external   drag. 

After  passing   through   the   inlet,   the  air  enters   the  com- 

pressor,   which has   stagnation  temperature  T*,   stagnation pressure 

p*,   and,   correspondingly,   actual   temperature  T   ,   and   static 

pressure   p   *   across   its   inlet   section. 

When  we  determine   the   air  stagnation  temperature,   T*,   at 

the  compressor  inlet,   we   can completely  disregard  heat   exchange 

with  the   external   medium,   because   it   is   insignificant.     In  this 

case,   as   we   know,   we  can   only  establish  a   temperature   Increase 

by   a  reduction   in   air  velocity,   and   this   increase   does   not  depend 

on   the  magnitude   of  the   losses  when   there   is   air   flow  stagnation. 

Therefore,   the  air   stagnation  temperature,   T*,   at   the  compressor 

inlet   is   practically   equal   to   the   external   air  stagnation  tem- 

perature  T*. 
Temperature   T*  can  be   expressed   in  terms   of   the  Mach  number, 

M   ,   at   the   compressor  Inlet 

r>r(((i-: u,2M-;\ ((♦.!) 

where  T*   »   T», a II 
The   actual   air   temperature   at   the  compressor   inlet   can be 

established   through   the   formula  at   ( 1.33,a) 

r3 - r- (^.2) 

where  c      is   the   air  velocity   at   the   compressor   Inlet. 

For   in  situ   engine   operation,   Tt.  ■ T   ,   so  T*   ■  T     and,   con- ^* r 'Ho1 a o ' 
sequently 

r -=7 -  i.. 
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St.en.tlon pr...ur..   pj,   at   the  compre.sor Inlet   1.  always 

1...  than the   afgnation pree.ur.  pg.   that  «ould be present   In 

the c...  of adlabatlc   (loa.le..)   air .t.enation for a eiven Mach 

number M,,,   that   is,  when k m   \.U 

where    a       <   1      is  . factor that   take,   into consideration all 
ln pressure  losses   in the  case  of  ram compression 

in the  inlet,   or the  so-called  stagnation 

pressure  recovery  factor. 
Correspondingly,   the  ram air compression ratio,   with   inlet 

loss   taken Into consideration,   will  equal 

w=ä=awcl+0'2A1'')" ("-5) 
Whan engine operation is In situ MH - 0. so 

ram. •7r-1n< 
^.6) 

Static  pressure.   pa.   at  the  compressor inlet  can be 

established  through the  adiabat   equation   jy^fJ.Ain 
ft.  V T,, I 

fro» «hence, and reminded that pj - ^„Pfl and TJ - Tfl, and 

using the formula at (h.j),  wo obtain 

A-» KAI- zzrzr] C*-?) 

and, correspondingly, for in situ operation 

The velocity, c,. at the compressor inlet is assigned when 

the engine is designed and is based on the required dlametrial 

dimenaion, and weight for the compressor, while taking into con- 

sideration the effect of the velocity, ca (Mach number M,). on 

compre.sor capacity and efficiency.  In modern turbojet engines 

at the design point, c, - 180 to 200 m/sec. and higher. 

When the engine is installed in the aircraft, the engine In- 

let section proper is often preceded by air feeder, that are part 

of the aircraft structure (when the engine is located In the 

fuselage), or that are fonned by special housing-fairings  when 

the engine is located in the wing, or under the wing. etc.).  The 

hydraulic leases Incurred in these feeders differ from aircraft 

to aircraft of different types and designs, so pressure losses in 

the aircraft air feeders are disregarded In the engine design, 

but are taken Into consideration separately when fitting the 

engine to a specific aircraft. 
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2.  Simple Inlet» 

Simple Inlets, often referred to as subsonic diffusers, are 

used at subsonic airspeeds.  Their layouts are shown in figures 

33 and 3^.  In order to reduce losses during ram compression, sub- 

sonic diffusers are shaped in such a way that stagnation of the 

meeting air takes place completely, or partially, before the air 

enters the diffuser, that is, in front of it.  All, or a con- 

siderable part of the Internal duct in these diffusers is directly 

butted to the compressor, and is slightly convergent.  The ratio 

between areas, ^/r^, usually equals 0.75 to O.85.  As a result, 

the air picks up some acceleration inside the diffuser and this 

lends itself to there being a more uniform velocity field at the 

compressor inlet and to a reduction in hydraulic losses.  The in- 

take lips of these diffuseri are smoothly rounded, providing for 

a flow with extremely small losses under all engine operating con- 

ditions . 

Figure 33 Plow diagram in a subsonic inlet diffuser 
when V ■ 0. 

When the engine is running in situ (fig. 33) the air velocity 

In front of the Inlet diffuser increases gradually, the result of 

the compressor suction effect, rising from zero outside the dif- 

fuser, that is, at the boundary of the air undisturbed by com- 

pressor operation (section H H), to some velocity, c , at the 

compressor inlet (section a a).  Since no external energy is 

Figure JU Flow diagram» in a  subsonic diffuser in 
the ca»e of »uhaonic flight. 

In subsonic flight (M,, < l), when airspeed V, Is greater 

than velocity  ^ across the Initial section, a'a1, of the Inlet 

diffuser (flg. Jh),   ram air compression (stagnation), causing 

the Increase in air pressure and temperature, takes place in 

front of the cJlffu»er, outside it (before section a'a1) and 
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beginning at the free air boundary, HH.  This external ram com- 

pression Is practically lossless.  The air then enters the In- 

ternal contracting duct In the diffuser, where Its velocity in- 

creases somewhat, beginning at section a'a' and ending at the 

compressor inlet.  There is a corresponding reduction in pressure 

and temperature (fig. 3^  a).  If the contracting section of the 

diffusor's Internal duct is preceded by a divergent section, ram 

compression will terminate in this section of the Internal duct, 

as shown schematically In figure D»! b.  The pressure losses due 

to ram air compression are small during subsonic flight because 

they are caused only by the hydraulic resistances in the inlet 

ducts of the inlet assombly, or o ln -» rf " 
0'95 to 0.98, where 

is the stagnation pressure recovery factor in these ducts. 

In supersonic flight (Mj, > l) a shock wave with, generally 

speaking, a curved front (fig. 35), forms at some distance before 

the subsonic diffuser under discussion.  However, experience shows 

that that section of the shock front intersected by the air flow 

subsequently entering the engine is practically perpendicular to 

the flow)  there is a normal shock wave (shock section 1 1 in 

fig. 35).  The air velocity becomes subsonic immediately at this 

shock, and this Is accompanied by a shock-type Increase in pres- 

sure and temperature.  Consequently, there is a subsonic flow of 

air between the shock front and the inlet diffuser, and its sub- 

sequent flow schematic remains the same as that reviewed above. 

rf 

Figure  35 Flow diagram in  n  subsonic  diffuser  in 
supersonic   flight 

When the  supersonic  air flow  stagnates  some  of  its   kinetic 
energy   is   irreversibly  converted   into heat  at   the  shock wave  and 
is   not   used  to Increase the  air pressure.     Therefore,   beyond  the 
shock wave  the  stagnation pressure  p*  (and,   correspondingly, 
static  pressure p  ),   is  always  lower than pressure  pj,   which 
would have been obtained   for the  same reduction in flow velocity 
If there were no  shock wave,   that   is  for the  case  of conventional 
adiabatic   (lossless)   flow  stagnation.    This  Is why   the  stagnation 
pressure  recovery  factor, 5, = A- •  at  the ■hock WBVe   *■'  •I"«y» 
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less than unity.  The higher the supersonic flow velocity, or 

the larger the flight Mach number, M„, with respect to unity« 

the more Intensive the normal shock, and the greater will be 

that part of the kinetic energy converted into heat.  As a re- 

sult, the loss in stagnation pressure at the shock increases 

with increase in the flight Mach number M , while the coefficient 

o      decreases.  It is obvious that when there is a shock wave, c 
the pressure loss involved in ram compression at the engine inlet 

will be established by the product tJ.n ■ a     • ff f. 

Curve 1 In figure 36 shows the dependence of the stagnation 

pressure recovery factor at the normal shock on the flight Mach 

with an increase in the Mach number, M„t and that when M., ■ 2*5 
it is 0*5'     This means that when M  = 2.5i stagnation and static 

air pressures at the engine inlet (after the normal shock) will be 

approximately half what they would be in the case of adlabatlc 

stagnation of a supersonic flow, that is, when there is no normal 

shock wave in the flow. 
cmoi] * 

Figure 36    Dependence of the loss in stagnation 
pressure on the flight Mach number, MH, 
for different types of inlet dlffuaers 

The loss in pressure at the normal shock wave is comparatively 

small ( 0 ■ 0.92 to 0.93) in the case of relatively slow super- 

sonic speeds, that is, when M  * 1.4 to 1.6.  This is why the 

simple subsonic inlets reviewed above are used, but with tapered 

inlet lips, for aircraft with these airspeeds as well as for sub- 

sonic a ire raft. 

3.  Supersonic Inlet Dlffusers 

Special inlets, called supersonic dlffusers,must be used 

nt   high speed supersonic flights in order to reduce the signi- 

ficant pressure losses characteristic of air stagnation at a 

single, normal shock wave.  These dlffusers cause air stagnation 

by multiple oblique shock waves which, for a given flight Mach 

losses than those encountered In the case of stagnation of this 

flow at a single, normal shock wave.  The greater the supersonic 
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airspeed, and the number of oblique shocks, the greater will be 

the gain obtained in the magnitude of the ram compression ratio, 

as with the compression at a single, normal shock. 

Supersonic diffusers used in turbojet engines are designed 

in the form of an axisymmetrical duct with sharp Inlet lips, in- 

side which there is a central cone with a straight or broken-line 

generatrix or one in the form of a flat duct formed by two asymmet- 

rical wedges, the larger of which performs the same function as 

does the central cone in the axisymmetrical diffuser, depending on 

the location of the engine in the aircraft. 

Diagrammatic layouts of axisymmetrical supersonic diffusers 

with one and two incident shocks are shown in figure 37, and 

those of flat supersonic diffusers with two and three oblique 

shocks are shown In figure 38.  The oblique shocks formed by the 

tip of, and the breaks in, the central cone, or by the upper wedge, 

are indicated in figures 37 and 38 by the straight lines Oa', ba', 

and ca', and their angles of inclination to the longltudlaal axis 

of the diffuser are designated by a.  Air velocity remains super- 

sonic with respect to the engine after these multiple incident 

shocks.  Further reduction in air velocity to subsonic takes 

place in a complicated, and little-studied system of primary and 

reflected shocks also located inside the diffuser duct.  In order 

to simplify research and design, this system of shocks is usually 

replaced by a single, weak, normal breakdown shock wave, shown by 

the wavy lines a'd, bd, and dc in these diagrams.  Practical ex- 

perience shows that this substitution is completely acceptable. 

^m 
—-^|^ 

Figure  37       Diagrams   of supersonic   inlet" diffusers 
with   one   and   two  oblique   shocks 

The   operational   design  point   for  a   supersonic   inlet   diffuser 
is   that   point   at   which  conditions  are   such   that   the   front   of  the 
first   external   oblique   shock   formed  by   the   tip   of   the   central 
cone   (the  first  external  shock)   touches   the  leading edge   of the 
cowling  as   shown   in   figures   37  and   38,   which   show  the   air  flow 
diagrams   for   the   operational   design  points   of  a   supersonic   dif- 
fuser. 
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Figure  38 Diagrams   of supersonic  Inlet  dlffusers 
with  two  and  three   oblique  shocks 

Henceforth,   the  flight  Mach  number,  MH,   corresponding to 
the  diffuser design point   will be  designated MH       . 

ddp 
If all the oblique shock waves formed by the central cone 

are outside the internal diffuser duct, that it,  before it, and 

if the normal breakdown shock is in the plane of the inlet »eciion 

of that duct (figures 37 and 38 b), the diffuser in question is 

called a diffuser with external compression.  However, in some of 

the oblique shocks and the normal breakdown shock are located in 

the internal duct (figure 38 a and b), the diffuser is called a 

diffuser with mixed compression (with partly external, and partly 

Internal compression). 
The curves plotted in figure 36 show the dependence of the 

maximum possible stagnation pressure recovery factors, <J c on the 

flight Mach number, MH, for the following shock systems 1  I - a 

single normal (simple diffuser as per the diagram in figure 35)! 

2 . one oblique + one normal (as per the diagram In figure 37 a)) 

3 . two oblique ♦ one normal (as per the diagrams in figures 37 b 

and 38 a) I  A - three oblique + one normal (as per the diagrams 

in figures 38 b and 38 c) .  These dependencies, obtained from in- 

vestigation, made by G. I. Petrov and Ye. P. Ukhov, show that when 

M  » 1 the u^e of supersonic dlffusers provides a very significant 

gain over the simple diffuser, that is by a single normal shock. 

For instance, when MH = 2 the ram pressure after a single normal 

shock is p* • acp. . 0.75 Pfi (curve 1 in fig. 36), whereas a 

pressure of pj - 0.9 pß 1« obtained after a system of two »hock, 

(one oblique + one normal) (curve 2 in fig. 36), or 20* higher. 

But If M,, - 3. PS - 0-3 P{} 1» obtained for a single normal shock. 

at the same time that we hr>ve a pressure after a system of three 

»hocks (two oblique + one normal) greater by a factor of 2.5, 

that i», p* => 0.75 PJ5 (curve 3 in fig. 36). 
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All other condition« balng «quäl, an incrmmm»  In praasura 

aftar the aysteai of ■hock* in th« inlet diffuser will cauaa the 
priiaaura to increase at the turbojet angina coaprasaor inlet and, 

consequently, there «111 be an increase in the ram conpresaion 

ratio, in the resultant coapreeaion ratio, and in the air flow 

through the engine.  The result ia a corresponding increaaa in 

engine efficiency, and an increase in specific and total thrust. 

This is why supersonic inlst diffusere are absolutely necaaaary 

in turbojet engines designed for high-speed supersonic flight. 

The principal geometric parameters of supersonic inlet dif- 

fusere (fig. 39) arat 

diffuser intake area F.  (section a'a')| 

throat area, F , the area of the smallest flow eectton, tt, 

of the internal diffuser duct, normal to th» flow) 

the number of breaks on ths surfsce of the centrel cone 

(or upper wedge), establishing the number of external incident 

shocks! 

ths vsrtex angle, and angles of ths breska, is., «,• stc, 

on the surfacs of ths central cone (wedge)) 

etagger of the central cone, 1| 

distance between its brsaks, 1 stc. | 
srsa  of diffussr outlst.   F.,   ssction d,d)| 
frontal area   (drag area) of the diffussr,   F, 
inner and  outer cowling angles, 

d cowl. and o cowl. 

Figure 39. 
Geometric parameters of a 
supersonic inlet diffuser 

t      t 
The  resultant  pilot   loss  in a  supersonic   dlffuaar can be 

evaluated by  the  factor        3H_    . •   or 

.     . I'II 

d   /■»   r. 'd.d 

where [/•  ia the ram  pressure at the diffuser outlet (section 

d,d)| 

p*  Is the ram pressure beyond the system of shocksi 

9ddis a factor that takes into consideration the pressure 

loss in the internal duct of a aupersonic dlffusori 

usually the average is " , . • O.B6 to 0.8R. 
d .d 

The maximum air flow through the diffuser occurs at the 

design point because the cross-sectional area, F... of the free 

air aubsequently entering the diffuser (fig. 37) equala the Inlet 

area, Ftn, of the dlffueer (fig. 39).  Actually, we cen write 
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G  " YH'H [PJJV, where YH is the specific weight of the external free 

atr, and V is its velocity relative to the diffuser, that is, 

the airspeed for the air flow through the area FH.  However, for 

given values of YH and V, the maximum for this flow will occur 

Fin, that is. Ga   . YHFlnV. 

The capacity, or the output, of a supersonic inlet diffuser, 

for given YH, is evaluated by the discharge coefficient, IP , which 

equals the ratio between the actual air flow, Oa , and the maximum 
air flow, G 

from whence 

Ga/Ga_.. " VFin' 

Ga " VlnVYH- 
It is obvious that 9d . 1 at the design point.  We note 

tMt the external drag of a supersonic Inlet diffuser, X , is 

least at the design point. 

The diffuser throat area should have a magnitude such that, 

at the design point all the air passing through the system of ex- 

ternal shocks can pass through It, that is, <fdm^.     if the throat 

area is selected such that the air velocity in it equals *he speed 

of sound, this throat area will be called the optimum throat area 

Ft   , because here the pitot loss In the diffuser will be least 

alIpother conditions being equal. 

If the throat area at the diffuser is comparable to that 

shown In figures 38 a or 38 b.and ir  made greater than optimum, 

tFt >Pt   '• th"t ls' it ^ oversized, and the other conditions 

remain ?RS same, the air in the throat will become supersonic 

(the normal breakdown shock will be located beyond the throat), 

and the velocity beyond the throat will increase accordingly. 

This is why the pitot loss in the diffuser duct will increase. 

The same result will be obtained when Ft > Ft    for the dlffusers 

in figures 37 and 38 b, ths rssult of flow aejH&atlon and eddy 

formation In the throat region. 

If the throat area is Isss than optimum and all other con- 

ditions remain unchanged, the throat will be unable to pass all 

tie air flowing through the external Incident shocks.  In that 

case a so-called deflected forward shock wave develops before 

the diffuser duct inlet, destroying the multiple external 

oblique shocks near the cowling, as shown in figure ko. 

1 \ / jjvrf» 

1« i<' 
Figure  ItO Diagram of the destruction  of 

designed multiple  shocks by a 
deflected shock   (OS) 
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This causes external air leakage near the cowling, so the 

discharge coefficient, <p d> is reduced and becomes less than unity. 

In addition, pltot losses in the diffuser increase, as does ex- 

ternal diffuser drag. 

The Internal diffuser duct is made wider beginning at the 

throat (downstream), then, immediately before the engine, the in- 

let section is made in the form of a slightly converging duct, as 

was mentioned earlier, in order to equalize the flow at the com- 

pressor inlet. 

'••  Off-Design Points and Unstable Operation (Surging) of a 

Supersonic Diffuser 

Let us now consider the special features of the operation 

of a fixed-area (invariable geometry) supersonic inlet diffuser 

at the off-design points.  The diffuser can deviate from its 

design point as a result of a change in the flight Mach number 

MH, or of a change in the backpressure at the diffuser outlet, 

caused by a change in engine operation. 

If there is a change in flight Mach number, MH, compared 

with that value of MH   for which the supersonic diffuser was 

designed and confIguratEd, the designed multiple shocks will be 

destroyed, causing a change in the coefficients o . and qi , and 
d     d 

In the external diffuser drag. 

We know that the angle of Inclination of the oblique shocks 

is reduced, but that their intensity increases, when the flight 

Mach number, MH, increases beyond Mj,   .  Therefore, the external 

oblique shocks, instead of convergiii|dit the leading edge of the 

cowling, flow inside the diffuser duct (figure kl),  where they 

produce a series of additional reflected shocks.  This results in 

an increase in thr pitot losses in the diffuser and in a corres- 

ponding reduction in o^   (even when compared with a.  for a diffuser 

designed for this other, higher Mach number, M« > M    ).  More- 

over, as will be seen from the diagram in figure Al^wßen 
MH * MH   • the ^»charge coefficient does not change, but re- 

mains 0d
p. 1, that is, diffuser output remains the maximum 

possible. t ^^\~y3 

X-nsrvl _:*<!B  
figure h\ Diagram of shocks in the supersonic 

diffuser when M„ > M„ 
n   H . . ddp 

If the flight Mach number, MH, is reduced as compared with 

the design point for the diffuser, that is, when M < M    , the 

external oblique shocks will fall away from the leading %%%e  of 

the cowling (fig. 1(2 a), all other conditions unchanged, because 

angle of inclination, a, of these shocks will increase with a 

decreaso in the Mach number, MH.  The result is external air 

leakage, the area FH of the undisturbed Jet becomes smaller then 

that of Fln, as will be seen In figure hz,   „nd the discharge 
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coefficient   is   reduced)      it   becomes V     <   1,   and   external  diffuser 
drag   increases.     The   pressure-recovery   factor, 9     ,   Increases 
because   of  the   reduction   in  the   intensity   of   the   shocks   when 
the   flight   Mach  number,   Mj.,    is   reduced.     But   even  so,   a   lower 
a      Is   obtained   than  would   be   the   case   for a  diffuser  designed 

d 
for  this   lower Mach  number M„ < "H ddp 

Figure h2 Diagram of shocks at the Inlet to a supersonic 
diffuser, when M„ < H„ n    n . . ddp 

Calculations show that the smaller the flight Mach number, 

M , the greater will be the required optimum diffuser throat 

area F.   , that is, the minimum throat area providing for an 

air flo8r'wUhout a deflected forward shock, as in the diagram 

In figure Uz  a.  Physically speaking, this can be explained by 

the fact that with a decrease in the Mach number, M„, comes a 

reduction In the ram air comprassion ratio in the diffuser, and 

the density of the air in the throat is reduced accordingly, so 

throat discharge capacity Is reduced, and this requires an in- 

crease in F    when the flight Mach number, MN, is reduced. 

Fixed-area sSpersonlc diffusers have a constant throat area. 

Therefore, If the throat area is selected as optimum when M-,   , 

this area will become less than optimum for lower flight Mach 

numbers, M„, that is, tie throat capacity will become less than 

the capacity of the oblique shocks falling away from the cowling 

(when V.  <   l).  When M  < MH   , this results in the appearance 

of a deflected forward shock aS shown in figure U2  b, so that (p d 

is reduced, and the external drag of the diffuser increases at 

a greater rate than In the case of the air flow shown in figure 

bZ  a.  Therefore, the throat area in fixed-area diffusers Is 

usually made oversized (F  > Fj.   ) for the diffuser design 

point when M^ ■ M.,   , that is, xhe throat area is made optimum 

for M  < M^   .  AS Gas explained earlier, this will reduce0 . 

at the deslgnppolnt, but then c  and <P. will increase and diffuser 

drag at flight Mach numbers, M,., below M     will decrease. 

In subsonic flight (MH < l), and particularly In slow sub- 

sonic flight (MH « l), the discharge capacity of a fixed-area 

supersonic diffuser proves to be considerably less than that of 

simple subsonic Inlets, but the pressure losses In it are greater. 

This Is primarily explained by the fact that under these con- 

ditions, (Mj, «l) the flow over the sharp edges of supersonic 

diffuser cowlings is accompanlf; by flow separation and eddy 

formations, causing air Jet contraction in the diffuser duct, as 

shown schematically in figure '43. 
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Figure ^3    Diagram of the air flow In a supersonic 
diffuser when MH < 1 (a), and MJ. ■ 0 (b). 

The backpressure at the supersonic diffuser outlet for a 

given Nach number, tL.$   depends on turbojet engine compressor 

capacity.  If the compressor's capacity Is Increased by increas- 

ing Its spaed to the point where the air flow through the com- 

pressor Is greater than the diffuser throat can handle at a given 

flight Mach number fL.,   pressure at the compressor inlet, and, 

correspondingly, the backpressure at the diffuser outlet, will be 

reduced*  On the other hand, if the flow of air through the com- 

pressor becomes leas than the flow of air Into the diffuser be- 

cause of a reduction in speed (reduction In capacity), the pressure 

before the compressor, that is, the backpressure at the diffuser 

outlet, will Increase*  Thus, a change in the capacity of a 

compressor positioned after a supersonic diffuser la equivalent 

to a change in the air throttling ratio at the diffuser outlet. 

Let us see what the effect of a change in backpressure at the 

diffuser outlet section is on the operation of a supersonic dif- 

fuser, when the fJJ^nt Nach number, M,,t is unchanged. 

The cross-sectioned areas of the internal duct in supersonic 

diffusers are always selected such that at '.he design point after 

the throat, downstream In some section of jhe duct, there is 

acceleration and a supersonic air flow a? in a supersonic expansion 

nozzle*  Further downstream the flow stagnates, the result of the 

backpressure, and the supersonic flow terminates in an almost 

normal shock wave, after which the air velocity becomes subsonic* 

This supersonic region after the throat in the diffuser duct 

naturally increases the pressure loss in the duct*  At the same 

tlmu, this region protects the external shock formations against 

the penetration of pressure fluctuations (perturbations) from the 

throat caused by the compressor, the propagation velocity of which 

Is less than the air velocity in this region* 

The extent of the protective supersonic region in the diffuser 

duct, and the air velocity in this region, increase with decrease 

in the backpressure at the diffuser  outlet (with increase in 

turbojet engine compressor rpm and M  = const)*  Its breakdown 

shock is displaced downstream, toward the diffuser outlet, and 

becomes more intense, causing an increase in pressure loss, and 

o     is reduced*  However, the shock formation at the diffuser inlet 

Is not disrupted, so tf - const. 

When the backpressure after the diffuser is increased 
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(reduction In turbojet engine compressor rpm and M,, . const) 

the breakdown »hock at the protective supersonic region is 

displaced upstream, toward the throat, becomes less intense, 

and the extent of this region Is reduced.  As a result, the 

pressure loss In the diffuser duct Is reduced, and ffd increases. 

At the same time, the shock formation at the diffuser inlet is 
retained and <P . a const, a 

This keeps recurring until the increase in backpressure at 

the diffuser outlet results in the complete disappearance of 

the protective supersonic region after the diffuser throat. 

After this, further Increase in backpressure results in the 

normal breakdown shook being displaced outside the diffussr duct 

(upstream), so that a deflected forward shock appears before the 

diffuser inlet, moving ahead from the edge of the cowling in a 

manner comparable to that shown in figure Uo. 

At the same time, however, the aspect of deflected forward 

shock proves to be unstable, the result of a variety of complex 

phenomena accompanying the air flow in a supersonic diffuser. 

The mechanism of this instability In the deflected shock can be 

explained schematically as follows.  Then a deflected forward 

»hock develop», ad is reduced, the air flows outward at edges 

of the cowling, and the flow of air into the diffuser is reduced 

( 9d is reduced), so there la a pressure drop in the duct.  This 

moves the deflected shock backward (downstream) into the diffuser 

duct, and the whole shock formation is restored.  But  this 

causes an increase in the supply öf air to the diffuser (in- 

crease in <Pd), there is an increase lnod, „„d a corresponding 

increase in pressure in the diffuser duct, again resulting in 

the formation of a deflected forward shock and at the same time, 

the disruption of the shock formation at the diffuser inlet. 

The shock formation is again restored in accordance with the 

pattern described above, after which it is destroyed, etc.  In 

other words, these processes are repeated, alternating rapidly 

In the process.  The result Is unstable operation, or »urging 

in the diffuser, accompanied by heavy pressure fluctuations 

and return air currents in the diffuser duct. 

The frequency of the pressure fluctuations during diffuser 

surging Is approximately 100 Hz, and their Intensity, that is, 

the ratio between the total amplitude of a pressure fluctuation 

and Its average magnitude reaches 75 $. 

Surging of a supersonic diffuser is not acceptable during 

engine operation because it causes vibration and .tarring that 

Impairs the strength of the Inlet assembly, ami other element», 

in the power plant, as well as fluctuations in pressure in the 

combustion chambers and corresponding fluctuations in thrust, 

and can lead to flame attenuation and flameout in the combustion 

chambers, that is, to self-shutdown of the engine. 
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What follows from the foregoing is that the supersonic 

region between the diffuser throat and the diffuser outlet pro- 

vides some protection against surging.  The greater its length, 

the greater will be the delay before surging begins as the back- 

pressure increases at the diffuser outlet, that is, the broader 

will be its range of stable operation, or the greater its "stability 

margin".  However, the pressure loss increases and a  decreases 

with increase in the length of this region.  Therefore, the 

"stability margin" for the fixed-area, supersonic diffuser can 

be evaluated by the magnitude  A . « o   fi .   ,   where 5. is the st   max  d a 
pressure-recovery factor in the diffuser when there is a super- 

sonic region after the throat, and0     is the pressure-recovery 

factor when there is no such region, and all other conditions 

are equal.   It is obvious that the greater A t, the greater will 

be the stability margin for the diffuser.  As a rule, at the 

design point A  • 8 to 10 $. 

However, this cannot always prevent surging in supersonic 

diffusere of turbojet engines, because of the broad range over 

which operating conditions change in flight.  This is why it is 

usually necessary to use special antisurging devices in these 

diffusers, one of which is the discharge for some of the air 

from the diffuser duct Into the atmosphere through a duct located 

between the supersonic region and the turbojet engine compressor 

inlet.  This prevents the pressure at the diffuser outlet from 

building up high enough to destroy the protective supersonic 

region in the diffuser duct and cause surging, regardless of 

operating conditions. 

5.  The Supersonic Diffuser Characteristic Curves And 

Regulation Concent 

The dependencies of the stagnation pressure recovery 

factor, Od, and the discharge coefficients V     and X. on the 

backpressure (resistance) at the outlet of a supersonic dif- 

fuser for a constant flight Mach number, Mj,, are called the 

throttling characteristic curves.  These curves are constructed 

from experimental data obtained with the diffuser in a super- 

sonic wind tunnel and with  different settings of the throttling 

device Installed after the diffuser outlet section. 

The throttling curves can be constructed as functions of 

any parameter that is uniquely associated with the magnitude of 

the resistance at the diffuser outlet for a constant flight Mach 

number, MH, value. 

The throttling curves for a supersonic diffuser can be 

constructed using the following relationships. 

'The "stability margin" for a supersonic diffuser is also 
often described by the relationship A .. ■ (

0
J/'J) PJ^^, where 

'"W bound is the r"tio b«*»'«en thS'coefflciints d  d 
Sd and 9d at the diffuser surge boundary (see fig. kk). 
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From  the  relationships  cited above,   the weight   flow of air 
through  the  diffuser equals     ('a-'?-T//l

//in=« ^   v1'-1-'- 

but   since " - M« VkgRT and  for alr |/^. „ 0|685 T0 

r.     '     tl in   "yrj, 

Now,   after dividing both sides  of  this  equality by tho  ram 
pressure  in  the diffuser outlet  section,   p» • ^ aP&,   and multi- 
plying by  \j T* ,   we  obtain 

OSJLJJI    nRM   'd ff M     ''H i/r'ii 

On the basis   of the  formulas  at   (l.28)  and   (l.29),   and after 
a  simple  transformation,   we  can substitute 

I iX l/l'- 
Finally, we can write 

The left side of this relationship is called the air weight 

flow parameter for the diffuser outlet section.  As the resistance 

at the outlet of a fixed-area diffuser increases (with an in- 

crease in tho air throttling ratio), the pressure p* and (p.) 

increases, when MH = const, and tho air flow, G , remains un- 

changed, as was explained above, until the deflected forward 

shock develops.  Any subsequent Increase in p* is accompanied by 

a decrease in <Pd and by a corresponding decrease in air flow O . 

Accordingly, with MJJ • const, any increase in diffuser outlet 

resistance, that is, any increase in p*, will result in a re- 

duction in    nn^Ki .  So it is possible to construct the 

throttling       'ti       curves for the diffuser in the form of 

the dependencies of tp d and a     on the flow parameter for any given 

flight Mach number, MH.  For this purpose, a series of values 

for Gg,   p», T*, »nd Oj are found experimentally for each given 

Mach number, and the corresponding magnitudes of 9.  are computed 

through the expression at (U.S).  The shapes of these throttling 

curves, constructed for a supersonic, fixed-area diffuser for 

four different flight Mach numbers, M, , are shown in figure kk. 

The shading Indicates the diffuser suige boundary.  The operating 

points of the diffuser with deflected forward shock are located 

in the region between the surge boundaries and the dotted curves 

plotted In the field of the characteristic curves.  The closer 

thnso points are to the surge boundary, the more Intensive they 

will bo.  It is readily seen that the nature of the change in «P. 

and !Jd in figure M corresponds completely to the special operating 

features of the fixed-area diffuser with changing backpressure 

at Its outlet when MH = const discussed in the preceding para- 

g.'aph. 
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The throttling curves for the diffuser make it possible 

to establish its points (that is, o , <p , and X ) for any operating 

conditions for the turbojet engine for which the diffuser is in- 

tended.  Needed for this purpose in addition to the flight Nach 

number, M-., is the air flow parameter at the turbojet engine 

compressor inlet, that Is, 

sure at the compressor inlet), 

%yr\i (where p* is the ram pres- 

?'„ and the pitot loss factor. 
a., in the duct between the diffuser outlet and the compressot in- 

let.  Since p* ■ ', p5« it is obvious that    ,/—     i/-r 

" ^ '   "  r* 

The throttling curves for fixed-area, supersonic diffuser» 

are very often constructed in the form of the dependencles of ^ 

on? ., as shown in figure kk  b.  These dependencies are obtained 

by the simple reconstruction of the curves shown in figure hUat 

or directly, through the relationship at (4.8). 

The dependencies of the coefficients <P. and o, as well as 

or the diffuser velocity curves.  These curves have been con- 

structed as dotted curves in figure ^5 for a fixed-area, super- 

sonic diffuser in which the designed shock wave formation as well 

as the optimum throat area correspond to a design Nach number, 

M       ■ 3.  As will be seen, in this case the discharge capacity 

of the diffuser, V., drops off radically with a decrease in the 

Nach number, N„, but its external drag, X., increases sharply. 

This Is the result of the destruction of the designed shock wave 

formation by the deflected forward shock that develops because 

when M„ < M-,     , the throat area becomes too small, less than 

optimum, as was explained earlier.  If the throat area in this 

same diffuser is increased tc the optimum for M  = 3 (that is, 

made oversized for M  = 3)» t lie re will be some loss in1? ., but 

overall the curves can flow more favorably than in the preceding 

case, as is shown by the solid lines in flgurt 
Js ="VS 

'15. 

^s 

-«ri 
Figure   kk Throttling  curves   for  a   fixed-area, 

supersonic   diffuser. 
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Figure ^5 Velocity curves for fixed-area, 
supersonic diffuser. 

In the general case, the turbojet engine in a supersonic 

aircraft should operate over a wide range of flight Mach numbers, 

MJJ, and under greatly variable engine operating conditions (rpm). 

Therefore, because of its off-design points and characteristic 

curves the supersonic diffuser in this turbojet engine should 

be made adjustable.  Otherwise the reduction in <p ., and <*_.. and a      d 
the increase in external diffuser drag, that accompany appreciable 

deviations from the design point will cause very significant 

losses in effective thrust and engine efficiency, as well as the 

danger of diffuser surging and its unacceptable consequences. 

What follows from the foregoing is that regulation of super- 

sonic inlet diffusers can be accomplished byt 

longitudinal displacement of the central cone to prevent 

the falling away of the external oblique shock waves from the 

leading edge of the cowling (the cone is displaced backward with 

increase in the flight Mach number, MH)j 

changing the throat area;  for example, by increasing it 

with decrease in the flight Mach number, MH, in order to prevent 

the development of the deflected forward shock;  the throat area 

can be changed, by displacing the central cone, for example^ 

feeding additional external air into the duct, bypassing 

the throat as shown in figure ^6, in order to Increase the ca- 

pacity of the diffuser and reduce losses in it when M^ < 1, and 

during take-off; 

discharging some of the air to the outside from beyond the 

throat in order to prevent diffuser surging, as was explained 

above. 
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Figur* U6 Diagram of the regulation of a «upersoni 
diffuser by delivering additional air, 
when M.. < 1 

There are other ways to regulate supersonic diffusere, In- 

cluding changing the angles of the wedges forming the duct, 

changing the cowling angles, etc. 
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CHAPTER S 

AVIATION   COMPRESSORS 

1-     PrlnciDl«»  of C<wpr«««or Arrw.nt  «nd Oi»«r«tlon 

The  purpo«« of  th« coapraosor 1*  to coaproas  air,   and thla 

la  nacasaary   to obtain battar convaralon of tha boat   addad to tha 

air  In tha  coaibuatlon chaabor  Into uaaful work. 

Multlstag«,  axial-flow coapraaaora  ara uaad  In tha aaln In 

turbojat  an^lnaa.     Radlal-flov  coapraaaora ara uaad  In cartaln 
caaaa. 

Dlacraaaatlc layouts of tha aultlata^a, axial-flow eoapraa- 

aor, and of ana of Ita atagaa, ara shown In flfuraa i>7 and kB. 

Plgura It7i     Layout of an axial-flow, aultlataga 
coapraaaon 

1 - rotor bladaai  2 - atralghtanar bladaaf 
3 - drum)  <• - eoapraaaor caalnf. 

Tha auIt is tags, axial-flow eoapraaaor eonalata of aavaral 

rowa of shaped, aovlng (rotor) and stationary (atralghtanar) 

bladaa In an altarnatlnc aaquanca In tha axial direction and 

distributed around tha parlphary.  Tha rotor bladaa, I, ara se- 

cured to tha outer aurfacaa of Individual whaala aountad on a 

coaaon ahaft, or to a aurfaca foraad by a drua, 3, coaaon to 

all bladaa (fig. Itl).     Tha anda of tha atralghtanar bladaa, 2, 

are clamped In outer and inner rings.  Tha outer r±ng  In turn 

la secured In place inalda tha stationary eoapraaaor casing, k. 

Each row of rotor bladaa, together with ita supporting 

element(wheel, drum section) la called a rotor whaal.  The entire 

rotating part of tha eoapraaaor la called tha rotor.  Bach row of 

stationary blades is called a atraightanar rim.  Tha entire sta- 

tionary part of the eoapraaaor is called the atator. 

The grouping made of the rotor wheel and the atralghtaner 

rig after it (in the direction of air flow) is called tha eoapraa- 

aor at^ta. 

When the compressor rotor rotates, the blade.i act on the air 

like propeller bladea, twisting it and forcing it to move in an 

axial direction toward the compressor outlet (toward the combustion 
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ohubar). Thl« results In a drop In prsssurs st ths eoaprsssor 

Inlst, provldln« • constsnt Inflow of sir fro« ths surrounding 

■odlua.  Ths oonvszAdss of ths rotor bladss fscs In s dlrsctlon 
opposlts to that of rotor rotation. Thsrsfors, ths flow In ths 

chsnnsls bstwson ths rotor blsdss Is In ths dlrsctlon of rotstlon 

but ths aoasnt of ths ssrodynsale forcss actln« on ths rotor bladss 

Is corrospondlncly opposlts to rotor rotation. This rsqulrss ths 

sxpsndlturs of ■schanlcsl ansrty to rotato tha rotor, and this 
snsrty Is thsn transfsrrsd by ths rotor bladss to the sir flowla« 
bstwssn thsa. 

As s rssult of ths input of sxtsrnal anarcy into ths rotor 

«hssl, ststic prsssurs, p, and sbsoluto sir vsloclty, c, Incrsass 
siaultansously (fl«. kB), 

Figure (»St  Schematic diagram of a staffs In an axial- 
flow conpressor (position as in tig,   kj) 

Legends ■ 
1 - SR - stralghtansr rig 
2 - R¥ - rotor whaol 
3 - X - section through AB| 

Ths air vsloclty acquired in the wheel la converted into 

pressure in the stationary strsightensr rig InetaUsd aftsr the 

rotor wheel (as a rssult of the diffuslvs shaps of ths channels 

bstwssn ths blades) without external energy input, resulting in 

an additional Incrsass In air presaurs, and a corrssponding rs- 

duction in sir vsloclty (fig. 48).  In sddltion, the straight.ner 

rig turns the flow against rotor rotation, providing it with the 

direction required for entering the next compressor stage.  The 

air is glvsn an axial dlrsctlon in the last (output) straightensr 

rig, for which purpose it is often necessary to use ssveral 
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•uccasslv« «tralchtanar rlg« «ft^p th« last rotor whool (loaaaa 

mould  Ineroat* consldorably If only on* war* uaad). 
In tha axial-flow coapraaaor tha air aovaa approximately alon« 

cylindrical aurfacaa, tha axaa of «htch coincide with tha axia of 

rotor rotation, which alao axplalna tha nana of tha coapraaaor. 

Tha flow araaa of tha auccaaaiva »tage» in the axial-flow 

coapraaaor ara aada auccaaalvaly aaallar, ainca tha air ia coaprea- 

aad aa it nova* through tha coapraaaor, and ita danalty incraaaaa. 

Tha axial velocity of tha air usually raaaina conatant in all atagaa, 

or decreases slightly at the compressor outlet.  Thia ia done ao 

the blade* in the laat stages will not be too short and cause an 

incraaa* in losses. 
The reduction in th* flow area of tha flow section of a coa- 

pressor is aecoapliahad by reducing th^ outside diameter of the 

rotor, keeping the drum diameter constant, or by increasing the 

diaaatar of the drua (of the wheal*)whil* keeping th* outalde dia- 

aatar of the rotor conatant, or, finally, by increasing both rotor 

and drum diaaatar.  The flrat solution simplifies rotor blade in- 

ata'lation and securing, and th* important thing, reduces the danger 

of obtaining too short blades in the last compra**or stages.  In 

th« second and third solutions the bladea in the succeeding stages 

functionat higher average circumferential valocitioa than do tha 

bladea in tha preceding rtrnjaa.  Thi* makes it poaaible to increase 

tha compres»ion ratio in tha compra»*or for th* same number of 

■ tagaa.  An Increase In the circumferential velocity in succeed- 
ing stages is permissible becauae the temperature, and consequent- 

ly the «peed of sound aa well, la higher at the inlet to these stages 

than it is at the inlet to the first stage. 

The higher circumferential velocities of the blades in succeed- 

ing stages as compared with the velocities of the blades in the 

first stages, are readily provided for by using dual-rotor or 

compound compressors (fig. 19), in which the second rotor runs at 

higher rpm than the first rotor.  These compressors have other ad- 

vantages, and this will be discussed later on. 

The increase in pressure provided by one stage in an axial- 

flow compressor is small, so these compressors are always made 

multi-stage.  Axial-i'low compressors used in existing aviation 

gas turbine engines have from 6 to 17 stages. 

The diagrammatic layout of the centrifugal compressor is shown 

in figurs 1*9. 
The centrifugal compressor includes the inlet duct 5, the 

impeller wheel, 1, with vanes 2, the diffuser 3, and the outlet 

ducts k. 
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Figur« 491  Layout of a cantrlfugal comproason 
1 - impeUor heel,  2 . inpeller van.|  3 . dlffuaeri 

•*  -  outlet ductai  5 - inlet duct. 

The main part of the centrifugal compreaaor Is the lupeller 

wheel, or Impeller, which 1, a wheel with a row of etralght (radial) 

vane., 2.  The wall of the Impeller wh.al and the vane» for» 

channel, through which air flow..  The Impeller wheel i, fitted 

on a shaft and 1. .urrounded by a fixed cover, to which intake 
duct i  la connected. 

The diffuser, 3, i. . flat or conical, annular expanae formed 

by the walls of the fixed cover and located concentrically around 

the impellei wheel.  The flow area of thi. exp.n.e increase, in 

the direction of flow of the air leaving the impeller wheel.  In 

«any design., the diffuser has fixed vane, in separate, curved 

channels.  These diffuser, are called vaned dlff.......  A v.n6d 

diffuser is always preceded by an annular slot with no vanes. 

The outlet ducts, through which the co-pree.ed air i. directed 

into the combustion chambers, are located after the diffuser. 

The centrifugal compressors for turbojst engines with high 

air consumption are usually of the double-entry type. 

The use of double-entry compressor, makes it possible to re- 

duce the inlet diameter and, correspondingly, the outside diameter, 

and thus reduce the diametral size of the compressor as „  whole, 

without incre.aing the air velocity at the impeller wheel inlet. 

When the compressor impeller rotates the air between the 

impeller vanes is also rotated relative to the Impeller axis, 

and moves to the periphery (to the diffuser) under the effect 

of centrifugal forces.  As a result, a vacuum i. created at the 

impeller inlet, providing for an inflow of external air into the 
compressor through the inlet duct. 
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External mechanical work la  tranaferred to the  air by the 
impeller vanes,   causing  the pressure and velocity   of the  air flow- 
ing  through the  channels  between  the impeller vanes  in the  compres- 
sor  to  Increase.     A good part   of the kinetic  energy acquired by the 
air in the impeller is  converted  into potential  energy in the dif- 
fuser,   where  the  air pressure  continues to rise as  a result   of 
the  corresponding rsduction in  its velocity. 

In this  type of compressor,   the air ia  compressed and moved 
by centrifugal  forces,   and it   is  this feature which gives  the com- 
pressor its  name  of centrifugal  compressor. 

2.     Air Compression in a Compressor 
The most important magnitude establishing the efficiency and 

specific thrust (power) of an engine is the air compression ratio 
in the  compressor. 

As has already been noted, the air compression ratio In the 
compressor "» equals the ratio of the total pressure at the com- 
pressor outlet  p» to the  total  pressure at   the compressor inlet p» 

"S ■ PJA»:-pj^in»; (5-1) 

and when the airspeed  la  V • 0 

"S     " Pj/'inPo  • o 
If we assume for  simplicity  that  no heat  exchange with  the 

environment  takes place   in the  compressor   (Qen • O),   and  that   there 
are  no hydraulic   losses   {\Yd  -  <>) i   the compressor will be  called 
an ideal non-cooled compressor.     The energy equation at   (1.7)  can 
be written as  follows  for this   type  of compressor! 

"-Sd    ■  Cp/A  (Tc        - V   +  cc   " S'2« (5-2) 
c ad 

where T  „.is the temperature at the outlet  of the compressor 
c au 

under consideration. 

The work, L»   , required for adiabatic compression and 

changing the kinetic energy of the air in the ideal non-cooled 

compressor is called the «diabetic head for the compressor. 

If we introduce the parameters of the stagnated flow. It is 

obvious that the equation at (5.2) can be rewritten as 

KöC - op/A (T;ad - T;) (5-2,a) 

Since T* » T»,   and   C-/A. = kRA-1,  and  since,   in addition, a o *^ 
because  of the  adiabatic   equation 

\d/T«-(# = (^ 
we   finally   obtain 

(5.3) LSd •.» .«y-ur-.). 
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Prom whence,   substituting k/k-l'R ■ 102.5  and k/k-l - 3.5     ,   „« 
obtain 

TJ  -   (1  + L.d /102.5  T«)3-5, (5.4) 
c 

Consequently, n • not   only depends  on  the msgnltude  of the 
adlabatlc  head,   but  also on T»,   that   is,   on the airspeed and  alti- 
tude   (and  on the   outslds air temperature T   ).     Therefore,  when we 
assign a Magnitude  tc the  compressor'»  compression ratio,  we  must 
also Indicate  the  conditions  under which  it   applies.     As  a  rule, 
"J 1» given for  standard air temperature   on  the ground,  T    ■   2280K 
(*„ "  *   'S00)  •n<'  'or airspeed  of  V .  0   (Mo  . 0).     A  single-stage 
centrifugal compressor provides a  "J 0 of '».J  to 4.8,   and  one   stage 
(subsonic,   see below)  of an axial-flow compressor can provide  a 
Tg it   of   1.25  to   1.35.    Thla  latter also  aarves to explain the 
necessity of using multi-stags axial-flow  compressors mentioned 
above■ 

The  pv-dlagram  (fig,   50)  can be  used   to measure  the adlabatlc 
head,   aa  well aa   the total  work of adlabatlc   air compression  in 
ths compressor,   by measuring the area contained within the  lines 
for the  compressl on process  and  the  pressure  axis.     Consequently, 
If sc^  is  the adlabatlc compression from pressurs p* to a pras- 
■ure p»,   the adlabatlc head,   I,Jd c   ,  will  be  represented by the 

Figure 50i    Adlabatlc  head of • compressor 
In the  pv-dlagram. 

In the TS-dlagram  (fig.   5l)   the compression adiabat  Is  re- 
presented by the   segment «c^,  parallel to  the temperature axis, 
and limited by  the  Isobare  corresponding to  ths Initial prssaure 
pj and the terminal pressurs p» of compression in the compresaor. 
The adlabatlc head   (its thermal equivalent)can be represented  in 
this  same diagram.     Actually,   as will bs seen from the equation 
at   (5.2fa),   the adlabatlc head (in thermal  units) squals the heat 
of the laobarlc process taking plac     in the  temperature Interval 
from T*  to T» ^     At  the  same  time,   it  la   obvious  that   In this 
cass ths  laobarlc  process can bs raprasentad by the curve cc    . 
(fig.   51),   and  the heat  of this procees by  the area Oc    A.     Con- ad 
sequently,   the adlabatlc head will  be reprasanted by  the area 
0cc,d

b in the TS-dlagram. 
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+? 
Figur«  51i     Adlabatlc  head 
In  the   TS-dlagram. Pleura  321     pv-dlagran for 

air coapraaaion in a coapraaaor. 

A raal coapraaaor,   and particularly  an uncoolad ona,  dlffara 
fro« tha Idaal  conpraaaor by tha hydraulic  raaiatanooa  (L,, d !< 0). 
Moreovor,   In tha  raal  coapraasor aoaa hast   la  tranafarrad fro« tha 
compressed air  to tha  onviroraaant   through  tha walla  of tha co«prea- 
aor housing bacauaa  tha  taaparatura of tha  air in tha coapraasor 
Is higher than  the  outalda ts«paratura.     However,   tha a«ount   la 
relatively s«all>   and can be disregarded  in tha eoapraaaor cal* 
culation without   incurring any appreciable  error,   aasuaing that 
Q, - O. 

Tha  external work  that auat  ba added   to   1   kg of air to coa- 
press   It   in a  raal  coapraasor,   or  tha so-called  internal work dona 
by the coapreaaor*can ba datenainsd  through an aquation slailar 
to that   at   (5.2,«)  after substituting tha  raal taaparatura at  tha 
and of coapreaalon TJ   (at  tha outlet  of tha raal eoapraaaor)   for 
tha adlabatlc   taaparatura T* ad c 

h-T^nVi-r.). 
(5.3) 

The work done by the hydraulic   reaiatancea,   L  ,   ia converted 
into heat  ALhyd  ■ Qhyd,   and absorbed by tha coapraaaad air,   ao 
that  tha  coapraaalon process  In a  real,   uncoolad eoapraaaor takes 
place along a polytropa with an exponent  n larger than tha ex- 
ponent,   k,   of the adiabat,   and therefore 

(s.«) 
On the other hand, the Internal work done by the coapreaaor 

expended on polytropic air coapraealon and in ovarcoaing the 

hydraulic raslatancea, ao can also be determined through the 

Bernoulli equation at (1.16), which can be written in the follow- 
ing for« 

■ L   ♦ L p c   r (5.7) 

where Lr Is the work done by the hydraulic reelatanceei 

This work Is aoaetlaea called the theoretical head for 
the coapressor. 
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Lp c  !■•  th« tot«! work dona by the  poly tropic  conprsaalon 

(polytropic  head)   fro« the  initial  praaaura p»  to  full 
praaaure p* at   the  compressor  outlet. 

The value  of n,   the polytrope  exponent,   for centrifugal  com- 

preaaor used  in aviation gas  turbine  engines  operating under designed 

operating conditions,   ranges  approximately from   1.52  to   1.62,   and 
for axial-flow compressors  rangaa  from   1.1(6 to   1.52. 

For a given compreaaion ratio,   and  the same  initial  conditions, 

the  total work of polytropic air compreealon L (the polytropic 

heed)   la greater than the adiabatic  head,   L«d     ,   by  some magnitude 

Lv,   because  in the real  compreaaor the  air la heated by heat 

equivalent  to  the work done by  the hydraulic  reaiatancea,   L     (the 
compression polytrope with exponent  n > k la  located above  the 
adiabat) 

Lp c  ■  ^d c   * Lv   • (5-8) 

The air compression proceaa  in a  real  compreaaor la   rapraaented 
in tha pv-dlagram in figure 52,   where ac   la  the compreaaion poli- 

tropa with n > c,   and acad  la  tha adiabat   of compreaaion  to tha 

aama praaaura,   p».     In thia diagram  tha  total politropic  comprea- 

aion work,   Lp c   la repreaantad  by  tha  area ObSa,   tha  adiabatic 

head,   LJd c,   by   tha area Obead«,   and  tha  additional work,   Lv,   by 

the area «„jC-     Thia additional  work  la  a  secondary  result   of 

tha effect   of  tha hydraulic  reaiatancea   occasioned  by heating and 

the  raaultant   incraaaa  in volume.     The   Increase  in air compreaaion 

work  it   ia not   solely additional  work.     Moat  of the additional work 

added   to  the  air in tha  real compreaaor,   that  la,   tha work of the 

hydraulic  reaiatancea,   Lr,   la  not  repreaantad  In tha pv-dlagram, 
ainc«  it   ia  not  a function of change  in air state. 

In  the TS-diagram  (flg.* 53)   the polytropic  compreaaion proceaa 
»4th  index n > c   la repraaanted by  tha  curve ac which slopaa   to 

tha right   of the adiabat,   acBd.     The  area below the ac  curve  ia 

tha haat  added  to the air during polytropic  compreaaion.     In thia 

caaa  thia  heat   la equivalent  to  the work  of the hydraulic   reaiat- 

ancea.     Therefore,  the work of tha reaiatancea,  L    (in thermal 

unite  AI,r)  la   repreaantad  in tha TS-diagram by the  area bacd. 

Area Occ>db in turn repraaanta  tha adiabatic head,   L»,     ,   and  the 

area «cadc  repraaanta  the additional  compression work,as  ia   obvioua 
from a  comparison of the  pv- and TS-diagrama. 

Figure  53i     The  air compression 
proceaa  in a TS-diagram. 
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Based on the equations at (5.7) and (5.8), the Internal work 

done by a real compressor can be represented In the form of the 

9't 

"1 c - L» ad c ♦ L + L (5.9) 

so will be represented in the TS-diagra« by the ',-a of the areas 

listed above, that is, by the area oced. 

Thus, the internal work done by a real compressor, as well 

as all components of this work, can be represented very clearly 
in the TS-diagram. 

Let us now consider some special features of air compression 
in the multistage compressor. 

The process of changing the air state during air compression 

in a multistage compressor is shown in th<« pv-diagram in figure 54. 

Air compression in the ideal compressor will take placs along 

the adiabat ac^, and the compression adiabats In the individual 
stagee,   al",   1"2" and a'c'^ coincide with it. 

and cdc .2" ad 

figure Jltt  Diagram of air compression in 
a multiatage compressor. 

The adiabatie bead of the compressor as a whela is represented 

by the area Odeada, and the adiabatie heads of the individual stages 

of ths ideal compressor are represented by the areas Obl"a, bc2"l", 

respectively. 

In the real multistags compressor the compression proeess will 

taks place along the adiabat with index n, which in general, will 

be different for the different stages.  In the special case when 

n is identical for all stages the compression polytropes for the 

compressor as a whols, as wsll as for its individual stagss, will 
•>• common (will coincide). 

Figure iU  shows the compression polytrope for a multistags 

comprsssor as the curve ac. Sectlone al, 12, and 2c of this curve 

are the compression polytropss for ths individual comprsssor stages. 

The actual air etate at the outlet of the first stags is 

sstablished at point 1, at the outlet of the second etage at point 

2, etc.  Accordingly, the compression adiabats for ths Individual 

stagss will be the curves al", 12", 23', etc.  (thess sdiabats 

must bs developed from the pointe estsbllshing the actual air 

stats at ths inlet to the stage in question). 
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.t„.rr trai ,,oiytpopic »-p'—t- v,rk ..,„ by tb, tM±vianl 

loTrl !    ^ "^ "••" 0bU' bC^,• Cde2' '*"' "«• t.t.1 polytropic work don. by th. c«.pr...or .. . whol. t, „,. „„„ 

:Lu\1j:v;;:.:
u:^::i^t-d by ^^of th- -——-• ^ 

L  - 2 L 
Po     P.t 

r..l c,^j;!abatiC h,ad,, ^ •*' in th' tn-^""^ 'ta... of th. r..l eo.pr...or, „. .r... Ob!-., ^2.!, .„„ cd3.2>  „ 
...» that th. .u. of th... .r.„ 18 ,reat.p than „„ 11'   r ' ^ 

: "üT'rrfor th- co-pr""r - •u- - — -' -' .u-     of th. .di.b.tlc h..d.  in th. l„dlvldu.l  ,tM.. 

L2««.<r L:d • .t 
Thi. dlff.P.nc. t.   „pl.tned by th. faet  thBl   ^^ 

hT::-     V  tha  0Utl,t   ^ •'eh Pr-din« •*-  l' ^— *H.n 
i "p tr: r *h' •,K, of th- •di'b-tic "•""•^o" ^ th.t 

'" '-.d c  •ndE L:d ,t   i.  «Pl.in.d/gr..t.r h..tln«  of th. ,1, 
in ..ch .t^. th„ „uXd b.  .nc„unt.r.d in th. id.^o-p.,...: 

^Jd .t   -i" incr.... wlth .„ lner.„. ,„ th# „^c 

::.;. "   an incr—in th- hydp"",= '••■i'*— in ZI 
... ;;• int*pn"1--"• h.. <«»"• »»r th. .uiti.t,.. co-pr...or 

dln    11       '  "       aUy b* fl"d  "  th' — 0f th«  int.rn.l  work don. by  th. individu.l  ttmgtm 

o l.t 

How.v.r.  th. co.pr...i.n r.tio in . «iti.t.,. co-pr...or 
-.P.nd.   o„ th. .WitUd..   of th.  c-pr...io„ r.tio. in L"  .^ 
•nd  i.  ,qu.l  to th.ir product, ^ ' 

3-     PfflWrtttor FiffioLn^y ,„,. p||t1.lff 

A. . rui.,  th. .fficl.ncy of th# r#al e 

•t by co-P.rin, it with th. id..l  co-pr...or. 

„„t!™? "a'Ura  ^ C0--ri'0n U— '•' -"oLd co-pr...or.   in P.rticUl.r.   .„„ th. eo.pr.„or,  u„d  tB avlation 

rn hn:'h"::of m' cat-cory' ^th-i-1 -»"o1- »-p""'- 
1 "h iT'""1 work don- ^ •,iu-1 to "• -1"»"« --. •nd  i.  th. .ini-u- P.qUir.d  to co-pr... th. .1, to . -iv.n Dr   ' 
•ur.  in .„ unco.Ld c«ipr...op. * * " 

Th.  „tio of th. .di.b.tic  h..d.   LJ, c.   corr^pondin.  to 
•ir    o.pr...i.n to . tlv,n pr„mur,f   to-^ tn * 

«ciuoiv.  of ,.Ch.nic.X  !„....,  .ctu.Uy don. ,„ ^  e^l  .; 

or  T:'!/'" alr t0 ^  — Pr-Ur-   ^  «•"-  »H.  cH"... «or .dl.h.^jc  .ff^^^y fo^vrtl- 

"«1 e • % cAt e. (5.10) 
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Since,   according to the  preceding equation, 

^d c   "  Li  c   "   (Lr + Lv)' 
then 

^ad c  "   '   - Lr + tyAi c (5.11) 

The .diabetic  efficiency only  take,  into consideration thoae 
energy  lo„e.   (work done)   a.aoci.ted with the pre.ence  of hydraulic 
re.iatanc...     The greater  these resistances,   the   Xower the  adiabatic 
efficiency.     However,   the magnitude   of the work don.  by the hydraulic 
resistances   in a compressor cannot   be  established directly by  the 
adiabatic   efficiency.     For example,   if ^ e  . 0.8,   20 % of the 
work done,   ^ e,   is   lost   (as  comp.r.d  to the  ideal compressor) 
simply  because  of the presence  of  the hydraulic  resistance..     But. 
as  will  b.  seen from the equation at   (5.11).   the work,   L  ,   done 
to properly  overcome  the hydraulic   resistance,  i,  1...  th.n 20 % 
of work Lj  c.     The magnitude   of the hydraulic  re.istances  in . 
compressor can only be d.t.rmin.d  indir.ctly fron, th. value  of 
''ad  c- 

After eubstituting th.  expression for work L.        in the  equ.- 
tion  .t   (5.J)   in .qu.tlon  (5.10),   w.  obt.ln 

''ad c  "  LId c^^.iiT*  . T*). (3.12) 

Pro» wh.nc. w. find th.  actual Iner.... in'tu. t.mP.r.tur. 
in   the   compressor 

atc   . T.   - TJ  .   L.,  c/,02.5   ^  c (,.„) 

Th.  «di.b.tic  .ffici.ncy  of . muiti.tag. co.Pr...or is  l.„ 
th.n  th.  .di.batic  .ffici.ncy of it.   individu.l  stag...     Th.  fol- 
lowing di.cu.sion will b. th. b.si,  for th. .tat...nt. 

Ut  u.  ...urns,   for .implieity',   ..k. th.t  th. adiabatic 
.ffici.nci..  „d head,  for .11  co-Pr...or st.g..  .r.  id.ntic.l. 
Thi.  b.lng .0,   th. lnt.rn.l  work don.  in ..ch ,tmg, will b.  th, 
..a. and  if t  is  th.  number  of stag.. 

z L:d st ■ »L:d .t 

^i .t "  "-i st  ■ ^ic- 

H.nc, w. can writ. th. following for th. .di.batic .ffici.ncy 
of . stag. 

"ed st " L:d stAi st '^d stAi c' 

that i., th. .di.batic .ffici.ncy of • ,tM. will b. .qu«! to 

th. ratio of th. sum of the .di.batic h.eds for .11 stag,, to 

th. int.rn.l work don. by th. compr,,.or a. . unit.  At th. .... 

tim., th. .diabetic .ffici.ncy of th. compr.,,or 1, r.   .L,   A, 
'ad e "ad e'''le, 
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But   it  was  shown above  that  L*.       < 2L*,     ^,   »o T] <  ri.       , 

and  this discrepancy increases with increase in the number  of stages. 

The magnitude  of compressor adiabatic   afficlency for present 

day aviation gas  turbine  engines   is   (at  the design point): 

Tl   .       • 0.84  to 0.88  for axial-flow,   multistage compressors) 

ri m 0,86 to 0.90 for individual stagss  in axial-flow 

comprsssorsi 

r| a 0.72 to 0.78 for centrifugal   (single-stage)   compressors. 

The  polytropic  efficiency  too is  often used   to asssss   compres- 

sor efficiency. 

Compressor nolvtropic  efficiency is defined  as   the  ratio of 

the  total polytropic work,   L       ,   required to compress  the  air to 
P c 

pressure p*,   to the internal work done by the compressor,   L.      , 

to  compress  the  air to  that   same pressure 

\-LPCA1C <5.iM 

According to the  equation at   (3.7), 

Lp c  " Li  c  "  Lr 
so 

r\p.  1   -  LJAJ e (5.15) 

from whence 

Lr - (1 - V h  e. 
So we ess that the convenience of using the polytropic 

efficiency resides in the possibility of making a direct deter- 

mination of the hydraulieal losses in the compressor and, conse- 

quently, of the index of the compression polytrope as wall. 

It is rsadily seen that the polytropic efficiency la always 

greater than the adiabatic efficiency, because L   > L»  _. p c   aa c 
For modern axial-flow compressors, 1 • 0.86 to 0.90 (in 

individual cases as high as 0.92), and for centrifugal compres- 

sors i ■ 0.76 to 0.80. 
P 

The work, L.  , added to the air in the compressor is always 

slightly Isss than the work done in driving the compressor bscauss 

the compressor has mechanical losses assoclatsd with friction in 

its bearings and in the transmission (if any).  These losses ars 

taksn into consideration in the compressor mechanical efficiency, 

established through the relationship 

\ c - H CAC (5.1«) 
where L is ths sffectlve work done by the compressor, that is, 

ths work done in driving the compreesor, and including 

machanlcal lessee equated to I kg of compressed air. 

For modern csntrlfugal and axial-flow compressors, r|   ■ 0.98 
m c 

to 0.99.  High ri   is explained by the fact that aviation gas 
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turbine angina  coaprassor shafts ars mounted in anti-frlctlon 

bearings, and ths coaprassor rotors ars usually driven directly 

off the turbine shaft, without Intermediate transmissions. 

All energy lossss In the coapressor, mechanical, as well as 

those associated with the hydraulic resistances, are taken Into 

conelderation in the overall, or effective efficiency of a compres- 

sor, Tic.  This efficiency is squal to ths ratio of the adlabatlc 

head to all the work done by the compressor, that is, to the 

effective work done by the compressor 

"e-^e^c (5-'7) 

or 

^c ■ lad c\  c- (5-18) 

Knowin« the magnitude of ths effective efficiency, it is 

possible to find the required compressor rating for a given air 

flow and a known magnitude of adlabatlc head. 

Since the work done per sscond to drivs ths compressor can be 

establlshsd by multiplying ths weight flow per sscond of air, O , 

through ths compressor by work Lc, the rating, Ne, required for 

the compressor will be 

"c ■ Vc/" ■ O.^d o/Wlad c^m c O-'») 

Compressors in modern turbojet engines have extremely high 

ratings, from approximately 10,000 to 15,000, to aa high as 40,000 

to 43,000, hp, and higher. 

*•  riHHl—tllUH Of Axl.l-riQW Co«pre.eor Theory 

Valocitv Hen and Internal Work Dene by a ate« 

A echematle diagram of an axial-flow compressor is shown In 

figure 55.  The principal compressor dimensions aret 

Dw is ths outside dismeter of the rotor wheel) 
Dhub  i' th* hub dl""»t«rl 

S hub"IW/I)w   *• th* r«1"**»« •»«I» diameteri 
"«„„""„♦"hub/2    I» the mean diameter of the rotor wheel| 

h   is the blade height. 

If the blades of an axial-flow compressor ars made to inter- 

sect a cylindrical surface at some diameter D concentric to the 

compressor axis, ami if the intersection surfacs is dsvsloped on 

the plane of a drawing the development will provide so-called 

cascadee of rotor wheele and pre-rotatlon vanes (fig. 56), and 

the caecades of rotor wheels appear to us as moving at velocity u, 

equal to the circumferential velocity of the rotor wheel at given 
diameter D. 

6 W t 

4/' 
Figure   ?5i     Schematic   diagrui  of  an axial-flow 

conpresaore 
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A caacase Is defined as a series of Identical aerodynamic 

profiles arranged on sou surface equldestant from each other. 

If the profiles are arranged parallel to each other on the plane 

the cascade le called rectilinear.  However, If the profiles are 

arranged on a cylindrical surface, as In an axial-flow conpressor 

for exaaple, the cascade fomed by them Is called a circular cas- 

cade. 

The set of rotor wheel cascades and the pre-rotatlon vanes 

following them are called an elementary stage. 

The principal geometric and aerodynamic parameters of a cas- 

cade are (fig. 97)t 

t aiTD/s     Is the cascads pitch for a given diameter, D, and 

number of blades, z; 

b Is the profile chordi 

b/t la the cascads solidity; 

*1 •nd *8    •r* ^^ •n«1»» ■* «hlch ths profiles ere installed 
at Inlet and outlet, respectively) 

B, ■nd ^2   are the air flow Inlet and outlet angles) 

1 ■ 8J - Pj  1* tl>* Incidence for the profllei 

« ■ 0£ • 0)  Is the blede-camber anglei 

c is the maximum profile thickness. 

Ths principal cascads parameters In an axial-flow compressor 

generally change In a radial direction, that la, with the height 

of the blades.  Consequently, an axial compressor stags (a coaplete 

stage) Is a set of Individual, elementary stagss. 

Let us consider the air movement through an elementary stags 

in an axial-flow compressor (fig. 56).  Air moving at velocity c 

approaches ths gulds vans (o) located In front of ths first stags 

rotor whssl, moving axlally. 

The airat the guide vane outlet will not only be moving axlally, 

but clroumferentlally as wsll.  In other words, ths guide vanes 

Impart an entry spin to ths air, the magnitude of which Is deter- 

mined by the circumferential component, o, , of the absolute 

velocity, e,, at the guide vane outlet. 

The entry spin In the guide vane can be imparted in the direc- 

tion the rotor wheel is moving (in the direction of rotation, +c, ). 
lu'' 

as wsll as against that direction (against the direction of rota- 

tion, - clu).  Both types of sntry spin are found in existing 

axial-flow compressors, as is a purely axial entry of air (in 

which case there are no guide vani s). 

Thus, the air approaches the rotor blades with absolute 

city o,f and 

the general cass. 
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öui 

Wz?s 

vfi |Vj, ation 

Figure 56>  Schematic diagram of the vane cascades 
In an axial-flow compressor. 

The air, while In the rotor, is exposed to the effect of the 

moment of the external forces caused by the action of the rotor 

blades on the flowing air, so that its angular momentum relative 

to the axis of rotation of the rotor (of the compressor rotor) 

is increasedi  that is, the air is whirled in the direction of 

rotor rotation.  The air leaves the rotor with absolute velocity 

c2, the circumferential component of which, c2u, usually coincides 

with the direction of rotation of the rotor. 

The air enters the straightener(s) bsyond the rotor wheel 

with velocity c2, and leaves it with velocity cy     If velocity c, 

Is less than velocity c2, the air pressure in the straightener is 

increased (due to the conversion of kinetic energy into potential 

energy), and the straightener functions in this respect like a 

diffuser.  However, if velocities Cj and c,, are equal in magnitude, 

the straightener functions like a simple flow deflector and there 

is no conversion of velocity into pressure. 

Figure 57i  Principal parameters of a cascade. 

The axial-flow compressor stage is very often designed so 

velocities c^  and c1 are equal in magnitude and direction.  Now 

there is no change in the kinetic energy of the air In the stage, 

an  the external work input is only used to compress the air and 

to overcome the hydraulic resistances in the stage. 
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The magnitude and direction of absolute and relative air 

velocities in the stage, as well as their circumferential and 

axial components, are established through velocity triangles. 

Tigure 58 shows the velocity triangles at the inlet to the rotor 

cascade, and at its outlet when the entry epen given the air is in 

a direction opposite to that of the rotor. 

^ J" 
/" /*- 

- ü 

Figure 58i  Velocity triangles for a rotor 
cascade. 

It has already been pointed out that the axial velocity of 

the air flow in a compressor is kept constant, or is slightly re- 

duced, from the first to the last stage.  However, even in the 

latter case, the axial velocity in an individual stage can be taken 

as constant»  cla . e2a . c^.  Moreover, the circumferential blade 

velocities at the rotor inlet and  outlet are equal for a given 

diameter (u, ■ u2).  Therefore, it is convenient to consider the 

velocity triangles as congruent.  Congruent velocity triangles for 

a rotor, called a velocity plan, are shown in figure 59, where (as 
in fig. 58)1 

c1 and c2        are "»e absolute air velocities before and after 
the rotor» 

c)u and c2i]      are the circumferential components of velocities 

c, and c2( 

ca " cla * c2a i8 th8 •xi»1 component of the absolute air velo- 
city in the compressor» 

w, and w2 are the relative air velocities at the rotor in- 

let and outlet» 
w1u "nd "au •re the circumferential components of velocities 

w1 and w2» 

ai and a2        are the angles between the directions of veloci- 

ties c1 and c2, and the direction of the cir- 

cumferential velocity» 
S1 and S2        ar9 *he angles between the directions of veloci- 

ties Wj and w2, and the direction of the circum- 

ferential velocity» 
u is the circumferential velocity of the rotor for 

a given diameter» 
4ou " 02u " clu  i" the air »Pln acquired in the rotor for a change 

in velocity (with respect to direction) tram 
c, too.. 
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¥h»t follows from th« plan 1s th«t 

^ = »-©..; 

'^ =*■,„-«, 

from whence, and remembering that the entry open was opposite to 

the direction of operation, we obtain 

^«-^-(-<•„)-»„-»,„ 
or putting it another way, we can also determine the air spin, 

Acu, in the rotor through the difference in the circumferential 

components of the relative velocities. 

If the axial velocity, ca, at the rotor inlet, the  entry 

spin, clu, the circumferential velocity u, and the air spin, be   , 

in the rotor are known, all the other velocities in the stage, and 

their directional angles, can be found from the velocity plan. 

In order to determine the circumferential velocity, u, and 

the air spin, cu, in the rotor, we must know the relationship 

between these magnitudes and ths external work added to 1 kg of 

air in the rotor, that is, the internal work, 1^ >t, dona in the 

stage. This relationship can be established on the basis of the 

equation for angular moment urns, which can bs written as follows 

with reference to the axis of rotation of the compressor rotor, 

and as applicable to 1 kg of air flowing through the rotor blades 

in a stage with radius r. 

Now, multiplying the torsional moment M t, by the angular 

velocity,m , of rotor rotation, we obtain the sought for internal 

work done in the stage 

Li st" ""st " V^'-'U  I 

but r,,, ■ u and (cju —cm)   • 4c , so 

Li st " ~i' (5.20) 

From whence it is seen that for a given circumferential 

velocity u, the air spin, Äcu, in the rotor and, consequently, 

the Internal work (head, compression ratio) done in the stage as 

well, will increase with a decrease in the entry spin along the 

path (+clu).  The spin, Acu, in the rotor will increase to an sven 

greater degree if, for the same velocity, u, an entry spin in the 

opposite direction (-cllJ) is Imparted to the air, since In this 
case Ar„ = r.„ _-f._t;hi) ,r  ^       (fig- 5g)    At th# t(aM tl|M( th< 

relative Inlet velocity, «,, will also Increase (for given values 
of velocities ca and u). 

If there is no entry spin (clu > o), and if the circumferential 

component of the absolute outlet velocity is c,  ■ u, Ac  • u, and 

the work done in the stage will be 

Li st " u2/«- (5.21) 
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Th. ratio b«t«.«n th« adt.b.tte  h..d  for th.  .t.ge ,„d  thl« 
work 1.  u.u.liy c.ll.d th. h..d pr...ur. co.fflel.nt   (r.l.tlv. 
h..d)   for u «H.fio» co.pr...or •«•«•.   ,„d 1, d..lCn.t.d A 

fl " L2d  .t/V«   • (5.22) 
Kixmin, th. h..d pr..,ur. L;d >t,  mna civ,n th. co,mcl,nt 

H,  w. e>n find  th.  r.qulr.d clrci»f.r.ntl.l velocity for th.  .t>*. 
through  th.  foraula 

ü -VÜ^r/fl (3.23) 
Axl.l-flow co»pr...orS  u«.d  In turboj.t  «nein.« h.v. fl-O.1} 

to 0.30,   .nd  u  .  21.0 to 300 ■/,.c,   for th. ...n dlui.t.r of  th. 
rotor  (In lndlvldu.1 c... fl win  r,,ch o.35 to    0.1,0,  .nd u  350 
to 370 ■/..c). 

ri,ur.  391     V.loclty plan for a rotor ca.cad.. 

Th. work,   Lt  st,   don.  In a ata«.  1.  .zp.nd.d  on poly tropic 
air compr..,lon.   on Incroaaln, th.  alr'a  kln.tle  .n.rgy   (if c,>c   ), 
and  in ov.rco-ln« ro.l.tane. In th.  .ta«..     Th.  .a., .ork don.  In 
th. «tac  to compr...   th. air and aaaoclat.d with Incr.a.ln«  «ha 
air praaaur. can b. di.trlbut.d in dlff.r.nt way. b.tw..n th. rotor 
and  th.  .trat,ht.n.r aft.r It   (air co.praa.lon occur.  In th.   lattar 
a» a r.ault  of th. r.ductlon In air v.loclty). 

In  order to do.crlb.  th. dl.trlbutlon  of all  th. coapro.alon 
work don.  in a ,tmg,  (or th. tototal  incr.aa. In Pr...Ur.)  b.tw..n 
th. rotor and  th.  .tralght.n.r,  ». will  Introduc.  th.  concept   of 
a compressor .tag.  reaction ratio. 

ThS  cW.»aor  ata».   CMaUM   mtl"  Pc   1«   th.   relationship 
between th. adlabatlc work done to co»Pr..a   th. air In  the rotor. 

ad wh and  the  internal work done  In  th.  eta«. L.      .    (the  th.c 
retlcal head)   l.a 

Po  • « Lad wh/^0 

If th.r. ar. no losses In the rotor (L  „ ■ O) work L 
will be expended In the adlabatlc co-preMlo^and In Increail^ 

th. kln.tlc .n.rgy of th. air flowing through the rotor.  Th.r.- 

fore, In this c.ae the adlabatlc air co-pr.aaion work done In th. 
rotor will be 

(5.2fc) 

ad wh (5.25) 
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Let u» axpraa« valocltl«« c, and c In ttrmm of thalr clrcua- 

farantlal and axial coaponanta, aaiualng that tha axial coaiponanta 

ara aquali  «!, ■ «j,-  Than, 

^ -' i - "■;. - "1. - Ct. + O (<■!.—'i.V 

Noraovar,    fj, — c,,-Ar«,     •nd  «J« " «i, + Af.. •   •0 "•  e", ■»*»• 

Lad wh'    ^"—^(^.+ 20. (3-a<) 

Subatltuttnt thia dapandanca in tha axpraaaion for tha raactlon 
ratio   (j.Z't),   and raduclng,   «a  obtain 

'•■"'- ^'-->• (5.27) 

What followa no« ia that for ■pacified valuaa of rotor circua- 
farantial valoclty, u, and air apin, acu, in tha rotor, tha reaction 

ratio p , and conaaquantly tha distribution of tha total air coaipraa- 

alon work dona in tha ata^a batvaen the rotor and tha »tralghtener 

well, depend only on the aacnitude and direction of the entry apin, 

c. , before the rotor* 

The leaa tha entry apin in the direction of flow (♦ c^), or 
the greater the epin in the oppoaite direction (-<=,„), the higher 

the »tag« reaction ratio, that 1«. tha greater will be the aaount 

of total coapraaalon work done in the rotor, and tha »aller will 

be that done in the atraightener. 

If the reaction ratio ia p<, ■ I, all air coaproaaion (all 

the preeeure increaae) takee place in the rotor, and there ie no 

preeaura increaae in the atraightener.  Now (pc • l) through the 

foraula at (3.27) »a find 

(J.28) 

in other worda tha entry apin, 0. , given the air should be oppoaite 

in direction to rotor rotation. 

If the reaction ratio ia pc • O, only the kinetic energy of 

the air is increaaed in the rotor, and preaaure is not incrsaaed 

(there ie no coaproaaion).  All the air coapraaalon, and the  cor- 

responding increaae in air praesure, takes place in the etraightener 

(because of the reduction in the air velocity thet occurs in It). 

Now, froa the foraula at (5.27). we have 

<■■.,-<'■-:». ii'W) 

Since it is usual for Ac <u, the initial air spin in this 

case should be directed in the direction of rotation of tha rotor 

(«,u>- 
The  two  extreae  cases  considered  above   (pc   ■   1  and pc  • O) 

are never encountered  in practiss.     Existing axial-flow compres- 
sors   usually  have   interaediate reaction ratioa,   and very often 
p  <»0.;.   that   ie   the  total  air compression work  la divided  evenly 
between  the   rotor   and   stralghtener. 
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Th» pr*llBlnary spin provldln« pc  - 0.5  Is,   according  to  the 
fonnula at   (5•27) 

_   "-.if, 
" - (5.30) 

and should be directed «1th compressor rotation because u > Ac . 

"hen pc • 0.5, the velocity plan Is eyMetrlcal, and the cor- 

raapondlns velocities and flov ancles prove to be Identical In the 

rotor and the strelghtener. Therefore, the rotor and stralghtener 

are Identically loaded and can have completely Identical blade 

shape and dlaenslons. In addition, minlnun losses (prof11s lossee) 

are obtained In the rotor and strelghtener cascades. As a rssult, 

Pe ■ 0.5, or a so-called 501t reaction ratio Is used In many axial- 
flow compressors for aviation gmm   turbine engines. 

CQnctPt Of th« Supersonic Sta»e In en Axial-Flo,. Compressor 

A reduction In diameter and, consequently, a reduction In the 

«eight, of an axial-flow compressor for a given air flo«, that Is, 

an Increase In compressor capacity for the air flo« through Its 

first stags, is obtalnsd by Increasing the axial velocity, c , of 

the air at the compressor Inlet. 

Another Important «ay to reduce compressor weight Is to In- 

crease the head prassurs developed, or the degree to which the pres- 

sure In one stage Is Increassd, and the number of stagas assoclatsd 

with this rsductlon for glvsn n», which Is In turn achieved by In- 

creasing the circumferential velocity, uc, of the compressor rotor, 

all other conditions being equal. 

However, a slmultansous Increass In velocities c  and u  Is 
a     c 

extremely limited, because the relative velocity, w., of the air 

washing the blades, which have conventional profiles, rapidly 

approaches the speed of sound.  The result Is a sharp Increase in 

losses In the stags, causing an unacceptable reduction in etage 

efficiency. 

In order to achieve a significant increese in the circumferen- 

tial velocity of the compressor blades, and at the same time ensure 

high compressor capacity by high values of inlet velocity, c , and 

retain acceptable magnitudaa of compressor efficiency while doing 

so, a transition must be made to so-called supersonic stagee. 

A supereonlc axial-flow compressor stage is defined as a stage 

in «hich the relative air velocity at the rotor inlet or at the 

straightener inlet (or at both at the same time) exceede the local 

apeed of eound.  And the circumferential velocity of the rotor ie 

limited only by structural strength, and can be Increased signifi- 

cantly as compared «1th the permissible velocity for a conventional 
subsonic stage. 

The characteristic difference in the supersonic stage Is that 

shock «eves develop in the vane channels of the cascade carrying 

the supereonlc flo«.  These channels also cause the transition from 

supersonic air velocity to subsonic air velocity.  In addition. In 
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the suparsontc mtmge  the profllee of the blades carrying the auper- 

sonlc flow should have pointed leading edges, because only In this 

«ay can the shock waves be Inside the van« channels and can a large 

area of the profile surface be Hashed by the subsonic flow.  On 

the other hand, if conventional subsonic profiles «1th blunt lead- 

ing edges are used for these blades, a shock «ava «ith a curvi- 

linear front «ill develop in front of each profile (blade).  A sons 

of subsonic velocity «ill folio« this shock «ava.  But the velocity 

«ill increaae again further on in the direction toward the cascade, 

so that during subsequent «ashing of the profile» in the cascade 

(the blades of the rotor or straightensr) almost all of their sur- 

faces «ill be subjected to supersonic velocity. This «ill result 

in sn unacceptable increass in stags losses. 

Generally speaking, an elementary supersonic stage for an 

axlal-flo« compressor can be designed in different «ays.  As an 

example, let us consider the conventional design employed, «herein 

the relative supersonic velocity, «,, at the rotor inlet (w  > a,, 

that is, M) > 1) is subsequently transformed into a subsonic velo- 

city by one normal shock «ava, two oblique shock waves, or one 

normal and one oblique shock wave.  Velocity c_ at the inlet to 

the straightsner too la subsonic (c2 < ng).    Moreover, let us simpli- 

fy the example by assuming that the direction of the relative velo- 

city of the air does not change in the rotor (p  a p ). 

The profile cascades of the guide, rotor, and straightenor 

In this supsrsonic stage design are shown in figure 60, and the 

corresponding velocity triangles in figure 6l.  In this case the 

air Is given a preliminary counterrotattonal spin in ths guide (o) 

and approaches ths rotor at an absolute subsonic velocity, c.  How- 

ever, relative velocity, w,, becomes supersonic as a result of the 

high value of the circumferential velocity, u, and the effect of 

the direction of the preliminary spin.  The transition from a 

relative supersonic velocity, w., to a aubsonic velocity, w , 

takes place in the ehock waves Inside the vane channels of the 

rotor.  The air leaves the latter at an absoluts subsonic velocity 

Cj, which is subssquently reduced to magnitude c  in the straight- 

sner.  Thus of all the velocities only one velocity, w., exceeds 

the local speed of sound.  All othere are subsonic. 

Guide;. 

Figure  60i     Schematic diagram  of a  aupersonic  stage. 
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l*t  us  not* In conclualon that  • nonwl  shock war«  or a  ays- 
tmm of obliqua and neraal shock wavaa  In th* van« channals of a 
supsrsonle  sta^s In an axial.flow coaprsssor «111 causa no mtg- 
nlflcant  roduction In th* mtmg» «fflclancy,  bccaus* at  rslatlvsly 
low supsrsonle vslocitlos,   ths lossss  in th* shock «avss ara sisall 
coaparsd to ths othsr typos  of lossss  in ths »trngm,  such as,   for 
ssaapls,   coaparsd «1th flow sspsration aftsr ths shock «avs,  and 
th*  othsr  typ*s of lossss discusssd sarllsr. 

■=yW| 

"icurs 611  Vslocity plan for a supersonic 
•tacs whsn B, ■ >2. 

5.  Csntrifu«al Ca.or.ssor Thaorv in Uri.f 

Th* principal dlaanaions of a osntrlfucal coaprsssor srs 
(fi«. 6a)i 

D2 is ths outsid* disastsr of ths iapsllsri 

D, is ths iapsllsr inlst diaaatsri 

Do is ths iapsllsr hub dlaastsri 
D,v *• *•>• «vsrscs diaastsr at ths iapsllsr inlsti 

D} and D^ ars ths inlst and outlst disastsrs of ths vsnsd 

dlffussr, rsspsotivslyi 

b2 is ths «idth of ths vsns at ths iapsllsr outlsti 

bj snd b^ srs ths widths of ths vanad dlffussr st inlst and 

outlst, rsspsctivsly. 

Figure 621  Schematic dlsgraa of a osntrlfucal 
coaprsssor. 

As s ruls, centrifugal coaprsssors in turbojst snginss hsvs 
ths following ratioat 

-,/-" 0,i> to 0,7; -'*'■ . 0.23 to 0,3a 
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Let us Intersect the coaipreaeor Inpeller by a cylindrical 

surface of dlaneter D., coaxial with the iapeller, and let ua 

develop the intersection surface on tha plane of a drawing relative 

to axis A (fig. 63),  In this developnent the section of the lapel- 

lar disk, a, together with tha sections of its vanes, b, appear 

tobe Bovlng at velocity u},   equal to tha clrcuaferential velocity 

of the inpeller at the inlet radius, r. ■ D./2. 

Figure 631  Velocity triangle at the inlet to the 
centrifugal conpreaeor lapeller. 

Immediately after entering the vane formed by the intake lips 

of tha lapaller vanes tha air bagins a cosiplsx motion)  it rotates 

«ith the impeller st circumferential velocity u. a n D n/60 (n ie 

Impeller rpai), and moves relative to the inpeller at some velocity 

w1- 
The relative air velocity, w., is found fron the inlet velo- 

city triangle shown in figure 63, «here c. is the abaolute air 

velocity at tha impeller inlet, and 0.  and c.  are the axial and 

circumferential components of velocity e..  For an axial Inpeller 

input, the circuaferantlal component la c   ■ 0, and c   ■ ci- 

The divergence between tha direction of relative air velocity 

and tha direction of the Intake lips of the vanea, that la, the 

eignlficant Inequality between angles a     and d}, results in an air 

flow separation at the Impeller inlet which is associated with tha 

loas of energy and, conaaquently, with a reduction in the head 

preasure generated by the compreaaor. 

Aa a rule, a so-called rotating guide la used in centrifugal 

compreaaore in aviation anginas to prevent the separation flow over 

the intake lip of the impeller vanee mentioned above.  Tha intake 

lipa of tha vanes are bant in tha direction of Inpeller rotation 

so they coincide approximately with the direction of relative air 

velocity w, (fig. 63).  The angle is usually Sj • B, - (2° to 1»°). 

Tha angle to which the intake lips of the inpeller vanea la 

bent can be reduced by using a stationary guide consisting of 

stationary vanea fastened to the compressor casing in front of 

the impeller inlet.  These vanes give the air its preliminary apin 
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in th. dlr.etlo„ of 1-p.u.r rot.tlon. .o th. .„gi. a, between 

the direction, of .b.olute velocity. c,t .„d clrcu-fer.ntl.l velo- 

city, u,, c.n be reduced end, con.equ.ntly, so c.n mtgt,  g  if ,u 

other condition. re«i„ „„ch.n,ed (.„. c, end u,).  At tj ..„. 

tl-e, the -„„itude of the relative velocity, .c.n be reduced. 

.. «HI be .een fro. the velocity H«,l.. helpin, to reduce th. 

lo..e. in the intake aeetion of tue inpeller. 

The air at the i-peller outlet «ill be in complex „otion. Ju.t 

"it «a. at the l.pell.r inlet.  A. will be eeen fro. th. outlet 

velocity triangle in figure 64. it. .b.olute velocity. ... can be 

found by the .agnltude and direction of the .ovable and relativ, 
velocitiee. 

ri«ure 6k,     Velocity triangl. at the co-pre..or 
impeller outlet. 

The .ovable air velocity at the i.peller outlet equal, the 

circmferentialwlocity of the i.peller at it. periphery 

The relative air velocity. wa. at the i.peller outlet 1. ^'^ 

deflected fro. th. radial direction by .«. angle y in a direction 

oppoeite to Lpeller rotation, de.pite the radial vane .rr.ng..ent. 

Thi. i. „plained by th. fact that air entering the vane, of th. 

rotating i.peller atte.pta to ue. it. inertia to re.ain in it. 

initial .täte, one in which it wa. not rot.ted relative to th. 

.urroUnding..t.tion.ry. environ.ent.  A. a ra.ult. the .lr ma„ 

in the Lpeller i. .lightly dl.placed in a direction oppo.lte to 

It. rotation, .o that a circu.f.r.ntial co.pon.nt. w, . of the 

relative velocity. w8. in a direction oppo.it. to thft of imp,iUT 

rotation appear..  The magnitude of velocity w.  will be 1... the 

n.rrow.r th. op.ning. between th. vane. ami. con..quentl>. the 

«reater the nu.ber of vane, in the i.peller.  Thi. magnitude c.n 
b. found through th. aquation 

»a,«" H.cl—.J) 

(5.32) 
wh.r. u   i.  . cMfficlent  derived  experi.ent.lly. 

A.  will b. ...n fro.  the  outlet  velocity   trl.ngl,   (figur,  64) 
and fro.  th. equation at   (5.3*).   th.  circumferential  component   e 
of the ab.olut. v.locity  c,  c.n be  expre..ed   in term,   of the ^ 
circumferential   velocity   u    . 

1 ■■  "■  :;■ - -in 
■    •- (5.33) 

The work input to the air ^ the co.Pre,Sor c.n be divided 
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Into two parts.  On« part (L^), i» tr«n»f«rr«d to th« «ir flowing 

through th« v«n« channel» in th« fona of ■«chanlcal work by th« 
Impeller vanes.  The other, (Lf), 1» absorbod by th« air in th« 

form of h««t released a« a result of th« friction b«tw««n th« end 

surfaces of the impeller disk and th« surrounding air .  Thu« 

(5.3M 

The dependence of work L^ on th« circuBf«r«nti«l v«loclty u2 

of th« Impelltr is found through th« momentum equation at (1.36) 

which can be written as follows with r«f«r«nc« to th« axis of rota- 

tion of th« impeller and as applicabi« to the air flow through th« 

impeller (between inlet section 1 1 and outlet section 2 2)1 

Mc . Oa/gUV.-<■„/•,), (5.35) 

where M is the torque r«quir«d to rotate th« impeller of a 

compressor carrying Oa kg of air par s«eond|  that is, ths 

moment of forces of th« «ff«ct of th« i»p«U«r van«« on th« 

air. 
Knowing th« moment with which the impeller vanes act on the 

air, we can also detarmin« th« work L^ which th«y transmit to 1 kg 

of air.  For this purpos« w« must multiply th« torqu« Mc by th« 

angular valoclty, », of Impeller rotation, and divide by th« air 

flow, GB.  W« obtain 

L . «»M /O ■ w-'iifr. (5.36) 
z o' a      s 

Remembering that 

(5.37} 

we can reduce the equation at (5.36) to the form 

^-Jdrlü. (5.38) 

The friction work, Lf, done by the end surfaces can bs found 

through the following formula       „i 

'•'-'•T' (5.39) 

where f is the coefficient of "end losses", or th« co«ffici«nt of 

friction work for the impeller. 

Centrlfugsl compressors in sxlsting turbojet engine» hav« 

f ■ 0.06 to 0.10 for singl«-«ntry impellers, and f - 0.03 to 0.05 

for double-entry impellers. 
Now, if we replace L, and Lf in the equation at {}.3U)   for the 

internal work, Li c, done by the cosipressor by the «xpr«ssions found 

for thsm, we obtain 

*The work Lf was disregardsd in ths sxial-flow compressor 

stage becauss of Its insignificancs. 
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If there 1* no preliminary air spin, that is, If c]u » O, 

Li e " (l" + /)4- (5,',1) 

The ratio between the adiabatic head, L*   , corresponding 

to the actual increase in pressure in the conprassor, and the 

adiabatic head that can be obtained for optimum utilization of 

the circumferential velocity of the impeller, u2/g is called the 

hydraulic afficlencv of a centrifugal coemressor. \t 

^ >|/» • (S.'»») 'h " "id c'-2' 

The hydraulic efficiency 1. , often called the head pressure 

coefficient, establishes the degree to vhich the circumferential 

velocity, u,, of the impeller is used to increase pressure in the 

compressor.  Centrifugal compressors in existing turbojst engines 

have IV ■ 0.65 to 0.75, and u, ■ 400 to '»80 m/sec. 

Passing through the compressor impeller, the air enters the 

diffuser.  As has already been mentioned, the diffuser can be 

either vaneless or vaned.  Vanad diffuaara are usually used in the 

centrifugal compressors in turbojet engines. They always have an 

annular clearance of about 20 to 30 mm (on one side) ahaad of them. 

This clearance ia, in aasance, a small vaneless diffuser. The air 

flow in a vaneless diffuser, and the air's velocity triangles, are 

shown in figure 65. 

fe* 

't*. 
Figure 651  Schematic diagram of a vaneless 

diffuser. 

The incraaaa in the air pressure in the diffuser depends on 

ths dsgraa to which the absolute air velocity is reduced in it. 

Obviously, the increase in the air preaaure will be greater the 

lower the absolute velocity, c., at the diffuser outlet with reepact 

to the absolute velocity, Cg, at the diffuser inlet. 

The magnitude of the velocity ratio, c./c., depends on ths 

relative dimensions of the diffuser and on the nature of the air 

motion in it.  The ratio between these valocitiae can be found 

through the aquation of continuity for the inlet and outlet sections 

of the diffuser    jj. _ T-A 

where fj-nftjD^inJ, end   F,-r4jD,     ar* th* •ress of ths inlet and 

outlet aactlona of the diffussr, respectively, normal to the direc- 

tion of the absolute air velocities, c, and c.. 
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The ratio batwaan araaa P. and F, la called tha dlffuaar 

divergence ratio. 

7r= 
(5.V.) 

Any substantial increase In tha praaaura In a vanalaaa dlf- 

fuaar would require large diaaatara [&.. 1,7to2) and thla would 

increase compressor size and weight.  Moreover, tha path covered 

by tha air particle» in thla diffuser will ba longer, reeulting In 

a significant Increaaa In loaaaa.  Thla la why vanalaaa diffusere 

are not used alone In centrifugal compressor» In turbojet engines, 

but inatead are usually intermediate devices Intended for aligning 

the velocity field and reducing the velocity of the air flow ap- 

proaching a vaned dlffuaar.  Thla reduces hydraulic losaea at the 

inlet to a vaned dlffuaar.  The dlvergenoe ratio for an Inter- 

mediate vaneleaa dlffuaer auch aa this (the annular clearance) 

must provide for the admission of air to tha vanea of the vaned 

dlffuaar after it at an acceptable velocity. 

What follows from the expression for the diffuser divergence 

ratio at (i.kk)   la that the divergence ratio can bo Incraaaed for 

given diameters if the angle of the air flow fron the dlffuaar Is 

Incraaaed. Thla la one purpoae of the stationary vanea In a vaned 

dlffuaer, for they force the air flow to straighten out ao that 

«1 the outlet angle, g^,   {Tig.   66)  becomes greater than the Inlet 

s p 

the vane configuration. 

angle, «..  Now the path covered by the air particlea la fixed by 

Figure 66t  Schematic diagram of a vaned diffuser. 

A schematic diagram of, and the velocity triangles for a 

vaned diffuser are ahown in figure 66, where It represents the 

stationary vanes. 

Existing designs of centrifugal comp-z^äors In turbojet 

engines have ^«2»o3: ^—UStol.SSi^ - IOtol 2S ' 

6.  Coinpreasor Characteristic Curvea 

Whan Installed In an engine a compressor not only operates 

under designed conditions, but under conditions differing from 

designed conditions as well. 
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As n rule, compressor operating conditions are determined by 

air pressure and temperature at the Inlet (atmospheric conditions)) 

by the rpm (circumferential velocity of the Impeller), and by Its 

capacity (weight or volume flow of air through the compressor). 

Depending on these factors, or combinations of them, the compres- 

sor will produce some compression ratio, will have different ef- 

ficiency ratings, and will raqulre some amount of power. 

Compressor charscterlstic curves are used to evaluate the 

operational qualities of a compressor, that Is, to develop basic 

data on the compressor when operating under different sets of 

operating conditions.  A distinction Is made between normal and 

universal compressor curves, depending on the method of presenta- 

tion. 

Normal characteristic curves are defined as the dependencies 

of the compression ratio developed by a' compressor, and of its 

efficiency, on the air flow and rpm for specified conditions at 

the compressor inlet (atmospheric conditions).  These dependencies 

are obtained during tests performed on a compressor In a special 

Installation. 

During these tests the compressor Is run at predetermined rpm 

(for Instance, by an electric motor), and the necessary measure- 

ments are taken as the air flow is changed by throttling the air 

at the compressor outlet.  Air pressure and temperature at compres- 

sor inlet and outlet, and torque at the compressor shaft, are 

usually measured.  The compressor's compression ratio and efficiency 

(and if necessary capacity as well) are computed from the measured 

data, thus establishing the dependence ofn * and r|    on the air 

flow at constant rpm.  Compressor rpm are then changed and the 

same operation Is repeated. 

The result is a aeries of curves for the change in"* and 1 . '     c     'ad c 
as a function of the air flow for different rpm, and these are 

the normal compressor characteristics shown in figures 67 and 68. 

The ehape of the air flow characteristic curves for an axial- 

flow compressor is fixed by the nature of the change in the lift 

factor, c , and in the coefficient of drag, c , for the profiles 

of the Impeller vanes and stralghtener. 

In rnallty, the axial velocity of the air at the Impeller 

inlet, c)a, decreases with a decrease in the volume flow of air, 

and as a result the angle of attack, 1, of the vane profiles in- 

creasee when n ■ const (u ■ const) (figure ^.9).  Initially, the 

coefficient c  increases significantly with an increaee in the 

angle of attack, but subsequently drops sharply, beginning at 

some ao-callid critical angle of attack, and this is accompanied 

by a significant Increase in the coefficient of drag, c  (figure 

70).  In the axial-flow compressor this also results in the nature 

of the dependence of efficiency and compression ratio on the air 

flow being as mentioned above, and this is also the reason for 
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the greater aeneltivlty  of the  axial-flow compreseor to changes 
In  operating conditions   (efficiency and compression ratio are 
greatly reduced when there  is  a deviation from designed  air flow). 

77    ?J u^, kg/sec 

Figure  671     Change  In  r\ 

T,-msl i_ 
^ \ 

— 7 
^ 'N "1 
\ 1 1 

•' \ ». \ 
ivvv, K 

TTT TT 

ad 
as a function of G 

Figure 681  Change inn * 

as a function of G . 

In the case of the centrifugal compressor this shape of the 

characteristic curves is the result of a significant increase in 

hydraulic losses (primarily at the impeller inlet and in the 

vaned diffuser) when there is a deviation from air flows close 

to designed (for a given rpm). 

Figure 691  Change in vane 
angle of attack with change 
in air flow. 

' crit 
Figure 701  Dependence of 
coefficients c  and c  on 
the angle of attack. x 

The operational stability of a compressor is degraded whan 

the air flow through the compressor is below a predetermined 

magnitude.  Sharp, periodic, pressure and air velocity fluc- 

tuations develop)  the air flow begins to pulsate.  Compressor 

efficiency and average air pressure at the compressor outlet are 

greatly reduced.  This phenomenon, called surglrur. is accompanied 

by a unique noise, one not inherent in the compressor when opera- 

tion is stable, and by shaking (vibration) of the compressor (see 

below for details). 

The line connecting the points on the compressor charac- 

teristic curves corresponding to the onset of surging for dif- 

ferent rpm (dotted curve In figure 68) is called the limit of 

unstable compressor operation, or the surge limit.  The area of 

unstable compressor operation is to the left of this line, and 
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the area  of atabl«operation la  to  the  right.     The lower the rpa, 
the lower will be  the air flow at  which unstable coapressor opera- 
tion sets  In. 

Normal characteristic  curves  are valid   only for those condi- 
tions at   the compressor Inlet   (atmospheric   condltiona)   for which 
they were  found experimentally.    Therefore,   a  thorough assessment 
of the  operating qualities   of a compressor  requires a great  many 
curves,   constructed  for different  compressor  operating conditions. 
Herein la  a  significant  shortconming in normal characteristic   curves, 
and as a  result   they sre practically  not  used  for analyzing and 
evaluating compressor operating qualities,   but  Instead are  only 
a basis   for constructing the  so-called universal charactsrlstic 
curvss. 

Unlike  the normal characteristic  curves,   universal charac- 
teristic   curves make  It possible  to  evaluate  the  operational  quali- 
ties  of a  compressor for different  values  of air pressure and 
temperature  at  the  compressor inlst   (for any atmospheric  condi- 
tions),   and  therefore are widely used because   they are more con- 
venient   for practical use. 

The  concept   of similar compressor operating conditions which 
is  based   on the general theory of the  similarity  of gas   flows, 
will be  introduced   for constructing  universal  characteristic  curves. 

Similar operating conditions  for a compressor are defined 
as   those  under which the streams  of  air flowing through the com- 
pressor remain similar to each other,   regardless  of changing con- 
ditions  at   the  compressor inlet   (temperature,   pressure),   rpm,   and 
air flow   rate. 

We  know  from  aerodynamics  that   air streams  flowing  inside 
geometrically  similar bodies,   or washing them  on the  outside,   are 
similar if  they  satisfy the  conditions   of kinematic  and  dynamic 
similarity. 

In the  event   of any change in  operating  conditions   for a 
given  compressor,   the  condition  of  geometric   similarity   for  its 
flow section will,   of course,   remain valid   if we disregard  the 
insignificant   change   In the   geometric   dimensions   of  the   compres- 
sor  that   result   from  the  change   in   its   temperature,   and   if  the 
compressor   is   not   equipped  with vanes   that   pivot  during  operation. 

Kinematic   similarity   of   air  streams   requires   that   similar 
points   of   their  velocity   triangles   be   similar   to  each   other.      In 
other words,   in  similar  streams,   the   trajectories   over which   the 
air  particles   move,   as  wellas   the   shapes   of   the   flow   passages   and 
bodies   (vanes)   washed  by   the   air,   must   be  eeometrically   similar, 
and   the   air   velocities  must   be  proportional   to   each   other  at   all 
similar  points.      Similar points   in   similar  streams   are   points   with 
identical   locations  with respect  to  the boundaries  of these  streams 
(for  example,   on   the  mean  inlet  diameter  of   the   first   compressor 
stage,   etc .). 
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Th« condition for dynaalc slmllaritY of air streams is that 

the ratio between all comparable forcaa (inertiafgravity, pressure, 

and friction forces) acting on a volume element at similar points 

In these streams must be identical.  This similarity condition la 

the determinant. 

When air moves along a passage or washes different bodies 

(vanes) at high velocities, the condition of dynamic similarity 

of flows is expressed by the equality of the Mach numbers at 

similar points. 

It should be noted that this definition of the similarity 

condition for air streams will be correct if we neglect the effect 

of heat exchange, and the dependence of the thermal capacity of 

air on temperature, and assume that the coefficients which define 

the magnitude of the hydraulic losses (friction) ars constant. 

However, experience shows that in the majority of cases these 

assumptions will cause no significant errors, and that the relation- 

ships thus obtained are sufficiently accurate for practical pur- 

poses . 

Thus, similar operating conditions for a given compressor 

are those operating conditions under which the Mach numbers (cal- 

culated for any speed) remain constant in all compressor sections. 

It is obvious that similar operating conditions can apply not 

only to a given compressor, but also to a whole family of dif- 

ferent compressors, if they are geometrically similar, that is. 

If all similar dimensions are proportional to each other. 

Let us consider the conditions under which compressor operat- 

ing conditions can be similar. 

If all other conditions are equal, a change in air pressure 

at the compressor inlet will change the pressure in all compressor 

sections in proportion to inlet pressure, but air temperature and 

air velocity, and consequently the corresponding Mach number will 

remain constant.  Therefore, in this case the similarity in com- 

pressor cparating conditions is undisturbed. 

Let us now suppose that for certain values of compressor in- 

let temperature, T , compressor rpm, n (circumferential velocity 

u^), and axial air velocity, c1a, at the inlet (volume flow of 

air), the inlet velocity triangle has the form shown in figure 71. 

If the air temperature at the compressor inlet changes, but 

the rpm, n (circumferential velocity u) and axial velocity c. 
'la 

(volume flow of air) remain constant at the new temperature, T', 

it is obvious that the velocity triangles for inlet temperatures 

Ta and T^ will be loentical, and therefore the condition of 

kinematic similarity of air streams at the compressor inlet, that 

is, similarity of velocity triangles, will be observed.  However, 

it is readily seen that in this case the Mach number at the inlet 

will be different.  In the first case tba local sound velocity 
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equals       ««SOK?^    and  In the  second  it   la     oVJOJ/r; ,   »hlle  In 
both   cases   «e   have  Identical   valuaa   for  axial  c.     and  circuafaran- 
tial,   u,   velocities  and  hanca   for  tha   relative  velocltlea,   v   ,   aa 
«all. 

Consequently,   if all  other condltiona are equal,  a chance  in 
tha   temperature   of  entering  air «ill   upset   the   similarity   of  com- 
pressor  operating condltiona,   ainca In thia  case tha defining con- 
dition for dynamic  similarity  of tha  streams,   that  ia,   equality 
between Mach  numbers at   the compressor  inlet,   la not   satisfied. 

Figure   711     Velocity triangles  at   the compressor  inlet 
for different  initial  temperatures. 

In  order  to maintain a conatant  Mach number «hen there  ia  a 
change  in air  temperature at  the  compressor inlet,   and at   the  same 
time   retain   the   similarity  between   the   velocity  triangles,   the 
circumferential  velocity,   uc   (rpm),   and  the axial  air velocity, 
c1a   (volume  air  flow) must be  changed  in proportion to the  square 
root   of  inlet   air temperature,   that   is,   the  following equality 
must   be   observedi 

Vuc "      '<" = y 17- (5-',5) 
Since,   at   the same   time,   angle at  which the  stream leaves 

the  stationary  guide remains  constant,   and  since  the  relationship 
between  the  circumferential  and  axial velocities are  identical,   the 
new velocity   triangle   "or an inlet   temperature equal  to 1"   will  be 
similar   to   the   original   velocity   triangle   for  temperature   T 
(figure  71). 

Consequently,   the  relationships between all  the  other veloci- 
ties   will   be   identical, 

VT;. Vr, 
r'"t 

°7k 

^ 

Each   of   these  relationships   is   a  magnitude  proportional   to   a 
corresponding   Mach  number,   so   the   Mach  numbers   at   the  compressor 
inlet   will   also  be   identical   for  both   sets   of  operating  conditions. 
It   is   easy   to   prove   that   in  this   case   the   equality   of  the   Mach 
numbers,   and   the   similarity   of   the   velocity   triangles,   la   observed 
In  all   the   other  compressor  sections   as   well. 
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Thus,   if. the  condition 

Vk " cp"st I or -jTTj - conat] 

is r.t.ln,d when th.r. 1. . ch.n«. In .lr t..p.r.tUre .t th. 
compressor Inlet, and If 

Si? 
py»'"" const 

compressor operating conditions «Hi  be  similar to each other. 

These relationships.   Uk. all  th.  other relative magnitudes  that 

remain constant   for similar compresaor operating conditions,   are 
called   similarity   par.ii^t.,-. . 

Calculating  the  axial velocity,   c „.   obtain,   fro« the   flow 
equation. 

r.n~JkSLi 
TJu ■ 

wher,  Fa   is   the   area   of   the   flow  area   at   the   compressor  Impeller 
inlet | 

H     is   the gas  constant   for air. 

Since  R/Pa  .  const  for a given compressor,   it  is   obvious   that 
the  similarity condltion^/K^-cons can also be   replaced  by 

MS. _.„„,., (5_46) 

This relationship too is a similarity parameter, and Is called 
the y^ht flo* parameter, and the relationship -^ _ is call id 
the rpm parametar. " 

The static temperature. T,, and pressure. Pa, in the above 

relationships can be replaced by stagnation temperatures T* . T» 

and total pressures PJ. and during in situ engine operation (v - 0) 

"y Ta " To' "spectiveiy.  This 1, explained by the fact that the 

dependencies between p. and pa, and between TJ and T . are determined 

uniquely by the Mach number. Ma. In the compressor, which remains 

constant under similar operating conditions. 

Without going  into the proofs, we now note the important fact 

that under similar operating conditions the compressor has identical 

compression ratios, efficiencies, ratios of work to initial tempera- 

ture L1 c/Ta and L»d c/Ta. temperature ratios T*/T , and other 

relative magnitudes (such as head pressure coefficient, fl, etr.1._ 

When there is a change in the independent parameters    '.'^Clk 

and  p=   , the conditions of similarity of operating eonditÄ,.. 

are degraoed and all the magnitudes listed above (lt., T]    , „tc ) 

wiU be changed.  Therefore, these parameters, or the magnitudes 

proportional to them, characterize compreseor modes and operating 

conditions, and we can examine the change In compressor efficiency 

and compression ratio a, a function of their change» when we de- 

termine the operational qualities of a compressor. 

The universal characteristic curves, or the characteristic 

curves in similarity parameters, too are a series of curves ex- 

pressing the dependence of compressor efficiency and compression 

ratio on two Independent similarity parameters. 
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Th« aoat  fraqu.ntly  u.ed   proc.dur.  fop constructing  universal 

ch«r.ct.rUtlc  curv,,   i,   to plot  th. w.ight  flow p.r...t.r on th. 

•b.cl... .nd th. co^p^^or co.pr..,ion r.tio  on  th.  ordlnat..   .nd 

to plot curv.,  in th... coordinat..  th.t  r.pr...nt   th.  d.p.nd.nc. 
of^on      O^yjo        for diff.r.nt  v.lu.,  of th.  rp. p.ra-.t.r, 

^_-cons.     '.   ,     Mor.ov.r,   line»  of constant   efficiency,   r\ , 

ar. plött.d in th.  fi.ld  of th.  co.pr...or char.ct.rl.tlc  cHrv^,. 
and  for thi.  purpose  th.  point,   on th. diff.r.nt  curv..   of r^-const, 

that  corra.pond  to id.ntlcal  .ffici.ncl..  ar. conn.ct.d  by  c^S-on 
lln.s. 

Typical univ.r..!  eharactaristic  curves  for co«Pr.s.ors  ar. 
ahowi in figur.  72.  wh.r.  th.  .urg. li.it.  ar.  indicat.d  by  th. 

shaded  lln...   and  th. constant   affici.ncy  lin.s  by th.  dashed 
lin...     Not. that  in these curv.s  th. lln.s  for   f7=j=-consl       are 

high.r,   th. gr.at.r th. magnitude  of th.  rpm parama^.r. 

n'*£ww/ 

■*amst 

Figure 72x  Typical compressor characteristic curve», 
a - c.ntrifugal compr.asor)  b - axial-flow conprassor. 

7-  ""»t^l« Comnrassor n^.^ation (Sn^n,). and VT..v.nn„„ 
Maasurea 

Mention has already been made of th. fact that compressor 

operation b.oom.a unstable whan th, air flow rat. is r.duc.d b.low 

a pr.d,t.rmin.d magnitud., that a phenomenon called surging de- 
velop,. 

Whan a eompre„or «urge, the blading vibrates, and the com- 

prea.or ahal:,., th, r,,ult of th, flow pulsation inherent in surg- 

ing.  Compressor efficiency, and average air pressure at th, com- 

Pr,.aor outlat, ar, «duced.  The air from the compressor begin, 

to enter the combustion chamber unevenly, with periodically 

fluctuating pressure and velocity.  Normal op.ration of the ,ngin, 

a, a whol, 1, d,erad,d. thru.t drops, and ,ffici,ncy deteriorates. 

Heavy compre,,or surging can l,ad to flam, int,rruPtion, to 

flamaout In the combustion chamber, and, cons,qu,ntly, to engine 

shutdown.  The vibration and .baking that d,v,lop, during heavy 

»urging 1, transferred to the entire engln, structure and can 

load not only to the destructor of compressor elements, but to 
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the destruction of the power plant.  This Is why  surging Is un- 

acceptable when an engine Is running. 

The substance of the origin and developsient of unstable coa- 

pressor operation has not been coeipletely studied as yet because 

of the great complexity of this process.  However, Investigations 

reveal that a primary role In the appearance of surging Is played 

by the separation of the air flow fron the coapressor bladlng that 

develops at low air flow rates.  Separation fron the compressor 

bladlng develops at high air flow rates as well.  However, the 

effect of separation on compressor operation is completely dif- 

ferent In the two casss. 

It has alrsady been pointed out that In an axial-flow compres- 

sor a reduction in the air flow rate at constant rpn will result 

in a change in air velocity such that the angles of attack of the 

rotor and stralghtener blades are Increased.  This causes flow 

separation from the convex surfaces of the blades, accompanied by 

vortex formation.  At the same time, the Inertia of the air flow 

tends to cause separation from the convex side of the blades, lend- 

ing itself to the formation and development of vortex regions. 

Therefore, if flow separation Is great, these regions will grow 

and spread out inside the compressor,filling the compressor flow 

section.  There is periodic, repetitive "choking" of the compres- 

sor's flow section by the vortex regions.  The air, because of the 

compressor, also periodically shoots Lhrough these regions In the 

opposite direction, toward the inlet, and the result Is autooscll- 

latlon of the air column, leading to unstable operation, that Is, 

to the entire compressor surging. 

If the airflow rate and, consequently, the axial velocity, 

c  , at the inlet increase when n ■ const (or when velocity c 

increases at a faster rate than the circumferential velocity), 

the angle of attack, 1, decreases and then becomes negative (fig- 

ure 69).  This leads to flow separation from the concave side of 

the bladlng.  At the same time, the air flow is pressed against 

the concave side of the bladlng by the effect of the inertia! 

forces.  Therefore, when there Is an increase In the air flow 

rate, when separation regions are formed on the concave side of 

the bladlng, these regions cannot undergo strong development be- 

cause they are pressed against the bladlng by the air flow and 

are local in nature, so do not degrade stable compressor opera- 

tion.  Similar phenomena occur when the intake lips of the impol- 

le." and the diffuser vanes In a centrifugal compressor are washed 

by J.lght and heavy air flows. 

It should be emphasized that the development of surging 

fluctuations ought not be considered as the result of the direct 

perturbation effect of the vortices stream off the bladlng when 
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..p.r.tlon d.v.lop..  Actu.lly. th. conn.ctlon b.twe.n nvrgtng .no 
flo« ..pap.tlon 1. .or. co-pl.x. .„„ do„ not occur .pont.n,ou,Xy 

but r.th.r ., . P..ult of ehmng„  ln much  prop.rtl„ of the ^^^ 

• or .s It. .n.rgy .cure. c«u.,d by th. ..par.t.d flo«.. 

D.t.ll.d .xp.ri«.nt.l lnv..tl».tlon. of th. flow .tructur. 

in th. .xi.l-now co.pr...or .t iow .lr flo«  r.f. h.v. .1.0 l.d 

to th. di.cov.ry of th. ph.no-.non known .. th. rot.tln. .t.n. 

It h» b..n ..t.bll,h.d th.t flo« ..p,r.tlon n.v.r d.v.lop.« .u 

th. rotor .„d .tr.ight.n.r bladlng .t th. .... tl.. wh.n th. flow 

r.t. 1. r.duc.d.  Th. ln.vlt.bl. dlff.r.nc. In bl.dln, conflgur.- 

tion .nd po.itlonln«. .„d l.ck of , .trlctly .xl.yi.trlc.l flow, 

c.u.. th. .tall to .pp,.r initially i„ on. or two pl.c. around th. 

clrcu«f.r.„c., with ..ch .uch .on. .ncpaaain^ . ...u „u.b.r of 

van. ehann.1..  Th. .tall occur, .i-ultan.ou.ly .ion« th. .ntir. 

l.ngth of th. htrtUm,   or only ov.r p.rt of it, d.p.ndin« on th. 

r.latiy, di...t.r of th. rotor hub.  In .tag., with .hort bl.din, 

th. .tall i-adiataly tak.. in th. .ntir. l.^th.  In thl. tyP. 

of .tall, r.f.rr.d to a. a co,nl.t. ...}]     on. „^   ,„„, ^ ^^ 

ly fon..d in th. annular a.ction.  In th. c... of r.lativ.iy Ion« 

bladin«, th. .tall .on., .r. in part loc.t.d only at th. bl.d. 

tip. or, .or. raraly, n.ar th. rotor hub, .nd initi.lly th.r. ar. 

fro. on. to thr.. .uch .on...  A. th. fiow r.t. continu.. to d.clin. 

th. numb.r of .tall .on., incr.a... gr.du.lly, r.achin, ..v.n or 

.l«ht, and .or..  Th- .tall ...„whil. i. prop.g.tin« ov.r „or. and 

mor. of th. bladin« langth,  ,0 i, c.ll.d . D.rti.l. or Pro,r.... 
inK'   '^n-     When th"re ar« ■ «"at many .t.ll r.gion. th.y ar. 
di.trlbut.d .ymi.tric.lly .round th. circu.f.r.nc..  How.v.r, at 

th. start whan th.r. ar. no mor. th.n two or thr., .on.», th.y 

can b. dl.tributad un.v.nly.  At low flow rate. th. .ultizon., 

partial .tall i. oft.n r.plac.d by a ,in«l., broader .one of 

complet. .tall.  When th. flow rate i. i„cr.a..d th. ph.nom.na 

d..crib.d abov. are repeated in th. inv.re. ord.r, but with .0.. 
d.lay. 

Very .igntflcnt i. th. fact that in a co.Plete, a. well a. 

a progressive, .tall, the separation zon., ar« not localized 

around specific blades, but rotate continuously in the same direc- 

tion as the Lpeller, and at a lesser angular velocity.  The ex- 

periments found that the rotational velocitie. of the .tall zone. 

vari,d, and in the ca.. of the progree.iv. stall were fro. 1.0 to 

85 *  of the angular velocity of impeller rotation, and in the case 

of the ccplete stall, was 20 to kO %  of tht. ,a.e velocity.  It 

proved to be independent of the number of .tall zone., while 

changing in proportion to impeller rp«.  The rotating .tall was 

found to pravail to aqual d.gre. 1„ impeller and .traightener. 

The following i. an elementary explanation of how .tall zone, 

rotate.  Plow separation in one, or in e.v.ral row. of the installed 

vane channel, re.ult. in a r.duction in th.ir di.charg. capacity. 
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Therefore,   the   air  atrean*   encountering  Increaaed   realstanc«   In 
the   »tall   cone,   spills   over  Into  the  axial   clearance   to  both sides« 
trying to find  its way  through  adjacent  channels   that  aro  free of 
stalls.     This   reduces   tha  ariffls   of attack  and«   consequently,   create« 
favorable  conditions   for  flow  around   those   blades   locatad   in front 
of the vortex-induced  zone.     On the other hand,   th« anffla  of attack 
for   tha  blades   locatad  after  tha   vortex-induced   zone   increases, 
causing flow separation at   their convex aurfaca.     Tha  stall son« 
now Migrates   in the  rotational direction  fro« on« group of  Impel- 
ler  channels  to another,   but   at  a velocity  lower than that  at 
which  the   Impeller  itself  is   Moving,   resulting   In  th«  rotating 
stall  dsscribed   above. 

Since air velocity  and air flow rate  in th«  stall   son«« ar« 
much   lower in value  than their values  In th« rast   of tha  annular 
channel,   a rotating stall causes  continuous  flow pulsations which 
occupy  sither the «ntir« area   of the cross  ssction,   or  only part 
of   it,   depending   on   the   type   of  stall.     Depending   on  th«   number  of 
stall  zones,   and  their  rotational velocity,   the  pulsation fre- 
quency  recorded by  a  stationary  sensor is  usually 0.2  n to 0.3 n 
in   the  case   of  a  complete   stall,   and  will   reach  2   n to   3   n  in the 
case  of a multisone,   progressiv« stall.     Tha amplitude   of th« 
velocity  pulsation can rsach  70 % of the  vjlocity in th«  flow core. 

Even flow  separation develops  in Juat   th«   first  stag«  of a 
compressor,   the  rotating perturbation zone will  propagate  to the 
rest   of the stages,   causing velocity pulsations   over the  «ntir« 
tract.     However,   according  to   the   experimental   data   large   ampli- 
tude  velocity  fluctuations  ar«   only observed in  th« first   few 
stages,     after which  they decrease sharply. 

Stall pulsations  differ from surging pulsations by   their 
incomparably greater   frequency   and  smaller  amplitude,   aa   well  as 
by   only  a nominal dependence   of these magnitudes   on network 
capacity.     In addition,   the  rotating stall and  surging differ with 
respect   to the  nature   &t  their  shift  in phass during fluctuations! 
the   former is  associated with  the pulsation phase displacement 
within  the  same   section,   while   the   latter  is  associated  with  it 
along  the  length  of the  flow  section.    The  experimental  data show 
that   the  rotating  stall   phenomenon will   not   cease,   even  when  surg- 
ing   develops.      At   the   same   time   large  amplitude   low-frequency  flow 
oscillations   char  < teristic   of   surging are   simply  superimposed  on 
the   rotating  stall. 

The   rotating  stall   is   Just   as   unacceptable   in  operation as 
surging,   primarily  because   it   can be  the   source   of  excitation 
for  dangerous   oscillations   and   the  compressor blading breakage 
associated  with   them.      Since   surging  and   rotating  stall   are  both 
Inherent   in  the   operation  of   cascades  at   large   angles   of  attack, 
and   since   the  means   for  coping  with  thorn  have  a   common  basis,   we 
shall   henceforth   not   distinguish between   these   phenomena   for 
simplicity's  sake,   but   shall  conventionally refer to  them by the 
common   term   "surging"   or   "unstable   operation". 
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L«t us consider ■«■• special features of surging In the 
■ultlstage, axial-flow compressor. 

W« knoft that the areas of the passages at the outlet of this 

coaprsssor ars auch sullsr than those at the Inlet because of the 

gradual Increase In the density of the air flowing through the 

coapressor.  The magnitude and the relationship between these areas 

are bassd on the change In the density and axial velocity of the 

air along the coapressor when the coapressor Is running at the 

design point.  The Incidence of the pi of lies of the moving and 

stralghtsner blades In each stsge Is selected for design point 

coapressor opsratlon and too Is bassd on the corresponding design 
velocity triangles. 

Thus, for design point operation there Is a coaplete natch 

between the areas of the flow croas-sectlons of the compressor's 

flow section, between the densities and velocities of the air moving 

through then, and between the blade Incidence In all stages. 

At other than the design point this natch In the operation 

of the coapressor utages will be upset unless special measures are 

taken, and the further away from the design point operation takes 

place, the greater will be the change In compressor operation as 

compared with that at the design point. 

Tor example, If the compressor's compression rstlo Is reduced 

below Its designed magnitude as a result of a reduction in rpm, 

axial velocity at the first stage inlet will not be reduced if 

there Is no change in the designed air flow rate and all other 

conditions remain the same.  But since circumferential velocity 

is reduced, the angles of attack of the first stage bladlng will 
be smaller. 

The patt rn observed in the following stages is a different 

one.  Here the reduced compressor compression ratio causes a 

reduction in the air density in these stages, but their flow sec- 

tions remain as before and have been designed for a given wight 

flow of air of greater density, one corresponding to the designed 

compression ratio.  Therefore, in this case axial air velocity in 

succeeding stages increases, and in conjunction with a simultaneous 

reduction in circumferential velocity, results in reducing the 

angles of attack in these stages much more so than was the case 

in the first stages.  For the same reasons, the angles of attack 

in the succeeding stages can even become negative if the compres- 

sion ratio is reduced significantly from the designed ratio.  At 

large negative angles of ettack the air in the vane channels in 

the stage expands instead of being corspressed.  This condition 

in the last stages, which results in a drop in efficiency and in 

the compressor head, is called turbine operation. 

If there is a simultaneous reduction in compression ratios 

below their designed values (due to a reduction in rpm) and In the 

air flow rate through the compressor, the axial velocity at the 
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first stag»   inlet will decrease at the sane rate aa the circum- 

ferential velocity.  But if the axial velocity decreases more 

rapidly than the circumferential velocity, it is obvious that the 

blade angles of attack in the first stage will be increased, and 

can reach a value at which intensive flow separation from the backs 

of the blades, and surging, become possible. 

The weight flow of air through the last stages will be reduced 

at the same ratio as in the case through the first stages, given 

the condition of continuity.  However, at the same time the air 

density in the last stages will be reduced in the case of the 

change in compressor operating conditions considered because of 

the reduction in the compression ratio.  As a result, the axial 

air velocity in the last stages changes little, if at all, and 

consequently the blade angles of attack in these stages will be 

reduced because of the reduction in circumferential velocity, 

and will then go negative. 

So, in this case the last stages approach the turbine mode, 

while the first stages approach the surge mode. 

Let us now Increase the compressor compression ratio above 

the designed ratio by increasing compressor rpm, keeping the air 

flow rate, and, aa a result the axial velocity at the inlet to 

the first stages, unchanged.  Now the blade angles of attack in 

these stages will be Increased because the circumferential velo- 

city, u , increase when c.  ■ const.  At the same time, the axial 
velocity of the air in the last stages will be reduced because 

the air density increases with increase in the compression ratio. 

This causes the blade angles of attack in the last stages to In- 

crease much more quickly than is the case in the firat stages, 

and this can then lead first to the appearance of severe stalling 

on the backs of the blades of these last stages, and to surging. 

If the compressor compression ratio is Increased above the 

designed ratio while simultaneously reducing the air flow rate, 

the axial velocity of the air in the first stages will be reduced. 

It will decrease at a faster rate in the last stages than It will 

in the first stages because the air flow rate is reduced and be- 

cause the air density is increased as a result of the rise in the 

compression ratio.  Therefore, the blade angles of attack in the 

last stages will increase at a faster rate (both when there is an 

increase in rpm and when n = const) than in the first stages.  Now 

flow separation, associated with surging, can develop in this case 

as well, primarily in the last stages. 

A mismatch in the operation of the first and the last com- 

pressor stages, and conditions for the development of surging In 

these stages, similar to those considered abovt.- can also be ob- 

served when rpm are constant but the compressor compression ratio 

changes as a result of a change In the temperature of entering air 

(the rpm parameter T/...    will change as a result of a change in 
v 0 

T*).  In this case the only difference Is that the circumferential 
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velocity uc will remain constant, but the corresponding change in 

the blade ancles of attack in the individual stages can be de- 

termined only by the change in the axial velocities of the air in 

these stages. 

These examples, as well as the results of more detailed in- 

vestigation of operating conditions for multistage axial-flov 

compressors at other than the design point lead to the following 

conclusion. 

When surging develops at off-design points at which the 

compressor ratio remains below the design ratio, the first stages 

will usually prove to be the source of surging, and at off-design 

points at which the compression ratio exceeds the designed ratio. 

It will be the last stages. 

It should be noted that degradation of the unilormity of the 

air flow at the compressor inlet very much lends itself to the de- 

velopment of surging.  Flow uniformity can be degraded by flow 

separation, or the formation of turbulence in the engine Intake 

section, the result of poor design configuration of the air intake 

du'-ts, sharp edges, dissimilar supports, deep indentations, nicks, 

and other causes (operational, design, and technological).  Non- 

uniformity in the velocity field in front of the compressor can 

also be the result of large angles between the Incoming flow of 

air against the compressor and the axis of the intake section 

when aircraft angles of attack are large, and can also result from 

engine exhaust from another aircraft flying close by entering the 

inlet, etc. 

Any distortion in the designed distribution of the velocity 

at the compressor inlet, regardless of cause, considerably narrows 

the range of stable compressor operation and, consequently, ac- 

celerates the onset of surging.  Therefore, everything that can 

be done to keep the air flow at the compressor inlet as uniform 

as possible must be done, in operation, as well as during design. 

At the present time the following measures are taken to 

prevent surging, that is, to expand the limits of stable operation 

for axial-flow compressors. 

1.  Air is bypassed to the outside from one, or several inter- 

mediate stages through special ducts in the compressor housing. 

This is a very simple method, and Is based on the fact that when 

all other conditions are equal, exhausting some of the air from 

an Intermediate stage to atmosphere will cause an increase in the 

air flow rate and in the axial velocity of the air in the preceding, 

first stages.  This results in a reduction in the blade angles of 

attack in these stages for a given circumferential velocity, there- 

by preventing air separation at the blades, associated with the 

cnset of surging.  At the same time, the air flow rate in the 

»tages beyond the bypass will be reduced and, as a rule, the 
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rnmpr»««or   f:oMprp«slan  ratio «»111   ctrcp   (for  m ftvtn valu»  of 

).      In  nilrtitlon,   tho  onorgy  uood  to comprma*   tho  oil   by- 
o ' 

pANHoti   to  «twoMphoro  will  bo   loot.     Ttioroforo,   othor condttlono 

roMAlntnf   unrhitn^od,   «n^lno   «rflclsncy   oml   thruot   Mill   bo  do- 

croooofl  whon   olr   lo   bypoaootl. 

1.     Rotatohlo  KUldo   (ttrnlithtonor)  hlodoo   aro uood   In ono  or 

in  ••voral   atanoo.      If  thooo bladoo  aro   olowod   In tha dlroetlontf 

lapollor  rotation  tho   ipln flvon  tho   air  flo»   In  tho dlroctlon 

oppoalto  to   that   of   tha  Inpa 1 li<r la  roducod«   but   It   Incroaaad  In 

tha rilractlon  of  rotation.     Ao  a  raault,   tha  anflaa  of attack of 

tha   lapallar  blado«   ar*  roducad  for a  (Ivan  lapollor rotational 

vatoclty  aa   «III   ba   oaan froai   flguraa   ^7 and   )9.     Rut   tha  raduc- 

tlon   in tho   ancloa   of attac'«  of  tho bladot,   ollalnatlng  flo« aa- 

paratlon  fron  thalr backt,   Itndt   Itaolf  to  tha  provantton  of turg- 

inff,   thoroby   oxtondlng  tho tur^o   Halt   toward   tho   looor air  flow 

ratat.     At   tha  tamo   tlao,   tho  conprooalon ratio  In tho ata(a  la 

roducad  for glvon  rpoi,   but   Ita  offlcloncy  at   tha  off-dool(n point 

can  bo   Incroatod. 

3.     Twln-tliaft   (txln-rotor)  cunprataora  can ba uaad  to adjuat 

tho   ft rat  and   tho   laat  ttagoa   to dlffarant   rpn  lovolt »hon thoro 

It   a   tranaltlon  to  off-dttlgn polnta.     Lot   ua  explain tha advan- 

ta^aa  of this   oyataai by  tho  following  oxaapla.     If a  tlngla-ahaft 

coaiprottor  la   thlftod   to a point  at  which  tha  cmprattlon ratio 

dropa  balow   tho doalgnad ratio,   the axial  valocity  In tho  firat 

atagea  will   be   reduced   at   a   faatar   rate   than  will   the circuaforon- 

tlal  velocity,   and   thia  can  lead  to aurgine  in  theae  ataffaa.     But 

there  ia  no danger  of  aurging,   in the   laat   atagea becauaa  the axial 

velocity   in  them will  be reduced  at  a  alower  rate  than will tha 

circumferential   valocity. 

When a   twin-ahaft  coapreaaor ia   ahifted  to  auch lower polnta 

it   ia   poatible  to  reduce  the  flrat  atage  rpm   {firat  rotor)   fatter 

than   laat   atage   rpm   (aecond  rotor).     Thia   can  prevent   a   too  rapid 

decrease  in axial  velocity  relative  to  circumferential velocity, 

and   in that   increaae   in  the anglea  of  attack of tha flrat  atage 

bladlng aasociated with It  that   leada   to  aurglng  in theae  stages. 

In addition,   tha match in  the  operation of  tha individual 

atagea   of a  multistage,   axial-flow compreaaor at   off-design polnta 

can be  improved by   using rotatable stralghtener blades and  twin- 

shaft   rotors.     There  are a number of cases when  this results  In an 

appreciable   increase  in efficiency  and  compressor head at   these 

points. 
All  the  methods   listed above  for  extending  the stability  limits 

of axial-flow  compressors are  used  in modern aviation engines, 

separately,   and  In combination with each  other. 
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COMRVSTION  CHANBMS 

I.     gmmi   Ob..r».tlon« 
Th*  coabuatlon chaabcr  1*  en«   of  th« aoat   laportknt   parts   of 

•n  •Dflnai     th* raltablltty,   arflctancy,  and thrutt-afractlv« 
oparatlon of tha anflna aa a «hoi* dspand to a  vary   lar«* dacra* 
en th* quality  of coabuatlon ehasbar oparatlon, 

Coabuatlon chaabara  of aviation «aa  turblna  anflna*  auat 
•n*ur«  tha  follmlnci 

atabla   fual coabuatlon   (»ttlout   flaaaout*   or daapln«)   ovar 
tha  antlra  ran«« of anfln*  oparatlon and undar all  poaalbla  opsra- 
tln» conditional 

troubla-fra* fuel  Ignition and  coabuatlon durln«  anfln*  start- 
up,   both  on  th* fround and  In hl^h-apaad  ril(ht| 

highly  coaplot*  fual coabuatlon  undar all   oparatlng  condi- 
tion*) 

low hydraulic  raalatancai 
th*  *paclfl*d taaparatura  fl*ld  at   th* outl*t  which  1* vary 

laportant   for rallabla  turbln*  blada  oparatlon) 
rdlabl*   oparatlon,   and  aapaclally no dafonatlona,   burn- 

through«,   and crack*   In  th* walla. 
In addition,   fual chaabara auat   hava th* alnlaua poaalbla 

• la* and walght  fr.r a glv*n air and  fual conauaptlon. 
By and   larga,  aodarn coabuatlon  chaabara  aatlsfy   thas*  re- 

quiraaants.     Howavar,   th*  crsation  of hl«h-quallty coabuatlon 
chaabara  that  ara aqually raaponalva  to all  the  roqulraaents 
lapoaad  on than la a difficult   taak which raquiraa  thaoretlcal 
and  aapaclally  axparlaantal  Invaatlgatlons. 

The  principal  elements  of all  typea  of combustion chaabera 
for aodern aviatio.i £as  turbine  engines  are   (cf.   figure   7j)t 
flame  tube  2)     flame  stabilizers  It and  3)     fuel  atomizer   1i   outer 
caaing 3. 

Combustion chambers  of modern turbojet  engines  are  divided 
by   type  of design into tubular   (individual),  annular,   and cannular 
combustion chambers. 

Tubular combustion chambers   (cf.   figure  73)   are installed 
around  the  engine casing and  fastened  each individually   by their 
flanges  to  the compressor casing and   to  the gas  header  of the 
turbine.     Each  of these chambers  can be  removed  easily  for in- 
spection or  replacement  with  the  engine   in place   on the  aircraft. 
No  cumbersome   Installations   of high power and  large air  consump- 
tion are  required  for experimental  investigations  and  empirical 
development   of individual   tubular combustion chambers,   as   this   is 
the   case   for  annular  chambers. 
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ilfti-m   71i     Sehaaatlc  dla^raa of ■   tubular coabuttton 
chMibari 

•   -   •■amlttri     i   •  timu»   tub«|      5   -  catlngi     li  and   ^   . 
rtac»   itabllliaia. 

annular  coabuatton chambara   (cf.   riffura  Ik)  hava  ona  annular 

rtaaa   tub»  ancloaad  in an  ovarall   annular caaln« «hlch  In a   nunbar 

of caaaa   la  alao a  »tranffth laaabar of  tha  an^tlna  «tructura.     Thaaa 

chanbera  ara  dl• 11ngulihad by   thatr  lowar walght  and  can pro^-.da 

a  anallar  an«lna dlanatar  than  tubular chaabara  for  the aaaa  air 

conaufflptlon.     However,   Inapactlons   of  Internal  p.irta  and  even «ore 

»o   the   replacement   of  the   flnae   tube  of  annular chaabera  uaually 
requlrea   engine   disassembly. 

Figure   Tkt     Schematic   diagram  of   an  annular  combustion 
chamber. 

Cannular   combustion  chambers   (cf.   figure   75)   consist   of  a 

number  of   Individual   flame   tubes   located   about   the   longitudinal 

aüis   of   the   engine  and   enclosed   in  a  common  annular  casing.     These 

combustion  chambers  combine   the   advantages   of  tubular  and   annular 

chambers   and   arc   employed   at   a  continuously   increasing  rate   today. 

<■        Cevg#m d-d 

Figure 75*  Schematic diagram of a cannular combustion 
chamber. 

1 - flame tubes(  2 - common outer casing;  3 - Inner 
casing. 
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L«f«ndi lo rifur* 71i 

A - ••ctlMi ■•■ thrauch lh« flu* iub«i| 
> - ••ellea b-b through • tlmmm  tub«. 

It «■• «IrMdy ■•ntlancd thai In moOmm  «vlatton «•■ turbln« 
•nein«* th* uilaua aeeaptabl* taaparatura In front of th« turbln» 

«111 net uauallr aioaod 1,150° to I,ZOO0!.  Such a toaparatur* It 

ubtalnad »ban fual la burnad In air at a total aacaaa air co.ffl- 

elant of a ■ J.5 to fc.J.  Vhon th* angina oparata* at raducad 
taaparatura* T, In front of tha turbtna, and alao at hlah  taap.ra- 

turaa TJ (hlfh alrapaad), tha total atcaaa of air coafflclam 

nacaaaary to anaura tha raqulrod taaparatura In from of th« turbln« 

la Incraaaod to about a ■ 7 to a and aora.  tvan «r«Bt«r valu«« 
for th« total axcaaa of air coafflclant ara raachad durln« a rapid 

«hlft by tha «nein« fro« a hl^har rpa to a looar rpa, alnca In 

that eaaa tha aupply of fual in th« coabuatlon chaabar I« r«duc«d 

at a faatar rat* than tha air flow paaaln« through tha anflna. 

At auch a high  axcaa* of air it la lapoaalbla to achiav« «tabla 
fual coabuatlon, avan aora ao In an air flow, ainea tha conaldarably 

laanar alxtura of fual and air la difficult to lynita, and it« 

coabuatlon procaada auch aora alovly and inatabla.  Aa a raault 

It la aaay for tha flaaa to ba aaparatad and blown out of tn« 

chaabar by tha flow of air paaain« through. 

In ordar to anaura atabla coabuatlon and at th« saa« time to 

obtain th« r«quir«d «aa taaparatura in front of tha turbln«, th« 

inflowln« air froa tho coapraaaor ia dividad into two parta in all 

coabuatlon chamber» of ira« turbin« «ngin«a, 

Th« saallar part of thia air, or priaary air, i» channeled 

directly into th« coabuatlon zone that occupies the forward part 

of the flam« tube, where it primarily ensures the combustion of 

the entire mass of fuel.  The quantity of primary air will not 

exceed 20 to 30 %  of tha total air flow paasin« through the engine 

and is so designed that the excess of air coefficient in the 

combustion zone amounts to a - 1.2 to 1.5.  At this excess of air 

the temperature in the combustion zone reaches 2,000° to 2,200oK 

and more, which also creates favorable condition» for rapid, »table, 

and sufficiently complete fuel combustion. 

The remaining air, called secondary air, flows around the out- 

aide of the forward part of the flame tube, i.e. it bypasses the 

combustion zone, and then is gradually mixed with the combustion 

products departing from the combustion zone, ensuring the necessary 

temperature reduction prior to the turbine inlet (cf. figure 76). 

The secondary air is mixed with the combustion products in 

the diluent zone located in the rear part of the flame tube (facln« 

the turbine), which the air enters through a number of specially 

located apertures in the tube wall».  Thia mixing process also 
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rr.,..,   th. ...t   r..,r.bl.   .«ip.r.tur.  ri.1,1   ,„ ,h. ,.,   rio, .„,„, 

lo-rtl   th.  turbln..     I„  .ddltlon  t. th. r«.ucll.n „d „„.»  öittri. 
butlon  . f  „.  ,..p,r„ur„  ,h.   flMl  CMbuM|on  of  U),b(,rB#d   fM#1 

PTtlrt..  .nd  lnc«.pl.,.ir  o,ldl..d pr«Juct.   t.k.«   pl.t.   ,„  th. 
d.lu.nt   .on.,   ,r  ,h.„  .r. c,rrl,d  rr9m ,„,  e)1.bu,t|oB ,„, 

Th.  ..cond.ry  .lr.   flwln«  «round  th.  out.Id.   of  th.   n.M 
«"b..   ro.J.  ,h.  tub. mna.   »„ .ddltlon.   r„m,  .  th.^oln.ulatIn, 

Uy.r  b.i,..n ,h. hl,h  t«.p.r.tur.  .on. .nd  th. out.r eo.bu.tlon 
ch..b.r cm«,   prot.ctlnc It  ^atn.t  .ici.tv. h..t. 

Ccntlnuou.  .nd  .t.bt.  co.bu.tlon of th. .ovli* .l.tur.  of 
ru.l   .nd  ,ir  ,.  pu.,lbl,   only   lf  ,ufricl#Bt   h„t   i9  add#d   to  th# 

fr..h .l.tur. .nt.nn,  th. eo.bu.tlon .on.   to h..t   It   t,  Umtln, 

t.ap.r.tur.,  .nd   tf th.  v.loelty   of th. .utur.  in thl.  .on. do., 
not   .xc..d  th.  prop^.tlon v.loctty  of th.  flu.. 

Th.p.for..   th. «l.tur.  1.  .nrleh.d  In  th. eo.bu.tion  .on. .nd. 

in .ddltlon.   .o.e.U.d   fl... .t«blll..r,  or Inl.t  d.vle..  «r.  u..d 

in .11   .„„bu.tlon ch«.b.r.   of ,..   turbln. ,n,ln..   th.t  .r.   loc.t.d 

in  front   of th. eo.bu.tton «on.   In  th« fl...  tub..      B.hlnd   th... 

d.vtc«.   In  th. co.bu.tlon  «on.  «n «r.. flll.d by  r.tro,r...tv. 

turbul.nt   .tr,«,   of co.bu.tlon ..... .„d .lr 1.  cr..t.d wh.r.  th. 

proero..lv.  (.xi.i)   v.loctty  of   th. g.. .nd  .lr flow do.,  not  .,- 
cd   ■   me.n  of   15   to  ij   m/.ec   (cf.   flgur«   76). 

Figure   761     Temperatur-s   and   velocity   profile   in 
the   flame   tube   of  a  combustion  chamber. 

The   retrogressive  turbulent   streams  of combustion gases 

created   by   the   stabilizers   ensure   a   heat   input   from   the  combustion 
zone   to   the   inflowing   fresh  mixture   of  fuel   and  air   so   that   it   is 

heated   to   the   required   temperature,   is   ignited   continuously,   and 

burns   in   a   stable  manner.      And   the   turbulent   motion   of   the   inflow. 

Ing  air   ensures   that   the   air  is   properly  mixed  with   the   fuel   and 
penetrates   into  the  combustion zone. 
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Th»   ri«a*  atabllKcr*  ar*  hodiaa  of   pool   aarwlynnmt.   conflftu- 

ratlon   Inatal lad   in  tha   path  of  tha  prlmmry   alr.     Tti-y  aro  caada   In 

tha  fona  of rttaphracaia  with  a (raat   nuiabar   of  »mall   apctinraa  through 

»hlch  tha  prlaary   alr  paaaaa.   In  tha  for»  of  platoa,   hollow  roniral 

capa,   annular  atota,   alc.     Tha  baalr   flow  .Ma(raaia   for  tlu-  tu»  and 

alr  atraaaa  bahtnd  atabllliara  with  plata   and  conical  ronfIKUIat Ion 
ara  ahown   In  flgura   77. 

Figur«   77<     Plow dlagraa bahlnd   tha   atablllior. 
■  - plata  atablliiari     b  - conical   atabllizar. 

In addition,   spaclal  awlrlara  ara  uaed  In many  combustion 
chambsrs  to achleva  a  battar mixture  of  alr and   fuel  and to create 
and  strengthen   the   retrogressive   streams   of  burning  gases   In   the 
combustion zone.     These  «re a  number  of  radial  nozzles  Instnllod 
at  the  flame  tube  Inlet   (cf.   figure   73,  item  5)   under a certain 
angle  to  the direction  of motion of  the   inflowing  alr.     Up  to 50% 
of the  primary  air  enters  the  flame   tube   through   the  swirlers.     The 
swirl  imparted  to  this  air by  the  swirling  nozzles   (cf.   figure  78) 
ensures   its  Intensive  turbulization  and  rapid mixture with  the 
fuel.     And  the  centrifugal  forces  that develop when  the air  swirls 
create  an outer region  of increased  pressure and  an  inner region 
of reduced pressure  behind  the swirlers,   resulting   in the formation 
of retrogressive  turbulent   streams   of burning gases. 

Figure  78: Diagram   of alr  being   swirled   by   a   swirling 
nozzle. 

The  fineness   of   fuel  atomization which is  dependent  on the 
magnitude  of injection pressure and  on the  arrangement  of the 
atomizer has  a great   effect   on the  combustion process.     Fuel 
atomization is  improved by increased  injection pressure.    There- 
fore,   under designed  operating conditions   in modern aviation gas 
turbine  engines   the  fuel   injection pressure  reaches   60 to 80 kg/cm2 

and more. 



OuiHl   alootaal ton   *n,l   .inir<ir»   Tu» I   <t I 11 r I hut I on   In   CM«   flex, 

^r-   i..i..irn,i.   in   panir.iUr,   .lll>   |i.«  m.l   of  c«nl r| fuir*!   ■taalmr» 

»Mlrh   ^i«   Maai    rr>r|ii»iltly   uod.      rh»   r onm   at   momitwa   faml   Chut   la 

>t»il«<l   hv   Iho   nIo«l>»ra   vnrloa   ■Ithln   tulrlv   hroail   Unit«   tor 

.iirfor-nc   n>vrl>i..,   rum   '.n"   i„   «00,   .„.I   la   aaUctxl  .ip.r l>^ncal ly 
f < iirtilx«   lu  lyp^,   alin|<p,   anH   Hin.nalon«   of   ih»      oahuatlon   rhaabar. 

flif   f.ii.1    |a   InlxCoil   hoch   «Ich   ami   »ftalnaC    Ih«   nlr   flp», 

T>iv    laltar   prai mhira,    lOK'tU-l    * HI,   «n   ippraprlata   Cypr    of   roai- 

hiiatloii  ■haahitr,   anamaa   «oo<l   ruol   ntaaliaClon   HIHI   aCahl«   Tual 

<■ orhuac Ion, 

»•»1.1   pravnporl taClim,    I.»,    ■ vnpnr 1 « In« "   Tumi   nt onl i« t 1 on,   can 

i onlrlhuta   l.i   atnhia   ami   ailaquataly   roaiplnc»   fu^l   rmhuatlon  undar 

'■   hroail   raiir»   af   coahip. t Ion   t lialhar   oprratliif   r until i 1 on« ,    (%ncl  n!«o 

Co   n   rntuitlun   In   fual    ln|a<clan  praaauro.      for   Chta   purpoaa   thn 

Tual    In   toaia   roaihuadon   rhaaihara   la   rhannalcrf   froai   chv   nCoailrnr 

iliractly   .iffalnac   aurfnera   «hoaa   oulaldaa   nra  oaahad  by   hurnlnir 
If a* oa. 

Ona   of   cha   poaalhla   aclin..»*,   I'or   n   coaihiiatlon   rhaahar   with 

"vaporljln«"   ntomltntlon   la   alioon   In   rigura   79.      In   thla   achama 

tho   prlnrlpnl   itias»   of   air   from   tlio   cenpraaaor   nntara   th«.   forward 

p.Ti-t   of  tho   fl.na   tube,   and   Croai  thara   tha   primary   «lr   la   rhnnnalad 

Into   vnporlrlnr   tubna,    l.o.   hurnora,   whoaa   and«   nra   bant    Into  n 

'l-ali^pa   and   loi-ntorl   In   the   .-oaihiistIon   /.one.      The   fuel   la   fed   Into 

thuae  «nmo   tube«   through   the   atomlrar. 

fr,..\. ,Jj--'."2) 

23!!  — 
-1R 
:0 

Fignri)   7<'l      irhomattc   Olnprnm   or  a   combustion   chamber   with 
fuel   vnporlzlnp   tubes. 

Tho   fuel   Is   vnporlze.l   upon   contnet   with   the   wall»   of   the 

tuSulnr  burner»,   and   the   rich   fuel-air  mixture   that   Is   generated 

burn»   ru   thp   t^ibp   outlet   where   th»   admixture   of   secondary   air  ho- 
pln«. 

A   »Icnlflcant   reiluctlon   of   temperature   and   pressure,   and   an 

inrreaao   of   air   velocity   In   the   combustion   chambor«   render   fuel 

lenltlon   rUfflcult,   contribute   to   Instnble   combustion,   and   can 

finally   result   in   a   flaraeout.      Therefore,   when  the   pressure   and 

trmperature   of   tho   Inflowing   air   arc   reduced,   which   takes   place 

at    Increased   altitude   and   reduced   engine   rpm,   thv   values   for   the 

nxces»   o  air  coefficients   are   reduced   under   which   fuel   Ignition 

and   »table   combustion   chamber   operation   are   possible   (cf.    figure» 
30   and   81). 
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rt«ur«   80i     Stabla  coabuatlon   Halts   ■•  •  function 
of altltuda. 

LacandaI 
*   -   riwaaouti 
B   -  atabla  cuabuatlon. 

Thaaa  clreuaatancaa  alao  aaplaln  tha difflculty   Involvad   In 

an  air  start  with gmt   turblna  anclnaa  at  hlch  altltudaa,   aa  «all 

as   tha davalopaant   of  instabla  coabuatlon  chaabar  oparatlon  In  a 

nuabar  of  caaaa   (sspaclally  st   high  altltudaa  and  «la»  alrspaada), 

aoaatlaaa   laadln«  to  flaaa daap.n«  and  an«ina  thut-dovn   (aapaclally 
undur  transient   operatln« conditions). 

•I 

"mot 

Figure 81i  Stable coabuatlon limits as . function 
of engine rpm. 

Legends t 
A - flameout; 
B - stable combustion. 

In addltton, an air »tart of a shut-down engine at high alti- 

tudes can prove to be impossible because cold air at low pressure 

Is blown through the combustion chambers of a shut-down engine at 

such a speed that under these conditions a flame, even if one 

develops, would be completely blown out immediately.  In that case 

an engine air start requires a reduction in altitude and sometimes 
in airspeed, too. 

An Increase of the altitude for reliable starts and stable 

combustion chamber operation is achieved by Increasing the capacity 

(heat intensity) and operating period of the Igniters, reducing 

the air velocity In the combustion chambers by means of increasing 

their flow areas, using more Intensive flame stabilizing devices, 
and other measures. 
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*lr .l.n.lty  drip«  »tlh   Incr.y.lnt  •Ullud«  .o   thai   th. ».Ight 
n™  or .1,   ihrnu«h   th.  .nein.  I.   r.duc.d,   ..   It   1.  und.r  r.duc.d 
• n«lr..  rpm  .in,l«r  olhcrttla« «qunl  rondltlen*.     At   th«  ••■•  tla«, 
fu.l  .on.u«piion   t«  r.duc.d .t  . corr.ipondln«  rat«   in ord.r  to 
■•int.i,, .n  «rc.pt.bl«  «•«  t«>p«ratur«  In  front   of   th*  turbln«. 
Ho»«v.r,   it  lit.   fu,|   f|„%  through th« atosiiar«   1«   r«diie«d «hll; 
th. «r.«  of  th«tr   do«««,  oponln«*   r«a«ln*   unchanc.d.   Ihora «111  b. 
• drop  in  lnJ«itlon pr«««ur«  «nd  th«  qu.ltty  of  fu«!   «.oaltatlon 
«III  d.i«n«r«t«  »hlch  can b« • eau««  of d«c«n«r«t.nc  •«■bu.tlon 
ehaab«r  op.r.tlon,   in  oth.r «ord«  • disruption  of coatj.tlon «la- 
bility   «nd   lnco«ipl«t.  co«ibu«tlon. 

Th.rofor«,   fu«l  ata«li«ri »|th «utoutlc   flo»  ar«« control 
«r«  u««d   tn  «U   ■od«rna»t«tlon «a«   turbln«  «nein««!     dual.no««!« 
■to.ii.r«.  dupl«.   .to«li«r«,   fu«l.bypa«ainc  «taaiaar«,  «nd other«. 
In  «dditlon,   «utoaatlc   nlnlaua  fool   pr«««ur« d«vlc««  «r« u««d  in 
front   of th«  fu.l  atoalxar«  that  do not  allot,  th«   fu«l  flo«  to drop 
b.lo«,  th. alnlau. «ccrptabl«   l«v«l  «h«r« atahl« coabuatlon »Ittaout 
blouout«  and   riaa. dupln«  1«  «till   «n«ur«d. 

1-     Prlnclp«!   Coabu.tlon  Chaab.r  P«r«a«t.r. 
L«l   us  con«ld«r  th*  bade   r«l«tlon«hlp«  and  p>r«a«t«r«   that 

• r.  ch«r«ct.rt«tlc   fo,-   th. coabu.tlon chaab.r«  of  aodorn aviation 
gmi   turbln«   «nein««, 

Th. coabuatlon chaab.r volua«  I«  •«•oclatod with  fu«l con. 
• uaptlon  «-.d   tam   c.lorlfic   v«lu«   of  th«   fu«!,   or   tho  quantity   of 
hoat   r.l««*.d.     Thl. d.p.nd.nc.  1« d.c.raln.d by   th« a*(nltud« of 
th.  cnlorlflc   Int.nalty   p*r i«ilt   of volua*.   q,   aquallng 

"  " Gf hr "u^c.c   "c  fa**/*3  hr at^ 
»har« vcc   im   th«  coabustlon chanb.r volua«,   a'| 

Pc       1«   th«  pr.iaur.   In  th. coabustlon  chaab.r,   absolut« 
atmoaph.r.a. 

In   combustion  chambars  with   th.   sum«  cross-sscttons  «nd   tl» 
sam.  weight   flow«   of  «Ir   th.  quantity   of haat   r.l.aaed   par  unit 
of  volume,   or   the   culortftc   intensity   per  unit   of   volua«,   will 
rise  with   increasing  pressure   since   in   that   case   th.  axial  gas 
velocity   Is   reduced   and,   consequently,   lesa   coabuatlon  chaabar 
length   la   required   for   the   same   time   spent   by   the   f.ial   particles 
in   the   chaabar.   Therefore,   in  a  correct   comparative   .valuation  of 
different   chambers   their   calorific   intensity   par   unit   of  volume 
is   also   referred,   as   we   did  above,   to   the  magnitude   of  pressure 
in   tho   combustion  chamber. 

Under   otherwise   equal   conditions,   combustion   chambers  with a 
small   cross-section  can   be  designed   for  a greater  calorific   In- 
tensity   than  chambers   with   a   larger  cross-section.      This   is   ex- 
plained   by   the   shorter   time   required   by   the   air   to   penetrate   into 
the   combustion  zone   as   the  cross-section  of   the   chamber  is   reduced. 
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.»...L       :       OP'r•,l,,, eOBd"JO"   '- co.bu.tion ch-b.r.   or 

P.r -M.   or vo,.-.  ., q . ,0 .. ,o .   ,o* „c./.l hr ....     ;n:lly 

.  r  M„  .hr<>uth  th.  .ntln#  ^  by  ^^ |ii   ^ ^ «- 

to  $0 ■/•«,  »hlch   1. nocoa.ai-y   In orrf.,  . 
b-.tlon proco... "  l0 "n•U^•  '  •'•bU "" 

«ho  cü'   OUU,,  Cr0 e,,0n "•"  0f ,h'  '-""«»on ch«b...   or 

...«.bjy .h., .r. ,,.,..,»„,„ „„.„ ,h< tupbin# u d#ilfo#d 

Th. .„„., ... „loeitr  u lncr„,.d wh<n    

!^.!rT "'•"b,''   l'  ""•••P—".ly  «due...     In 

bt.       ,'  : V•IO<1,,'  l"  th- •"1- "•""- "«"..-on.   .... 
outl.t.   .hteh ...n.   th.t   tt   1.   170 to   ISO m/,0c 

-.t.^n* r*!1: :r"- ,"b" i-th to th- -"^ «^- -». <».- 

r.l."i"    „ tb      '' "'l"U■ e "'«"• <"• "> —Ur ch..b.r. IT   ,t 
fr0" 2-5   t0  »  ^ "1"ln« '1"*«''- 

ci.tJ .r:: z  ^ "* 'n incr—in - ^ - 
!lr.t          ' UOB  ln *"  d,n,lty dU•  ,,, "   '-•-"   '" .o^.r.tur. c ruction  of  .t.tlc   pr...ur. p    mnö  .,.,, 

.T":r:o::
r
ln ^ co"bu'ttoB ch'-b-e— - - — 

p <: z'j:  *in oth•," -*•'u ■i— -'•i- — 

\ ..   th. =o-b„..ion ch«b.r oun.t   u.u.U, dlrf.r.   lltt,.   ,„ 
««nltud.   fro.   th. *.ch  nu-bT  M.    .t   th.   .„- niaiD.r »^  .t   th«  coaproaaor out lot. 

Tb.  tot.!   pr.a.ur. „„„  ln co.bu.tlün ^^^   ^  #v 

by   th.  pr...ur.  r.cov.ry   f.ctor 

«hl.   fetor  ia dat.nalV:.!  bV L'^ri.^..     Co.bu.tlon ch^b.ra   of 
-.„ ...t.on ...  t^bin.  .„..„..  h.v. .   ractor  of  ^   ;  o  - 

or .i^o0."" :o :,t"b,i,h • conn-cti0" *"*"'" - —-.«... 

:r../:::::;:: :.:;:/.:::::.:-:r:;;::L'-;-:;,:•:::•;: 
l.t   (.t   th.   inl.t   to th.  turbln.  „oaal bly).     „,„ „„,   .. 

: :::;.h:r1;:thi: "ction - ■ — - --^i.:::; ta.ro l. no Internal work.  Takln« thl. <-. ■«Kin« thla into account we «rite the 
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• n*rgy  «quatlon  In   th«  followln«  font,   rtfsrrad  to   1   k«  of burn- 
ing  fuel I 

■ O;-" Q.-iH >/.)i; (6.1) 

whore 3 1     it   th« ««Icht   of   th» mir  r*qulr*d   for   1   k«   of fuali 
IJ  I»  th<  total  anthalpy  of   1   kg  of air at   tha coapraa- 

•or outlat   (at   a  tanparatura Tt)t 
q     la  tha haat   addad   to tha (aa  flow aa  a raault  of the 

coabuatlon of   1   kg  of  fual and  tha  aaaoclatad  In- 
craaaa   In tha  anthalpy   of tha coabuatlon  productaf 

(l   ♦ 11   )   li  tha «alfht   of   tha coabuatlon producta  ganaratad by 
tha coabuatlon  of   I  k«  of fual  at   an axcaaa  of air 
coafflclant  aj 

1*  la  the  total  anthalpy  of   1   k« of coabjatlon producta 
at  tha  coabuatlon chaabar outlat   (at •  tanparatura 

TJ). 
Tha  haat  relaaaad during coaplata coabuatlon of   1   kg of  fual 

la  Ita  nat  calorific  value  H   .     Part   of thla  haat   la   loat  to  the 
outalde aadlua through  tha  «alls  of  the coabuatlon chamber,   and 
part   la   not   released   If   there  la   Incomplete   combustion.     There- 
fore,   the   heat   (}.   that   la   abaorbed   by   the  combustion  products   Is 
less   than   the   calorific   value  Hu  of   the   fuel,   so   that 

M *c ,c   u1 

where! <   1   Is   the   hoat   release   coefficient   that   take»   into c • c 
account   the  heat   losses   in   the   combustion   chamber 
that   were   mentioned   above. 

This   coefficient   is   determined   by  expurlence   and   is   suffi- 
ciently   great   for   combustion   chambers   of modern   turbojet   engines 
unrler riosienori   operating   conditions,   where 5C   c   *   0.96   tu  0.98. 

It   was   ment I onetl   above   that   we   can  make   the   assumption 
l»al /'0 * I     for  combustion   chambers   of   turbojet   engines.     Thus, 

we   ran   now   rewrite   equation   (6.l)   as   follows: 

": -■'■;). (6.2) 

wtu'Mce   WH   obtain 

(6.3) 

s the rru.-an specific hont    in   the temperature Intervnl 

from T* to T* it constant prossure (an a rule, c*   = 

o.:.*'■) to o.r.'t)). 
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CHAPTER 7 

AVIATION TURBINES 

'•  Princlpln» of Turbine Peslpn and Oneration 

It «as mentioned above that double-stage, single-stage, and 

sometimes even triple-stage axial-flow turbines are used in exist- 

ing turbojet engines.  Diagrams of typical turbines for turbojet 

engines «re shown in figures 82 and 83, and a diagram of an axial- 

flow turbine stage and a cylindrical section through Its blading, 

unfolded into a plane, in figure Sk. 

The principal parts of a turbine are 1  the nozzle or guide 

assembly formed by the fixed nozzle blades 1, fastened to the fixed 

turbine casing 2|  the turbine wheel 3, secured to the turbine 

shaft, and the blade assembly or bucket ring formed by the rotor 

blades U,   fastened to the rim of the turbine wheel 3.  All the 

rotating parts of the turbine make up its rotor. 

The combination of the fixed nozzle assembly and the bucket 

ring that follows it is called a turbine stage. 

The conversion of the pressure energy of the gas into kinetic 

energy takes place completely or partially in the nozzle assembly. 

Subsequently, part of the obtained kinetic energy is converted into 

work at the turbine shaft by means of the bucket ring. 

If the pressure energy is converted into kinetic energy ex- 

clusively in the nozzle assembly so that the gas expands in it to 

the terminal pressure encountered behind the turbine, and if no 

gas expansion takes place in the spaces between the rotor blades, 

the turbine is called an action turbine. 

If the conversion of pressure energy into kinetic energy 

takes place not only In the nozzle assembly but also at the rotor 

blades, simultaneously with the conversion of kinetic energy into 

external mechanical work, the turbine is called a reaction turbine. 

In that case, gas expansion takes place in both assemblies, 

nozzle assembly and rotor blade assembly. 

As a rule, all turbines used in aviation gas turbine engines 
are reaction turbines. 

The gas velocity and gas pressure profile in a single-stage 

reaction turbine as well as the velocity triangles at the inlet 

and outlet of its rotor blading are shown in figure 8U. 

The gas flow approaches the nozzle assembly from the combustion 

chamber at a velocity oz, a pressure p , and a temperature T . 
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Figure   82:      Diagram  of  a   »Ineie-atage   turbine  for  a 
turbojet   engine. 

The  eaS  expand,  to  a pressure  p,   l„  the  space,  between the 
nozzle  binding,   and  due   to a  corresponding  dr„p  ln  the  enthalpy 

of  the gns   its   absolute velocity  Increases   fron  c     to c   .     Thus 

the gas   departs   frnm  the  nozzle  assembly  at   a   velocity  c     and   a' 

direction   enclosing  an  angle  .,   with   the   rotational  plane   of the 

turbine  wheel.     The  gas   enters   the   rotor  blading at  a  relative 

velo^ty   w,   whose  magnitude  and  direction  are  determined by   the 

m.gnltude   and   direction   of   absolute   velocity   c,   and   the  velocity 

"f   translatlona!   motion,   i.e.   the  circumferential   velocity  u   of 
tho   blndofl. 
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rigure 83i  Diagram of a double-stage turbine for 
turbojet engine. 

r. MEr:: 
fi" ^ ~" I 

A r  i__ s 
1 
-7 

ripure 84:  Diagram of a turbine stage: 
1 - nozzle blade;  2 - turbine casing:  3 
wheel) k   .  rotor blades,- 

turbine 

Legend: 
X - section through A-B 

A further reduction in the enthalpy of the gas, or its ex- 

pansion from a pressure p, to a terminal pressure p2 behind the 

turbine, takes place in the spaces between the rotor blading, and 

as a result the relative velocity of the gas motion between the 

blades increases from w, to w.,.  At the same time the absolute 

gas velocity decreases even then from c, to c.,, since a signifi- 

cant part of the kinetic energy acquired by the gas in the nozzle 

blading and rotor blading Is transferred to the rotor blades and 
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through the turbine wheel to the turbine shafti which means that 

it is converted into external mechanical work. 

Plotting the outlet velocity triangle makes It possible to 

determine the magnitude and direction of the absolute gas velocity 

c_ at the outlet of the turbine wheel.  It is obvious that the 

greater the velocity c_, the greater will be the kinetic energy 

of the gas that Is not consumed in the turbine, or the greater 

will be the so-called turbine outlet loss c_/2 . 

The acceleration of the gas flow during its relative motion 

through the spaces between the rotor bladlng of a reaction turbine 

results in a reaction force being applied to the rotor bladlng 

(reaction effect of the flow).  In addition the rotor blades ab- 

sorb the force that develops as a result of the change in the 

direction of the velocity of the gas motion around the blades 

(action effect of the flow).  The circumferential components of 

these forces also yield the torslonal moment on the turbine wheel. 

There is no gas expansion in the spaces between the rotor 

blades of action turbines, and consequently no gas acceleration, 

either.  Consequently, there is no reaction effect of the gas flow 

on the rotor blades, and the circumferential force applied to the 

rotor wheel results only from the action effect of the flow which 

means that it results from the change in the direction of gas 

velocity. 

The difference between the enthalpies of I kg of gas in front 

of the turbine and behind it under adiabatic gas expansion from a 

total pressure p* in front of the turbine to a terminal static 

pressure p„ behind the turbine is the adiabatic heat drop h— ac- 

complished in the turbine.  It is seen from the iS-diagram in 

figure fi5 that 

(7.1) 

«■-n 

are the total enthalpy of the gas In front of 

the turbine and its enthalpy after adiabatic 

expansion in the turbine, respectively; 

T-   . is the temperature upon completion of adiabatic 

expansion to a pressure p2; 

c' and k'    are the specific heat under constant pressure 
P 

and the adiabatic exponent of the combustion 

products during their expansion in the turbine > 

The greater the part of total heat drop h-, that is accomplished 

at the rotor bladlng the greater will be the rate of increase of 

the relative gas velocity w«, and the reaction effect of the flow 
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at the clrcunferenoe of the rotor wheel will Increase.  The 

distribution of total heat drop J^ (cf. figure 85) between nozzle 

assembly and bucket ring is assumed to be described by the degree 

of reaction p of the stage, equal to the ratio between the adla- 

batic heat drop hr accomplished at the bucket ring and the avail- 

able heat drop lu,, in other words 

P ■ hr/V (7.2) 

It   Is   obvious  that   for a  reaction turbine,   p  >   0,   since  h    = 
0,  p = o. 

With  Identical  heat  drops h-  the heat  drop 1^   -  h    ■ h 
that   Is  accomplished  in the nozzle  assembly  of a  reaction turbine 
and  its  corresponding gas   exhaust  velocity  are  less   than they   are 
In the nozzle assembly  of an action turbine.     At   the  same  time  the 
profiles   of reaction  turbine  rotor blades  »Iso prove  to be more 
fevorable with respect  to aerodynamics  than the  profiles  of action 
turbine  rotor blades.     Therefore,   the reaction  turbine differs 
from the  action turbine  in  that  the  onorey losses   Incurred  during 
the flow   of the gas   in  the   spaces  between nozzle blading and  rotor 
blading are  less. 

Moreover,   the  energy  losses  connected with radial gas   leakage 
toward  the periphery   in the  space  between nozzle  assembly  and 
turbine wheel,  and  also with gas   leakage in the  rotor blade   spaces 
thit   develops   under   the   effect   of  centrifugal   forces,   can  be 
eliminated   or significantly  reduced   in a reaction  turbine. 

The degree of reaction for the mean diameter of the turbine 
wheel ranges approximately between 0.20 and O.35 for turbines of 
existing   turbojet   engines. 

Figure   85:      Determination   of   the   available 
heat   drop   in   a   turbino. 

If   a   significant   heat   drop   (hT  >   75   to   80   kcai/kE)   must   be 

accompUsherl   in   a   turbine,   a   sufficiently   great   efficiency   (sec 

below)   must   he   ensured   by   tllviding   this   heat   tirop   between   several 

stapes,   which  moans   that   n   multi-stape   turbine   must,   be   useri. 

V   mult 1-staro    turbine   witll   prossuro   stnßes    (sen    figure    8fi ) 

consists   of   successively   alternating   nozzle  assemlil les   a  and 
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bucket rings b. The latter are fastened to a common drum (a wide 

turbine wheel, if there are two to three stages) or to individual 
disks   secured   to   a   common   shaft* 

In   this   type  of   turbine,   gas   expansion  takes   place  gradually 

in   the   nozzle   assemblies   and   bucket   rings   of  each  successive   stage 

(see   figure   86),   and   the   heat   drop  and   pressure   drop  attributed   to 

each   stage   are   reduced   in  comparison  ta  a   single-stage   turbine. 

i- 

Figure   86:      Diagram   of  a 
pressure   stage   turbine. 

Figure   8?:     Diagram   of 
velocity   stage   turbine• 

The   degree   of  reaction   of   each  stage   of multi-stage   turbine 

la   determined   by   the   ratio  between  the   adiabatic   heat   drop  at   the 

rotor  blades   of  that   stage   and   the  adiabatic   heat   drop   attributed 
to   the   stage   in  question. 

Also,   a   multi-stage   turbine   can be   designed  with  velocity 

stages   (see   figure  8?)•      In   that   case   a   fixed  guide   assembly   is 

installed   behind  a   first   stage   of  the   action  type  whose   blades 

change   the   direction   of   the   gas   flow  behind   the   first   bucket   ring 

and   direct   it   to  a  second   row   of   (action)   rotor blades   where   the 

kinetic   energy   of  the   flow   that   departed   from  the   first   stage   is 

partially   exploited,   too.      If   the  absolute  gas   velocity   still 
remains   significant   at   the   outlet   of   the   second   stage(   a   third 

stage   can  be   installed,   etc. 

Velocity   stages   failed   to   find  an  application   in   aviation 

turbines   because   they   cannot   provide   the   required   high   values   of 
efficiency. 

2.      Gas   Outflow   from   the   Nozzle   Assembly   of  a  Turbine 

The   gas   outflow  velocity   from  the   nozzle  assembly   of  a   turbine 

is   determined   from  the   energy   equation  for  the   section  between   the 

inlet   cross-section  zz   and   the   outlet   cross-section   1,1   of  the 

nozzle  duct.      This   equation  has   the   following  form,   if   there   is 

no   heat   exchange   or  resistance: 

'-.-'. +A.^-itfA.-jL, 
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'„~)f*-^1 
(7.3) 

where c . is the theoretical gas outflow velocity from the nozzle 

ducts} 
i     is the enthalpy of 1 kg of gas at the end of adiabatic 

1 ad 
expansion in the nozzle ducts. 

The true gas outflow velocity c, is less than the theoretical 

velocity c . because of losses in the nozzle assembly that are 

associated with flow deflection, vorticities, flow separation, 

and other causes.  However, at the present time data based on 

experience that could be used to evaluate these losses individually 

by type are still Inadequate.  Therefore, an aggregate coefficient 

is used that takes into account a combination of all the losses, 

and the true outflow velocity is determined as the product i») • ou, 

so that 

CI^U. (7-',) 

where tp is the so-called velocity coefficient that takes into 

account the reduction in outflow velocity caused by 

all the losses inherent in the nozzle assembly. 

Turbines of modern turbojet engines usually have a coeffioiert 

of y) = 0.96 to O.98 (convergent nozzle ducts, see below). 

The difference ij - i, ad 
is thB adiabatic heat drop hn ac- 

complished in the nozzle assembly during gas expansion from a 

pressure pj to a pressure p, (see figure 85), so that in accordance 

with equation (7-2) 

Moreover,  /X « KJ^'ST"«? = 91,5.  Consequently, 

t, =, 9i,5«K(i~pyv (7.5) 

The area of any cross-section fn of a nozzle duct can be 

determined from the flow equation 

f  = G  . v/c (7.6) 
n   g 

where G  is the gas flow rate through the nozzle, kg/sec; 

c  la the gas velocity in the given nozzle cross-section, 

m/sec; 

v  is the specific volume of the gas in the same croas- 

nection, ra /kg. 

The dependence of the required area fn of the nozzle cross- 

section on the pressure ratio p/p» for otherwise unchanged con- 

stituent magnitudes is shown in figure 88. 
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r^T  88'     ^P«"«1»""  of  the nozzle  cross- 
section  area   on  the pressure ratio. 

ratio "/ ^   "en ^^  With  deCre"ln« P"""" P   (with de=reaslne rat       p/pj)   a9  the  gas  expand8  ln the  ^^^  th6 ^^^ ^^  ^ 

nltlall,   reduced,   achieving a ninimum for .o»,e  vaXue  p/p. that 
is  equal   to Pcr/p.  .  g^,   and  8ub8aquently  lncrea!les- - 

^^rT*  ^  ^^  0hanSe ^ n0"le 0""-««tlo„ along the 
length  of  the nozzle  is  explained  as   follows.     Burin*  the fLst 

part   of  the   expansion process,   where   p/pj ^ p 8as   veloci        ,„. 

creases   faster than  the  specific  volun-e  ^f the^as,      therefore 

to  the degree  that   the gas   expands   the  required  cross-section 

area  is  reduced.     During   the   last  part  of expansion,   «here P/p. < 

P      .   ga,   velocity   continues   to   Increase,   but   at   a   slower  rate   " 

than   specific   volume   so   that   the  nozzle   cross-section   area  mUst 
be   increased. 

minim
Tha  Pre"Ure rat10  that   eqUalS   Mcr'   - corresponds   to the 

.ini.u.   nozzle  cross-section,   is   called criticaln   

and   the   pressure  thnt   equals   D       =   „• !        ,.        ,,   "      
3urej 

q pcr = PJ^cr ia  called  criticel  pn..- 

lt   was   demonstrated   in   thermodynamics   that 

'/' rkr~(T~n- 
(7.7) 

in otller wore,,, the maenituae of critical pressure ratio depends 
only on the adlabatlc exponent> ^ ^ ^ = ^   ^   ^   ^ 

- characteristic for eag turblne englneSi ^  = 0_55 ^ ^ 

Thus, if the pressure in the space lnto Khlch the ^ „^ 

..  he space between the „o2zle assembly anc, the bucket rins of 

the nozzle must be 
the turbine) is p 3. p    or   / 

"-* I       Z rr'          -- —U^J-C   iiiusif    oe 

converSBnt.   in  other  words,    its   outlet   cross-section  must   be 

smaller   than   the  precülur,c   cross-sections   (see   figure   89.   a).     In 
that   case   the   eas   expnnris   cornpletely   ln   Uie   (:onverRnnt   ^^   ^ 

■ ».   extern.U   pressure   p,.   am,   the   outflow   velocity   c     *   r 

Tr  the   pre,.,,,,..   ln   the   spare   into  which   the  gas   flo^'is 

f|   *-   !',,.,.    1"   other   words,    if   n   A,«   ■- n, 
w)f.,, .. , Pl/Pü   -   "er-   the   no'zle  must   terminate 
with   ,,   .livergent   part    (see   fipure   SO     K^   ,„ 

^ URUie   H9.   b)   in   order   to   accomplish 
-'"P.ete   ,as   e.p^sion   to   th„   pressure   p,   in   the   nozzle   and   to 

"'-tau,   a   supersonic   „utrtow   velocity    (greater   than   critical 
ve I ,,<• i ty) . 

H,   the   .„„vercent   n„,zl„   represented   i„   flpure   89.    a.    if 

I',/!',   <       ,.,,,    U,e   r,.,s   r.-.nnot    expand   completely    to   an   external 
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pressure  p     <   p       because   the  nozzle   flow  area   is   not   sufficiently 

increased. 
In  that   case  a  critical  pressure   pcr >  p,   and   a  critical 

velocity  are   established  in the  outlet   (minimum)   croas-aectlon 
of the   nozzle   that   remain constant   no   matter how  much  the   oxttrnal 
pressure p,   is  reduced,   under otherwise   unchanged  conditions,   in 
comparison  to critical  pressure. 

Figure  89l      Nozzle  configurations! 
a   -  convergent   (subsonic)!     b   - divergent   (supersonic) 

Continued gas  expansion from pressure pcr  takes place  outside 
the convergent  nozzle.     During  this  process  the  energy  that  cor- 
responds  to  the  expansion of the gas   from pressure pcr  to p1   is 
consumed primarily  for the  jet   spreading  out  under the  effect   of 
its  excess   internal  pressure and  for generating  wave-type  flow 
oscillations,   and consequently   there   is  no substantial  increase 
in gas  velocity  above  c       outside  the  nozzle  under consideration. 

Gas  turbine nozzles  are  always  inclined  under some  angle  aj 
to the  rotational plane  of the  turbine  wheel,   and  the  outlet   cross- 
sections  of  nozzle ducts  are not   perpendicular  to  their axes   (see 
figure   90).      Therefore,   the  so-called   oblique   nozzle  outlet   section 
Is  formed  at   the  outlet   of each nozzle  duct,   in  other words,   the 
half-open part  ecd  of the duct. 

Unlike   the nozzle with straight   outlet  section  (as   shown  in 
figure  89,   a)   the  convergent  nozzle with  oblique   outlet   section 
makes   it  possible  to  obtain,   if PJ/PJ <   Pcr.   a eas  outflow velocity 
greater than critical  velocity  at   the   outlet   (from the   oblique 
outlet   section).   This   is   explained  by   the  fact   that   the   oblique 
outlet   section has  the  effect   of a divergent  nozzle.       In  other 
words,   if  p,/p* <   9      ,   a   critical   pressure   p       >   p,   and   a   critical ' iz or cr 1 
velocity  are  established  in the minimum  cross-section cd  that   is 
perpendicular  to  the   nozzle  axis,   or   in   the   initial  cross-section 
of  the   oblique   outlet   section   (see   figure   90),   and  continued   gas 
expansion with gas  velocity  increasing   above  critical  velocity 
takes  place   in the  oblique  outlet   section Itself. 
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Figure  90i     Nozzle with  oblique  outlet   section. 

When gas   expands   in an oblique  outlet   section the gas  pres- 

sure  is decreased gradually along the wall  ce  while in point d 

it   drops   almost   abruptly   to  the   external   pressure   p..     As   a  result 

the  gas   Jat   in  an   oblique   outlet   section   Is   exposed   to  greater 

pressure  from   the  direction  of   the  wall   ce,   causing  the  gas  mass 

to  move   away   from   this   wall   in  a   direction  perpendicular  to  It. 

Consequently,   the   gas   Jet   is   deflected  by   a   certain angle   e   from 

the nozzle axis   and   flows   from  the  oblique  outlet   section de at 
an angle  equaling a     =  a '   + J , 

If the pressure   ratio is   aubcritical,   the   outlet  pressure p, 

is   established   in   the   narrow  nozzle  cross-section  od,   and   there 

is   no   subsequent   gas   expansion  and  gas   jet   deflection in  the 
oblique   outlet   section   (angle 6=   0). 

Convergent   nozzles   are   used   exclusively   in   the   turbines   of 

aviation gas   turbine   engines,   and   their  oblique   outlet   sections 

are  exploited   to  achieve   additional  gas   expansion   to the  degree 

that   is   necessary.     These  nozzles   operate   equally   well   under 

almost   all  regimes,   while  divergent   nozzles   are   very   sensitive 

(from   the  point   of  increasing   losses)   to   a   change   in  regime. 

Moreover,   using  divergent   nozzles   also complicatds   the   design 
of   the   turbine   nozzle   assembly. 

3.      Energy  Conversion   at   the  Rotor  blades 

The  gas   flow,   after  departing   at   a  velocity   c.   from   the 

nozzle   ducts   through   the   axial   space  separating   th3   nozzle   as- 

sembly   from  the   bucket   ring,   enters   the  ducts   formed  by   the   rotor 
blades. 

The   gas   flow   has   a   relative   velocity   with   respect   to   the 
rotor   hlndos   wlioae   direction   Is   determined   bv   the   angle   p       (see 
figure   01 ). 

Dased   on   the   cosine   theorem   it   follows   from   the   Inlet   velo- 
city   triangle   of   tlic;   turbine   wheel   that 

^-K^-lP^i-^. (7#8) 

where T ^ is the angle nt which the gas jet departs from the nozzle 

duct (taking into account the deflection In the oblique 

outlet section, 11" the gas expands in it). 
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It Is seen from the same velocity triangle that the axial 

component c)a and the clrcumferentinl component c   of absolute 
velocity c  equal 

cia =" t'i sin «, = a", sin [»,; 

li.7 

(7.9) 

flB = tf, COS«, =«", COS^ + H 
(-.10) 

The   angle   3,   Is  determined   with  the   aid   of  these   relationships 
and   equalltlesl 

Figire   911     Gas  velocity   triangles  at  the  inlet   and 
outlet   of  the   turbine  rotor blades. 

The  relative gas velocity  w2  at  the  outlet   of the ducts   formed 
by  the   rotor blades   (see  figure   91)   la  determined with the  aid  of 
the  energy  equation.    This   equation has  the  following form,   applicable 
to   the   relative   motion  of   1   kg   of  gas  between the   rotor  blades 
(not   including   losses)} 

whence 

** (7.11) 
where   w2t   is   the   theoretical   relative  gas   velocity   at   the   rotor 

duct   outlets; 
i2  ad   is  the   «n'halpy   of   1   kg   of gas   upon completion   of  adiabatlc 

expansion  to  a  pressure   p2   behind   the   turbine  wheel. 
The   flow   of   the gas   through   the  bucket   ring  is   accompanied 

by   losses,   as   it   was   through   the   nozzle   assembly.     Therefore,   the 
true   relative  gas   velocity   w,,   is   less   than   the   theoretical   velocity 
Wp.,    so   that 

(7.12) 

where*     is   the   velocity   coefficient   for  the   rotor  blades,   a   mag- 
nitude   corresponding   to   the   coefficient   y   for   the   nozzles. 

As   a   rule,   the   coefficient    «  for  turbines   of  modern   turbojet 
engine»   is   not   less   than  O.gU   to   0.95   and   achieves   even  greater 
magnitudes   in   individual   Instances. 

Taking  note   that   the  difference  between   enthalpifa   in   equa- 
tion   (7.11)   is   the   adiabatic   heat   drop h     at   the  rotor  blades   and 
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c«n b« •xpr«*»«d on thm  bail« of fomula (7.2), by th« dofro« of 

roactlon hr • plvj, and •ubotltutli« tha nuaorlcal valuaa for A and 

Ci «• obtain tha followlne azproaalon for tha daalrod ralatlva 

valocltyi 

v~<,vmw7r*f. (7>i3) 

Tha aacnltuda  of abaoluta (a* valoclty  at   tha rotor outlat   If 

dataratnad with tha aid of tha outlat valoclty  trlan^la   (■•• fl». 

ura 91)  fro« which  It  followa,  baaad  on tha cealna thaoran,   that 

r.^Vi}-. i tr-'Jmv.ccnX (7.14) 

Tha axial and clrcvnafarantlal coaponanta   of thla  valoclty 
will ba aqual  to 

f,„ -  f.sina, — w.sin^..-. 
(7.15) 

i" .„ — r cos ». --^ '• t,- ro<':.. ~ ii (7.16) 

Tha lowar algna  In tha  Inat  axpraaalon rafar to tha caaa 

whara tha ancla aa  >  90°.     Thl» an«!* dataralnaa  tha direction 

of tha c**  'lo« «t  tha rotor outlat and can ba found with tha aid 
of tha obvloua ralatlonahlp 

sin; ^-^L.sjnJj. 

Lot  ua now dataralna  tha forco appllad by tha (aa  flow to tha 

rotor bladaa In tha  rotational dlractlon of tha rotor.     For thla 

purpoaa  lat   ua uaa   tha aoaantua aquation aatabllahad  for tha 

dlractlon of tha clrcuafarantlal valoclty u.     If wa aaaiau tha 

dlractlon of rotor  rotation to ba poaltlva,   and If tha (a* flow- 

rata through tha  turblna aqual*   1 k(/aac,   thla  aquation la wrlt- 
tan a* followat 

p   _   n __ fi.  *' f:n 

(7.17) 
whara Pu la tha forco appllad to tho buckat rln« by aach kllofraa 

of gaa flowlnc through tho turblna par aacondi 
pü 1* th* •ctlon f«rca of tha rotor bladaa appllad to tha 

«a* flow, aqual In aacnltuda and oppoalta In dlractlon 

to tha daalrad fore* P , 

Thara ar* two algn* In front of c2u In aquation (7.17). Thla 

la dua to tha fact that tha dlractlon of valoclty c.  can coincide 

with tha dlractlon of valoclty e1u (o2 > 90°), or can ba oppoalta 

to that dlractlon (ag <  90°).  In th* flrat caaa thara mutt  b* 

a alnu* algn In aquation (7.17), and In th* aacond caaa a plu* 
*l(n. 

Purthar, ualn« tha equality of (7.10) and (7.17), wa can 
write 

cu - ''!. =- W, COS S, + K, CUS I),. 

Substituting   thl*  *xpraaalon In equation   (7.17)  wa  obtain 

""    ~-r-— (7.18) 
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Multiplying  th» fore«  P    by   th« velocity of blade notion,   u, 
«• find the work don« by   I  kc of (■• at   th« rotor clrctnif«r«nc« 
during a period  of one second) 

(7.19) 
The  force  applied by  the ga«   flow to  the bucket  ring  In the 

axial  direction can be determined with the  eld of the monentum 
equation,   too. 

I>,    Turbine Efflcl»ncv and Turbine Pow«r 
Th«  following  type« of energy   loi«ee   are encountered in a ga« 

turblnei 
los««« with outlet velocity,   in other words,   loss«« detenslned 

by the magnitude  of kinetic  energy In the  gas flow departing  fron 
the bucket ring   (kinetic   energy not  used  In the turbine)) 

loeses due  to overcoming re«l«tanc«   in the nozzle  assembly 
end bucket  ring   (the effect  of these losee« was  taken Into  account 
above,   with the aid of coefficient« <ii and f )i 

lo««e«  connected with ga« leak« through clearance«) 
lo«s«« du«  to overcoming the  friction of the face  surfaces 

of th«  turbin«  wheel against the gas) 
losses due  to overcoming friction in the turbine shaft  bear- 

ings. 
The  first   two types   of losses  are  the greatest   and are   rated 

by means   of the  relative  efficiency at   the  rotor circumference,   1   . 
This  efflcl;:ii.        quals  the ratio  between the work obtained  at   the 
rotor clrccnferei'ce   (for  Its mean diameter)   and  the  available work 
or the  adlat>atic   heat drop h_ for the  turbine   (stage)) 

',""^" (7.ZO) 
The  adlabatlc  heat  drop that   can be   accomplished  In the  turbine 

(in the  stsge)   can be expressed  by the  kinetic  energy) 

(7.21) li,= /!•■- 

al   outl 
If  the heat drop lu, were completely converted  Into 
kinetic  energy. 

Now,   using  formulas   (7.19),    (7.20),   and   (7.21)   we  obtain 

i."^'-"';-. (7.22) 

A detailed   examination of  this  expression shows   that   the 
velocity   ratio   u/c_  has   the  greatest   effect   on  the  magnitude   of 
»1   .      If   u/c0   IS   increased,   the   relative   efficiency   1     will   increase 
initially   and   reach  a maximum  for   a  certain  value   of  u/c~.      At 
this  point  the   total  losses  assume  a minimum.     Further increase 
of  u/c-   is   accompanied  by   a   reduction  in   ri   ,   primarily   due   to 
increasing  losses with outlet velocity.      At  the  same  time,   the 
greater  the  degree   of  reaction  p,   the greater will   be   the   value 
of u/c0  at  which  a maximum for "     is  obtained. 
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This la llluatratad by tha graphs In flgura 92 showing (dottad 

curvaa) the dapandanca of nu on u/co for dlffarant valuaa of p and 

for a . 20°, <p « 0.96, T» - 1100* K. 

Figur« 921 Dapandanca of turbina «fficiancy 1 
the valocity ratio. " 

on 

Tha kinetic energy that la not used in the turbine la datarmin- 

ad by the magnitude of absolute gas velocity at the outlet of the 

bucket ring (of the last atage), in other «orda, c*/2g does not re- 

present a loss to the gas turbine angina aa a whole.  A significant 

part of this energy (after deducting the loss in tha section between 

turbine and Jet nozzle outlet) is used to generate reaction thrust. 

Therefore, considering the turbine as part of the engine. It is 

expedient not to use 1^ as the available work but the difference 

This difference la tha work of the ideal turbina having the 

saae outlet gas velocity by magnitude as the comparable real tur- 

bine.  Also Introduced in this context is the lotion of the relative 

efficiency at the rotor circumference using the outlet velocity. In 
other words 

ii' 

'in (7.23) 

Sines h{ < hT it follows that \
> \ 

Strictly speaking, this efficiency does not describe the ef- 

fectiveness of the turbine but it will be shown later that tha 

axhauat velocity fro« the Jet nozzle and, consequently, the thrust 

of the turbojet engine, ia directly dependant on precisely tha 

magnitude of this efficiency. 

The relative efficiency using the outlet velocity, n», is 

dependent on the same factors as the relative efficiency T) .  Like 

TIU, the relative efficiency 1» Increases with increasing coeffi- 
cients 9 and (r , 

The dependence of n* on the ratio u/c0 for different values 

of p is represented by the solid curves In figure 92.  However, 

there the curve of the most favorable values of p for the given 

cass was plottsd as a function of u/c . 
o 
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«..„ .. d.t„,i„.d th. r.lativ, .mcl.ncjr mt thm 

IZITV* th' ,'0rk L- •* "'d- th* "•U-Pti»n *-* *"• .-   r. 
b.t...„ th. rotor bl.d...     Actu.lly.  . e.rt.ln p.rt   of ^ 
x.... t        h th. .„„„,... .„.„ b.tl...n buck.t r       ^ t    - 

L or* L,cT,d by **'rotop "^b- •"»"^i- *--".:::; !<„ obtatnod above. 

Moraovr. part of th. „rk r.e.lT.d by th. turbln. «h.,! 
1. «P.»-.* on friction b.f.n it. f.ce .„,„„ .„, th. 

•haft  or rUlt th: "0rk LiT ^^ U  *"»•'•"- *• th. turbi« irih::;:: ."r;::0 ^^^oftht^.,,. alway. 
to   ,   "•f"rln8 th' ""^ LiT •»-  *"• «rk lo.... „ntion.d  abov. 
to   1  kg of ,a. -oving through th. turbln. par ..cond „. „„ „it. 

^'■^i^,■'-'-  (« - »wAu - LfAu) 
"her'  h.ak U  th. work  lo.t  du.  to ga.  l.ak«, 

Lf 1.  th.  friction «ork  of th. faca  .urfac. of th. 
turbine wha.l, 

r.di.re,ratl0 Ll"''/L«' aeP•nd•   0n th« "l-tiv. .agnitud.  of  th. 
«diai  cxaaranc. b.twa.n th. bl.d.. and th.  turbin. ca.ing tjt 
• urrou«,.  th..  (Wh.n th.  turbin.  i.  hot,,     for th.   typ..^f c^ „. 
•no. .ncount.r.d in turbin..  of „od.rn „gin.. ,. calr ughiy 
u.. a  ratio L^A,. - 0.01   to 0.02. ^     y 

-agnitud' 'r,""   0f hieh *"  "OWPat"  thrOÜ«h th«  *«"■"»•  th. -^nitud. of t, prov..  to b.  i„.ig„ifiCa„t  and a.  a  rui. L,/L    , 0 01 

Thu., w. can a.aua.  that f'  u *      01, 

I-lT - (0.97 to 0.98) L . 

•nd  t™eadrli0
tr

tr,n th' WOrk tr'"'"U"'1 to th.  turbin,  .haft 
.nd  th, adiabatic  h.at drop  in th.  turbin. i. „XXod  int,rn-. 

::idt   1ritnrT or "^^^ rtft^.n.iM^r 
x = 4!^=(<w,7-a98',|" 

or,   taking into account   th.  outX.t   v.iocity, 

TI;T =. (oj)7 - 0^8) t,;. 

.ff.cir "prk
t
i,r that" r,"ov'd fro-the turtin' "••". - th. 

A»   a  ruie,  mechanical  afficlanev 4. t^.t.  .. 
-nt   of anti-friction bearing.  tlTIb I b , W"'l0y' wonxxn^a   rnat   abaorb  a   relatlv«iv  «m.it 
P-t  of th. xoad.     «oughxy.   the foXXcing can b. I.ad' 

'r'-'" if- = Wt—oyj. 
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Th« ratio batvsen the work removed from the turbine shaft 

and the adlabatic heat drop in the turbine is called relative 

effective efficiency. V 
M., 

This efficiency takes into account all the energy losses in 

the turbins considered above and determines the magnitude of the 

work that can be removed from the turbine shaft under a given 

value of adiabatic heat drop. 
Taking into consideration the exploitation of the outlet 

velocity in the Jet nozsle, the relative effective efficiency 

will equal 
tr — tu    f.',    =  ^  . 

'      '  'l     ll. 

For aviation turbines  these  efficiency  factors  arei 

f,T = a01—0,SO; 
,;ra^L' —0f'.'l. 

It was shown above that an increase in turbine efficiency 

can be achieved by increasing the velocity ratio u/c0 to a certain 

limit.  However, under practical circumstancss an increase of 

u/c. is limited, for a given heat drop in the turbine, by the 

value for the circumferential rotor velocity u that can be achieved, 

considering the strength of the turbine wheel and especially of 

the rotor blades.  The greater the length of the rotor blades for 

a given turbine wheel diameter, the slower must be, under other- 

wise equal conditions, the circumferential velocity.  Modern turbo- 

Jot engines hnve a circumferential velocity at the mean turbine 

wheel diameter amounting from 270 to 360 m/sec and sometimes more, 

and a velocity ratio u/c0 • 0.1» to O.lfS. 

Turbine efficiency is reduced greatly with a reduction in 

the values of u/c0.  Small values for u/o0 are obtained when great 

heat drops must be accomplished in the turbine at a limited cir- 

cumferential rotor velocity.  In that case it can prove necessary 

to use double-stage or multi-stage turbines in order to ensure the 

required magnitude of efficiency. 

By dividing the heat drop that can be accomplished in the 

turbine between several pressure stages, it Is possible to reduce 

the circumferential rotor velocity and maintain the most advan- 

tageous ratio u/c0  for each stage individually, or a ratio closs 

to it, thus ensuring a sufficisntly great efficiency for the 

turbine as a whole. 
Moreover, building a turbine as a multi-stags configuration 

(with pressure stages) tends to increaaa its efficiency for the 

following additional reasons I 

as a result of the reduced heat drop in the stages the gas 

velocity in the turbine flow section is docreassd which leads to 

a reduction of losses in the nozsle and rotor ducts) 
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. «duetto» of g.. v.l0clty in th. duct. b.t...„ th. bUd., 
.nd . roductlon of turbln. .h.ox diw.t.r.   „.ultln, l„ . „.„,„, 
of clrcu.f.r.ntu rotor v.loclty for . ,lv.n rp..   l..d  to «. i„. 
cr.... i„ bl.d. Lngth,   thu.  r.ducin, th. r.l.ttv.  lo.... du. to 
>•■   l..k.  through th.  r.di.l  el..r.nc..  b.tw..n bl.d.,   .nd  turbtn. 
ca.ingt 

th. outl.t g., v.iocity  of „ch .t^. .ith th. «cytton of 
th.  l..t  ,tM. is «plotfd by  th. following .t.g..   .„,  th. outl.t 
Vloclty of th.  la.t   .t.g.  i.   „duo^l in «cord.nc. with th. «due 
tion in h.at drop «ttrlbut.d to that .tag.« 

th. iner....  in th.  .nthalpy of th. ga.  that   i.  du.  to int.rnal 
loaa.a  in a .tag.  i,  partially   „plolt.d  to produc.  u.oful work 
in th. following atag.a. 

Th. di.advantag..  of a .ulti-.tag. turbin.  i. that   th. blada, 
of it.  initial  .tag...   and ..p.cially of th. fir.t  .tag.,   oporat. 
undar condition,  of gr.at.r f.p.ratur.. than th. bl.d..  of a .i„,i.. 
•tag. turbin. having th. .a«, h.at drop ^ and initial ga.  t«p.ratu. 
V     Thi. i. .xplainad by tha  fact that  th. «duction in h..t drop 
and,   co„..qu.ntly,   in pr.a.ur. drop .. w.ll.  al.o ha.  th. ra.ult 
that   th. t.»p.ratUr.  reduction in a .tag.   (in th. no„l.  .....bly) 
of a multi-tag. turbin. i.  .„all.r than in a .ingl.-.tag. turbin.. 

Mo«ov.r,   inc«a.ing th. nu«b.r of .tag.. r..ult.  in an in- 
craaa.  in th. l.ngth of th.  turbin. which can l.ad  to an  incr.a.. 
in turbin. w.ight.    How.v.r.   .inc. th. turbin. dia-.t.r i. r.duc.d 
in th. proc...  th. tranattion,   for in.tano..   fro- . .ingl...tag. 
to a doubl...tag. configuration i, acccpaniad by « co-parativ.ly 
■mall  incraaa. In turbina walght. 

Aa an .»mple,   lat  ua conaldar tha th.rm.l  proc.  of a 
doubl...tag. turbin. with pr...Ur. .t.g.. and non-coolad blada.. 
Thi. proc... i, rapraaantad in tha iS-di^ram in figur.  93.     m 
front   of th. fir.t  turbin. .tag.  th. pr...ur. p,.   th. gaa  valocity 
«.,.   and  th. total  .nthalpy  of   1   kg of ga,  a« datanainad  by  th. 
point   ...    Th. t.rminal  ga, pr.aaur. at  th.  rotor  outl.t   of th. 
laat.   th. ..cond  turbin.   ,t.g.,   ,qu,i, „^     Here   the adiab,tic 

h.at  drop h,, that   i, accompliah.d  in tha  turbin.  i, maaaurad by 
th.  distanc. .»a.. 

,. y"' ^fr. 

Figur. 93:     Expan.ion proc,  in a doubl.-.tag. 
turbin. with pressure stares. 
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In the flrit turbine »tage the gae expands fron a preaeure 

p to a pressure pi > P,- *• ' result of the gas being heated due 

to friction In the nossie and rotor ducts this sxpanslon process 

deviates frosi the adiabat «2^d and la represented by the curve »O. 

Therefore, the true enthalpy of the gas at the outlet of the rotor 

blades of the first stage ia determined by point 0.  But the adla- 

batic heat drop hj (talcing into account the initial velocity cm) 

that is accomplished in the first turbine stage, is aeasured by 

the distance »•2^d. 
Friction against the rotor face surfaces and leakage of part 

of the gas through the radial rotor clearances of the first stage 

have the result that the enthalpy of the gas at the inlet of the 

second stage is slightly greater than at the outlet from the rotor 

blades of the first stage, so that it is not determined by point 0 

but by point 2'.  As a result, and alao due to losses in the nossie 

and rotor ducts of the second stage, the actual gas expansion process 

in that stage from a pressure p^ to a pressure p2 is represented 

by the curve 2'2. 

The velocity at the inlet of the second stage equals the 

velocity o* at the outlet of the first stage rotor.  If we take 

into account the energy that corresponds to this velocity, the 

adlabatlc heat drop hjj that Is accomplished in the second turbine 

stage will be measured by the distance 2'*2(id. 

If we Increase the initial temperature the adlabatlc heat 

drop will be Increased for the same pressure drop.  Consequently, 

for a double-stags turbine (see figure 93) hj ♦ hii * »V 'nd for 

a turbine with any number of stagea  Eh<t > hp, where hst ia the 

adlabatlc heat drop in each Individual stage. 

Thus, in a nulti-stage turbine the sum of the adlabatlc heat 

drops in the individual stagea is greater than the adlabatlc heat 

drop h- in the turbine as a whola.  Physically this is explained 

by the fact that the losses in each stage, as we showed above, 

cause an increase in the enthalpy of the gas departing from that 

stage, thus causing a certain inereaae of the heat drop in the 

following stage. 
Taking the above into consideration we can write 

rs'te "(H =o'v 
where a  >  O can also be called  the  energy recovery  factor. 

Now,   let  u» assume  for simplitlcy that  the relative efficiencies 
at   the  rotor circumferences,   1u  et,   and the adlabatlc  heat  drops 
h       are  Identical  for all  stages.      In that csse  it  Is  obvious  that 
st 

the work L       t  at  the  rotor circumferences  of all  stages will  be 
identical,   too,   and  if z Is   the  number of stages. 

where  L       is  the aggregate work at   the  rotor circumference  of 
the entire  turbine  as  a whole. 
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Thcrafor»,   In this cat* th« r.lative «ffici.ncy at  tha rotor 
clrcinfaranca  of any stag« will aqual 

»at u at'     at t, + •)/!,      i + j 

Conaaqusntly, n,, - (l + a)^ >t, m othor word», th. «fflci.ncy 

of tha antlra turbine aa a vhola la graatsr than the mean efficiency 

of ita atacaa taken Individually. 

Tha energy recovery factor o that antera Into the cited re- 

latlonahlpa Inoreaaes with Increasing nuaber of atages, loaaee In 

the stagea, and gaa expansion ratio In the turbine. For double- 

stage and triple-stage aviation turbines, thia factor in the »ajority 
of caaea la am  0.04 to 0.08. 

The tftistia BWtr or the power »T that la removed fron the 

turbine ahaft, la determined by the product of the effective work 

Up and tha weight flowrate per second of combustion products 
through the turbine, O , and la 

NT ■ vV"- 
But alnca, in accordance with the foregoing, 

'-'-M-i^-a-ii,, 

It  appllea,   correspondingly,   that 

NT " V75*   '   I,T1T ' V5*   '   hTr]i- 
The effective turbine power of a turbojet  engine must be 

sllghly in sxcess of tha power Nk required to drive  the comprea- 

sor,  by ths magnitude  required to drive  the  auxiliary machinery 

and to aupply cooling «ir.     For modern turbojet   engines  the mean 
la NT<tn.02 Nk,   whence 1^0   idl.OZ  L.0  . 

However,   for a turbojet engine the ratio between the flowrate 
of combuatlon producta   through the turbine  and  the air flowrate 

through the compressor usually on the average also  equals G /0    « 
^'-1.02,     ,  hence g    * 

V- i., 
(7.aft) 

in other worda, for a turbojet engine the effective work of the 

turbine muat be equated to the effective work of the compreasor, 

which la tha baalc condition for a balanced regime of operation 

(see below) of a turbojet engine. 

»1th the aid of (7.81), (7.23). and (7.24) we can find the 

required expansion rstio of the combustion products in the turbine 

of a turbojet engine, ,/. . Actually,       „, 

and 

-m- 
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Therafore, 

u 1 i'iOra 
''*'"■ I    ' (7.25) 

whara p2 1* tha static praaaura bahlnd tha turblna, or In front 

of tha Jat noicla of a turbojat angina. 

It Is aaen that, undar otharwlaa aqual condltlona, tha praa- 

aura p2 behind tha turblna will daeraaaa with Incraaalng coapraa- 
aor work l^ and dacraaalng taapsratura TJ In front of tha turblna 
and dacraaaln« turblna afflclancy r^. At tha aana tlaa tha praa- 

aura p2 bahlnd tha turblna also dapanda on alrapaad and altitude, 

alnca   p;'"b.*P'. = '*'l'iiK .  All of thla equally affacta tha 
total praaaura p_ bahlnd tha turblna. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE JET NOZZLE OF THE TURBOJET ENGINE 

'•     Oa» now In  th« .T^. »^„1- 

Th.  fi„.i   .xpan,lon of th. eo-bu.tlon products  Bnd the  con_ 

v.r.ion of th.  -..alnin, hMt drop behlnd  the turbln<> lnto ^^ 
.n.rgy  t.k„ plae9 in th.  jet  „^^       ^^  conver8lon ^^  ^  ^^ 

co.pU.h.d with  . nlnlBUB of l0„„  po„lble under au  condlt 

of engine  operation. 

A.  a rule  th. Jet „o.zi, ia  loeatBd  ,t  „ oert.ln di.tancB 

fro- the   tUrblne  and connected with the  turbine ca.ing by „.an. 
of the  Jet  exhauat  p.p.   („„.„,*  cone)>   tojwtng ^ ^^  ^^ 

■yst.iii  tog.ther with th.  latt.r. 

If the exhauat  .y.t.m .u.t  be  length.^d  for .ngin.  in.t.Ua. 
tion i„ an aircraft an additional extenaion pip. i,  in.tall.d 

between J.t  no„l. .„d „h.u.t  pip. wh.re.   a. we »entioned earlier, 

the «a.  flow  1.   alow.d down.     A.  a  r.ault   th. ga,  flow,  along  th. 

.xt.n.ion pip.  at  a r.duc.d v.locity which favor,  a roduction of 
lo....  in  th. pip..     A. , rlllet   th. ea8  veloclty ^  ^^  ^  ^ ^^ 

exhauat pipe or in croe.-.ection e-.-   at  th.  J.t „o„le mi.t  i. 
o^ •   (0.75 to 0.90)c2. 

Th. wall, „f th. J.t no„l.. aIU) very fraquantly .„„ of ^ 

entire exhau.t .y.t... ar. cool.d by air. Th. „hau.t pip. wall, 
of .o». .ngin.. hav, . h„t  ln.ulatlon that  redi]ces heat   ^^ 

to th. .nvironment   and prot-ct.  n.arby aircraft part,  again.* 
being h.ated. 

A typical diagram of the  exhau.t  ay.tem  of a turbojet  engine 
con.i.ting  of ..hauat  con. and  air-cool.d  J.t  no„l. with fi.^ 
dl.charg.  ar.a,   1.  .hown in figur.  9k. 

Variabl. area  Jet  noa.le.  of turboj.t   .ngin.. ar.  u.ually 
«iv.n an .xhau.t   flap configuration.     In th... „o„i...   a.  ,..n 

l^itui     t     ' Varlable anele  ^ inCli"-"»" *fl  "Ltiv. to  th. 
longitudi^l  .^.try axi,  of  th. „o„le.     lf ,£. .„,,.  ,, „. 
duced  the „,„1. öiachmrg, .„.  ,.  lncr..„df   ^ lf the 

incr,a..d  th. ar.a  1.  nauca<l,     „.,  flaps  ^ ^^  ^ 

no„l. cloaing diraction by hydraulic   or air pr...ur. with th.  aid 

are a" /Ct,>,tln* Pl•t0n•  l0C,t-d  in ^"'^ """*"  ™ 
ffe t   oT' th-  "-"•*  ""  "•^-     The  flap.  0p.n  undar th. 

.ff.et  of th. ga.  flow .«aping f«. th. J.t  no.xle. 
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Figure 9*1  Diagram of th« exhaust system of a 
turbojet engine. 

Legends: 
A - transition chamberi 
B - Jet nozsl-. 

Figure 951  Diagram of a variable area Jet nosslet 
a - noszle throttledi b - nozzle opened. 

The gas flow Is discharged from the Jet nozzle at a high 

velocity and a significant temperature.  In modern turbojet 

engines operating under the deslgnsd rsglme In static operation 

on the ground the gas velocity c# at the Jet noszle outlet reaches 

550 to «50 m/aec, and the temperature T# ■ 830 to 850oK., If no 
fuel Is burned In the afterburner behind the turbine (see belo«). 

As the gas flow movee away from the Jet nozzle discharge area 

It Is mixed with the surrounding air and gradually dissipates! 

gas velocity and temperature are reduced. However, the velocity 

and temperature In the gae flow still remain significant at a 

fairly considerable dlstancs from the Jet nozzle (see figure 96). 

This requires compliance with the necessary safety meaaur.. when 

the engine is operated on the ground, either In the aircraft or 

on a teat stand.  The turbojet engine must be so located In the 
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■ Ircpaft that th. danger of th« «aa flow da.agln« tha fu.ela«. 
and a-pannaga and tha poa.lblllty of daatroylng tha runway aur. 
faca ara allnlnatad. 
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Figure 96.    Gau temperature  and 

velocity beyond the jet 

nozzle of the turbojet   engine. 

«-    distance from nozzle  output 

section,  meters. 

Th. «a.  aihau.t v.iocity fro» th. J.t no.al. can b.  found 
wtth tha aid  of th. .n.r«y .quatlon wrlttan for th. «a«  flow in 
th.  ..ction b.tw..n th.  turbln.  outl.t  cro.....etlon 2,2  and  th. 
J.t  no.al.  outl.t  cro..-,.ction ...     If w. di.r.«.rd hydraulieal 
ra.l.tanc. and h.at  tr.n.f.r fro- th. ,.. to tha .n«in. .,h.u.t 
•y.t»«,   thi.  .quatlon can b. writt.n aa  followa,   for ona  k«  of 

A-f  /,.r- = /       -t ,, 'A 

whanc,   •ub.titutln«  i^t.+ A-'L,     ,   w,  obt,in 

]/■ x- ̂ fn-^J (8.1) 

wh.r. cet t. th. thaoratical »h.u.t v.loclty (not accountln, for 

loaaaa) fro« th. J.t nossl.i 

i| and TJ ar. th. tot.l .nthalp, and atMn«tlon ta-p.ratura of 
tha aaa at feh* »■■«•K««^ A..AI-^. tha «aa at the turbln. outl.t) 

*. ad •nd T, ,d •«■• *h» «nthalpy and taaparatur. of th. «aa In th. 

outl.t cro..-..ctlon of th. J.t no.al. tn th. ca.a 

»1 adlabatle «a. axpanalon (without lo....) fro« ■ 
pr...ur. p to . pr.a.ur. p . 

Th.  r.al c.. „h.u.t  v.loclty  fro- th.  J.t   no.al,.   c   .   that 
1. dlr.ct.d  .ion, th.  no.al. „1.  .„, d.t.^m..  th, ^nJtud. 
of .p.clfle  .„«in.  thru.t.   1.  .Iw.y.   l.a,  th.n th.  th.or.tlcal 
»aloelty c#  %,   du. to  th.  .ff.et   of hydraulic  and thanaal   lo.... 
in th. Mh.„.t  .y,t« and .. a  ra.ult   of . c.rtain non-unlfo^tty 
and  .pin of th.  flow at  th.   turbln.  outl.t   (in  oth.r word., 
v.loclty  c2 dovlata.  fro-  th. a,lal  direction).     Tak*n, all   th... 
lo....   mto «count  through th.  .o-c.ll.d v.loclty co.rflcl.nt 
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of th. J.t noKl.. Vjin . c^/c, t. d.t.n.ln.d fro« .xp.rl.nc. 

•nd txpvtUng  th» taaparatur* ratio in fonaula (8.1) by tha 
corraapondin« praasura ratio, wa obtain 

-^i/^^':(-7;'j. (8.2) 
whara p| ia   tha  total   prasaura  at  tha   turbine  outlat) 

p,  i«  the  atatlc  praaaure  in tha  outlet   croas-aaction 
of  tha  Jet   noxzlei 

p2^pm  "  'j.n *•   th" «■■   •»P»n»l«n  ratio in  the  Jet   nozzle. 
Tor aodarn  turbojet   onginea   the velocity coefficient  of  the 

Jet  notale  u.ider  the daaigned  regime im v . 0.96   to 0.98. 

If there ia   coaplate «••  expansion to'ataoapheric  preaaure 
in tha  nozzle »a  >uat   aubatltute P,  ■ P,, In  formula   (8.2),   or 

P, " Po  lf th* «"«In» operataa  on the (round. 

If  there ia   a  »upercrltlcal  praaaure drop in  the  Jet  nozzle 
the gaa   in a aiapla convergent   Jet  nozzle will,   .«  we  know,   ex- 
pand only to a critical  praaaure  equaling p       eg     o» > p 

acquiring a critical  exhaust  velocity c# cp
Cln the  proceaa. 

If  tha alrapaed  ia  incraaaed  the velocity head  conprosaion 

ratio will  increaaa  ao that  under  otherwlae  unchanged  condition« 

the total  preaaure  pj behind the  turbine will  be  increaaad,   a« 

we «hawed  earlUr.     Conaaquantly,   the preaaure  ratio p|/p^ m- 

craaaea,   and at  high  auparaonic  airapead«  tha preaaure drop in 
the Jet   nozzle becoaaa  auparcritical. 

However,   in  a  aiapla  convergent   Jet  nozzle  it   ia   inpoaaible 
to exploit  a auparcr'tical  preaaure drop coapletaly,   in other 

word«,   to expand  th» gaa  to ataoapheric praaaure p|1  if p»/p    >   i/p     , 

and  to  obtain an axhauat  velocity c#  that   ia graeter  than critical" 

velocity c# cr,   or auparaonic.    Therefore,   in a turbojet engine 

with aiapla  Jet  noaale  tha  specific   thrutt   obtained   for p»/p    > 
>1/s

cr  i»   !•»•  than  It  could be  under otherwlae equal  condltiona. 
But  in the ease of coaplate ga« axpanaion to a preaaure p.p. 

where  the  exhauat   velocity becoaea  auparaonic,   thia   los«  in  the 

thruet   of the  turbojet  engine that   ia due  to  incoaplete gaa  ex. 

panaion  in a alaple   Jet  nozzle becoaea  appreciable,   starting  out 

froa an alrapaed approxiaately corresponding  to a Mach number of 

MH •   1.5   to   1.6,   and  Increaaa« rapidly with a  further  Increaaa  in 
alrapaed. 

*»  a  reault   it  beeoaaa  neceaaary to us«  supereonic divergent 
Jet  nosslea   (aee  figure  97)   for turbojet  engines  intended for 

aaployaant  at high auparaonic alrapaeda,   in place of the simple 
convergent   Jat  nozslee. 
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Figure 971  Diagram of a supersonic Jet nozzle. 

Using a supersonic Jet nozzle In place of a simple nozzle 

makes It possible to Increase the specific thrust of s turbojet 

engine under supercritical pressure drops and a given value for 

T* and to reduce Its specific fuel consumption accordingly, since 

the supersonic nozzle differs from the simple nozzle In that it 

Is possible to accomplish supercritical pressure drops and to 

obtain a supersonic gas exhaust velocity. 

Thus, for instance, at a Mach number hL, • 2 and an altitude 

of H • 11,000 meters the specific thrust of a turbojet engine with 

supersonic Jet nozzle can be greater by 20 to 25 $ than for the 

same engine with a simple Jet nozzle.  At still greater airspeeds 

this gain becomes even more significant. 

The length 1   of the divergent part of a supersonic Jet 

nozzle is determined by the magnitude of the ratio F /F 
er   e' cr 

and by the angle of aperture a    of that part of the Jet nozzle 

(see figure 97). 

For a given magnitude F /F r the length and weight of the Jet 

nozzle, and also the surface area of ita walls, will Increase with 

decreasing angle of aperture a J.n- This leads to an increase of 

gas friction lossss in the nozzle and to an increase in the quanti- 

ty of air required to cool the nozzle walls.  Under excessively 

great angles a J.n the gas flow at the nozzle outlet becomes sig- 
nificantly non-parallel with respect to the longitudinal nozzle 

axis, and the flow can separate from the nozzle walls, leading to 

a reduction In engine thrust.  As a rule, therefore, a   a 25 to 
o J.n 

30 .  However, the subsonic part of a supersonic nozzle is usually 

designed with an angle p   ■ 90 to 120°. J.n 
The area ratio F /F  is called the divergence of a supersonic 

Jst nozzle and is uniquely determined by the gas expansion ratio 

e ,  in the Jet nozzle. 

The dependence of Fe/Fcr on «..„ for k' ■ 1.33 is shown in 
figure 98, where it is seen that the required divergence of a 

supersonic Jet nozzle increases with increasing e J.n P5/Pe 
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Figure  98:     Dependence  of the  divergence  of „  .„ 
Jet   nozzle  on the gae   exp^f^rratlo  ^P8rS0nlc 

the  nozzle. 

nozzle'"^ I T"**  ^ the '"  Pre"Ure "5  at  ^  i"^t   of euch a 

- niz izz:7T::::rr div"8enc9'or ^ * — 
nozzle     the "     Pre"ur« P| i" Tont  of the nozzle,   the pre,,«« Pe  ln the „„„,.  outlot  ^ 

:::::r::az;rP:———- - - -. J 
at^oel*!" n0"le diVer8en" —"  "-Plete g.e  expanelon to 
atmoephertc  pressure,   in oth,r words,   if p     . p    .nd e ./ 

that  „se   the  engine  thru,,   i. det.nsined  acT^J to fonnul. 

p-nsi""aZ e :z:::rrpina:ruat-rcompieteg"- 
Undere,pan.io„ reg.e ZT^X 2 r^ ^TtlV" 
cse the  engine   thrust  is det^in^d acco^in. t^'fLul ,. 

If  the divergence  is greater than raqul„d f<>r „„„.'"„ 
to atmospheric  pressure D       th. „„     , expansion 
„.„., , essure pH,   the nozzle  operates  under an overex- 

of a oounterpreseure p    > „       .-H  „KW "»oct 
in the  flow where   th    " *' qUe  'h0ek """  "'  fo™-d 

now where   the pressure i,  increased   to p  .   «s  it  i.  .h 
schematically in figure 99.     In that  case     .,  i"" h 
caa»     «■!,. , case,   as  in the precedinir 

dete^il  !" OClty  ^ the n0"1"  OUtlet   """-"ction i. 

-T'TH t     aCCOrd",Ce With the aCtU'1  "*""^ "ti» ' <       ■ 
en!i     '^ C<>rr"POnd'  to *h- «lv.n noz.l.  divergence.     & 

:s::n .:u;;is found —^ ** — "•*> -hioh «a»:. 
written as follows, taking into consideration that p < „ 
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Figure 99i  Diagram of the operation of an over- 
expanded aupereonlc Jet nozzle. 

However, experience »hows that If the pressure ratio Pe/pH 

becomes less than a certain magnitude 'Pe/Pjj^sep * ' a8 a result 

of gas overexpanslon, the boundary layer will separate from the 

nozzle walls and the oblique shock waves described above will 

move Inside the Jet nozzle.  A gas flow diagram with flow separa- 

tion from the nozzle walls under an overexpanslon regime Is shown 

In figure 100.  The pressure ratio (Pe/PH)sep "here flow separa- 

tion from the nozzle walls begins under an overexpanslon regime 

depends primarily on nozzle divergence and on the angle of 

aperture a* „•  The averaged dependence of this ratio on ^a/^cr 

for 3.  ■$ 30°, plotted on the basis of available experimental 
data, is shown in figure 101. 

icr 

Figure 1001  Gas flow diagram with flow separation from 
the nozzle walls. 
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The pressure at the Internal part of the nozzle surface behind 

the flow separation plane x x   (see figure 100) ts close to the ex- 

ternal pressure pH, so that part of the nozzle is practically not 

Involved in thrust generation.  Therefore, in case of flow separa- 

tion under an overexpanslon regime the thrust of the engine must 

bo determined according to the formula 

/' , f*,,v V)--/•',{/•„-,',)■ 

where cx, F^, and px are the velocity, flow area, and pressure in 

the nozzle cross-section x x where flow 

separation from the nozzle walls begins. 

For high supersonic airspeeds, where the pressure ratio pS/pH 

Is great, it usually proves expedient to use a supersonic Jet 

nozzle with reduced divergence that will not provide full gas 

expansion to atmospheric pressure pH for the designed airspeed 

and altitude.  This is explained b> the fact that for large values 
of P-S/PH a reductl0'> 1" the gas expansion ratio in the nozzle to 

approximately ej<n
w0.75 P|/PH «HI result, under otherwise un- 

changed conditions, in a relatively small reduction of the thrust 

of a turbojet engine.  At the same time the required nozzle 

divergence and, consequently, the nozzle weight and length as well, 

are significantly reduced.  Moreover, the nozzle outlet diameter 

De is also reduced in the process, contributing toward a reduction 

of engine drag.  The most favorable divergence of a supersonic 

nozzle is established on the basis of comparative effective thrust 

and engine weight calculations for different values of F /P 
o' cr 

''v1..- ■,.,-, s. ; 
-v; -,-^ ;   ;:.•.; -:;j' 

. j i ...v; . ' 
_ .:           ! il: ■:.:-,.L. 
,,-.■._....    :_   4-1- 

Figure 1011  Dependence of (p /p )    on 
nozzle divergence.   e   *ep 

If there is a change in the airspeed and altitude and in the 

regime of engine operation designed for high supersonic airspeeds, 

the pressure ratio p|/PH will vary within wide limits.  In parti- 

cular, under otherwise equal conditions the pressure pi as well 

as the pressure along the engine tract in general and, consequently, 
p2/pH aa v'elli «HI be reduced with a reduction in airspeed, due 

to a reduction In the aggregate compression ratio "».  Thus, for 
c 

Instance, a turbojet engine with TI»  . 8 and T» • 1300° K at an 

airspeed corresponding to a Mach number Mj. ■ 3 and an altitude 

of 20 km will achieve a pressure ratio of pt/p A.'20, while the 
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same engine operating under a regime of maximum thrust in static 

operation on the ground (upon take-off) has a value of p»/p »2.9. 

Consequently, if a supersonic Jet nozzle is designsd so that 

Its divergence ensures complete or close to complete gaa expansion 

at maximum airspeed and altitude, such a nozzle will operate under 

significant overexpanaion regimes at slow airspeeds.  The greater 

the designed airspeed and altitude for the nozzle (the greater Its 

divergence), the more significant will bs the overexpanaion of the 

gas in the nozzle and, consequently, the greater will be the thrust 

degeneration of the turbojet engine at slow airspeeds, especially 

upon take-off (in comparison to a nozzle designed for this air- 

speed).  The thrust degeneration can be reduced by using a so- 

called trade-off Jet nozzle.  This type of nozzle has leas diver- 

gence than required for maximum airspeed so that it operates under 

an underexpansion regime at this airspeed, but Instead it will not 

cause significant thrust degeneration at slow airspeeds due to great 

overexpanaion of the gaa in the nozzle.  However, using a trade-off 

Jet nozzle that ensures sufficient overexpansion of the gas at slow 

airspeeds can lead to a significant loss of thrust at maximum air- 

speed (due to great underexpansion), if this airspeed is high. 

-'or most effective use, supersonic Jet nozzles must be control- 

led so that they ensure complete or close to complete gas expansion 

with a minimum of losses at all airspeeds and altitudes and under 

all regimes of engine operation.  In order to accomplish this type 

of control it must be possible to vary the nozzle divergence F /F 

in accordance with the change in the pressure ratio PS/PH while 

the engine is in operation. 

The areas of the outlet cross-section F and the critical 

cross-section Fcr of a supersonic Jet nozzle and the ratio between 

these areas can be varied by displacing the Internal angles ) (see 

figure 102,a), by turning the flaps 2 forming the nozzle walls 

(see figure 102,b), by displacing the Internal angles 1 and turning 

the flaps 2 (see figure 102,c), by turning the flaps 3 to change 

the nozzle outlet cross-section re and injecting air (see figure 

102,d) to change the critical flow area (in other words, through 

pneumatic or gas dynamic nozzle control), and by other means.  It 

is obvious that the most advantageous control of a supersonic nozzle 

will be achieved if the outlet cross-section and critical cross- 

section are varied independently (see figure 102, c and d).  How- 

ever, this complicates the nozzle control system.  A nozzle designed 

according to the diagram shown In figure 102,b is simpler and 

eaaier to achieve, but in this type of nozzle a change in the out- 

let cross-section will be accompanied by a simultaneous change in 

the critical cross-section, which is far from always being favorable. 
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Figure 102i  Diagram of the control of supersonic Jet 
nozzles. 

2.  Concent of the Reverse Thrust of a Turbo.let Engine 

Reverse thrust is defined as shifting the thrust effect in 

the opposite direction so that a negative thrust la generated that 

la directed opposite to the motion of the aircraft and, consequent- 

ly, causes the aircraft to slow down. 

The reverse thrust of a turbojet engine is a vor; effective 

means of shortening the hold-off distance and rolling distance 

of fast aircraft during landings.  Thus, for instance, exploiting 

the reverse thrust of a turbojet engine can shorten the rolling 

distance of the aircraft on a wet runway and especially on an icy 

runway 1.5 to 2 times and more, compared to braking with drag 

chute and brakes.  And the hold-off distance of an aircraft prior 

to landing can be reduced 2 to 2.5 times with the aid of reverse 

thrust.  Also, reverse thrust can be used as a means for slowing 

down the aircraft in flight, if it is necessary to reduce the air- 
speed rapidly. 

The reverse thrust of a turbojet engine is acconpliahed by 

means of suitable reversal of the gas flow departing from the 

engine, using special devices that can bo made in accordance with 

different dealgna.  Some of the possible designs for these devices 

are shown In figure 103.  Mechanical reversers are used to turn 

the gas flow, for instance, turning flaps 1 (see figure 103,a) or 

slides 2 that direct the flow to a grill which turns the flow 

(see figure 103,b), as well as devices where the flow is initially 

turned pneumatically.  In the last case (see figure 103,c) a Jet 

of compressed air diverted from the compressor and amounting to 

3 to 5 * of the total air flow through the engine is injected into 

the central part of the gas flow through an Insert 3.  This Jet 

deflects the flow to the grille that turns it into the direction 

opposite to the motion of the aircraft. 
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Figure   103,     De.ign.   „f thrust  r.verser.. 

Thru.»  r.v.r9.r.  of  turbojet  en^ln.e  „uet  e.tiefy  the folio«, 
ing basic   requirementsi 

»K      Tl '""* *•n•rat• a »•«•"»• thrust  ««ountln« to not 1,„ 

Til     ^ the n,aXin,U" PO'ltiVe  thr'"t «•n"at'd "V  ^e engine 
in static  operation on the ground without   thrust   rover.er, 

they must   ensure a  rapid  transition from maximum negative 

ZZorlT™ PO"itlVe thrU■t• "hlch 18 ^ i"p<— ^ "" event  of an unsuccessful aircraft  landing) 

they must  not  disrupt   nonsal engine  operation and must not 
•ppreclably affect   the .eight  and si„  of the power plant, 

they must  not  cause damage to aircraft  parts  resulting from 
the effect   of the deflected gas  Jet. 

.ngl„eThu.lTtUde  r """"  thrUSt  P"v 88nerat-d *  ' '-"«^t engine under reversing conditions depend,  on the quantity  of ex- 
haust gas Grev deflected by the  rev.r.er and „  frL flgure 

.03...   on the  fxow deflection angle ,   of that  quantity  of ga 

A,  a rule,   the relative magnitude cf   negative  thrust   P !. Co„. 

ra^io P       /P n0""1 ^•'ri"• "ith di"n«—d  "-••-     ^ 
Z™ C'lled  the  ^rust  r ^  „,ri 

The dependence  of the reversing coefficient  on th. relative 

angXe. .8 > 90    and  for V - 0  is  shown in figure   lo*. 
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Figure   104:     Dependence  of  the  thruat  reversing  co- 
efficient   of  a   turbojet   engine   on  the  quantity   of 

deflected  gas. 

It   Is   seen that   the  value  of  the  reversing coefficient will 
increase   rapidly   with   increasing   relative  quantity   of  deflected 
gas   and   increasing   angle   p.     However,   increasing   this   angle   to 
more   than   p«150     is   not   advantageous   since   in  that   case  the  mag- 
nitude   of  negative   thrust   will   increase   only   little   (see   figure   105) 
and   the   danger will   arise   that   aircraft   parts   are   strongly  heated 
and  damaged  by   the   effect   of   the  deflected gas   flow. 

ry.o MO  I-:!! MO /eo 

Figure 1051  Dependence of the thrust reversing co- 
efficient of a turbojet engine on the deflection angle 

of the gas flow. 

A relatively great quantity of gas must be deflected in the 

thrust reverser of a turbojet engine in order to obtain the negative 

thrust required for a landing by a fast aircraft.  Thus, for Instance, 

in order to obtain a value of P   /p > -(0.1» to 0.5) at an angle 

of p. 120  to 150 , it is necessary to have, accordingly, t   /G ■ 
rev' 

■ 0.8 to 1.0, 
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CHAPTER   9 

DEPENDENCE  OF THE  SPECIFIC  THRUST  AND ECONOMY  OP 

TURBOJET  ENGINES   ON THE BASIC   PARAMETERS  OF  THE 

OPERATING  PROCESS 

1.      Specific   Thrmt 

The  epeciflc  thr.mt  Psp for a given etr.p.ed  and altitude  1, 

directly dependent   on the g.,  exheu.t  velocity  fro» *h.  jet   nozzie. 

c,.     If we  ...ume for .impliclty  that   the gas  i.   expanded  to atmo. 

.Pheric  pr,.,ur.  in the  Jet nozzle,   ao  that  pe .  pH  .   the  apeclfle 
thruat   la  expreaaed by  the formula. 

»P A" 

It »as »hown in the preceding chapter (see formula 8.2) that 

the gas exhaust velocity fro» the Jet nozzle of a turbojet engine 

for a given vaXue of pressure p. . pH depends only on the stagna- 

tion temperature TJ and the total pre.sure p| at the turbine out- 

let. The foUowing relationships were obtained in Chapter 7 for 
the te^erature T| and the pressure p. at the turbine outlet, 

7- /■;.-..:"-   . 

Moreover,   we know  that   the effective work of  the compre.sor 
equals 

/., = 102.57;,- ~I 

Thus,   it   1.  readily seen that   the  specific   thrust  of a  turbo- 

Jet  engine  for a given alr.peed and altitude depends   on the  gas 

temperature TJ   In front   of the turbine,   on the compressor compres- 

sion ratio „{.   on the  efficiencies  of compressor and  turbine,   r, 

and V   and  on the coefficients  that   take  into account  the pres- 
sure  losses   in  the combu.tion chamber,   and  in the  Jet  nozzle,   a 
«nd ^  „,     m  other word8(   lt depend8  on  the ^^  ^^^^   0c.c 

the  operating process  of a  turbojet  engine. 

Let   us  consider the  effect  of each  of  these parameter,   on the 
-pscific   thrust   of a  turbojet  engine,   assuming that   in the  event 

of . change  m any one parameter whose  effect  on  specif«  thrust 

is clarified,   all  the other parameters  and  magnitudes will  remain 
unchanged. 

11.. d.p.„dence  of specific  thrust   P       on  the  air compassion 
ratio in the  compressor,  T,,,.   under different  va^es   of p. and   for 

n? - 0.90.   r,]l - 0.85.  ^  „ . 0.97.   .nd a c   c   . o.95  at  different 
sirsp.eds  corre.ponding  to Mach numbers  *.  - 0,   1,   and  2,   and 
altitude»  of H  •  O and H a   11  km    i.   .h- «an.   n  km,   ig  shown  in figures   106 and   107. 
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Figur« 106l  Dependence of the specific thrust of 
a turbojet engine on the compressor compression 

ratio on the ground. 

It Is seen that, under otherwise unchanged conditions, the 

specific thrust Initially Increases with increasing compression 

ratio in the compressor under T* ■ const , and subsequently begins 

to decline after reaching a naxlDjjn.  This type of dependence of 
Psp on ^ k 1' "PPltcable to different airspeeds and explained as 
follows. 

If the compression ratio is increased the thensal efficiency 

of the cycle or the heat utilization In the engine increases, as 

we know from Chapter 3, contributing to an increase of exhaust 

velocity from the Jet nozzle and, consequently, also to an Increase 

of specific thrust. 

On the other hand, if nj is Increased the air temperature T£ 

at the compressor outlet is increased, and if the temperature T' 

in front of the turbine remains constant this will lead to a re- 

duction in the quantity of heat added to the gas.  This must In 

itsolf lead to a reduction of gas exhaust velocity from the Jet 

nozzle and, consequently, also to a reduction of specific thrust. 

Finally, if there Is an increase in the compression ratio "• 

or, in other words, in the work consumed for air comprenslon, the 

absolute magnitude of the losses in the compressor and in the 

turbine will increase, if n  > const and n» ■ const.  S'lncs the 
total quantity of external heat input is reduced in the process, 

the relative portion of heat consumed for these losses will in- 

crease espocially sharply which, of course, must contribute to a 

reduction of velocity c^ and to a corresponding reduction of speci- 

fic thrust. 
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»P 

Pleura   107i     Dapvndanc*  of  th«   ipaclflc   thruac   of 
•   turbojat   ancina  on  tha  coapranlon  ratio of  tha 

coapraaaor at  an  altltudo  of   II   loa. 

To  tha  dagraa   that   tha coapraaaor coaipraaalon  ratio  tncraaaaa 

tha   incraaaa  In  thamal  afflclaney  bacoaaa  contlnuoualy   laaa   In- 

tanalva  and  coapanaataa  to a  contlnuoualy   laaaar dacraa  for  tha 

na«atlva  offact   of  tha  raductlon  In  tha  quantity  of haat   Input 

and  tha   Incraaaa  in tha  ralattva  quantity  of  haat  aipandad   to aaka 

up  tha   loaaaa   In  tha coapraaaor and   in  tha  turblna. 

In  tha   Ion«  run,  ahan  tha  coapraaaor coaipraaalon  ratio  axcaada 

a  cartaln  valua  for  tha «Ivan condlttona,   cha   raductlon  In  tha 

quantity   of haat   addad  to  tha «aa   and   tha   Incraaaa  of  loaaaa   In 

tha  cuapraaaor and   In  tha   turblna  bmgin  to  play  a datanalnat Iva 

rola.     Thta   taada   to a  raductlon  In  tha  quantity  of haat   that   in 

convartlbla   Into  klnatlc  anarcy   of  tha   flow  at tha  •n«ln*  outlat, 

and  aa  a   raault   tha  apaclflc   thruat   la   raducad. 

Tha   optlmm  valua   for   tha  air   coapraaalon   ratio   In  tha   coapraa- 

"<>^•   "k  opt*   "*""■•   '•>•  «pacific   thruat   of a   turbojat   angina   has   It» 

maxlaua,   dapanda   on  tha  paraaatara   of  tha  oparatln«  procaaa   of  tha 

angina  aa  »all  aa   on  flight  condltlona. 

Calculatlona   ahoa   that   tha   optlaua  coaipraaalon  ratio   -• 

for  obtaining aaxtaua  »pacific   thruat   Incraaaaa  with   Incraaaln« 

«aa   taaparatura TJ   In  front  of  tha   turblna,   coapraaaor  afflclaney 

"k"   "nd   turbln#  afflclaney   -T,   and  with dacraaaln«  coafficlant 

" c,c   ur»    tn   othar  «orda,   «1th   Incraaaln«   loaa   of   total   praaaura 

In  tha  coabuatlon  chaabara.     Undar  otharelaa  unchangad  condltlona 

tha   optlaua  coapraaalon  ratio"» dacraaaaa   »Ith   Incraaalng 

alrapaad   at   a glvan  altltudo   (for   TH   .   conat),   ainca   In   that   caa« 

tha   valoclty   head   coapraa-lon   ratio    "•   h  and   atagnatlon   taaparatura 

T^  at   tha   angln«   Inlat   ara   Incraaaad. 

*a  «a   knoa,   tha  valoclty  haad  coapraaalon  ratio   -•        Inci 
v .h 

with   Incraaalng  altttuda   (with dacraaalng  aabiant  air  taaparatura 

TH)   at   a   glvan  alrapaad,   hut   It.   Influanca   la   fait   to   a   laaaar 

dagraa   than   th«   radiutlon   of   aabiant   air   taaparatura  T   .      Thara- 

fora,   umlar  otharwlaa  unrhangad  rondltlona   tha  coapraaalon  ratio 

k  opt   4nr'-aaaaa  with   imraaalng  altltuda   (or with dacraaalng   T   ). 
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These types of dependence for ng    eir viplelned ■■ follows. 
The greater the gas tesiparature T* In front f."■ the turbine, or the 
lower the ambient temperature !„ (and, consequently, the lower the 

temperature T£ at the compressor outlet), the greater will be the 

heat added to the gas in the combustion chamber and, consequently, 

the later (at greater compression ratios In the compressor) ths 

negative effect of the Increasing losses In compressor and turbine 

on P  will be felt, and nj»    will be increased.  However, this 

will also cause an Increase of the optimum compression ratio with 

Increasing altitude and decreasing airspeed or, in other words, 

with decreasing Tjt whsrs T* ■ const. 
If compressor and turbine efficiency are increaeed, the relative 

magnitude of the losses in these elements will decrease, so that 

the effect of losses on specific thrust becomes appreciable only 

at very groat compression ratios.  In that case, this will also 

lead to an increaaa in"»   .. 
K    Opt 

Under otherwise equal  conditions   the gaa   ezpanaion ratio in 
the  Jet  nozzle of  the  engine  is  reduced with decreasing  coefficient 
of pressure  loss  In ths combustion chamber,  a        ,  which  leads  to 
an incrsase  in the  temperature T    of the exhaust gases  and,  conse- 
quently,   also to an  increase  in ths quantity  of heat  carried off 
by  thass gases.     But   since  an increase  of" £ reduces  the heat 
carried off by the   exhaust  gases,   the  smaller the coefficient v       , c .c 
the greater will be  the valuee  of "£ up to which the  predominant 
affect  of the  reduction in  the heat  removed with the  exhaust gases 
is maintained.     As  a  reeult   the compression ratio "J is  in- 
creased with decreasing   a 

c »c 
At high supersonic  airspeed  the  optimum compression ratio of 

the compressor can evsn be   one.    Thus,   for Instance,   if T* a   1200oK, 
rlknf • 0.70,   a^^   m  0.9),   and  if the  turbojet   engine  has  a super- 
sonic diffuser with   "^ ■ 0.75,   a value of" g „ t ■   1   is  obtained 
for an airapeed of  V ■  2,650 km/h at   altitudes   of H >   11   km  (at 
a Mach number H^ m   2.5).     Thle means  that under these  conditions 
the air compression  that   is  dus to ths  effect   of the velocity head 
is  sufficiently great,   and  that  the subssquant  air compression in 
the comprsssor ( T{    >   l)  does net cover the  lossss of energy in- 
herent  in the compressor and  ths turbine that  drives   it.     Conse- 
quently,   using s  turbojst   engine at hi^h auperaonlc  alrapeeds can 
provs  to be  unfavorable from  the point   of achieving the  required 
specific  thrust,  and  in that  cass the transition to a compressor- 
less   engine  or ram  Jet  engine must be made.     As  an exmapls,   figure 
108 shows  the dependence  of the optimum compression ratio" J 
on the airapeed at   altitudes  of H ■ 0 and Hall 
nkn(; - 0.70,  and oc  c - 0.95. 
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Figure   108i     Dependence  of the  jptinuin TTJ 
the  airspeed,   for a  turbojet   engine  at  maxffii 

on 
Sm  P. 

The  nature  of  the effect  of  the gas   temperature T» in front 
of the  turbine  on  the specific  thrust  of a  turbojet  engine  is 
seen directly  from  the preceding formulas  according  to which  the 
specific   thrust   increases  continuously with  increasing  temperature 
TJ.     The  dependencies of P       on T*   for two  values  of" f and  for 

* Sp Z , \ K 
0.95.  <P J.n 0.97,   If ■ 0.90,   rik .  0.85*^ different   air- 

speeds   (flight  Mach numbers)  and altitudes   are shown in figure   109. 

KfW     rzca      K00     IMO     71 

Figure   1091     Dependence  of the  specific   thrust   of a 
turbojet  engine  on the  temperatures   in front  of  the 

turbine. 

It   is   seen that  Increasing  the   temperature  in front   of the 
turbine   is  a very   effective means  of increasing the specific 
thrust,   and  that   its  effectiveness   will  increase with  Increasing 
compression ratio  in the compressor  and  increasing airspeed. 

If   the  gas   temperature   in  front   of  the   turbine   is   too   low 
it  can turn out   that   the heat  added   to the gas   In the  combustion 
chambers   Is   only   sufficient   to cover  the  thermal,  hydraullcal, 
and mechanical  losses  in the  engine.     In that  case  the gas  flow 
Is  not  accelerated   in the engine,   and  the  thrust becomes  equal 
to  zero. 

Unless  they  are specified,the  same  values  for  these 
magnitudes   are  also  used in  the subsequent   exmaples  to which 
the graphs   in  the   figures   of  the present  chapter refer. 
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The dapsndancs  of specific  thrust   on tha  product  of comprea- 
• or afflciancy  and   turbine affleiency.   ^nj,   for n j . 6 and T» . 
1200    K and  for diff.rant alrapeada  and altitudes  Is  shown in' 
figure   110.     It   i.   seen that  tha efficiencla.   of co-praaaor and 
turbine have  a significant  effect  on the magnitude  of specific 
thrust. 

17's 

Hi Q-f «s us o.i esT,:n; 

Figure   110i     Dependence  of tha  specific   thrust   of 
a  turbojet   angina  on compressor efficiency and 

turbine efficiency. 

The  effect  of  the  loss  in total  pressure   in the combustion 
chambers   (coefficient ^  c)   on specific  thrust   is  shoKn in figure 
111,  where  it   Is  seen that  a variation of thia   loss within the 
limits  from  8  to   10 * has a rslatlvaly  low effect  on the magnitude 
of specific   thrust. 

to    »PI 
•e^«»'}-i.i, 

fis et.s ox ,;, 

Figure   lilt     Dependence  of the  apacific   thrust  of a 
turbojet  engine  on resistance in the  combustion chambers. 

As  far aa   the dependence  of specific   thrust   on the  losses  In 
the engine  exhaust  system   (on the coefficient ^     n)  Is concerned, 
this  dependence  is  obvious  from  the preceding  foräulns and  re- 
quires  no special  explanations.     It  should merely be noted  that 
the  effect   of ^  n  increases  strongly with  increasing airspeed. 
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2-     Eeoneav of , Turbal.t  Bn.ln. 

It  wa« shown earlier  that  tha  themal  aconoay   of a  turbojet 
angina  la datarminad by tha product  of effective engine  efficiency 
1# and propulsive  efficiency rip.     At  a given airspeed V and  calo- 
rific  capacity Hu  of tha  fuel,   the  economy  is described directly 
by the  apeclfic  fuel  consumption. 

r    _       ■■•t.'.t.'V 

Let   ua exaalna  the effect   of  the basic   parameter»  of  the 
operating process  of the  engine  on these efficiencies  and  on 
apeclfic  fuel consumption. 

Tha  following  formula was  obtained earlier for  the  affective 
efficiencyt 

1, = -^7^-V"). 

If we now detenine the  ratio aio/Hu according  to formula   (6.2) 
according to which 

A*,. -tuSL. 
"■    r; (/■;-;■;)• 

we can write as fallows for n  i 

It  is  seen from this  formula  that  the  effective  efficiency 
of a turbojet  engine depends   on the  same parameters   of the  operat- 
ing process as tha apeclfic  thrust   (^ as well as  Pa     are functions 
of the velocity ce)   and,   in addition,   on the heat  release coefficient 

! o.c  0^,   ±n <,th»r words,   on the heat  losses during  combustion. 
At   the sane  time,   if  the  turbine efficiency nj and  tha  compres- 

sor efficiency rik as wall  aa  the coefficient 9 are  Increased, 
the  effective efficiency will  increaaa at a  faster rate  than  the 
apeclfic   thrust,   since the magnitude  of n,  la  determined,   under 
otherwise  equal conditiona,   by tha  kinetic  energy  of  the gaa  at 
the engine  outlet,   c*/2g,   while  only the gaa  exhaust   velocity c 
at  tha engine outlet  enters  into  the  expression for  specific 
thruet. 

The  effect  of the compressor compression ratio n » on tha 
effective  efficiency ^ for different  temperatures T«  in front 
of the  turbine and different   flight  Mach numbers M,,  is  illustrated 
by the curves shown In figure   112.     Analysis   of theee  curves   shows 
that  if  the compression ratio  in the compressor la   increased,   the 
effective  efficiency,   unlike  the  thermal efficiency   Tit   (see 
Chapter  3),   increaaea  only  until  a  certain value forn »  la   reached 
and aubaequently begins  to decline.     This type  of dependence   of 
T|8  on TTj  is  explained by the same  causes as  the dependence  of 
specific   thrust  on nj,     in  other words,   slmultaneoualy with  the 
increaaa  in TI j for TJ . conat   there  la an increase  in thermal 
efficiency,   a reduction in  the  quantity of heat  added  to the  cycle, 
and an  increaee in the absolute magnitude of  the leases  in compres- 
aor and  turbine. 
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Figure 112«  Dependence of the effective efficiency of 
a turbojet engine on the compression ratio in the 

compressor. 

If we compare the graphs shown in figures 112, 106, and 10? 

we can note that, under otherwise equal conditions, the maximum 

of effective efficiency is reached at a greater compressor compres- 

sion ratio than the maximum of specific thrust.  This Is due to 

the fact that the magnitude of effective efficiency is determined 

by the ratio between the increase in the kinetic energy acquired 

by the gas flow In the engine and the expended heat, while the 

magnitude of specific thrust depends only on the Increase of gas 

velocity in the engine.  If the compression ratio is Increased 

with T» m  const, the heat added to the gas in the combustion chambers 

Is continuously reduced, and consequently, it is obvious that the 

maximum of r^ »ets in at greater values of nj than the maximum 
of ce/2e, ce, or Psp. 

The effect of the temperature TJ in front of the turbine 

on the effective efficiency -ie for different flight Mach numbers 

^ is shown in figure 113.  It is seen that the effective efficiency 

increases continuously with increasing T».  Physically this is 

explained by the fact that if T» is increased with T» > const, 

Tlk ■ const, and n,J . const, the absolute magnitude of heat losses 

in the engine increases at a slower rate than the quantity of heat 

input, since in this case the losses in compressor and turbine 

remain unchanged due to IT» = const.  Consequently, under these 

conditions the relative magnitude of the heat lost In the engine 

is reduced with increasing TJ, and the effective efficiency i 
increases accordingly. 

//._-." 

Figure   113;      Dependence   of   the   effective   efficiency 
of  a   turbojet   engine   on  the   temperature   in front   of 

the   turbine. 
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Th» dapandence of tha propulsive efflclancy r\ on the basic 

parameters of tha operating process can be examined In a general 

form with the aid of the already known formula 

Let ue exprees the exhauet velocity from the Jet nozzle In this 

formula by the specific thrust, so that 

Consequently, the propulsive efficiency is expressed by the 

following formula: 
_i 1  

I + -^J> ' 

This expression Implies   that an increase   of specific  thrust 

at   a given airspeed   (due  to an increase  in T»,  "*,   TV,   ni,   and 

others)  Isads  to a  reduction of propulsive efficiency   (aa  a result 

of the increase  in velocity c     at V ■ eonet)   and,   conversely,  a 

decreaae of specific   thrust   (due  to the  increase  of n»  above " f 
k k opt 

or the reduction of T» and  others)   leads  to an  increase  of pro- 
pulsive efficiency. 

Characteristic dependencies of propulsive efficiency r; on 

lg and TJ for ■ given airspeed (f^ ■ 2) and otherwise unchanged 
conditions are  shown in figures   n't and   115 where  the  corresponding 

curves for effective  efficiency  n    and  economic   efficiency  T)        a 
e '    'econ 

rle
rl    are also plotted   (dotted  curves)  for comparison purposes. 

k^ ̂  

n 
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L-^     1 . I.   .   J 

Figure   11 Iti     Dependence  of the 
efficiencies   1,1,   and  1 
of a turbojet  SngiRa on th8con 

compression ratio In  the  compres- 
sor. 
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Figure 1151  Dependence of the 
efficiencies 1,1, end 1 
of a turbojet SnglBe on thScon 

temperature in front of the 
turbine. 

Let us now establish a dlrsct connection between the specific 

fuel consumption and the basic parameters of the engine operating 

process.  For this purpose we uee the already known formula for 

tha specific fuel consumption which is 

JIOOO 
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Expraaalng al     according  to  formula  (6.2) by tha  tanparatura 
dirferenco TJ  - TJ,  wa  obtain 

Cap""—T ,.",.'ip"- 

Thus, In addition to the same parameters of the operating 

process on which the specific thrust depends, the specific fuel 

consumption also depends on the calorific capacity H  of the fuel 

and on the heat release coefficient in the combustion chambers, 

S   , increasing with decreasing Hu as well as decreasing S   • 

If the turbine efficiency nt and the coefficients tp .       and 
a are Increased, the specific fuel consumption will decrease 

at the sane rate aa the specific thrust increases during this 

process.  However, if the compressor efficiency 1  is increased, 

the specific fuel consumption is reduced to a lesser degree than 

it is for the same Increase of turbine efficiency*  This is ex* 

plained by the same causes that were shown when we considered 

the dependence of effective engine efficiency r\    on r\    and TA, 

As an example, figure 116 shows the dependence of specific 

fuel consumption on the compressor efficiency i. and turbine ef- 

ficiency n» for "£ - 6 and T* ■ 1200oK;  MH ■ O and Mj. ■ 2.  The 
solid curves in this figure represent the dependence of C   on 

H* at a constant compressor efficiency r) ■ 0.85 ■ const, while 
the dotted curves correspond to the dependence of C   on r\.   for 

nS ■ 0.90 ■ const.  Comparable dependencies for C  are obtained 
for different values of ^ft, T*, and M... 

K r\,*C.äS=cc.77i 

Figure 1l6t  Dependence of the specific fuel consumption 
of a turbojet engine on compressor and turbine efficiencies. 

The dependence of specific fuel consumption on the compres- 

sor compression ratio for MH ■ 0 and M^ ■ 2 and different gas 
temperatures in front of the turbine Is shown In figure 117. 

Examination of these dependencies permits the following conclusions: 

an Increase In compressor compression ratio can reduce the 

specific fuel consumption significantly| 

the specific fuel consumption decreases with increasing 

compressor compression ratio only up to the known limit where It 

reaches a minimum, and subsequently begins to Increaae with a 

further increase of n»; 
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the greater the gas   temperature  In front   of the  turbine,  T», 

the greater will be  the  optimum compressor compression  ratio" f 

where the minimum of specific  fuel consumption  is  reached) 

for identical   values   of T* and under otherwise  equal condi- 

tions  the compressor compression ratio at which a minimum of fuel 

consumption is  obtained will  be  significantly  greater  than the 

compression ratio that  corresponds  to  the maximum  of  specific 

thrust,   as well  as   to  the maximum of effective  efficiency. 

itg/se 

■7i 

rnzc 

Figure   117i     Dependence  of the  specific   fuel 
consumption of a  turbojet  engine  on the 

compression ratio. 

Tho nature  of these dependencies  of the  specific   fuel con- 

sumption Cap on the  compressor compression ratio  that   remain valid 

oven under flight  conditions  where Mj, > O,   is   explained  as  follows. 

If the compression ratio"» Is  increased   at  V •  const,   the 

effective efficiency  n^  Increases  initially   (see  figure   112),  and 

the  propulsive efficiency  71,   as we  showed  above   (see   figure   114), 

Is   reduced,   but   to a  lesser degree  than the  increase  of  n   .    There- 

fore,   the economic   efficiency  TlBcon •  r\n    increases,   and  the speci- 

fic   fuel consumption decreases  accordingly.     A  further  increase  in 

the  compressor compression  ratio  is  accompanied by  an  insignificant 

change and subsequently   even by a reduction of  effective  efficiency, 

and  by  a comparatively   small   increase  in propulsive  efficiency. 

Consequently,   the   product   r'acon ■   11     is   reduced,   causing an  in- 

crease  in specific   fuel  consumption.     Obviously,   the minimum speci- 

fic   fuel  consumption   is   obtained  at   a  compressor  compression  ratio 

corresponding  to  the maximum  value of economic   efficiency  TI 
econ 

Since   the minimum  propulsive   efficiency   (or  the  maximum   specific 

thrust)  sets   in at   lower compression ratios  than  the maximum of 
affective efficiency,   the maximum value  of the  product   TI .  n  n 

econ        'e   p 
will   shift   toward  even greater values  of"». 

Calculations  show  that   the  compressor compression  ratio which 

ensures   a minimum   of   specific   fuel  consumption  decreases   with  in- 
creasing  airspeed   and  decreasing  altitude.     This   Is   explained  by 

the   Fume  reasons   as   the   Increase   in  the   value   of n * at  which 
k   opt 
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a maximum of «pacific   thrust   la   obtained,  with  Ineraasln« airspeed. 
figure   118 shows   the dependence,   on the airspeed,   of the optimum 

compressor compression ratios  at which a minimum of specific  fuel 
consumption is  obtained,   at   the  altitudes  H ■  O and H ■   11  km and 
for T«  ■   12000K. 

"kdpf 

o   m  wo JOG w fr/m 

Figure 118:  Dependence of the optimum n»     required 
for the minimum C   of a turbojet engine, 88*the airspeed. 

At high supersonic airspeeds the compressor compression ratio 

is unable to "compensate" for the losses in compressor and turbine, 

as we mentioned earlier, so that using a compressor with the given 

parameters cannot increase the economy of a turbojet engine In 

comparison to a ram-Jet engine, and in that case n J»  .. ■ 1.  The 
k opt 

airspeed at which the nj    corresponding to the minimum of C 

becomes equal to one, is usually somewhat greater than the airspeed 

at which the value of " J opl. ■ ' i« obtained that corresponds to 
the maximum of F  . 

• P 
Depending on the purpose of a turbojet engine the most ad- 

vantageous magnitude for ths compression ratio "J is established 

on the basis of comparative calculations, taking into consideration 

the effect of n j» not only on the specific fuel consumption but also 

on specific thrust, compressor efficiency and characteristics, 

engine weight and dimensions, and the weight of the aircraft power 

plant as a whole. Including the required fuel supply. 

Let us now consider the effect of the gas temperature in front 

of the turbine on the magnitude of specific fuel consumption.  It 

turns out that, to the degree of gas temperature increaaa in front 

of the turbine and under otherwise equal conditions, the specific 

fuel consumption decreases initially and, after reaching a minimum 

for a certain value of T»    , begins to increase again.  This Is 

seen well in figure 119 showing the dependence of specific fuel 

consumption Cgp on T» for two different values of compressor com- 
pression ratio. 
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Figure 119t  Dependence of the epeciflc fuel consumption 
of a turbojet engine on the temperature In front of the 

turbine. 

This type of dependence of the specific fuel consumption C 

on the temperature T* Is explained by the different change in ef- 

fective efficiency TI^ and propulsive efficiency r\    «hen there is 

a change in temperature.  As we showed above, the first of these 

efficiencies Increases continuously with increasing T» at V . const, 

while the second decreases continuously.  Initially, the effect of 

the increase of effective efficiency ne predominates so that the 

product necon - noT)p I» increased and the specific fuel consumption 

reduced.  Subsequently, as the temperature continues to Increase, 

the reduction in propulsive efficiency n begins to predominate, 

the product nBcon . t^ is decreased because the increase in ef- 

fective efficiency Is slowed down, and the specific fuel consump- 

tion begins to Increase after reaching a minimum at a value of 
Tz opt corresPondin« to a maximum of that product. 

Calculations show that the optimum temperature T»    in 

front of the turbine with respect to a minimum of specific fuel 

consumption will increase with increasing compressor compression 

ratio and Increasing losses in the engine or, in other words, with 

decreasing compressor and turbine efficiency and decreasing co- 

efficient aCiC.  Moreover, it turn» out that, under otherwise un- 

changed conditions, the temperature T» <>pt Increases with increas- 

Ing airspeed and decreases with increasing altitude, which is seen 

well in figure 120 showing the dependence of the temperature T* 

on the airspeed for two altitudes (0 and 11 km) and for two dlf-0" 
ferent values of n», 

k 
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Figure I20i  Dapandanc« of the optinum temperature 
In front of the turbine of a turbojet engine, on 

airspeed and altitude. 

In conclusion let us note that the lessee of total pressure 

in the combustion chambers have the same effect on specific fuel 

consumption that they have on specific thrust. 
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drive It» compiHsaor and nuxlllary asssmblles at the given rpm. 

This basic condition for equilibrium reglnos also corresponds, as 

we showed earlier, to an equality of turbine work and compressor 

work, or LT . Lj, (if all the air from the compressor enters the 

combustion chambers located In front of the turbine). 

The special features of turbojet engine operation under equi- 

librium regimes for different operating conditions can be clarified 

wlti the aid of tho compressor characteristics with superimposed 

lines of the constant values for the ratios between the temperature 

TJ In front of the turbine and the temperature T* at the compressor 

Inlet, or the so-called Tj/Tg ■ const lines.  These lines are plotted 
on the basis of a certain relationship between the weight flowrates 

of air through the compressor and tho turbine nozzle assembly (for 

Instance, under the assumption that all the air from the compressor 

enters the combustion chambers).  Under critical and supercritical 

pressuradrops In tho turbine nozzle assembly, which is the most fre- 

quent condition in turbojet engines, the T»/Tä ■ const lines are 
obtained in tho form of straight lines and are located on the com- 

pressor characteristics as shown In figure 121,  In this case, the 

smaller the temperature ratio Tj/T», the greater will be the distance 

ol these lines from the surge limit (to the right and downward). 

, ,,T. .'•£ 

figure 12 1)  Possible equilibrium regimes of a 
turbojst engine. 

Physically, each Tj/T* • conjt line under constant conditions 

at thn compressor inlet (T» • const and pj ■ const) represents the 
dependence of the air flowrate through the compressor of the turbo- 

jet engine on th« compressor compression ratio n # at constant gas 

temperature In front of the turbine (corresponding to this line) or, 

in other words, at T* m   const. z 
The   Intersection  points  between  the T'/Tfl  •  const   lines  and 

the   lines   of constant   values   for  the  rpm  parameter  n/VT*,   for 
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laatMie« th« point« a, b, «ad e, «to. in figure 121, raprasant thoaa coabina- 

tiona of tha gaa taaperatura TJ in front of tha turbine and the rpn of the 

turbojet angina tdiera the ginn raUtionahip of tha Might flowratea of air 
through eonpreaaor and turbine ia obaarrad. 

In order for each of theaa eoabinationa of rpm and taaperatura T* to be 

alao an equllibriun regln of turbojet engine operation, there mat be, in 

addition, a certain relatioaahip batmen effeoti»e turbine Mrk and effective 

ceapraaaor wrk, or they mat be equal, 1^ . 1^, if all the air fron the coa- 
preaaor entere the coabuation ehanbera in front of the turbine. 

We know that the effactive turbine uork h^ dependa (aee Chapter 7) on 

the gaa taaperatura T« In front of the turbine, on the gaa expanaion ratio 

«T - Pj / Pz In the turbine, and on turbine efficiency Tl , ao that 

1-"S'i'T'[]~{JK]lrU- do.!) 
Hie gaa expanaion ratio in the turbine of a turbojet engine In turn de- 

penda on tha relationahip betveen the ainiaua flow areaa of the turbine nozcla 

aaaeably, F^, and of the Jet noule, F^, «ad alao on the loaaea in theae 

eleaenta.    Ihia dependence le obtained on the baale of the continuity condition, 

ia other «orda, on the equality of the »eight floxratea of coabuation producta 

through the turbine of a turbojet engine and Ita Jet noule.    Under critical 

and auparoritical preaanre dropa la the Jet noule of a turbojet engine and 

In tha noule aaaeably of ite turbine the following relationahip ia obtained 
froa the eorreapondlng flow equation: 

17;)    -l-vpr)' 

idiere a M 1.13 (for k' = 1.32, which ia eharactarlatic for the turbine of a 
turbojet engine). 

The algnificance of thia raUtionahip conalata of the followliig.    If the 

area T^ of tha Jet noule and cp^ are lacreaaed under otherwlee unchanged 

condition«, the realatance to the departure of the gaa froa the turbine and the 

eorreapondlng countarpreaaura p2 behind the turbine will be reduced, which for 

a given pj leada to an Inereaae in the gaa expanaion ratio eT = p« / p    in the 

turbine.    Decraaalng r, and 9^,, will inereaae the realatance to the turbine 

exhauat ao that the preaaure p2 behind the turbine will inereaae at p» . eonat. 
and tha etpanaion ratio fj will decreaae. 

Increaalng the area F^ of the noule aaaeably and vM leada to a reductioa 

in Ita raaiataaca ao that the preaeure drop required to provide the given gaa 

flowrata through the turbine la reduced, eaualng aa inereaae in the preasure 

f2 «t Pj • oonat.. and «, • pj / p2 will be reduced.   Accordingly, if F^ 
and «p^ are reduced, and under otherwiaa equal eoadltiona, tt . p» / p    «ill 
be incraaaad. 
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Now we can write for the effective work of the turbine of a 

turbojet engine 

^ •r /' - <*NAIW"J.nV
n/ \        CO"2) 

Thus, the effective work of a turbine In a turbojet engine 

system can change not only due to the gas temperature In front of 

the turbine but also due to a change In the areas of Jet nozzle and 

turbine nozzle assembly causing a change In the gaa expansion ratio 

In the turbine. 

Also, this makes It possible to accomplish different equili- 

brium regimes of a turbojet engine, corresponding to given points 

on Its compressor chnractarlstlcs, for Instance to points a, b, 

c, and others In figure 121. 

The compressor characteristics with superimposed T»/Ta • const 

lines in conjunction with expression (t0.2) make it possible to 

establish the special features of turbojet engine operation under 

equilibrium regimes for different engine operating conditions. 

2-  Special Features of Equilibrium Regimes of a Turbojet Engine 

under Independent Changes In rpm and Temperature in Front of 

the Turbine 

First, let us consider the greater part of the cases encountered 

where all the air from the compressor enters the combustion chambers 

In front of the turbine, assuming that external conditions remain 
constant. 

Let us assume that it is necessary to change the gas temperature 

in front of the turbine of a turbojet engine, keeping the rotor rpm 

constant, or in other words, that it is necessary to obtain the 

equilibrium regime of the turbojet engine to which the points cor- 

respond that are located on the same n/V"f3j ■ const line (points 
a, b, c in figure 121). 

If we increase the gas temperature In front of the turbine 

of the turbojet engine (by means of Increasing the fuel input) the 

turbine work 1^, will increase, the equality L, . L. will be disturbed, 

so that LT > Lk, and the engine rpm will increase.  In order to 

maintain the previous rpm the increase in turbine work LT that Is 

associated with the increase in temperature in front of the turbine 

must be prevented, which according to formula (lO.l) can be ac- 

complished only be means of reducing the gas expansion ratio €_ in 

the turbine.  For this purpose it is necessary, as seen from formula 

(10.2), either to reduce the (minimum) outlet cross-section area 

Fe of the Jet nozzle, or to inciease the minimum cross-section 

aret- FNA of the turbine nozzle assembly. 

However, although the reduction of Jet nozzle area F and 

the Increase of turbine nozzle assembly area F„. have the same ef- 
NA 

feet on «T, the parameters of the operating process of the turbo- 

jet engine change differently during this process. 
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In the first case (reduction of the Jet nozzle area F  at a 

constant turbine nozzle assembly area FNA). the weight floate 

of Ras through the turbine nozzle assembly i, reduced as a result 

of the reduction in the density of combustion products due to their 

increased temperature TJ in front of the turbine, since F  . const. 

Correspondingly, in accordance with the flow continuity condition 

the weight flowrate of air through the compressor is reduced, too. 

However, in this case the rpm remains constant, a» we mentioned 

above.  Therefore, the operating point on the compressor charac- 

teristics, for instance point a in figure 121. that detemines the 

equilibrium regime of the turbojet engine, shift, along the n/VT^ . 

- const line In the direction of lower air flowrates, approaching" 

the surge limit or. in other words, approaching point c and so on. 

which is accompanied, as seen from figure 121. by an increase In 
the compression ratio TT», 

k 
In the second case (increasing the turbine nozzle assembly 

area PNA for Fe " "nst). calculations show that in order to main- 

tain a constant rpm so that l^ .   ^ when the gas temperature in front 

of the turbine Increases, it is necessary to Increase the area F 

always at a greater rate than the density of the combustion product, 

is decreased during this process.  Therefore, their flowrate through 

the turbine nozzle assembly and. accordingly, the air flowrate 

through the compressor are increased.  As a result, in this case 

the initial operating point shifts along the n/Wft - const line 

in the direction of greater air flowrate.. moving away from the 

surge limit (for instance, point a in figure 121 shifts to point 

b and lower), which Is accompanied by a reduction in Ihe compressor 
compression ratio "#. 

K 

Reducing the tsmperatur. in front of the turbine of a turbojet 

angin, at constant rotor rp« requires, obviously, a corresponding 

Increase in the Jet no.zle area Fa or a reduction in the area F 

of the turbine nozzl „bly.  Here, the changes in the regies 

of the turbojet engine will take place in directions opposite to 

thos. described above.  I„ particular, th. reduction in temperature 

in front of th. turbin. .t n . const that is as.oci.t.d with an 

Incr.... l„ F, at FNA . const, will b. accompanied by a .hift of 

th. co.Pr...or op.r.tlng point away fro» th. surg. limit or. In 

oth.r word., by an incr.... In th. air flowrat. through th. com- 

pr...or and . d.cr..., in T,J, «hil. a r.duction in t.mp.r.tur. 

...ocl.t.d with . d.cr.... l„ FNA at F. . c.n.t will b. acco-p.m.d 

by a .hift of thl. point toward th. .urge limit or. In oth.r word., 
by a r-ductlon In th. .ir ,l0wP.t. throu,h th. co.pr,.,or ^  ,„ 
incr.a.« In "J. 

By changing both ar... r# .„d ^ ,imuUmn.ou,ly  „,..„ th#r# 

1. . chang. in th. t.mp.r.tur. in front of th, turbin. it I. po.. 

•Ibl. to maintain not only th. rp- of a turboj.t .„gin. bllt ml,0 

th. location of th. operating point on ,h. oo.pr....r ch.r.ct.rl.tic. 
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In order to change the rpm of a turbojet engine at constant 

gas temperature in front of the turblnet or In other words, to ob- 

tain equilibrium regimes corresponding to the operating points lo- 

cated on T*/TA ■ const lines in the field of compressor character- 
istics (for instance, on the line a, 1 In figure 121), It Is neces- 

sary again to change the area F  or F»..  Actually, in order to 

reduce the rpm of a turbojet engine (in- order to shift its regime 

from point a   to, for instance, point 1 in figure 121), the turbine 

work L  must be reduced since the compressor work Is reduced with 

decreasing compressor rpm.  But in this case it was stipulated that 

T* a const.  Therefore, the turbine work can be reduced only by 

means of increasing the gas expansion ratio c— in the turbine, 

which requires either a reduction of area F  or an Increase of 

area FN..  However, in the second case (FN. is increased at T* ■ 
• const) the air flowrate as a result of the increase of F„. is 

reduced to a lesser degree, so that the compressor operating point 

does not shift along the line a,1, as in the first case, but along 

the line a, 1')  in other words, it moves away from the surge limit 

(here, the same temperature T* is obtained in point 1' and in point 

I, due to the displacement of the T*/Tft ■ const line when F„  is 
changed). 

In order to increase the rpm of a turbojet engine at '*'  - 

« const it is necessary to Increase the area F  or to reduce the 

area F.,. accordingly.  But when F„, is reducsd at constant T* the 
KA HA Z 

air flowrate will increass at a slower rats, and the compressor 

operating point will ahlft further (along the line a, 2' instead 

of a, 2) toward the surge limit than they would for an increase 

In F  and T* ■ const at the same increase in engine rpm. 
Through the proper selection of the Jet nozzle area F , 

turbine nozzle assembly area F  , and fuel input into the combustion 

chambers, it Is also possible to accomplish any other equilibrium 

regimes for a given turbojet engine or, in other words, regimes 

that differ from each other by their rpm, temperature in front 

of the turbine, and other parameters at the same tine, for instance, 

regimes corresponding to the points on lines a, 3 and 8,3* (see 

figure 121), and so on. 

Thus, by simultaneously changing the Jet nozzle area or the 

turbine nozzle assembly area and the ff^l input into the combustion 

chambers it is possible to change, independently of each other, 

the rpm rf a turbojet engine, the gas temperature in front of its 

turbine, and a number of other engine parameters (for instance, 

" k* ''a* and oth•^s)• 
On a  completed  engine the   (minimum)   outlet  cross-section 

area   of  the   Jet   nozzle can be  changed   relatively  simply  in the 
required direction.     Therefore,   changing  the area F    is  a  procedure 
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used in practical'application for both, controlling a turbojet 

engine in operation by using variable area jet nozzles, and for 

the required adjustment of turbojet engine parameters during final 

experimental development by also using simple interchangeable Jfit 

nozzles of different diameters. 

Adjusting the area FNA of the turbine nozzle assembly of 

completed turbojet engines (for instance, by pivoting the nozzle 

blades) la not used today, since this involves a significant compli- 

cation of the design of the greater "hot" part of the turbine and 

can sometimes cause an appreciable reduction in turbine efficiency. 

If it becomes necessary to change the area FNA during final experi- 

mental development of a turbojet engine, this is accomplished by 

replacing the turbine nozzle assembly. 

The acceptable equilibrium regimes for a given turbojet 

engine during operation in the aircraft are limited by the follow- 
ing! 

the maxima of rpm n   and temperature T»     in front of the 
ma* z max 

turbine, considering the strength and heat resistance of engine 
parts) 

the minima of rpm n    and temperature T»     in front of the min z min 
turbine required to ensure stable combustion chamber operation, 

the required turbine power, and a sufficiently high compressor ef- 
ficiency) 

the surge region of the compressor. 

Under practical circumstances, not nearly all the equilibrium 

regimes are employed that are acceptable for a given turbojet engine, 

and only those are used that the control system installed in the 

engine permits under operating conditions in the aircraft.  These 

regimes are called the operatin« equilibrium regime« of an engine. 

The geometrical location of the points corresponding to the 

operating equilibrium regimes of a turbojet engine in the field of 

compressor characteristics is called line of operating reitimes or 

operating l^nf of a turbojet engine. 

The operating line of a turbojet engine must never pass beyond 

the area of acceptable regimes and must be located at a sufficient 

distance from the compressor surge limit. 

The shape and location of the operating line of a turbojet 

engine are determined primarily by the control system selected 

for the engine and by the nature of Its compressor characteristics. 

3-  EQUlUbrlum Regimes of a Turbojet Engine with Fixed Are« J.t 
Wo« 

Very frequently the rpm of turbojet engines Is changed or 

maintained constant when there is a change in, for Instance, ex- 

ternal conditions, merely by controlling the fuel supply to the 

combustion chambers, without changing the area of the Jet nozzle. 
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Therefore, w« must al«o axamtne the «pael«! features of the operat- 

ing lines of turbojet engines with fixed area Jet nozzle or, in 

other words, for F^ . const and also for rNA . const, considering 

the statements made above. 

Let ue consider the case where there is a critical or super- 

critical pressure drop in the turbine nozzle asasmbly and in the 

Jet nozzle at the sane time, which Is characteristic for the greatest 

part of all regimes of modern turbojet engines. 

Since, by stipulation, 1^ • const and rKA • const, and assum- 

ing for simplicity that t^, (pJ>n, and «p^ are constant, too (this 

is close to reality), we obtain the following expression for equl- 

librlun regimes from formula (l0.2)t 

■-.- — -;- —const. 

'-  '' (10.3) 

Substituting in this expression the value for the effective 

work of the compressor, which equals 

A.-102,57-;,-'-^1. 

we obtain 

I"1 

He- '-' -- 
';,       •>   • do.«.) 

where C is a constant magnitude. 

Equation (lO.<i) contains only the compressor parameters and 

ths temperature ratio TJ/TjJ as variables.  The constant C entering 

its left side is determined in accordance with data corresponding 

to the design point selected for the compressor charactariatlcs. 

This means that in the case under consideration (r ■ const) ths 

operating line of the given turbojet engine is rsprssented in the 

field of its compressor characteristics by only one curve 0,0 (solid 

line in figure 122) whose shape and location rsmain constant under 

any changes of rpm, atmospheric conditions, airspeed, and altitude. 

Figure 122i  Operating line of a turbojet engine with 
F  ■ const. 
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A Chang* of the Jet noizla arc« t    laads to a correapondlng 

shift of th* oparatiiyr Una of tha turbojet angina in quaatlon. 

If tha area Pe la Incraasad, the aqulllbrlun raglmaa of the turbo- 

jet engine and, consequently, Its entire operating line, shift Into 

the area of lower temperatures T* and greater air flowrates, moving 

away from tha compressor surge limit.  If the area P la reduced, 

the operating line of the turbojet engine ahlfts, accordingly, into 

the area of higher temperaturea T*, moving toward the compressor 

surge limit. 

By and large, the alope of the operating line of a turbojet 

engine with F# • conet In the field of compressor characteristics 

will become steeper with increasing designed compression ration* . 
K dee 

of the compressor.  In other worde, for the same relative change 

in TTJ the resulting change in the flowrate parameter will increase 

with increasing TT £    . 

Typical casea for tha location of the operating llnea of 

turbojet engines with F^ « const in the field of their compressor 

characteristics, without special anti-surge measures, are shown in 

figures 123 and 12<», where the points a denote equilibrium regimes 

corresponding to the deeignad compressor compression ratioa. 

Figure I23i Operating lines of 
turbojet engines with axial-flow 
compreaeors, for F a const. 

If the deelgned compressor compression ratio of a turbojet 

engine is relatively email ("£„„■ 3-5 to 4.5), the operating 

line of the turbojet engine (aae figure 12lt) will move away from 

tha surge limit when the rpm le reduced in comparlaon to Its de- 

signsd valuss, so that stabls engine operation without surging is 

usually snsured in thie area of regimes.  If the rpm parameter Is 

increaaed beyond the deelgned value, the operating characteristic 

will move closer to the surge limit, which in a number of caaes can 

lead to tha development of surging. 
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Figure   la1»!      Operating   line   of  a  turbojet   engine 
with  radial-flow coraproaaoi ,   for re  ■  const. 

Experience  shows  that  the  compresso.   surge   limit  becomes  con- 
tinuously more critical  with  increasing designed   compressor compres- 
sion   ratio.     In  that   case   the   slope   of  the   operating   line   of  a 
turbojet   engine  with  F     ■   const   becomes   steeper,   as   we mentioned 
above.     Therefore,   the   operating   line   of  a   turbojet   engine  with 
F    •  const  and a  significant  designed compression  ratio   ("J deB i- 
»*6  to  8)  moves  close   to  the  surge   limit   (see  figure   123 a)   or 
even   intersects   it   (see   figure   123  b)   in  the   area   of  rpm   parameters 
below  designed  values.     In the  first  case   the   transition of   the 
engine   from  low   rpm  values   to  the  designed   regime   can become  dif- 
ficult   or impossible   (see below).     In the  second  case  it   is   obvious 
that,   as  a  result   of  surging,   it   is  not   only   Impossible  to  operate 
the  engine at   reduced  values  of  the  rpm parameter but  even to  start 

it. 
Consequently, dangarous regimes from the point of compressor 

surging can be those regimes of a turbojet engine with Fe - const 
where the rpm parameter Is either greater or smaller than Its ds- 
slgned value. The first Is characteristic for turbojet engines 
with radial-flow compressors or axial-flow compressora with rela- 
tively low compressor head, while the second la characteristic for 
turbojet   engines  with  axial-flow  compressors with high compressor 

head. 
Compressor surging of a turbojet engine with F# • const under 

off-design regimes with respect to Its operating line develops for 

the  following reasons. 
If  the  rpm  Is  reduced  In comparison  to designed  values  at 

TJ -  const   (in other words,  whsre "J < "f „„),   the air flowrate 
and   its  corrsspondlng  axial  air  velocity c^ at   the compressor in- 
1st   of a  turbojet  engine with F#  - conet   and with  a high desl«ned 
compression ratio,   is  decrsasad  at   an appreciably   faster  rate than 
the  circumferential   rotor velocity   (sse  figure   125).     As  a  result 
the  angles  of attack  of  the blades  In the  first   comprsssor  stags 
are  Increased and  can become  so great at   the  reduced rpm values 
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that an Intensive flow separation from the backs of the blades 

developst causing compressor surging. 
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Figure   125:     Relative change  of air velocity with 
rpm at   the compressor Inlet   of a  turbojet   engine 

with r    a const. 

The greater the designed coapresslon  ratio of  the compressor, 
the greater will  be the  Increase  In the  angles  of attack of  the 
bladss  In its   first  stage with decreasing   rpm of a  turbojet   engine 
with Fs m  const   and,   consequently,   the  faster will   the  operating 
line of the  engine move  toward the compressor surge   limit  in this 
eass. 

The  same  picture will be found  in the   last  stages  of an axial- 
flow compressor with high compressor head.     In accordance with the 
flow continuity  condition the weight  flowrate of the air through 
these  stages  will be reduced to the  same degree as   in ths first 
stagss.     But   ths  air density  in the  last   stages decreasss dus  to 
ths rsductlon in compressor compression ratio,   and  as  a result   the 
axial air velocity  in theee  stages  decreases  at  a  slower rate  than 
the circumferential velocity of the  rotor. 

As a  result   the angles  of attack of  the blades   In the  last 
compressor stages   of a  turbojst  engine with F    ■ const  ars  rsduced 
at  decreased  rpm,   and can bscome negative.     However,   if the blades 
havs  large  negative angles  of sttack there  will  already be air ex- 
pansion rather  than compression in the  Interblade ducts   (turbine- 
type regime  of  the compressor stage),   resulting in a  reduction of 
compressor head  and efficiency but   not   causing compressor surging. 

Exactly   the   same changes  In th'   angles   of sttack of the blades 
in the  first   and   the  last  compressor stagss  of a  turbojst  engine 
with F# >  const   ars obtalnsd If  the  rpm  parameter n/VTjF and,   ac- 
cordingly,   also  ths comprssslon ratio are   reduced  as  a  rssult   of 
an    ncreass   In  the  temperature T{J of the   Inlet  air at  constant   rpm 
n.     In that  case   the only  diffsrsncs will  bs  that   ths  clrcumfsr»ntlal 
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velocity   of   the   rotor  remains   constant,   and   the   changes   in  the 
angles  of attack  for  the  individual   stages  mentioned  above are 
determined   only   by   the   corresponding   changes   In  the   axial   velo- 
cities   of   the   air   In   these   stages   (see   figure   126). 

Figure   1261     Relative  change  of air velocity with 
the   rpm  parameter   (for  n >  const)   at   the   conpressor 
inlet   of a   turbojet  engine «1th F     ■  const. 

If the  rpm parameter of a  turbojet   engine «1th P     ■  const   is 
increased  above  Its  designed  value   (  "J * "S  d     )>   the  axial air 
Telocity c^  at   the  compressor inlet  «ill  increase  slightly at  n a 
const   (see  figure   126),   and  consequently  the  angles  of attack of 
the  blades   in the   first  conpressor stages «ill  be reduced.     At   the 
same   time,   the   axial   air  velocity   In  the   lust   stages   can  also  de- 
crease as  a  result   of an Increase in Its density due  to  the increased 
compression ratio,   so  that   the angles  of attack of the  bladfs  in 
these  stages  are   Increased.     Therefore,   In  this  case  flo«  separations 
that  cause  surging  can develop primarily  in  the last  stages  of an 
axial-flow  compressor  (or at   the diffuser vanes   of a  radial-flow 
compressor). 

Thus,   if surging develops  under off-design  regimes   of s  turbo- 
jet   engine with T     •  const  where  the  compressor compression ratio 
becomes  less   than  its  designed value,   the  first   stages  will always 
be   the source  of surging,   and  under off-design  rsglmas  with a 
compression ratio  above  Its  deslgnsd value,   it  will  be   the  last 
stages  of an axial-flow compressor   (or the  diffuser vanes  of a 
rädial-flow  compressor). 

The following  maane  are  used  to pr>ver t   surging  in modern 
turbojet  engines  with compressors with high   compressor headi 

increasing  the   Jet   r.ozsle  area  under  off-design regimes) 
bypassing  pa. t   of  the  air  from a  point   behind  one  etage or 

several  of  the  first   stages  rf  the compressor  into  the  atmosphere 
(or  to  the  engine   Inlet)| 

pivoting   the   straightening   (guiding)  blades  of one  or several 
of   the  first   compressor stages. 
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Lmt   um  axanln*  tha  mtfact   of  «ach  of  thaas  «nt 1-f urRln«   tach- 

nlquaa   on  tha  proflla  of  tha  oparattn«   Una  of a  turbo (at   on«lna. 

Obvloualy,   lntra«ltn«  tha   lat   noaala  ar..  only   uml.r   thoaa 

ra«lH«a   of a  turbojat  angina  «hara   tha  dangar of  »uritln^   deva'opi, 
raqulraa   tha  aaployaant   of a  varlabla-araa  Jat   nozzla. 

If  tha control  ayatoa of auch  a  nozila   parmlta   the  alamanca 
that  changa  ita  ara>   r#  to  ba  aat   In  two  poaitlona   (two-poal t Ion 

noacla),   the  operating  line  of  tha   turbojat   engine  can have   a   shape 

repraaantad  by  tha  aolld   line  ab'bc   In  figure   t27.     The  aactlon cb 

of  thla   line  la  obtained  for a  Jat   noaala  area r#)   that   la  greater 

than  tha  daalgnad  area r# d#t,   ao  that   thla   aectlon  ahiftt   In   the 

direction  of  lower  teaperaturaa  TJ  and greater air  flowrataa   (the 
anglaa   of attack  of the  bladaa   In  the   flrat   atage*  are  reduced) 

which aaana  that   It  ■ova«  away  froai  tha  coapreaeor  aurga   limit.     At 

tha  rjm  paraseter where  the danger  of  »urging  dleappeara,   the   Jet 

noaila  area  la  reduced   (aectlon bb1   In  figure   12?)   to  Ita  designed 
magnitude  F^ d#<  <  F^,  and   la  kept   conatant   for  the   remaining   part 

of tha  operating   line  of  the  turbojet   engine   (eectlon b'a   in  figure 
127). 

'dee 

Figure   127i     Operating   Una  of  a  turbojet  engine 
with a  two.poaltlon variable-area   Jat  noiile. 

For a   threa-poaltlen  Jat   nozala   the  operating   line  of  the 
turbojat   engine can have  a  proflla  aa   ahown  In figure   128.     Hare 

the  aectlon cb  of  the operating   Una   la  obtained at   the aaxleiuai 
nosale  area  F#2  ■  conatt     for the   aectlon b'a'   the  noszle  area   la 

reduced   to F#1  ■  conat,  and when  the  ■axlaina  rjm  la   reached   the 
norale  area   le  finally reduced   (aactlon a'a)   to  Ite  designed 

magnitude  F^ ^   that  enauraa   the  required maximum gae  temperature 
In  front   of  the  turbine. 
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rtcur* laSi O^ratliv Him «r ■ turbojet unclM ultk 
• thruo'posltlen varlablu-urua Jat imbbIo.

Heuavar, Incraaalnc tha Jat aoaala area alona will aat alwaya 
Buceaad la pravantlnc eaapraaaar aurglac af a turbajat aaclaa.
Thla la tfuo to the fact that tha (aa praaaura bahlnd tha turblna 
can bo claaa to ataoapharle praaaura at raducad rpa af tha turbo- 
Jat ai^lna. At ttiat tlaa tha turblaa already roacta pearly (la the 
aaaaa of aa Incroaaa af*y and tha aaaoelatad raductlaa of T*) to 
the laeraaaa la Jat aaaalo area, ae that tha aparatlnf line af the 
ai^laa aovaa Inalcnlflcantly away from tha aurgo llait. la thaaa 
eaaaa It la necassary to taka racouraa ta additional antl-aurglng 
tachnlquaa.

Undor otharwlaa aqual condltlona, bYBaaaliM part of tha air 
froai aa Intamadlata coaipraaaor ataga lata tha ataoaphara ulll ra- 
ault la aa laeraaaa la tha air flaurata and aalal air valeclty la 
tha pracadli^ flrat at.Ygaa. Aa a raault the aaglaa of attack of 
tha btadaa la thaaa atagaa ulll be reduced for a gluon rater elr- 
euafarantlai valocltyi pravantlng tha flou aaparatlona fraai tha 
backa af tha bladaa that cauaa conpraaaor aurgli^. Tha air flou- 
rata thret^h tha laat coaipraaaer atagaa and through tha turblna da- 
craaaaa, and turblna pouar la raducad accordli^ly. In ordar to 
aalntaln tha angina rpa conatant uhlla air la balng bypaaaad froa 
tha coapraaaor, tha gaa toaparaturo in front af tha turblaa auat 
be Incraaaad. Thla liw raaaa In T* la dataralnod froa tha condition 
of aalntalnlng tha aquallty of turblna pauar and coaproaaor pouar 
uhleh In thla eaaa ulll haua the folloulng fonai

»arS • “at'-k * (»a ’

Daalgnatli« *'a^*'aT " ** *** **** *"'^^'** P««ar fraa thla
L' ■<

uhora C ring tha coapraaaori
la tha air flourata through tha turblnai 

(C^-C^^) la tha quantity of air bypaaaad froa tha coapraaaor 
Into tha ataoapharal

la tha uork aipandad an tha ceaproaalon of 1 kg af by

paaaad air.
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MM«*« «M riM,  i« MMlatt •"■   '•-■..  (10.«I 

•r,  if air  I* kr^MM« IM« IIM ..........   r,._   .   ,..,.. 
»•kiM Ik*    ■*»>.....   ik..,..» ._,,....,  .... •MkMUMi    ........ 

la •••••     la allalaala . ..».^   ia Ika la«l  ••.«•• af aa a*ial-riaa 

••^»••••» •' •• •*• 4irf*—r af a  rMlal.flaa    ■*.,.......   1^ • l^, 
•~« la ikal  ■ ••• 

(I0.«| 

II   rallaaa f.— fafvalaa  (lO.I) aa« (I0.*| .   ..   ika laaparalara 

TJ la trmm af Ika larklaa far akltk ••■praaaar pm—r a^aala  larkia« 
M«Mr al «ivaa valaaa af     ■- /'      aa« -{, aill   t-  ,-... «HI,  i«. 

• raaalag Maalla«a af I a •-,/>-,,       Tkl* aaaaa Ikal aaaa air  la kali« 

«  Ika llaaa af Ika «Ivaa valaaa af TJ/TJ| a «aaal  ahlfl   in tha 

«iracllaa af lar«a air flaaralaa   in ika flal« af caapraaaar ckarac 

■aa  li  la aal «Ifflcall  la arrlva al  Ika caaclaalac tkai.   >h>n 
air la kalag krpaaaa«.  Ika araraiin«  Una af a lurkajat   .-»ir.. alth 

',  • ••«•I  aklfla  la Ika «Iracllaa af  i.r«.  flaaralaa  af air   (af 

Ika air aalarlaf Ika caapraaaar)  ar.   In alkar aarda,   ikal   II  aavaa 

...»  fraa  Ika aarga  Hall,   kal   aallVa  Ika  pr.o.dina   caaa  tkla   taha* 
pl.t. aadar Incraaaa« «aa  laaparaluraa  In frani  of ika  lurkina. 

Tkla   typ»   af dlattlacaaaal   af  Ika   loaar part   af  Ika  aparatliHI   Una 

af a larkajal an«lna an« af ika TjAfl • conal   llttaa «kan air  la 
kaln« kypaaaa« fraa Ika eaapraaaar al   !.••  Ikan daalfna« rpa,   la 
akaan  In   fifur.   129  (aaettan eb). 

* V 

Figur» I29i  Oparatln« Una of • turbojat •nein* with 
an air bypaaa froa tha coapraaaor. 
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r';^;;:": ^ ***" ,-M- *——^ • .•-.rr.1 
•»••• •• rwta*«l r.,  a tl9tm r?B> '       

rMr.r.r«. M«MI«i M« ••MMMM«^ («.Ml«) »1,<.. ^ ,», 

i^:ri^! -'• "^ •••^—•—••' ..'.^... .M üi! n .T^*,-, •,, '• -*•' ••^',"—•,,,,, •*• -^ ••«• ~.» »r- .   . ^...„^ „^ ^ , %ar%mlt.  ^^ ^^       m 
..  .-....- k, .s. ^.^ „..,  ,„ /MW,  ,„.     |( u J^^ ^ 
i- .r*, .. .„.„... .,„.,„ ,. |h, ^ §u-#- ^ ^ M|-l!f|-w 

.-rr^.„.   ,». ..r,^,..,^ „^^ ^ |MM Ma-## Ur ^ ^^ 

• •-.•   ..    .^M,M   „„   .^g,,,^,   #p^1-   tfc,   M-##   -f   ^   #p 

*•*•• •- — ~««« —^ rrui—, «*., .»M. «..M..   ». 
. r,.,u. ,*, ^..^ .«».„.„, „ rrw, ,f ^ „^^ u ^ 
-«*..    ..   11.1.   .,   MM   frM  M^MMIM   (10.*).   •«   Ih.   •»•MtlM 
MM .r . .„^.j., ....... .,.,, % . .^ u -|#MM#- ^„^ 

•»   .h.   d.M..IM   .f  ,M...r   .,r   flMM.M.   M.f..^   M.,   fM-   .H. 
-r».   I....   «...M Mrt  .f .h,   ,.„ .fcfc..  „ f|€.r,   ,„, 

rn. ,M...r th. d....... fc,,,.,« thm ^.„.^ |ta, ,f . tm^m 

r'rii M*; r?"1"",r '•u'1,• ■■r•,"'• •boM' -"l•"d• '• -•-«— rrM  th. follMlnc MUtloMhlpi 

S.M- <«.••£ u^-J«. llm - I)  100 * 
-h.r.  «.  .nd - {  .r.  ,h.  .lr „„„,.  Mf-,«„ „^  .„. CMpr,„or 

cMpMi.ton ratio that  corraapond ta tha aqul. 

llbrlu. r.ft.a  of tha  tupbajat  .n«l„.   (for in.t.n.a. 
In polnta  a  In  riCuraa   12} and   12*), 

m lm "* "i  itm •" tha flMrata paraaatar and tha co.pr...lon 
ratio  in eorraapondln«  polnta  on  tha  aurca  Halt 
In polnta   1   In  riCuraa   12] and   12*). 

Stability  „rgln.  ara  d.tar-lnad  a.ParlBant.lly durln,  atattc 
•nd   ln.rUtht   angln.  ta.ta.   and  .u.t  ba  not  !«.  than   .2  to   ,7 % 
under  .U   pr.ctUUy     po.,lbl.   condltloB,   of ^^ 

figure  130. 

<*«r«tlnti  Une of a  turbojet 
engine «th pivoting  etreightenlng 
bladea. 
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rnt tfner or omurtao rwwtncm« a« m» ••BIM.« 

or « rouMrr noun 

i. 

Ul M ««MlMr «IM .rr..,   .r  ,^ .„ ,K.  ,^,..   .r  .  ■.,*.,., 
• •xi«..  «••«aim IMI ■l««»p>irl« •MMIIIMW •• ..11  •• ....r-.i 
•««  «Uli««.   .,.   •MMIMM. 

U •»•• •••• i».. rfa *••••.<..   i« I^OM«« ■im • ......,„, i« 
'f-.   ■•   •>...    tM   fl-l    . -.,..,.^.,0,   »•   ■►..    . ... I,.,, ^   ,.,,..    ,,   , 

i »ffc.i.t «ania« .10. ra a «MMI i* ..1.1.1....1 «Mwaro «M §• tk« 
l«fl  •!••■   It«   .r*  «ona   IIM,  «kl«* MMM  «Ml   < N.   . -«p, ...„, 
••■*'•••••• r»tl«-{ MO 11». flovnto rar«Mi*r   '•'' «r« r» 
OM*0.    r*.  >.d... ii.n  m Ik« tMpr*a*iwt rsli«    •   >.  .1... i» ik« 
CMI ikat tk« MIü t.u  ik««   l« cMaaMO far «k« ««■>ri««i«« .r   • k« 
•f air ta «ka caayraaaar,   la  raOa.aO awra«iaa«aly prayarflanally 
«a «ka Maara af rya.  aaO  «ka raOactlaa in «ka  riaara«a paraaa«ar 

la «aaaaO ky  «ka Oaaraaaa  la Ika aalcki   flaarala af Ika air  lkra<«k 
«ka antlM- 

If Ika  rpm pmrammfr at a larltaja« ai^laa allk  r     > canal   la 
radaead kelaa  11a OaaiaiiaO aMgnliada,   Ika caayraaaar arriclaney   -» 
aa a nila mf.lt al   rir«i   tncraaaa aUcklly,   and aubaaqwanity i..,in 

la dacraaaa til a rala bacaaln« faalar «lih rlali« daaunad caapraf 
alan raila.     A carlaln Incraaaa af taapraaaar africtaner far a 

eaaparaltvaly  aaall   raducllan  In  rpm balaa  Ita daalfnad  valua   la 

dua  la a  raducllan  af  laaaaa  aa  a  raaull   of  lha dacraaaa  of air  flow 

«alocll)r  In  lha ca^iraiaor.     A  raductlon  of  coapraaaor  afflclancy 

for a «raal  dacraaaa  In  rpm   la  cauaad  by   lha   tncraaali^ky  alcmflcait 
Javlattona  of  Iho  an«laa   of  altack of  lha bladaa   In  tho  flrat  and 

laat  coapraaaor  atafaa   froa  tholr doalcnod  valuaa  dunnr   thla 
procaaa. 

Hoaavar, aa far aa tha turbtna afflclancy rji ia concarnad, It 

raaalna practically conatant «han tha rpa paraaatar chancra vlthln 
broad  Italia. 

Tha poa'lblo  Datura  of  tho dapandanclaa   of "ft   1.,   TJ,   C   ,   and 
i|  on tha  rpa  In  tha  caaa   undar conaldoratlon  ar«  ahoan   in  flguro 
131,  ahara  tho doatgnad  valuaa  of all   tha  .na.nltudes   ara  aaauaad 
to ba  aqual   to  ona. 

If tha  rpa  ia   roducod  at   auparcrltlcal  drop™   in  tha   Jat  nozzle, 
tha   teaparatura TJ   in  front   of  the  turbine  that   ia  required  in  order 

to  accoapliah  equilibrium  regimes  of a   turbojet   engine  with F .conat, 

la   reduced,   nccordln«  to  formula   (10.3),   in direct   proportion'to  the 

compraaaor work  Lk.   aa   long   aa  the  turbine  efficiency   remain,  conatant 
(aee  figure   131). 
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fU-r.   HU     Variation af  . ..  »araMtara af a larkalat 
•Mttna «1111 r# •  caaal,   aim chaiwli«  rp. 

»^•••r.   If ifca praaaara «ra»  In ....   jai  naaala  la aaberllleal, 
IM   ratfarllan  In  Iha c<«praaaian  ratio-{ am   taatf  to  a dacraaaa 

in tha fu aipMalM ratia  >r  la  .... lurklna af a  tartajal  antlna 
•l*k r# o coaal.     «t   tha   ....  t|M.   lurh.„. .fficlaacy and . <-pr... 

oar afflclancr .ill   h.  radwad  If thoro to a alcnlfieant   raduclton 
in  rpa.     Ao  o  rooult.   tho  to^oraturo TJ  In  front   of  tho  turblno 

thot   la  roqulrod for tho oqulltbrlua rtflaaa  of tho  lurhojot  on«lno, 

I»   raducad »Ith daer.oaln«   rp-.   Initially  at  a  aloaar  rata  than  tho 
.orh  1^.   «ubaoquontly  achlavaa  a  ■Inlau.,   and  finally   ,   upon  furth.r 

alcnlflcant   raductlon  In  rpm.   Incroaao« duo  to  tho «roat  docroaa. 

In •T  and  tho  rodurtlon   In  turhlna  afflctoncy  and  coaproaaor  offl- 
c lancy. 

In  ordor  to  asplaln  auch a  chanfto  In  tha  toaporatura T»  »a  turn 
to  tho  daponrt.ncloa   of  tho  coBproaaor «ork  1^  and   tha  avallabla 

curblna  «orU  U,,,   Manlnt   th« work   that  ciuld  hava  baan  obtnlnad 

fro.  tha   turbln.  of  .  turboj.t   anclna alth re  .  conac   tf  tho   taapara- 
tur.   TJ   in  front   of   tho   turbtna   .or.  kopt   con.tant,   on   tho   rpm. 

fh.   coaprosaor  .ork,   aa   .o   mentioned   above,   1,   Incroa.od  alaost 
proportlon.ll),   to   tho ajuar.   of   rpm.      But   tho   available   turbine  work 
of   a   turbojet   ei.glne   not   only   doponda   on  the   rp«  but   alao   on   the 

temperature  TJ   In   front   of   the   turbine.     The   lo.er   thla   temperature, 
the   smaller  .III   be   the   available   turbln. .ork   l^,   for  a  given  rpm 
(for  a  Riven '■ T).     Figure   132  aho.a   the  nature  of  the  dependence  of 

the   .ompre.aor .ork   Lk   (aolld   curve)   and   the   available   turbine  .ork 
of   a   turbojet   engine   on   the   rpm,   at   different   tomperaturea   T*  main- 
talnod   constant   In   front   of   the   turbine   (dotted   curve»),   wher^   the 
designed   values   of   1^  and   Lj   are   assumed   to  be   equal   to   one.      In 

this   figure   the   topmost   dotted   curve   A   refers   to   the   available 

turbine   .ork  at   a   constant   maximum   acceptable   temperature  T» 
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•r .1 TJ, «  TJ 

•■• •••t»« ....... • M« 0 ..r., 1 . 
1 ».«.I».   .<   «MMIaM   IM^...« .... 

•■* ^ * TJ,,  ...... ti..i, 
. .... M laag .. <>.. («, .,,.„.,.„ ,,,,. «^ 1« ||^ 
UM ..«•«...i  I« apiia »f lit« r««<Mii«i la« J aM C 

•Ilk «MrMalat n* {•■»•rt-liual pwtmr*   <,., la iha i*l Mtalal. 
—• If -,......•  rt.n«,  IM« »»~....  «ha avallakla .... af Ika «ar- 

bla* »III  ».1   ■».««..  allhar (far laalaf^a.  ..  1..« ».    .r  «arva « 

la fi.-..   M/I.  alaaa T« > ««M«.    Haaavai.   If «ha aipaaalaa ralla 

«T la ra«wa« auk tfaaraaaiat rp» (aakarlllaal o,^ i. ika Ja« »aaala) 
aa« Ika larklaa afrialaaiy la ratfwa« al  Ika aaM llaa.  «ka raaali 
•III ka «ka«  Ika avallakla lar*laa «ark 
.on. 1   la iha aaaa aa kafara. 

!•... «kaa rj 

II la akvlaaa 
lar«IM 

la ratfMa« a*aa ika«ak r* • 

-^CJ. 
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rtcura   1321     Batabllahln«  th.  aqutllbrtua  racla««  of 
a turbojat  angina. 

Tha  coiKitlon  L,,  -  1^,  aa  »a  know,   la  undatory  for «qulltbrtun 

raciaaa  of a  turbojet  aatlna.     But  thla  condition  la  praclaaly aatta. 
flad by   tha  Intaraaetlon point*  of  th«   Unaa  of avallabla  turblna 
aork  Lj.  for dlffarant   valuaa  of TJ  .  conat  with  tha   Una  that  da« 

tamlnaa  tha  dapandanca   of  th«  coaproaaor work  Lk  on  th.  rpm   (point. 
0.   '.   2.   3.   't,   and  5   in  flgur»   132). 

Conaaquantly,   thaaa  polnf.  determine  that   combination  of  rpm 
and  t.mp.r.tura TJ  In  front  of  th«  turblna  wh.re  .quillbrlua   regimes 
of a   turbojat   en«lne   alth  re  .  const   are   obtained. 

It   1.  readily  notad  that,   her.,   .ach  rpm  corr.aponds  to  Its 

quit,   .pacific   temperature  TJ  In  front   of   tha   turbine)      this   tamper.- 

tura,   as  shown  In  figure   133,   la  Initially  r.ducad  alth dacr.asln« 
rpm,   and  subaaquently   Incr.as.»  .ft.r  reaching  a  minimum. 

It  la  obvloua  that   this  Incr.as.  In  th.   temperature T»  at   low 

rpm -ill  be  av.n greater  If ,ir  1.  byp.ssed  from  th.  compressor  Into 
th.  atmosphere.     However,   If a  supercritical  preaaure drop  1.  „.in. 

t.lned  in  tha  Jet  nozale  at  all  engine  rpm  values,   the  temperature 
In front   of  the  turblna  under .qulllbrlum  regimes   of a  turbojet 
engine with P^  .  const  will  only decreaaa with decreasing  rpm. 
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MIM* 0 •«« y in rigur»» IM «IM 111 «•lamitM UM (MIMMI 
rvm' "«•■* •"- ••"«•« »V». %,,,. »Mr« ..iiih.t-» ..«•... «r • 
........ •«na« •im ra - «•MI ••• ... ....i .,.,..1 •! . .^r.,.,M,. 
MMlIMI   >> . ■•■1MB iMperalvr« TJ -ai  iMt   l* M«*H*ki« f«r IlM 

r.r ■<•   Illi    VariallMi    r   n-.  UMpiflar^  1* f.-oi 
• f   IM    l...Mn.    •f   s   i.....„|.l    .nam.   .tu,   ttfl^ll* 

rpm,   under •qulltkrlua >•«■••• 

"   T« *■!»•• «rwal^r lhan •aaa  th« . o«rr.a«o.   .o.ii t.   »•«•■•• 
-...1..   than (IM  ••rk  L_  thai   Ida  larbln«  can deliver at  T* 

(•••  ricur*   lit).     CanaaqiMnilr,   ••»••rtloa   t*M •«■law*  rp«  of   . 
lurbajal  anclna »l(h r( •  C«P«I   in>oi..a   ih«  iMcaaailr af lucraaa* 
In«   i...  (••paratura  In  from   af  lha  lurMr..  bavand  T« ,  «hlch 

1...1.  la turbin«  •«•^••tin« and can cauaa  lurblna blada daalrac* 

lien,    rharafara,   thla  typa af ai^lna aparatlan  la  iwl  accaptabla. 

Thla   typa  of  unfavarabla  ralatlanahlp balaaan  caapraatar «nrk 
and  lurbln*  aorh   la  alaa  obtained  at   la*  rpm.     Actually,   at   rpm 

value*  h.io.  n-tn  of a  turbojet   ••«In«  with  r#  •  cenat   the  turbin 
•orli  Lj, at  TJ Mi|   1*  l*aa   than th* caaipr**aar «ark   1^,   a* ***n  In 

ri«ur.   1)2.     In   that  caaa.   In ard*r  to obtain aqulllbrlua reclae* 

of •  turtijot  «nein* at   rpm valu**  of  n <   n It  vould b*  n*r*aeery 

to  Incr****  th*   turbin*  work which  for  F     •  const   can be accoaiplt*h*d 

only by  •ean*  of   Incroaalivi  the  teap«ratura   In  front   of  the  turbine 
beyond TJ aa|.     But   thla   la  not  acceptable  bacauee  of  the dancer 
of  overheattn«   the  turbine  blade*. 

Thu*,   a  very  htfh «aa   teaperatura   In  front  of   the  turbine 

of ■  turbojet  engine  and,   con**qu*ntly,   th*  danger  of  overheating 

the  turbine  bladlng,   can  develop at  ■ailaun  and cloae   to aailaua 
rpa,   «■ «ell  a*   low   rpm. 

Th*r*ror*,   contlnuou*   operation of a   turbojet   ei^lne,   not  only 
at  nailaun,   but   alao at   low  rpa,   1*  acceptable  only   for a   Halted 
period  of  tlae. 

2-     Th«  Effect   of  External  Condition,  on  the  Paraaater«  of the 
Operatln«   Procee»   of   a  Turbo lot   Enaln* 

Let   us   now  consider   the effect   of  external  condition*,  which 
include»   airspeed   and  altltud*  a* welt  a*   the  teaperatura and  pres- 

sure   of  the   etnoapherlc   air,   on  the  paraaaters   of   the   operatln« 

process,   assunln«   In  this   case  that   the  engine  rpa  raaaln* constant 

and  that   the   pressure drop   In ths  Jst   nozsia   1*  euparcritical. 
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If   lh.   .lr*|»..<   I.   |Mr«M«tf   umt.r   •n-.r«!».   ^"   h.i^,.l   , „n.)i • 

• IMM.    Ik«   «»p.f.lMr.   r*   ■   r|   «Mi   r'-««»'*   ^J  »   »i, "J.h»'   «»^   •»' 
•t  IM «Myra«*«r  InUi «f • «itrt«J«l •nglna «ill  iMr**«* •• • 
....u   .1  ib«  (~r....  la lb« ««iMiif h...i «MprvaalMi rail«-*     . 

«" IMIWM«!« IM lOT/araiar« T| 1...1. I» ■ rMtoiiM »t IM 

f* P*rmmm*»r   y,^      •• a a «aaal.     M a raaaM,  IM Mi"«  «Ml  .1.- 

laralaaa IM a^alllMlaa raflaa af a lar*ajal a^laa «Uli r    a «aaal 
I* «taylacM Mamrar« aM «a IM  lafl   (..., «i, a*  la IM    ... af a 

r.dw.n.n af ■ at  r| a «aaal).  aftlah  laaM   la a raMcllaa la IM 
■ —»r....r  • ■«p>...i.n raiia    • .~t  IM flaarala MraMlar '»'' ' 

taaally IM aaaa «la|>la«MaM  af IM a^alllkrlaa ra«laa «til  laM 

PI.-.,  af taana.   If aalr IM la^aralara rR af IM aiaaa^Mrl«  air 
la  lairaaaa« aa«ar vlMralaa aacMngad caadlllaaa. 

TM «Maga  la IM atrnpr—ur «aayraaala« raiia    •  IMI accas. 
p.-i..  a (Maga  la IM air ■«■p.r.iu  . r| at   IM caapraaaar  lalal 

'•' ■ • ••••I   •• *aa la IM faltaalag.    TM ««■pnaaar «aayraaalaa 
r.11.    j  Mpaada  aa IM pra«Ml af aaapraaaar »rk l^ and . oap,..,„, 

.ffi<i.~,   'h  .M  aa IM  inlllal  laayaralara  Tjj af IM aaapraaalaa 
pro...»,   aa IMI 

Lad  li "     '-'.-•«'■O'.'   "       •. 

'-(:.    ■'■   V. 
'-I 

Ml  aiMrlaaca ahaaa IMI,   If  IM rpm  la Mpl caaalaal.   IM 

praducl   -^L^  la  praclleallir alsacl   iMaMn^*"«  •'  IM  lasparalara 
Tjj.     Tttarafara.   tM coapraatlan ralla-{ dacraataa »11*1  m. r...in« 

r»  »i   n . caaal,   and  lacraaaaa «llh dacraaali« T*. 

TM   r. iuc|ten af IM paraaalar    ^    '       la ihi.  . ...  a<eara 

Mcauaa,   aa  aa  knaa  fraa ceapraaaar  IMary.   I«   la  unlqaaly dalaralnad 
hy   IM Nach  nuaMr Hm  er   , al   IM  caapraaaar  Inlal,   aa  IMI   IM 
rio.r.t.   paraaalar   It  raducad «llh  a  raductlan  In IM  Mch  nuaMr 
H,   (if  H,  •    *)•      I«  «a«  thean  aarltar  (eaa   fir...   126)   IMI   IM  air 
valaclty  c^ at   tha eoapraa'er  Inlat   af a turbajat  ai«lna »llh r    « 
canal  d«cr«a*aa  ar  raaaln*  apprailaataly  canatanl  «llh  Incraaali« 

taaparatura  Tjj  at   n •  const   and.  conaaquant ly,   alia «tth   lncr«aaln« 

Ta.     Tharafara,   If  tha  taaparatura  TJt   Incraaaaa  aa  a  raauli   -r   an 

Incraaaa   In alrapaad  or  Incraaaad  taaparatura  of  tha   ttaeapharlc 
air  undar  otharalaa  unchanc«d  condition«,   Ih«  Mch  nuabar N     (ar 

I  ,        )   and,   conaaquantlv,   alao  Cha   flovrat«  paraaalar,   ara  raducad. 

Hoaavar,   tha  «alcht   flowrat« 0^  of  th«  air  throu«h  tha  «■«Ina 
chan*««  dlff«r«n'.ly  durln«  thla  procaaa.      If  th«  •lr«p««d   la   In- 

craaaad  at  n a  conat   and  undar  otharwts«  unchaimad condttlona,   tha 
ovarall   coaprasalon  ratio-*   la   Incraaaad  dua  to  tha   Incraa««   In 

th«  v«loclty  haad  coapraolon  ratio.   In  «pita  of  th«  d«cr«aaa  af 

"J  durln«   thl«  procas«,  which   laada   to an   Incraaaa  of  praaaura  p« 

In  front   of  tho   turbtna  and  to  a corraapondln«  Incraaaa   In  I*-.« 
damlty  of  tha  air   floa'.n«  throu«h  tho  an«tna.     Aa  a  raault,   th« 
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••Iflhl  f i....i. oa «r IM air mrMah ■ larMJat  «»«in. «nh f    ■ 
« •■•>.•■   iMrvaae« •biu ih. riaarala parMalar la ratfaaa^.    Haw* 

aaar,   If aaly  iKa lat^aralara  i,, af iba mfmjtmrU air la luaraaaatf, 

Ika «iMnaaar «a^raaalaa ralla .~i PJ  ara r.<iv<.<t.  aa «hal Iba 

■aicM  riaarala 0,, af lha air tlira««b Iha a^laa la alaa ratfMa« la 

«llh taaraaalMt allliada Itea laaparalara af alaaavkarl« air 
i.. ......  (»p la N a   n kB), karaMlrl«  praaaara <»..(...  .«o iha 

«aaalit af ataaaplMrlc  air la radaaa«.    Tharafara.  Ika rpm parMatar 

intraaaaa aim «aaraaali« allllb«a al V a eaMi aa« a a aaaal,  aad 

lha a^alllkrlaa ra«laa af a lartajal aiwlna «Ilk r# a «aaal  aklfia 

apaar« aad la ika rl«kl alat« iia aparalli«  llaa, aklck «arraapaMa 

la a« laaraaaa In tka «aapraaalaa ralla  -J and ika flaarala paraaalar 

raaalun« fra» Ika eaaaaa naiad *•*•,     H.....r.   ika aalfkl  flaarala 
af Ika air Ikraafk Ika anglna.  o#.   la radacad  in ikla eaaa aa a 

raauli  af Ika dacraaalnf danallr af alaaapkarlc  air altk Incraaali« 
alillada. 

Tfcla  I>I>* af dlaplaaaaant  af Ika a<|ulllkrlaa r*«ia. af a 

larkajal  analna ail"» r# ■ canal  ar.   In alkar aarda,   Ikla  Inaraaaa 

la .{ a'id      "  .'-.      alaa accara  If anty  tka taaparalara af Ika atsa> 
■pkarlc  air  i.   r.auxd andar alkaralaa anckaj^ad candlilana.     But 

Ikl* caaa dlffara  fraa Ika pracadlna eaaa  In Ikal   Ika aalfkl  ftaa* 

incraaaa  In Ik« danall|r af Ika air flaali*  ikraa^k Ika anclna aklch 
It daa I« Ik*   radacllan af rN at  ^ ■ canal. 

«Ilk incraaain« alillada ar dacraaali« ataaapkarlc  air taapara- 
tura at  n ■ canal,   tka aqulllkrla« r.aia.  af a  larkajal ai«lna altk 
f    a canal «IIS  ka   lacatad at a palat   tm  Ita aparatln«  Una akaaa 
h.i.h.   Incraaaaialtk  Ineraaalnt ai^lna rpa and dacraaali« alrapaad. 
Tkarafara.   If  tka an«lna aparataa at ■aalaaa ar elaaa la •ailaua 

rpm.  an Incraaaa In nilltada  (cllnkli«)  at   ralatlaaly alaa alrapaad, 
ar claply a  raductlan  in ataaapkarlc  air laaparntura durli« atallc 
aparalla« (upan iaka>aff) can laad ta caapraaaar anr«li«   (in paint 
b,   aaa  fl«ttra   '!•>). 

*  iara«  Incraaaa  In alrapaad ar a al«nlflcnnt  Incraaaa af 
•laacpkarlc air laaparatara at  * ■ canal   'ar V a 0) alll  caaaa a 

■ Ualficant  daanaard  ahlfl  af  tka  aqalllkrlua  raflaa  af a  larkajal 

•n«iiw altk rm a caaat  aianp  Ita aparalli«   Una and.  canaaquanlly. 
can alaa  laad  ta caapraaaar aurtlnt   (in paint H.   aaa flcura   i»j). 

In ardar  la allalnala aurtlni  It   la  nacaaaary.   In tka flrat 
caaa.   ta  radaca Ika  anatn.«  rpa ar tka altltuda and.   if pnaalbla. 

la  incraaaa  Ika  alrapaad and  In  tka  aacand caaa   la  raduca   (ta   Halt) 

tka alrapaad  er.   If  paaalkia,   la  Incraaaa   tka  ai«lna  rpa a laullanaaua- 
1»  alik ika alrapaad. 
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r.-.^ TZ •-»•"»-.  '" rr.«  or .h.  turbtn.  .„.,   .. 

...h r. . ..„.. .h.B Ul.r. „ . eh.iif. lB th# t#.p4rBtur#     * 
•h.  .^r....r IM.I.   U <«tM.iMd prl..r,ly by  th. n.tur.

fl
of 

"•'   P~•," ••«••<»»  h.r p.rl,ne. .ho... 

.«..». ...h p#.,«.«». ,ho,n la ft€up# ,M M «functlon of 

.~^r..-r. TA .,  ,h. .»pr.„or lBl.t  for Cf,nit.nt  rp- ^ dif 

r'u'.r": ^ • eh•,,••' —T"«-" ci: • h. 
-r..     Thu..   for inoun«..   un<„r hl,h v.lu„  ofn 

1*-r •*" • "-»—i- -a. —^-.n a.:..: undor  to» valuo* of»» 
k do« 

«.vU|..ffVL_l_; ,^£j 

MJJ._I_1I J—i i \ 

n* "3*  *.'.'   ab /,"^ 

TiSir! ."*'  ,D,l,«nd»ne« «f »h» co«pro..or work of . turbojo,  .„, „ ,uh r        con,t  „„ th# >lr »^.J 
•«  tno  Inlot,   at  n ■ conot. 

If thor.   1.  .  .uporcrltlcl  prooour. drop  In th.   „t   no»!.. 

^TP,r',U^, T:  ^ fr0nt  0f  th'  tUrbln' or '  turt°J"   "--in« -i.h r# . co„., in ch.,.,.. ,ooon,ln, to fomula (10 :))i   n d(rect 

proportion to ,h. „rl. L,,.     Th.r.for..   in thl.  c...  .„  lncr.„.  ln 

th.  t^r-tur. Tfl  (r...rdX...  of  it.  c.u,..)  .t   n . con.t  .Hi  r.. 
.ul.   in .„ in,.«..,  of th.  t..p.r.tur. T.  in front   of  tM  turbine  ^ 

.urboj.t  ^m.. .»th hi,h ,.,„„   of „j ^ i ^^^^  for 

t-rhoj.t  .„,,„.. .lth  l0- v.lu#.  of ^ Accor<Jlnel>>   . reduction 

If t!        l: COn,t "ll1 C d*Cr"" 0f th# *•"" '•■tu" l" '-ont or th.  turbln. und.r high v.lu..   or "J» .nH  .„  .. 
lo» v.l„.,  of „, 8 ""•   ,nd  ""  in="—  ""der 

K d..' 
Howov.r.   ir th. pr...ur. drop  in  th.  J.t  nol2l.   1,  .ubcrltic.l. 

.»  incr.... or .lr t..p.r.tur. TJJ .t   n . con.,   .n.   r    .  con.t  .Ul 

'»rb'!nrPLnl*d  by  '  P,dUCtl0n ^  ^ '"  "P'n"i0n "^  'T  '"  th. .»rb n.  .«..   „«..„„.ntly.   .,..  or  th.   r.tlo Lk/TJ   (du.   to tb.  r.- 

--C.on or.j).   .hll. . d.cr....  or Tfi .1U  „„./it   to  Increa.e. 

H.r.ccul.tton. .nd „p.rl.nc.  .ho.  th.t  th.  r.tlo  L./rj ch.n... 
. . ,r...t.r d.,r..  th.n  th. „rK  L,,.     Th.r.ror..   In  thl.  c...  „ 

l".r....   l„  th.  t.-p.r.tur. Tfi   (.. „n   ..   in T  )  .t   „ .  conat 

. ..X.   („«..r .1.  poo.lb!.  ch.n...  or  ^  .ho.„  in n.ur.   „M   ...d. 

....  d.,r..  or  incr....  or  ,h.   t..p.r.tur. TJ   In ft-ont   or  the 



'J  i •• rH) !..<• i* . r«*HtlMi .» tk« t«ap«rat«f« r«. 

la fMaltfarlai tk« «apatMaaaa af tka tkrMl  aM apaalfu faal 

«■■"■»"— »^ • •«■»lata* i-,*.)..  a^liM altk r# a taaat a« Iha 
iM^aralara aatf praaawra af af aipkir««  air,   lat «a aaauaa Ikal iha 
'i- aari »tnp—4 raaala «aaalaM kara (ar IIMI « • 0). 

If Ikara  la a «kMita la ataaapkaru   ft...*,,  ,M .t   TI( . «aaal 
.-wi v a taaat,  tka ,r...^e. at  tka fpnaaar lalat aM tka aaaatar» 

(.r...M.. at tka jai  «Mala aatlat  -r tka tafkajat  a^laa «III «ka^a 
rrop.,i,«,,,i,       tai  .h. aara»atara tkat «atatalaa tka raclaa «r 

•*• »"»raaaar  Clkal   la     if/-     aM p',     ) aM tka tarkiaa (far 

laataMa. rjA|> ara ".<   Bt»f*aat aa ataaapkana  yraaaara.    Tkara- 
fara.   If tkara  la a ckakga la ataaapkarlc  »raaaara ►„ aMar atkar- 

ataa a*aal caa«ltlaM.   tka palM   la tka flat« af aaayraaaar ckaraa- 

lariat let Ikat   carraa>aa<i la tka a^alllkrlaa ra«iaa af tka tarkajat 
aatiaa  it aat «lapla«««. aM all  tka paraaatar« af tka aparatl^ 

er» ... af tka tarkajat  akflaa.  aatk Ma {•   rj.   .M aa a«,  raaala 
caaatanl. 

Ii  r-ii...  fraa tka faracalkt tkal.   If tkara  la aa tatraaaa la 

•laaapkarlr praaaara  PH aartar atkaralta a^aal aaa«ltiaM.  tka prat> 
taraa  ta «I    . r....... ii.». af tka flaa aaatlaa af tka tarkajat 

aagiaa «III  lacraaaa prapartlaaatl» ta tka praaaara (-„.  aklla tka 
laa^aratarat,   lacladluc  "•»••   I" fraat af tka tarkiaa,  alll  raaala 
caaataat.    «a a raaalt,   Ikara alll fca aa alMM^a  la tka aakaaat 

valaalty fraa tka jat   aaaala aa«,  caaaa^aaatly.   la tka .p.. ifi. 
Ihruai   and .,.., ,fi,   faal enmapllaa.     kat  aa far at tka aaljkt  flaa« 

rala  af Iha air tkraaga taa aaslna It taaaaraa«.   It «111 ka lacraaaa« 

la .Mr.. i  prapartlaa ta tka lacraaaa la ataaapkarlc  praaaara PM. 

.1...   ta Iha lacraaaa af prattara  pj  la fraat  af tka larkina and 

bacawaa af T*  a canal,   «kick alaa laadt  ta a carraapaadiikl  Incraata 
af an«lna ikrwal. 

Tkut,   ii   it  nai  difficult   ta fafa tka caaclaalaa Ikat,  at a 

■Ivaa rpa and  undar atkaralta uackaatad eaadltlaat,   tka Ikraat  af 
• lurkajai an«lna alll   incraaaa prapartlaaally  ta tka lacraaaa  In 

alaaapkarlc praaaara  PM.   am) ikat   Iklt  la daa aaclaaltal»  ta tka 

■hila   tka tpacifir   faal  raatuaptlan raaalaa caaalaai.     «nd tka Ihrual 

af a  lurkaj^t   angina dM.-aaaaa allh dacraaali« ataaapkarlc  praaaara 

V 
Haraavar,   II autt   ka lakan   lata eaaaldaratlan thai a tlcnlfl* 

cam   raductlan af alaaapkarlc  praatara and,  canaaquamly,  alta af 
Iha  danallir  af   tka air   . -i caakutllen praduclt   In  tka aiwina,   lhal 

It dua  ta rii«kl  al   »arr araal   alllladaa,   can  laad  la a raducllan 
in iha  K.,...I.I.   nuakar   in Iha ai^ina flaa aactlan aklch,   andar 
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oih.r»i«.   •q»*!  condlllaiM,   mtrmmöy   ■«.■«..  mn  •ppradlabl«   Incr«««« 

of  rri>iion   ioi>»»,   «nd In particular a cerraapondlnc  raductlon of 

turblna  and  taapraaaar africlancy.     In  that  caaa,   obvloualy,   tha 

«••   laaparatura T*   In Trent   of tha  turblna auat  ba  Incraaaad  In 
ardar  ta  kaap  tha  rom canatant.     Cenaaquantly,   If pu   la   raducad   to- If 
tathar «llh  a  raductlon  In  tha  thruat   of a  turbojat  angina,   tha 

•pcciflc   fual  cenaunptlon «111  b*   Kwraaaad,   and  tha  raclaa  of  tha 

tniiMjal  anclna «111  ahlft   along   tha      ,," Una  touard  tha 

aunt«   Halt,   uhlch aaana  that  all   tha  paraaatara  of  tho  oporatln« 
prwcaaa chanca,   toe,   and that   tha atabllltr Barcln of  tho onfitne 
beceaoa  aaallor. 

*  chance  In ataeepliarlc   air  taaparature  along «111  al«aya   re- 

ault   in a  change  In  the  thruet  of a  turbojet  engine and   In  Ita 
epacirtc   fuel cenauaptlon. 

It  •••   •hoon  above  that.   If  the  rpa of a  turbojet   engine   roaalna 

canatant  during a  raductlon of aablant  teaperature T..,   the «eight 

riearata  of air through  tha  turbojet   engine  and  tha  coapraaaton  ratio 

"J  of Ita caaproaaor «111  tncreaao «hlle the  toaperaturo T*   in front 
of  tha  turblna.   If  It  alao change*   In either direction,   «111  do  ao 

to a  leaaar degree  than-^ and C^.     Moreover,   It  1* obvloua  that 

tha taaparature T« at  the coapraaaor outlet «111 be reduced. 

Aa a  raault of the Incraaaa In the coaproeaor coapraaalon ratio 

the gaa aapaaalon ratio In tha Jet  nasale end,  conaequontly,   alao 
the  apaeirtc   thru««   of a  turbojet  engine,  «111   Incraaaa  «1th de- 

er«.«log TM.     Since,   la thta case,   tha «eight  flo«rat« of the air 

la   in. reaaed  at  tha  aeae  tlaa,   engine   thruat  «ill  Incraaaa  at  an 
even greater  rate  than specific   thruet. 

Due  to the increase In epeelflc   thruat,   the specific   fuel con- 

suaptlon of a turbojet engine «ill decreaae «1th decroaaing TH. 

But   since,   in thla caae,  the aacaea of air coefficient  1   la  reduced 

due  to the  increasing  taaparature difference   (T*  - Tg),   the apecific 
fual  consuaptlon «ill  change  at  a  leaser rate  than the  apecific 
thruet «hen there  la a change  in aabiont  teaperature, 

Thue,   at  a given  rpa and  under  othentiee  equal  condition«, 
the  thruat delivered by a turbojet  engine «ill  increaae,   and  ita 

specific   fual  consuaptlon «111  decrease,  «1th decrsssing aablant 

air taaparature.     And  If the aablant   teaperature increaaea,   the 

thruat  of a  turbajet  engine at  n ■ conat «111 decreese accordingly, 
•hila the apecific   fuel ceneuaptlon  le   increaaed. 

Tha   relativ«  changes  in  the  thrust  and  apecific   fual  consuap- 
tlon of a  turbojet  engine «ith P    • conat and  for n a conat  are 

el o«a aa  function«  ef aaMent  air teaperature TH in figure   13), 

«her«  the values for P snd C       are aaauaed to be equal  to one  for 
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Fl*ur' '"{h r""."?:™:oTf '^ OIP of • turboJ't •■^"• with  Fe  .   con.t,   on  a.blenfalr   temparature 
at   n ■ conat 

Th.  algnlflcant  affaet.   of atmo.pharlc  condition,  on th. 
paramatar.   of  th»  oparatln« proc.a,  and.   In  tha  long run,   on  th. 
thruat   and  .pacific   fu.l  con.umption of .   turboj.t  .ngina.   „.k.  lt 

naca.a.ry   to   r.duc.  tha   raauit.   of   .ngin.   ta.t.   to   ld.ntic.1. 
»t^ndard  ^moaphartc  rondUton. which,   at  an altituda  of H -  0   (.t 
aaa   l.val).   corra.pond  to a  barom.trlc  pr...ura  of p    .  760 mn. 
-arcury  column   (1.033 l^/c»')  .nd  an air t.-paratur/of To .  2880K 

Obviouaxy.   without   thia   raductlon  it   1,  impoa.ibl.  to co»P.r. 
data  obtalnad  at   dlff.rant   ti»aa  for on.  and  tha  ..«.  turboj.t 
."«in.,   to  Judg.  corractly wh.th.r a   turboj.t  .ngin. »..t.  t.chnl- 
c.l   apaclficatlona,   or  to  compara   th.  data   of dlff.rant   turboj.t 
engines. 

Sp.cial   formula,  b.a.d  on th.  application of th. th.ory of th. 
almllarity  of ga.   flow,  to  turboj.t   angin..  ar.  ua.d  to r.duc.  th. 
thru.t,   apeclfic   fu.l  con.umption,   and oth.r param.t.r.  of turbo- 
Jet  .ngin.a   to   .tandard  atmo.ph.ric   condition..     Th...  fo™.!,. 
and   thoir  d.rlvKtl0n  .hall   b.  di.cu..,d   in   th.   following  chapt.r. 

''•     Th«   Effact   of   th. C.om.trv  of,   and th.  E,,m.„t.   ^   . 
T"rbo,|Tt   Enrln.  on Thru.t.   Rrnno-y,   .„d T.„„        in „^ 
Of   th.   Tuih^n. 

Th.   following  ar.  aubj.ct   to chang.  m a   turbojat  angina during 
operation   in   th.   aircraft 1 

the minimum   flow ar...  of th«  Jet   no«!.,   F   ,   ,„d of tha 
turbine   nozz!.   aaa.mbly.   FNA,   a.   ,   ra.ult   of   th.tr  control,   d.- 
formation,   or damage| 

the   velocity   coefficient  Vj   n   of   the   Jet   nozzle   (or   rath.r. 
of   the   exhau.t   ayatem),   fo,   In.t.nc.   when  an  extended  exhau.t   pipe 
I»   Instnlled) 

the   efficiencies   of  comprea.or,   nk,   and   turbine,   n   .   ,,  wall 
a.   the  coefficient  ^  of  the  turbine  nozzle  aa.embly, I,  a  ra.ult 
of  blade   damaBe   or  a  deviation   of  radial   clearanc..| 

the   pres.ure   coefficient^ ce   m   the   combustion chamber.,   due 
to  deformation   of   flame   tubes   and   flame   stabilizer«, 
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the pressure cosfflclent aln at the engine Inlet, due to 

modifications or damage on aircraft air Intake p.ssembllea or ducts, 

or as a result of the Installation of a given engine Into an aircraft 

of different design. 

Also, an Immediate change In the magnitudes and coefficients 

listed above la very frequently found during final testing of a 

completed turbojet engine, as a result of design modifications made 

on engine elements* 

In this context, let us consider the effect of the areas F^ 

and r„. as well as of the coefficients indicated above that are 
NA 

defined as losses in the engine elements, on the thrust and specific 

fuel consumption of a completed turbojet engine, assuming that the 

rpm, airspeed, altitude, and atmospheric conditions are constant. 

It was established earlier that a change in the Jet nozzle 

area P  or in the turbine nozzle assembly area rNA at n » const 

and under otherwise equal conditions will cause a change in the 

temperature T» in front of the turbine and a shift of the regime 

of the turbojet engine along the py ""i"5'  line.  As a result, 

all other parameters of the operating process, n«, T)^, T^, and so 

on, will change, too.  However, the determinative effect on thrust 

and specific fuel consumption here Is still the gas temperature 

in front of the turbine. 

If only the area F  of the Jet nozzle is increased, the gas 

expansion ratio'- in the turbine will Increase, the temperature 

T» In front of the turbine will be reduced if n ■ const is main- 
tained, and the regime of the engine will shift into the area of 

lower values of n ft and 1. and greater air flowrates Ga.  An in- 

crease in e_ accompanied by a simultaneous decrease of temperature 

T» will lead to a reduction of gas temperature T» in front of the 
z - 

Jet nozzle.  Moreover, due to the reduction in " jj and the increase 

in c , the gas pressure pt in front of the Jet nozzle will drop 

and, consequently, the gas expansion ratio e , n in the Jot nozzle 

will be reduced.  As a result, the specific thrust P  will decrease, sp 
and so will the thrust P of the engine, in spite of a certain pos- 

sible increase in the flowrate Ga. 

A reduction in specific thrust leads to an increase in speci- 

fic fuel consumption.  But at the same time, due to the decrease 

in the temperature T» in front of the turbine and the insignificant 

change in the temperature at the compressor outlet that is involved 

the excess of air coefficient a will increase, contributing to a 

reduction in specific fuel consumption.  However, at the same time 

there is a decrease in nl and cp  n.  Therefore, if the Jet nozzle 

area F  is Increased, the specific fuel consumption C   can decrease e ep 
slightly at first, achieving a minimum for a certain magnitude T^ 

determined by the turbojet engine in question and can subsequently 

increase. 
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The nature of the relative change In thrust, «pacific fuel 

con.umptlon. apeclfic thru.t, and other parameters of a completed 

turbojet engine, as functions of Its Jot nozzle area T    and for 

n . const, is shown In figure 136 «here the designed values of all 

these magnitudes are assumed to be equal to one. 

Figure 1361  Dependence of the thrust and specific 
fuel consumption of a turbojet engine on the Jet 

nozzle area, for n « const* 

A reduction in the area rNA of the turbine nozzle assembly 

at n . const also leads to a reduction In the temperature T» in 

front of the turbine, due to the increase of the gas expansion ratio 

r.T in the turbine.  Therefore, if the area FNA is reduced, engine 

thrust and specific fuel consumption will change qualitatively in 

the same manner as for an increase in the Jet nozzle area P .  But 

in this case the effect of rNA on thrust proves to be less than 

the effect of Fe.  This is dus to the fact that, if FNA is reduced, 

the reduction in the tempersture TJ will be accompanied by a shift 

of the regime of the turbojet engine into the area of greater values 

of n» and tlk and lower flowrates 0a (it will move toward the surge 
limit). 

Calculations and experience show that, under otherwise equal 

conditions, a 1 * change in the area Fe can cause the thrust to 

change by 1 to 2 * in the direction indicated above, the specif!.; 

fuel consumption by 0.5 to 1 %,   and the temperature T» in front cf 

the turbine by 0.75 to 1.J %,   while a 1 %  change in the area F 

corresponds to a change of 0.8 to 1.3 %  in thrust, 0.5 to 1. 1 5S 

in specific fuel consumption, and 0.4 to 1 .0 56 in T», for static 

engine operation on the ground.  The effect of Febecomea stronger 
with increasing airspeed. 

At n . const, a change in the losses in the engine exhaust 

system that are determined by the coefficient cp  n must result, 

as seen from formula ()0.2), In exactly the same'^hange of the 

parameters of the operating process as a change in the Jet nozzle 
area F . 

e 
If the losses in the exhaust system are increased or, in other 

words. If Vj<n Is reduced, the exhaust system will show greater gas 
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flow  resistance,   so  that   the  pressure p|  behind   the  turbine will 
Increase and   eT decrease,   requiring an increase  of gas   temperature 
TJ  in  front of  the  turbine  in order to maintain  n .  const.     Consequent, 
ly,   a  reduction in ((jj  n,   like  a  reduction in re,   will  cause  the 
regime   of the  turbojet   engine  to thift   toward   the  surge   limit along 
the    KV;,"™8'      llne   ("f  i»  Increased),   and  the   stability  margin of 
the   engine will   be   reduced. 

The change  in the  thrust   of a  turbojet   engine when ^ is  re- 
duced  and n .  const,   is  a  result   of the   increase  of  the   temperature 
TJ and  the simultaneous   increase   of the  expanaion ratio   c in the 
Jet   nozzle that   is due  to the   Increase  inn» and  the  reduction of 
'^ during this  process. 

As   a  rule,   the   increase   in  T»  and  «j<n  has   a  decisive   effect 
that   results   in  an   Increase   in   the   thrust'of  a   turbojet   engine  at 
n .   const   and   a   reduction  of (^   n,   In spite   of   the   increase   of  los- 
ses   in  the exhaust  system   (see   figure   137).     Moreover,   the   increase 
In the  temperature T»  that   is  associated with  the  increasing  losses 
in the  exhaust   system  of the  turbojet engine,   also  leads   to  an in- 
crease,   at n .  const,   in the  specific  fuel  consumption  (see  figure 
137),   since the  specific   thrust   increases  at  a  significantly   lesser 
rate during this  process   (due   to  the reduction  in <p    n)   than it does 
for a  reduction  in F   . 

'■.:/>'t:3 &{,' i,yi- l>,SI W i/.V   y 

Figure   137t     Dependence   of   the  thrust   and   specific 
fuel  consumption  of  a   turbojet  engine   on   the   losses 
in   the   exhaust   system   (on *,   n),   for  n .   const. 

A   1   * increase   of   losses   in   the  exhaust   system   of  a   turbojet 
engine   at   n .  const   and   under  otherwise  equal   conditions,   can cause 
the   thrust   to  increase  by  about   0.5   to   1.7  f, and   the   specific   fuel 
consumption by   0.7   to   1.4  56. 

It   is   readily   noted   from   the   description  given  above   that 
a  change   in the   velocity  coefficient  ^   or,   in   other words,   in 
the   losses   in  the   turbine  nozzle   assembly,   must   lead   to   exactly 
the   uame   change   in   the   parameter»   of a  completed   turbojet   engine 
as   a   change  in   the  area   FNA   of   the   turbine   nozzle   assembly.      In 
particular,   the   expansion   ratio   s     increases   with  decreasing  L, 

' *   VNA' 
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resulting; in a reduction of temperature in front of the turbine for 
n * const (if ". ■ const during this process), and accordingly in a 
reduction   of  engine   thrust   and   of   the   stability   margin. 

If   the   turbine   efficiency   ")_   is   increased,   the   temperature   in 
front   of   the   turbine   that   Is   requlred   to maintain   the   previous   rpm 
of   the   turbojet   engine  will   increase,   which  follows   directly   from 
formula   (10.2),   and   the   air   flowrate   through   the   engine  will   de- 
crease.      Therefore,   the   regime   of  the   engine   shifts   to   the   left   and 
upwards   along   the      yr- const   line,   approaching   the   surge   limit, 
meaning   that fT f   increase» >      At   the   same   time,   the   increase   of   the 
hydraulic   losses   in   the   turbine   that   are  associated   with  the   reduc- 
tion   In   turbine  efficiency   *]- will   cause  a  reduction   of  the   adiabatic 
(polytroplc)   exponent   of   expansion,   which also  contributes   to   a   re- 
duction   In   the gas   expansion  ratio £_   In the   turbine.      The   increase 
in  rT£  and   the  reduction   In6-   lead   to  an  increase   of   the  gas   expansion 
ratio   in   the   Jet   nozzle, c   .      .     As   a   result   of   the   simultaneous   in- 
crease   of T»   (and,   accordingly,   of  Tft)   and  « ,   the   specific   thrust 
and   the   thrust   of  a   completed   turbojet   engine  will   increase  with 
decreasing   turbine   efficiency   ll   (see   figure   138).     The   specific 
fuel  consumption will   Increase,   too,   since  In  this  case  the  reduc- 
tion  of  athat   is  due   to   the   Increase   In  the   temperature  T»  pre- 
dominates   over  the   increase   in  specific   thrust. 

Figure   138i      Dependence   of   the   thrust   and   specific 
fuel  consumption of a turbojet   engine  on turbine 

efficiency,   at   n ■  const. 

aor efficiency V at n ■ const, the temperature In front of the 
turbine must be increased, too. As a result, the regime of the 
turbojet engine will be displaced along the y] 
the   surge   limit,   and   the  gas   expansion   ratio  e 

= const 1Ine t oward 

. in the Jet nozzle 

will Increase because of the increase innJ. Therefore, In this as 

in the preceding case, the thrust and the specific fuel consumption 

of the turbojet engine will be Increased. 

A 1 %  reduction of turbine efficiency at n - const can lead 

to an Increase in the temperature T* of an existing turbojet engine 

by about 1.3 to 1.^5 %, and by 0.8 to 1.8 %  in the thrust and the 
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specific fuel consumption.  And a 1 %  reduction of compressor ef- 

ficiency, or a 1 ^ Increase of L. at n ■ const, can cause T» to in- 

crease by about 1*1 to 1.3 $1 and the thrust and specific fuel con- 

sumption by 0.6 to 1.3 %' 

If the loss in total pressure in the combustion chambers Is 

increased or, in other words, if the coefficient v is reduced, 
' c ,c ' 

the weight flowrate of air, G , will be reduced for a given value 

of TTg, due to the reduction of pressure in front of the turbine and, 

consequently, the entire operating line of a turbojet engine with 

P  ■ const will be displaced to the left, toward the compressor surge 

limit. 

Therefore, an increase ina    at n « const leads to a reduc- 
c. c „ 

t Ion in the air flowra<r= th rough the compressor (unless the  t/ /■' 

line is vertical) and to an Increase in both, the compression ratio 
71 * and the compressor work L. .  In that case, if the pressure drop 

in the jet nozzle, for instance, la supercritical so thnt e_ « const, 

the temperature T* in front of the turbine must be increased In ac- 

cordance with the increase in L. , if n ■ const is to be maintained. 

It is obvious that an increase in the temperature T* at *_ ■ const 

will in turn cause an increase in the temperature T* in front of 

the Jet nozzle.  In order to explain how the gas expansion ratio 
€    In the Jet nozzle is changed in this case, let us revert to 

expression (10.2) on whose basis we can write 

eJ.n ^ PS/PH ' PJ/PH <t,)NAFHA/*J.n/Fe^- 

Substituting 

PJ/PH ■TT J.h,,kac.c 

and taking into consideration the conditions used above, where 

TT #   ■ const, we obtain 
v.h        ' 

e 
J.n 

Depending on the slope of the V/■' line, the Increase 

in the compression ratio ^ £ can be greater or smaller than the re- 

duction in <?    that causes this increase.  Therefore, the expansion C . C r r 

ratio e .        in   the   Jet   nozzle  can  either   increase   or decrease  with 
decreasing a .      Calculations   show   that   this   leads,   respectively, 
to  an  increase   or  a  decrease   of  engine   thrust   within   the   limits   of 
about   +  0.5  $  for   a   1   % decrease   in 0 

- c .c 
The specific fuel consumption increases with decreasing r *      c .c 

(up  to 0.5  %  for   1   9&  of 0 )   as   a   result   of   the   increase   of   the 
temperature  T*   In   front   of   the  turbine   (or  decrease   of  a)   which   is 
decisive   in   this   case. 

An   increase   of   losses   at   the   engine   inlet,   or  a   decrease   of 
the  pressure   coefficient    c     ,   regardless   of   its   causes   leads   to 
a   reduction  of   air  pressure   p*  ■CT .   PÄ   a*   the   compressor   inlet. 
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However, the flowrate parnmeter does not depend on this pressure, 

since the weight flowrate of air at TA ■ const Is proportional to 
the pressure p*.     Therefore, If a       Is reduced and n « const, the 

compression ratio TTJ and the compressor work L. will remain constant, 

while the pressure p* • o   p*  "» In front of the turbine will be z    c*c a   R 
reluced at the same rate as the pressure p* in front of the compres- 

sor. 

If there is a supercritical pressure drop in the Jet nozzle, 

the expansion ratio *T •» the turbine will be determined only by 

the magnitude of the ratio y„.r„./!p, F , and will not depend on HA HA  J.n e 
the pressure p* in front of the turbine or, in other words, it will 

not be dependent on p*, either.  As a result, in this case the re- 

duction in    leads to an identical reduction In both, the pres- 

sure p* in front of the turbine and the pressure p| behind the 

turbine, and the gas expansion ratio «in the Jet nozzle will 

be reduced. 

Consequently, if there is a supercritical pressure drop in 

the Jet noxzle, a reduction in o  under otherwise equal conditions 

will not violate the equality of L ■ L , and therefore no change in 

the temperntiure T* in front of the turbine is required in order to 

maintain n ■■ const or, in other words, if there is a change in 

"in* thB Polnt that determines the equilibrium regime of the turbo- 

jet engine will maintain its previous position on the  - " =iinisl 

line. V'"" 

Moreover, the thrust of the engine and its specific thrust 

will decrease with decreasing a   end n ■ const, and the specific 
fuel consumption will increase, which is due to the reduction of 

the weight flowrate of air through the engine and of the gas ex- 

pansion ratio'    in the Jet nozzle. 

However, if there is a subcrltical pressure drop in the Jet 

nozzle of a turbojet engine, the reduction of "       at the inlet and, 

consequently, of the pressure p* in front of the turbine as well, 

will cause a reduction of the gas expansion ratio *T in the turbine 

or, in other words, if thare is a reduction in 0        the pressure p* In     r rz 
will drop at a faster rate than the pressure pft, so that the tempera- 

ture T» must be increased in order to maintain n ■ const, which 
follows from equation (10.2).  This leads to a simultaneous decrease 

of thrust and increase of specific fuel conaümptlon, and to a dis- 

placement of the regime of the engine to the left and upwards along 

the yy.   r'-""'l    line, or toward the surge limit (see figure 139), 

and the stability margin of the turbojet engine will be decreased 

which frequently proves to be an inacceptable consequence of a re- 

duction in 0     , 
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'in 
Figure     1}9l     Dependence  of the  thruet   end apeclflc 
fuel  consmnptlon of a  turbojet  engine  on the loeeea 

at   the engine  Inlet,   for n a  conet. 
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CHAPTER 12

CHARACTERISTICS OP TURBOJET EKGINES

An vimln* Installad In «n aircraft la oparatad at dlffarant 
rpai, alrapaad, and altitude. Tharafora, an axhauatlva evaluation 
of all the riualitlaa and capabllltlea of a turbojet angina raquiroa 
that the dapandonclaa of Ita thruat and apoclflc fuel conauaptlon 
on rpai. alrapaadt and altitude ba known. Thaao dapandenclaa are 
called tha orlaarv charactarlatlca of a turbojet angina.

The dopandanciaa of tha thruat and apoclflc fuel conauaptlon 
of a turbojet angina on tha rpa are called tha

The dependanclaa of tha thruat and apaclflc fuel conauaptlon 
of a turbojet angina on alrapaad and altitude are called, raapac- 
tlvaly, and ****•

conblnad, £l^|jhJ_£h3[r5c_J;j£l4j_lc^ or jlt,^t2i^4;air£5jj^_£ha£a£^,£j[i£j.i£j^.
Tha primary charactarlatlca of a turbojet angina are aatabliahad 

either by means of taatlng the angina on apaclal teat standa or In 
apaclal aircraft or airborne laboratorlaa, or they are obtained 
with mora or laaa accuracy on tha baala of calculatlona.

Tha profile of tha primary charactarlatlca of a turbojet angina, 
or the r.ita of change of Ita thruat and apaclflc fual coneumptlon 
with changing alrapaad and altitude aa wall aa rpm, dapanda atrongly 
on tha control achadulo aalactad for tha angina.

Tha control achedula la defined aa tha ruloa for varying tha 
primary paramatara or control paramatara of an angina (auch aa n,
T*, and othara) that datarmlna Ita thrust and specific fual con- 
aumptlon.

It la obvious that the control schedule must ensure tha most 
advantagaoua and rallabla utilisation of the angina during flight.

Consequently, In order to consider tha characteristics of turbo

jet anginas It Is first of all necessary to examine the basic problems 
associated with thalr control schadulaa.

2. Concjj^^^_o^^^h^_Conj£2^_2£j^j^u^^^^_o^^^Tuj[J»oJ^g^^^|^^ng^

Tha primary tasks of turbojet engine control aral 
to provide tha suixlmum posalbla thrust at all required air

speeds and altitudes (take-off, climbing, accalaratlon, maximum 
alrapaad, maximum possible altitude)|

to ensure a minimum possible fual consumption during flight 
under reduced thrust regimes (maximum range or maximum endurance 
flight)I

to protect tha angina against dangerous or Instable regimes 
or. In other words, against exceeding and T* against

surging, against Instable fuel consumption, and other conditions.
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Under  otharalt*  «qual  condlttona   th. ■•«laua  thruat   of  a gtvan 
lurbajct  .•vin«   It  obiain.il  «t   m^.tmum   rpm   (»>t>ua  air  floorata) 

and  at   the aaataua accaptabla  «••   taaiparatura   In  front   of  tha  tur- 
btna.   Tharafera,   In erdar to anaura ■aalaua poaalbla  thruat,   It   la 

nataaaar?  to aalntaln  tha Biiitauai  rpm of  tha anal.ia  mnj   tha ■aalaua 

«••   taaparaturo  In front  of  tha   turblna   that   la  accaptabl«   for  It 

»har  thara ta  a chanfa  In alrapaad and aliltuda or,   In othar »orda, 
to «rraapiiah a control  achadula corroapondli«  to 

*    .      c ii*..    /' in: •; 

Tire («vamara ara  raqutrad  to acceapllah  tha control   achadula 

af a  turbojet  engine)    a governor actlt« en the eiwlne  rpai hy aeana 

of  varrlng   ihe  fuel   Input   into  the caabuatlan chaabara   (rpa governor) 
end  a governor  ectlng  on  the  alnlaua  fie« area  of the  Jet   nessle 
(nessle governor). 

Ae  a  rule,   aodern  turbojet   •nglnaa  have a  aupercrttlcal  prea> 

eure drop In the Jet  nessle during etattenary oparatlan on  the 

ground,  not  only at aaslama rpa but  frequently alee at  a   lauer rpa. 
A eubcrltlcal   praaaure drop In tha Jet  nessle of a  turbojet   angina 
at  aaalaua rpa  In atstlc   operation en  the ground   ta  obtained  only 

If the dealgnad ceapreeatun ratio la nj d#,*3.J and  If T» <   IO}00II. 
But   In  that  eaae  a auparcrltlcal  praaaure drop  In  the  Jet   nrssle 

•111  net  In after only e aaall   Increaae  In alrepeed and altitude, 
or at   a Nscn auabar of IL. >. O.M to O.yo. 

Nereover,   aa ahoun In the  preceding chapter,   the condition 

•TIA;  •  cenat   le  aatlafled  far  auparcrltlcal   praaaure  drope   In the 
Jet   nessle.     Tho.-efere,   If  the   fuel  flea governor enaurea  a  cenetant 

rpa «hen there  ta a change  l.i alrepeed and altitude,   and  If the cea- 
praasor «erb L,, deae not depend en the teaperature TJ ef the air 

entering the caapressar,   se that   1^ « const,   tha condition T» • 
e cenat «111 be eattsflad at  the  eaae  ttaa. 

Canaequently,   In the particular eaae «here  there  le a auper- 

crttlcal  praaaure drop In the  Jet  nossle and 1^ a cenet.   the control 

achadula \m% " «•••«  •■* TJ  mmM  . cenat «111 be eneurad by  only 
one   fuel   flea governor. 

Houaver,   If the eeapraaaar «erk 1^ at n e cenet dopende  on 

the  teaperature T|j ef the elr entering  the coapreesor  (eee  figure 
IJ*)  and.  canaequently.   alee en  »he alrapaed and altitude,   the Jet 

notsle area r# auat be changed   In order te keep both n •  conet  and 

TJ ■ conai  «hen there  la a change   In alrs|,k*d and altitude,   even 
If  there  Is a auparcrttleel  preeaure drap In the  Jet  nessle. 

In feet.   If the coapreesor «oiK 1^ dacreasee «Ith  tncraasli« 
alrapaed or «1th deereaatng altitude  (In ether «erde,  «Ith  In- 

eraaalng Tlj)  at  n a cenat.  and   if r# a cenat.  even tha  taaparature 
TJ  In front  ef the turbine auet  be raducad.  according  to feraula 

(10.)).   In ardor ta aalnta'n n •  eaaat.   .hid, no   long.r  eatlafles 
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Ih. c.n^ili.n f.r obl.lnlng mm»tmm «hn..! .     Om—i—mHf,   In ih.1 

«••«  Ih«  jat  noaaU an» r# mutt c  r.du. .rt  in „rrt.,   i, Mcwyliah 

"••i " '•*•'  •»d T: Ml|   • «•"••   •< h.iMi..  «r,   in ntkar «urd..   Ik* 

l-rtiln« ..rk  I, ■»••   h.   r...u,.rt  (m .«..rtenc. .Ith  MM  r.^M.ii.n 

of IJ.   n«l  h.   nduclnt  th«  I—,,.,,,.,,, T;   in from   .r MM ,Urb..., 

bui  h,   rMtiKlng   thm «..   ••panalra rail« in  n..  lurMn.. 

Cnnvanalr.   If lh« tmmpnfr Mrk 1^   incrM«««   («1111 MMNM« 

in« TU»  undar tha candlliana  indlcntad akMr«,   ih.  iMraratura T» 

in front  af tha  lurMna Mat ba Incraaaad.   nccardiiw  ta faraula* 

(I0.1».   m  ..,.,..   M «aintaln n a canat   if r    . eaiwt.     It  la  ob.i.u. 

thai   tha  jat  noaala araa r    Mat ba  Inaraaaad  In artfa 

Ihia  incraaaa af TJ and  thm ta aecaapltah »mmu . CMUI and T« 

. conat   achadalaa »ndar  (baaa circaalaneaa.     Othanlaa tha tl^'a- 

tura  fj  can aaraad  tha  Mcaplabla Mcnllada. 

Thua.   1. acea^tiah cantral  achadalaa  at aaalawi thruat.   ar at 

"•a« * to"•,   »h*  fi ■ «anat,   turfeajat  aMlnaa atth •■lai.ri 

..-.,.,....„.   I, tfc, „Jarltif af eaaaa  r..)ui,.  tha MM af a Jat  naaala 

• ith »arlabla ■iiii.ua cmaa.aactlan araa.     Tkta noaala auat bo  «In- 

finitali-  «anahlo-  in ortfor to aalataln tho ^^ mm* T« achodoloo 

accuratoiyi     in othor oorda.   ita .r.. r# aaol  HI «arlod ^«11,. 

aloaya  In accardaaca olth  tha chaiwa  In alrapaad and altltoda.     Ha«, 

o.ar.   auch a cantral  af tko Jat aaaala aroa  alcairicaally ca^llcaloo 

tha ancina cantrol   ayatoa.     Naraaaar.   In tho aojorlty of caaaa.   lurto- 

jat  ancinoa «Ith aalaUflaa caaproaaora ahM a ca^aratlaalr Mali 

«anatlon of i.ap...iu..  TJ  In front  of tho   turbino uhan tharo  la 

a chaiwa  In alroyoad and altltoda at  a a eaaot  and conatant  Jat 
naaala araa. 

Tharofara,   an  infinltalir «arlabla Jat  aoaala  to  not uaoally 

oaplairad.     In cartaln caaoa,  «kara thla  la  nocoaaary.   a  'atappod* 

jat  naaala cantrol   lauaod.   But  In tho aojorlty of oalatli« turt>e. 

Jat  anclnat  tha aot  noaala aroa la not controllod la accordaaeo oltb 
alrapaad  and altltoda. 

It   rollmra  froa tho  rorocolng that  tho  follouli« cantral 

achadutaa can ba accaa^llahod vndar a flaod  Jot  noaalo araai 

*.-- '••»•■    '.-<n|..I da.a) 

and .. 
'...„ ~ ","»'   F. - ««im 

(l».l) 

Tha  firat of  thoaa  (U.l) 1. ...iiy uaod  In oatatli« turhoj.t 

ancina.,   alnca  It   roqulroa   tha alaptaat cantrol  ayataa  (ana «aaarnar 

raactln,  ta  rp. daal.tlono  and actlnc  an  tha   fuol     flo.)  and alnca 

• ith raapact  ta raaulta.   •oanli« tho aaallabla aailaua thruat  of 

tho turbojot  ancina.   It   ...... uaually ctaaa  ta aehadula  (l».l). 

Moua.ar.   In  lha caaa  af  achadula  (!».»)   tha  taaparnturo TJ  In  front 

of  lha  turbln. can  rlaa ulth  Incraaaln«  alrapood or aablant  taaipara. 

lira   (dua  ta tha  ...... ■.,..!   incraaaa af 1^).   «hlch auat  ba takan 
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tnto run.i.i.r.tlon by  ■•lactlnc  th»  taaparatur« T»  for maximum rpm 

under  atandard  ataoapharle  condlttona   on  tha «round  at   V  ■  0. 

Tha  aacond  achadula   (12.3)   ia  aora  dirricult   to accoaipllah 

alnce   It   raqulraa  tha  uaa  of ■   fual   flow «ovarnor  raacttng  dlract- 

l»   to  tha gaa   taaparatura TJ   In  front   of  tha  turblna,  «hila  tha 

tMparatura   flatd  In  tha «a«   flow  in  front of  tha   turblna   la  alwaya 

charaetarlaod  by  an ap^raelabla  and  Inconatant   Irragularlty.     And 

tha  varlatlena   In tha  rpa of a   turbojat   angina with chanffln«  alr- 

apaod  and  altltuda  that   ara poaalbla  undar achadula   (12.3)   laad   to 

a «raatar daSraa  of poor anclno  utilisation with   raapact   to  thruat 

than  tha corraapondln«  varlatlona  of  tha   taraparatura  In  front   of 

tha   turblna  undar achadula   (12.2). 

Tha  roqulrad control   achadula  and   tha  profile  of  tha  ebarae- 

tarlatlca  of  ■   turbojat   an«lna  dapand   to  a   lar«a  dagrea  on  tha da- 

alcmd  coapraaalon  ratio nj d>>   of  tha  coapraaaor  and  on   tha  daalgn- 

ad  air  tataporatur    TJ d#>  at   tha  compressor  Inlat,   that   la   tha 

taaparatura  for which  tha daalcnad  ra«laia  of tha  coapraaaor  la 

aatabllahad. 

Aa  a  rulo   tha daalgnrd  ra«laa  of  a  coapraaaor  la  ao  aalactad 

that   It  corrosponda  to  tha aaataua air  flow capacity  of  tha  coapraa- 

aor  at   tha  raqulrad  atablllty umrgin with  raapact   tonj   (that   la, 

4nj  a    12   to   17  *). 

As wa know, tha aaxlaua capacity of a coapraaaor la obtained 

at the llaltln« aceaptabla Nach nuabar M^ at the coapraaaor inlet 

or.   In  other word«,  at   that  Nach  nuaber  N which cannot   be  ex- 

ceeded  wlthc'it   .»uainc  •   large  drop  In  coapreaaor  efficiency   so 

that   the  a  r  ri< wrate  la  practically  no   longer  Increaaed   (ao-called 

coapreesor  -choking«).     As  s  rule,   M^  cr  is  located  within  the  range 
froa 0.6  to O.T. 

If  the  air  teaperatura TJj  at   the  co.pre.aor  inlet   ia   reduced 

below   Ita  deeigned aagnltuda Tfl  -#t  at   n  .  conat,   tha  rpm  parameter 

will   be  increaaed,   and  tha  point   that  daterainea  tha  coapraaaor 

ragiaa  will  ahift  along   tha  o|eratlng   line  of the   turbojet   engine 

in  the direction above  and  to  tha  right   of tha  operating  point  of 

the  coapreaaor.     Aa a  raejlt,   the  Nach  nuabar M^  at   the  coapreaaor 

Irlet   beeoaea  greater  than  Ita   Halting  value N^  cr  that   corresponds 

to  the  designed   regiae,   and  tha   compressor  efficiency   is  greatly 

reduced,   while  aaall  valuea  of n j ^  can  ml,0 r,,ult   ln  COBlpre8,or 

■urging,   aa  we   ahowed earlier.     Conaaquently,   the  designsd   teapera- 
t,,r*  Tfl dee   l"   ••»«»•<«  eloae  to  the minimum air  teaperatura Tft  at 

the  coapr.ssor   Inlet  that   ia  poaaible  during engine  operation  in 
the aircraft. 

In  that   caae,   the  air  teaperature  TJ  at  the  coapreaaor  inlet 

will  be  Increaaed  in coapariaon  to  ita  deeigned aagnltuda  TJ 

with  increaalng  airapeed   (or  flight  Nach   nuabar N,,).     If  n  -  conat 

la  aalntalned  during  thie  proceaa,   the  Nach  nuaber  N^  at   the  com- 

proaaor  inlet   will  become   smaller  than  M 
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reduction  In the  rpm pantneter and  tha  resulting  shift   of the 
coaprasaor  reglne   to tha  left  and downward  along tha operating 
Una  of tha  turbojet   engine.     The decraaee   In tha Mach number M 
In  turn  leads  to  a  reduction of compressor capacity,   ao  that   the 
air flowrata and,   conaequantly,   tha   thruat   of the engine aa well, 
become  laaa   than  they could be  If M ■  conat were maintained a  cr 
(curve   1,1   in figure   1<i0). 

However,   In turbojet  engines   Intended  for comparatively  alow 
superaonlc   alrapeada  the temperature Tft at   the  compressor Inlet 
will  not   Increaaa   that much with Increasing  airspeed,   ao  that   tha 
rpm parameter and,   accordingly,   the Mach number M    are  reduced  to 
«  relatively small  degree at  n • conat.     Thua,   for Instance,   If 
the  flight  Mach number M„ la   Increased  to as  much as   1.8 to 2 at 
an altitude  of   11   km,   tha rpm parameter will  be reduced by  only 
12  to   \k %,   and  tha Mach number H    to about   20 to 23 $,   depending 
on the dealgned  compression ratio of the compressor.     Therefore, 
using the  control  schedules   (12.l)   and   (12.2)   that  ensure  a constant 
rpm with changing  airspeed and altitude at   low values  of Tft   .     , 
will yield  completely  satisfactory  results   for this  type  of engine. 

The  temperature Tft at  the  compressor Inlet  of turbojet  engines 
Intended  for faat   supersonic   alrapeada will  change within broad 
limits.     Therefore,   at maximum and  cloae  to maximum alrapeeda   the 
rpm parameter will  be reduced  significantly  at  n • conat  and  for 
a  low value  of T» d     ■   resulting primarily  in a  large  reduction of 
M    and of  compressor capacity   (point   t   in figure   \h0).     This will 
already reduce  the maximum thrust  value eignificantly,   ao that   the 
compressor  flow areas must be  Increased   (to  increase  the air flow- 
rate)   in order to provide the  required  thruat  at  fast  supersonic 
alrapeeda,   and conaequently,   the compressor weight  will  increase. 

711    25    .W   «, 

Figure   \kOi     Relative  variation of  the  air flowrate 
through a  turbojet  engine with changing  flight Mach 
number M     (l,1   - n •  const;     2,0,1   •  combinod control 
scheduler     3,0,1   -       '   „,il,ls|      |     F    ■  const). 

Moreover,   if  the  rpm parameter  of a  turbojet  engine with a 
significant  designed  compression ratio n£    .        is greatly reduced, 
the  stability margin,   as we  know,  will decrease with decreasing 
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rpm.   .„d compr...or .urging will  develop,   requiring  special  control, 
in the  co-preeeor  (for Inetance.   with the  eld  of  pivoting  blade,  in 
■ ome  stage,). 

One  of the  pos.ible mean,   of  increasing  the  compressor capacity 
•nd,   consequently,   of  increasing   the thrust,   reducing the  compre„or 
«eight,   «nd preventing  compre„or surging at   f„t   supersonic  air- 
speeds,   is  to design the  compressor for maximum capacity  at   maximum 
airspeed,   that   1,  at  ^ ^   (polnt   -,  ln flgure   ^^     For  ^ 

po,e  the deeigned  air temperature TjJ de8   at   the  compre„or  inlet 
mu,t   be   equal   to   the   air   temperature  T*  that   correapond,   to   the 
maximum  flight Mach number M. 

n max 
However,   in that  case   it  already become,   impo„ible   to maintain 

the  engine  rpm conatant  with decreaelng  flight  Mach  number M,    since 
the   rpm parameter  t,  increa.ed  a.   a  result   of the   reduction  of inlet 
air temperature,   and  eince  the Mach number Ma  at   the  compreasor In- 
let   is   increased  and  exceeds  its   limit  value  H .     Compressor 
choking» and a  sharp drop  in compr.s.or efficiency  are  the   result. 

Compreesor surging  1,  possible,   too.   if nj ^  i.   a  small   value. 
Consequently,   the  engine must   be controlled  so   that   the  Mach 

number Ma  at  the  compressor inlet  will not   remain  above  its   limit- 
ing  value  at   less   than maximum airspeed,   (curve  3.0.1   in  figure   11.0). 

For this purpose  the  control   schedule 

yk = m"SU   ^'^ (,;.„) 
can be  used where  it  also  applies,   of course,   that  TJ/T« .  const  ,o 
that   the  point which determine,   the  compr.,,or regim^  in  the   field 
of compreasor characteristics will   not  shift  with a   change   in  the 
flight   Mach number MH   (in  the temperature TJj)   or.   in  other word,. 
,o  thatTTjJ de8   .  conat   and  CaVTfi/p. .  const   are  maintained. 

In order to ensure  this  control  schedule   (12.1.)   the  engine 
rpm  must   be   reduced   in  proportion   to   Vrg with  decreasing   airspeed, 
resulting  in a reduction of  the gas   temperature T*   in  front   of the 
turbine   that   1,  proportional   to Tfl.     But  a  reduction of rpm  and 
temperature  in front   of the   turbine with an accompanying  significant 
reduction  in the air flowrate   (curve  3.0.1   in  figure   Ho)   reault, 
in a  sharp reduction of  thrust  at   slow airspeeds  and  particularly 
under conditions  of  takeoff and  acceleration of the   aircraft,   that 
is  at   the  very moment  when  a maximum  of excess   thrust   1,  demanded 
of the   engine.    This  is  the very  considerable disadvantage   of de- 
aigning  a compreasor for maximum capacity at  high  supersonic   air- 
speed  and  of the associated  control   schedule   (l8.4).     The  8harp „. 
duction  of thrust   in this  case can be prevented  to  a   significant 
degree  if TJ . const   is maintained   at   the same  time  with 
and Fe  .  const.     However,   for this   purpose  it   1,  neceesary   to control 
the   area   of  the  turbine  nozzle  assembly.   F which   1,   a„oclated 
with significant  design complications. 
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For these reasons a combined control schedule is more advan- 

tageous from the point of turbojet engines intended for fast super- 

sonic airspeedst a schedule representing a combination of schedule 

(12.1) or (12.2) with schedule (12J4). 

This type of combined control schedule can be accomplished in 

the case where the Mach number M  at the compressor inlet is lower 

at maximum airspeed (at M..    ) than its limiting value M     (point ti max a cr 
2 in figure lUo).  For this purpose the designed air temperature 

T* d   at the compressor inlet is selected lower than the air tempera- 

ture T* obtained at M„    , but at the same time greater than the n n max 
minimum temperature T* that is possible under operational conditions. 

This will make it possible to accomplish, initially, the con- 

trol schedule (l2.l) or (12.2) at decreasing flight Mach number fL. 

or, in other words, to maintain the rpm constant until the Mach 

number M at the compressor inlet reaches its limiting value M a r ^ a cr 
as   a   result   of   the  reduction  in  air  temperature   from T* to H  max 
T*  des   (point   0   in  figure   1^0).      Subsequently,   as   the   flight   Mach 
number M« continues  to  Increase,   the   i/T^,= coll;il   and P    ■ const  con- n '  ' n • 
trol   schedule   sets   in  already,   and   the   limiting  Mach  number M ' * a cr 
that is reached at the compressor inlet is kept constant. 

It is readily noted that with the transition from control 

schedule (12.^) to this combined schedule the compressor capacity 

and, consequently, the thrust of the turbojet engine as well, are 

reduced at maximum airspeed and under otherwise equal conditions, 

but on the other hand the thrust can be Increased considerably 

during take-off and at slow airspeeds. 

Under reduced thrust regimes or throttled regimes the primary 

task of the controls of a turbojet engine is to ensure maximum 

economy or, in other words, a minimum of specific fuel consumption* 

Under given enviromnintal conditions the thrust of an exist- 

ing turbojet engine can be reduced by different means, for instance 

by reducing the rpm at constant Jet nozzle area, by reducing the 

gas temperature in front of the turbine at n ■ const, by reducing 
the rpm at T» ■ const, and by other means* 

Ve know that each combination of compression ratio and ef- 

ficiency of a compressor corresponds to an optimum gas temperature 

in front of the turbine of a turbojet engine, a temperature where 

a minimum of specific fuel consumption is obtained. 

But at the maximum rpm of a turbojet engine the temperature 

in front of the turbine is not established at the optimum level 

from the point of minimum specific fuel consumption, but at a 

higher, limiting scceptable level for the turbine.  This is done 

in order to obtain the maximum possible specific thrust that is 

required to reduce the specific weight and drag area of the engine. 
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Reducing th« thru.t  of .  turboj.t  .„,!„. by m,an.  of r.duclns 

It.  rp« .t P,  .  eon.t  «in   l.,d to , r.pld drop ln eo-pr,„lon 

ratio .. w.U  „  to . con.ld.r.bl. drop in co»pr...or .ffici.ncy, 
if th. d..ign.d co»Pr...ion r.tio i.  .ignific.nt.     At   th.  .... ti... 
for ,.ch n.w.   r.duc.d  .quilibriu« rp» th. ...oci.t.d  t.»p.r.tur. 
in front  of th.  turbin. «iil  b. Tj < T. ^^   „t,blt.htn,  th, 

•quality 1^ -  L,, of turbin. work .nd co»pr.,.or work.     Th. »agnitud. 
of  thl.  t.«p.ratUr. will not   alway. corra.pond   to  it.   optimum v.lu. 
for glv.n valu..  of ng Bnd  ^ fron th(, point  of minimm ,p,clfle 

fu.1 con.u„Ption.     Th.r.for.,   controlling th. «agnitud.  of th. thru.t 
of a  turboj.t   .ngin. by m..n.   of changing  th.  rp»   (th,   fu.l  flow at 
re  - con.t)  i.  not  alway.  b..t  fro« th. point   of .cono«y.   although 
it   ia wid.ly  used because  of  it.  .i«plicity. 

H.ducing  the  thru.t   of a  turboj.t   .ngin. by  «.an,   of r.ducing 
only  th. ga,  t.«peratur.  in front  of th.  turbin.  r.quir..  an in- 
crea.. in J.t  „ozzl.  are.  in ord.r to k..p th.  rp« con.tant.     So».- 
tim..  thi.  can achi.v.  a b.tt.r co«bin.tion of t..p.r.tur.  in front 
of  th. turbin. and compr...ion r.tio than th. pr.c.ding  t.chniqu., 
• o   that  th.  .conomy of th. .ngin. at  raduc.d thru.t   r.gl«..  i,  in- 
cr....d.     How.v.r,   it  «u.t  be  k.pt  in «ind  that,   if th.  t..P.r.tur. 
TJ  i.  r.duc.d .ignificantly «t  n . conat,   th. .quilibriu- r.gi«. of 
th.  turbojot  .^fin..   ahiftlng  along th.    p|--const,    lln,,   ean prov, 
to b.  locatad  in th. ar.a  of appraciably r.duc.d v.lu..   of co«pr... 
»or .ffici.ncy  and,   in addition,   it  1, not  i«po..ibi.  for th. tur- 
bin.  .ffici.ncy  to b.  r.duc.d,   too.     Cono.qu.ntly,   wh.r.  thi. «..n. 
of  reducing th. thru.t   i.  u..d  it  i.  u.ually co»bin.d with th. pr.- 
cding t.chnique  .0  that,   initially,   th.  thru.t   i.   r.duc.d by ..an. 
of „duclng TJ at  n .  con.t   (F.  i.  incr.a.ad),   and .ub..qu.ntly by 
r.ducing th. rp« at  P    • conat. 

Al.o in a numb.r of ca...   .„ incr.aa.  of J.t  nozzl.  ar.. and 
.  reduction of rp« of a  turboj.t  .ngin.  for th.  purpo..  of roducing 
it.   thru.t  i.  advantag.ou.ly combin.d with a control  of th. co«pr..- 
.or   (for in.tanc.,   with  th. aid   of pivoting blad.a  in th.  .traight.n- 
ing  rig.)   that  pr.v.nt,   th.  con.id.rabl. drop in co-pr...or .ffici.ncy 
which  i. pos.ibl. h.r.,     thl.   t.chniqu.  i.  u„d  m .0«.  turboj.t 
engines. 

Inducing  th.  thru.t   of a  turboj.t  .ngin.  at   r.duc.d  rp» and 
TJ  -  con.t  involva.  a  r.duction of th. air flowrat.  and   th. co«Pr..- 
.ion  ratio of  th. co«pr...or.     In that ca..  the  J.t  noa.l.  ar.. P 
-u.t   b. r.duc.d  in ord.r to -aintain TJ . con.t.     But  a.  a  rul,,   I 
raductlon in th. co«pr...ion ratio and .ffici.ncy  of  th, co«Pr...or 
at  TJ . con.t  will   l.ad  to  a  .ignlflcant   incr.aa.  of .„.cific  fu.l 
con.u.ption.     Moroov.r,   if Tj  .  C0n8t,   th.  t.«,P.r.tur.  r.gi«, will 
r,-ain al-o.t  a.  atrain.d  at   r.duc.d thru.t  a.  it   i,  u„d.r «a,inu. 
thru.t.     Con,.qu.ntly,   a  tran.ition to a  raduced  thru.t   r.gi». at 
TJ  •  conat  has  no Practical  aPPlicatlon. 
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3-     Throttllrur Char.ct.n «tic,   of Tu^bolat  En.<n?. 
Th<,  ÜUamtag <=hBract.ri,Uo,  of «  t^Koi^   .,r. -  ,r, deflned 

»»   the dep.nd.ncl,.  of  thru.t   and  .peclflc  fuel   eon,Uniption on rpm 
at   a given alr.pe.d and  altitud..     A. a  rule,   the   foUowin« engine 
regimes  are  recorded  for  the.«  characteri.tic.  or nentioned with 
reference   to   them. 

I.     The maximum power regime,   that   i.  the maximum acceptable 
rpm,   nmax,   and  it.  corre.ponding  maximum  thru.t   P^ where  reliable, 
uninterrupted,   but   temporary  engine operation  (u.u^lly not  more 
than  5  to   ,0 mln)   1, guaranteed.     Thl,  regime  1.   u.ed  for take-off. 
sometime,   for aircraft   acceleration,   for reaching maximum altitude, 
as  weil  a.  for a  temporary  Increase of airspeed. 

2. The   rated  power   regime,   that   i.   th.   rated   rpm,   n <   n 
and   it.  corre.ponding   rat.d  thru.t  where  a   longer and mor^reliab"' 
engine  operation   (without   Interruption for a period  of not   1...  than 
30 mln)   1. guaranteed.     When the  engine operate,   on a  test   .tand, 
"nom   ■   (0'9«   to   1.0)W   „.d   Pnom*0.9  P^.     This   r.glme   ls   u8ed 

for extended climbing  and  for  fiight  ,t  clo.e  to maximum  alr.peed, 
3. The crui.ing  power regime,   that   is  the  rpm  reduced  to n . 

"  0-9 "max  und"r  '"'   »tand  condition, and   it.  corre.ponding  thru.t 
•"cruise  ■   I0-™ to 0.75)   P,,,^.     This  regime guarantee,   uninterrupted 
and   reliable  engine  operation  over it. e.tabll.hed  period  of .er- 
vlce   (.ervice  life).     Thi.  regime  1. frequently called  the maximum 
crui.ing pow.r regime.     In addition,   an even more  reduced  regime 
1.   frequently recorded,   that   1.   the  rpm corre.ponding  to  a  thru.t 
of about   (0.5  to 0.6)  Pmajt  under  te.t .tand  conditions.   Cruising 
power regimes are  us.d   for flight,  at great  endurance  or  long range. 

*.     The  low   throttle  regime  or low throttle  rpm,   n,   „,   that  i. 
the  minimum rpm where  the  engine  can .till  operate  at  c^plete .ta- 
bility.     The engine  thru.t  at   low  throttle  rpm must   not   exceed  3 
to   5 * of maximum  thru.t   to en.ure  that  the  rolling di.tance  of 
the  aircraft   in a power  landing  will not be  increased.     The  low 
throttle  rpm of modern turbojet   engine,  under ground   (te.t   stand) 
conditions  amounts   to   (0.2  to  O.^n^.     A.  a  rule,   th. duration 
of  the  uninterrupted operation of a tuj-bojet   engine  at  a   low  throttle 
regime   1.   limited  to .ome  degree  becau.e  of the  rea.on.  mentioned 
in   the   preceding  chapter. 

The  .peclflc   fuel  consumption,  e.tabli.h.d  for a given engine 
and guaranteed by   the manufacturer are  Indicated  for all   the  regime. 
11.ted  above   (with  the exception  of  low throttle). 

Typical   rpm characteri.tic.   acquired  on  the  test   stand   for one 
of  the  existing  turbojet   engine,  with r, .  con.t  are  .hown  in figure 
I"!.      It   i.  ...n  that  engine  thru.t  decrea.es  rapidly with decreas- 
ing   rpm,   while  the  specific   fuel   consumption slightly decreases at 
first   and  sub.equently increa.e.   rapidly.     Let   u.  con.lder  the  causes 
for  these  rpm profile,  of  the  thru.t  and .peclflc   fuel   consumption 
of a   turbojet   engine with F    .  const. 
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Figure   I'll I     Throttling characteristics   of a 
turbojet  engine. 

The  compression ratio,   and  consequently   the  efficiency   of  the 
compressor as well,   decrease with decreasing  rpm  of a turbojet  engine. 
Also,   the gas  temperature  In front  of  the  turbine decreases  during 
this  process  and begins  to riss  only  at   rpm values  comparatively 
close  to idling  rpm.     The reduction in  njj,   nk,   and  temperature  In 
front  of the  turb  ne  causss a reduction of gas   exhaust  velocity 
from the  Jet  nozzle  and,  consequently,   of specific   thrust,   too   (see 
figure   IfcS)»     during  this  process   the   specific   thrust  continues   to 
decrease with the  transition to  low rpm where   the  temperature T» 
already begins  to  increase.     This  is due  to  the  determinative ef- 
fect   of the  reduction  In TI jt   (and,   consequently,   also oft ),   i 
and riT on specific   thrust. 
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Figure liZi  Dependence of the specific thrust of a 
turbojet engine on rpm. 

Since the air flowrate through the engine decreases with de- 

creasing rpm, the thrust will drop at a faster rate In this case 

than the specific thrust.  A ) 5t reduction in rpm under test stand 

conditions will reduce the thrust of a turbojet engine by about 
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3   to  U %.     As  the  rpm  Is   reduced  its effect  on  thrust  becomes   less. 
However,   under airborne  conditions  the  effect   of  rpm  on  the magni- 
tude   of turbojet   engine  thrust  becomes  significantly greater. 

The  nature  of the  rpm variation of  specific   fuel  consumption 
Is  determined by  the  dependence  of specific  thrust  and  the excess 
of  air coefficient  on  rpm,   since C      •  3600/al   P sp '      o  sp 

A reduction  of  specific   thrust  at  reduced  rpm will   cause an 
increase  in specific   fuel  consumption. 

However,   the   temperai-ure   difference   (T*   -  Tf)   and   the   heat   re- 
lease coefficient !c   c   and,   consequently,   the  excess   of air coef- 
ficient   i  that  depends   on these magnitudes,  will  change  at  varying 
degrees   for  the   same   relative   rpm  reduction  in different   engines. 
This   Is   primarily due   to   the   differences   in   the   characteristics   of 
the   compressors   and   combustion  chambers   used.      To  illustrate   this, 
figure   Ill2   shows   the   dependence   of  the difference   (T*   -  T»)   and 

Z K 
coefficient   l   on   the   rpm  for  two   engines   with  different   values   of 
designed  compression   ratio.      For   the  same   two   engines,   figure   142 
shows   the  rpm  variation   of   P        and  the   ratio   l/a?       that   is   pro- 
portional  to  •»peclfic   fuel  consumption.     It  is   seen that,   if the ex- 
cess   of air coefficient   Increases  significantly with decreasing rpm, 
the magnitude   '/aPg     and,   consequently,   C       as  well,   in spite  of the 
reduction of specific   thrust   involved here will   first  decrease 
appreciably   and   subsequently   increase,   but   at   a   slower   rate   than 
the  specific   thrust  decreases.     However,   if the  excess   of air co- 
efficient   changes   little  with  decreasing   rpm,   the   specific   fuel 
consumption C       will   rise   at   about   the  same  rate   as   the   specific 
thrust   decreases. 

Figure   1't3i     Determination of the  dependence  of C 
on the  rpm  of a  turbojet  engine. sp 

The   rpm  characteristics   of   a   turbojet   engine  with  F     ■  const 
and   with  an  axial-flow   compressor controlled  by   bypassing   part   of 
the   air   Into  the   atmosphere   have   a  slightly  different   profile   than 
the   one described  above.     These  characteristics   are  shown  in figure 
\hh .     It   Is  seen  that   the  thrust   of the  engine   is  reduced   immediately 
and   the   specific   fuel   consumption   increased  at   the   rpm   value   of 
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rv   where the bypass ducts open so that part of the nlr can be passed 

from the compressor into the atmosphere.  In this case the reduction 

In thrust Is a direct result of the reduction in the gas flowrate 

through the turbine and, consequently, through the Jet nozzle as 

well. "PP 

'hyp ■''■'"' 
Figure lltUx     Throttling characteristics of a turbojet 
engine with air bypass from the compressor. 

In spite of the Increase of the temperature T* in front of 

the turbine that is involved, the specific thrust (referred to the 

air flowrate through the turbine) and, consequently, the temperature 

T* in front of the jet nozzle as well, will practically not change 

since the gas expansion ratio in the Jet nozzle is reduced at the 

same time as a result of the decrease in the compression ratio. 

And the increase in specific fuel consumption when air is being 

bypassed from the compressor is due to the increase in the tempera- 

ture In front of the turbine and the simultaneous reduction in the 

compressor compression ratio, resulting in a reduction of the excess 

of air coefficient 1. 

The profile of the rpm characteristics of a turbojet engine 

with a triple step variation of the Jet nozzle area F  is shown 

in figure l^;.  In this case the thrust is initially reduced at 

n m  const as a result of a reduction of the temperature in front max r 

of the turbine, which is accomplished by Increasing the Jet nozzle 

area over its designed magnitude F     that corresponds to maximum 

thrust, to F . < F  ....  Here the specific fuel consumption is ©I      0 00 8 
slightly reduced since a more favorable relationship between tempera- 

ture In front of the turbine and compressor compression ratio is ob- 

tained.  As the engine rpm is decreased further at F . ■ const, the 
thrust Is reduced, too, and the specific fuel consumption drops a 

little more anc then rises rapidly.  At reduced rpm n.   the Jet 

nozzle area is increased a second time to F _ < F ..in order to 

Increase the surging margin.  Consequently, the thrust decreases 

again because of the reduction of the temperature in front of the 

turbine at n ■ const.  But in this case the relationship between 
temperature in front of the turbine and compressor compression ratio 

becomes less favorable, and the specific fuel consumption increases. 

Subsequently, a further reduction of thrust and the transition to 
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th e   low  throttU  regln..  1, ,ccompU.h«d  by  reducing th* rp« at 
re2  -  const,   and  In  that  part   th.  rp«  charact.rl.tle  haa  th. pro- 
file  descrlb.d   above. 

rigur.   1451     Throttling charactariatlca   of a turbojet 
engine  with  trlple-.t.p variation of th.  J.t  noaal. ar.a. 

''•      AtrtP.,d   Characterletic«   of Turhnt.t   »n«intt 
The fti"PTTd  9hflr»c^ri,tlc.   of a   turboi.t  ^^ .r, d,fln.d 

a.   th. d.p.nd.ncl..   of thru.t  and  ap.eific   fu.l  con.u-ptlon on th. 
.lr.p..d   (flight   Mach number M,,)  at  a given altitud. and  for th. 
control  acheduls  a.lact.d for the .ngln«. 

Typical  airspeed  charact.ri.tics  of a  turbojet   ongin. with an 
n . const  and TJ  .  const  control   schsdul. ar.  ahown for different 
altltud.s  In  figur.   146,  wh.r.  th.  v.lu.a  for th. thru.t,   P  .   and 
the  specific   fu.l  consumption.   Cip ot   obtainad during atatic  angina 
operation on  the ground   (V - 0),   ar. assumed  to b. equal  to one. 

yiih 
Figure 1461  Airspeed charactariatlca of a turbojet 

engine for n • const and T» ■ eonat. 



It   ii  •••■>  fr«*  ri(ur«   Ik6  that,   If  tn-   .ir.p.—.'   im   lncrmmm»a 

■ t  n ■ const  and T* > eonct  and at  a f'<**n altttuda,   th*  thruat  of 

tha  turbojat  angina  at   flrat  dacraaa<a  allahMv,   aubaaquant ly   In- 

craaaaa,   and  aftar  raachlnft  a  cartaln mmtimam daeraaaaa  a«aln,   down 

to a  valua  of  laro.     Tha  apaclftc   fuat  conauaptlon  Incrsaaaa  con- 
tlnuoualy  «Ith   Incraaalng  atrapaad. 

Vhla  natura  of tha dapandanca   of  thruat  on atrapaad   la  >ii..    to 
tha   following  cauaaa. 

Tha  valoctty  haad  coapraaaton  ratio  Incraaaaa  «Ith   Incraaaln« 

flicht   Nach nuabar M,,.     At   tha  aaaa  tlaa  tha  coaipraaaor  coapra>aloi. 

ratio daeraaaaa  aa  a  raault   of  tha   Incraaaa   In  tha  air  taaparatura 

T>j  at   tha  coapraaaor   Inlat   and  bacausa  n •  consi .     But   tha  affaet 

of  tha  velocity  haad  coapraaalon  ratio  la  alvaya  pradoalnaat   In  thlt 

cm»»,   mo  that   tha  ovarall  coapraaalon  ratio " •   Incraaaaa  »1th   In- 

craaalng  Nach nwabar  H^   (alrapaad).     A»  a  raault,   tha  air  praaaura 

pj  bahlnd  tha coaipraaaor and,   conaoquantly,   tha gaa  praaaura  p*   In 

front   of  tha  turblna  and pt  at   tha   turblna  outlat  ara   Incraaaad. 

An  Incraaaa  of tha  praaaura  p*   tn  front   of  tha  turblna   at 

T*  ■  conat  »111   raault   In an  Incraaaa  of  tha  air  flo»rata  throi^h 
tha  anctna.     At   tha  aaaa  tlaa  tha  (aa  axpanalon  ratio   In  tha   Jat 

noaala  »111   Incraaaa  sa  a  raault   of  tha  Incraaaa   In praaaura  bahlnd 

tha   turblna,   ao  that   tha (as  ashauat   valoclty  froa  tha   Jat   noaila 

la   Incraaaad   (tn  tha  caaa  of  a convarglns  noaala,   up  to  tha aoaont 

»han a  critical  praaaura drop  la  aatabllahad  In  tha  noaala).     ho»- 

avar,   aa   It  can ba  aaan  froa  flcure   U7,   tha gaa  aihauat  valoclty 

c#  froa  tha  Jat  notila   Incraaaaa  at  a  alo»ar  rata  tliaa  tha  alrapaad, 
ao  that   tha valoclty  dlffaranca  and,   conaaquantly,   tha  apaclftc 

thruat   that  la  proportional   to  thla  dlffaranca,  dacraaaa »Ith   In- 
craaatng  alrapaad. 

Plfura   ikli     Dapandanca  of  tha gat  aahauat   valoclty 
froa tha  Jat  noaala  of a  turbojat  angina  on  the  alr- 

apaad . 

Tha  taaparatura  at   tha  coapraaaor outlat   Incraaaaa  »Ith   In- 

craaalng  alrapaad  at  n  • conat   (dua   to  tha   Incraaaa  In  r«),   »hlla 
T*  •  conat,   au  that   tha  taaparatura  dlffaranca   (T*   •  Tj>)   and,   ac- 

cordingly,   tha  quantity   of boat  addad  to  ona  kg  of air   In  tha   ai^lna, 
ara   raducad.     Thla   la  nlao  tha  cauaa   for  tha dacraaaa   of  apaclftc 

thruat  »han  tha  alrapaad  Incraaaaa.     At  high  atrapaad   tha  taaparatura 
dlffaranca   (TJ   •  Tjj)   and  tha  quantity   of heat   Input   that   la  dataratned 
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by   It   can htcom»   »o  ...II   th.t   tht.  h..t   .111  b.   .ufflel.nt   only 

to cov.r  th.  !••■••   in  th.  .nein.,   and  In  that  ca.«   th.  .paciric 
thru.t   b.,a..,   »qu.l   to   ..ro.     It   1.  obvlou.   th.t   th. .Ir.p..d 

•h.r.   th.  •p.clflc   thru.t   .nd,   coiu.qu.nt ly,   th.  thru.t  of  th. 
.nein.  b.ro.. .qu.i   to  taro,  «ill   incr.... with   InerMtli« «a. 

t.*p.ratur.  In  front   of  th.  turbln.;   und.r  oth.n.1..  .qual   condl- 
tIon.. 

Thu.,   If  th.   tnp.ratur.  In  front  of  th.  turbln.  r.aaln. 

conotant   at   tncraa.ln«  atr.p..d,   th. might   flmrat.  of .tr  through 
th. anttiM «ill   lncr.aaa,   «hll.  th. »ptittt  thru.t  «HI d.cr.... 
(...  fleur.   \kS). 

wirinnmrv/km 
Pt«ur.   I**i     Ralatlv.  variation of  th.  .pacific 
thru.t  and  air  flmrata  of a  turbejat   ai«tna  «tth 

changli« .Irapaad. 

In  th.  h.^.nnin«.   aa   th. .Ir.paMt  Incra....,   tha  .lr  flo«- 

r.t. «ill   Incraaaa at a  alov.r rat. than th«  .p.cirtc  thru.t d.- 

cr....a,   and  th«  thru.t   of  th. .•«In. «HI   ba  raducad.     Suba.qu.nt. 

ly,   th«   incraaaa   in th«  air  flearat« baflna   to  pr«doaln.t.  ovar th. 
r.cluciion   in .pacific   thru.t,   and   tha  thruat   of  th.  .n(ln. «Ill   in- 

er«a.a.     Pinally.   «h.n  thar.   I.  .  vary (raat   lncr.aaa  In alr.p«.d, 

th.  .p.nru   thru.t   I.   raducd ao  .tCnlflcantly  that   thl.   raduction 

t. no  lena.r coapana.t«! by  th. additional   Ircraaaa  of th. air 

fleurat«.   and  tha   thruat   of  th.  mngttm b.^ln.  to dacra...  rapidly. 

In  ord.r to  aipUIn  tha cauaaa  for tha   Incraaaa  of .pacific 
fu.l  conouaptlon  «Ith   Incraa.ln«  alrapaad  «a  can  uaa  tha  knoun as- 

pr...l.n Ctp .  3600/iloPB|>   .   from which  It   fello«.   th.t   th.  .p.cl- 

flc   fu.l   conxaptlon au.t   changa   Invara.ly  proportional  to  tha  pro- 
duct   IP 

•P 
Slnca th. ...p.r.iur. diffaranca (TJ - Tj) dacraa... »tth In- 

cr.a.ln« alr.paad, tha a.caa. of air coofflclant t «HI Incraa... 

But .tnra th. dacraaaa of apaclflc thru.t 1. «or. .l«niricant, th. 
pr.duct iPtp «111 contlnua to dacraaaa In aplta of th. Incraa.. In 

i (... flgur. l»9). «hleh al.o l.ada to tha centlnuoua Incraat. of 
.p.ciric   fu.l  cen.uaptten ■.nllonad  abova. 
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Figur«   |l(9i     Relntive  v.rlation of T   and P 
with changln«  airspeed. aP 

Th.  total   fu.l consumption par hour,   Gfuel,  must   also  Increase 
with  increaaln«  airspeed,   since  the  air flowrate  through  the  engine 
Increa...  ao that   th. fu.l   flow  Into the combustion chambers  must 
b.  increased  In order to heat   It   to  the  required  temperature T«. 
At   th.  .am.  time,   when the  airspeed   Is  Increased  the   required   fuel 
consumption 0ruel  will  Increase  at   a  slower  rate than the air  flow- 
rate Gm  through  the engine,   since   the  excess  of air coefficient  a 
Increase,   during   this  process,   and   G. «   G   All 

fuel       "a'      o 
Cons.qu.ntly,   the specific   fuel  consumption will  actually   In- 

crease with  Increa.Ing slrsp..d because  the  fuel  consumption  per 
hour  Increa... whll. th.  thru.t  of  th, engine  1, decreased during 
thla process,   and  If It doe.   Incr.aa.  It will   rise at   a   lesser  rate 
than 0fu#l   (due   to  the reduction  of  P     ). 

How.v.r,   It   must  b.  taken  Into   consideration  that   an   Increase 
of  .p.clftc   fu.l   consumption  with   Increasing   airspeed   does   not   at 
all   indicate a simultaneous  deterioration of heat  utillzatlcn   In 
the  engine. 

Trom  the point   of eff.ctlv.  utilization of  the  consumed  heat 
the  economy  of a   turbojet   engine   In  flight   is  determined,   as  we 
showed  earlier,   by   the value  of economic  efficiency   r which  Is 
equal   to  the  product   of effective  efficiency   r,,  and  propülslve  ef- 
ficiency   T   .   that   1.   th.  relative  magnitude   of  that   part   of  the 
consume.    .       t   that   1.  convert.d   Into   external   work  performed   by 
the  thru.t    'orce. 

The dependence  of economic   .fflclency   -^^ and,   separately, 
of n# and   T,p on  the  airspeed  at  TJ  .   )2000K .  const,   1.   shown  In 
figure   150.     It   Is  s.en that   theae  efficiencies  and,   consequently. 
the   economy   of .   turbojet   engine,    Increase  with   Increasing  airspeed 
and   begin   to decrease  only   after  a   very  high   airspeed   la   reached 
(the   propulsive   efficiency   decreaaea   continuously). 

1  : " ~ '<''' 
]      i ^ ' I '^ t 
i— /'— !   n. 1   '  1 

. .:>.- i*-xl srn ym/sec 

Figure   I50l      Dependence   of   the   efficiencies   of 
turbojet   engine   on   the   airspeed. 
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The   increase   and   subsequent   decrease   of  effective  efficiency 
with   lncreaslnß   airspeed   that   Is   noted   in   figure   1,0.   1,  due   to 
the   following   causes. 

The   pressure   In   front   of   the   turbine   Increases   with   Increasing 
airspeed.    ,0   that   the   overail   expansion   ratio  of   the  combustion  pro- 
duct,   in   the   engine   after  yielding   their  heat   1,   Increased.      This 
contributes   toward   Improved   heat   utuisatlon   In  the   engine   and, 
consequently,    toward   an   Increase   of   ^   . 

On   the   other   hand,   since   the   quantity   of  heat   added   to   one   kg 
of  air decrease,   with   Increasing  airspeed   at   TJ  .   const,   due   to 
the   reduction  of   the   difference   (TJ   -  TJ).   the   relative   portion 
of   thl,   heat   that   1,   used   to  cover   the   Xosse.   In  the   engine  will 
Increase,   which   contributes   to   a   reduction   of   -   . 

In   the   beginning   the   first   cause  will   p^the   decisive   role, 
and   the   effective   efficiency  will   increase   with   increasing  airspeed. 
Subsequently,   when   the   airspeed   becomes   very   significant,   the   re- 
duction  of   the  heat   input   will   have   the   predominant   effect,   and   v 
will   decrease. e 

The   Increase   of  propulsive  efficiency   with   increasing  airspeed 
Is  due   to   the   fact   that   the  exhaust   velocity   c      Increase,   at   a 
»lower  rate   than   the   airspeed,   that   1,   the   ratio  c   /v  is   reduced 
and,   therefore,   the   uncon.umed   kinetic   energy   of  the   flow   (c   -v)2/2e 
is   reduced. 0 '   '" 

If   the   airspeed   1,   Increased   at   a  given  altitude,   the  velocity 
headvHV  /2g   of   the   air   flow   entering   the   engine will   increase.   ,0 
that   the   pressure   and  density  of  the   air   inside   the   engine  will 
increase   at   n  .   const.     Therefore,   the  mechanical   load,   on  the 
compressor  and   turbine  blade,   and   on   the   casing,   of  all   engine 
element,  will   increa,e.     Moreover,   as   a   result   of  the   increase   in 
the  weight   flowrate   of  air   through   the   engine   the   turbine  power  and 
the  compressor  capacity,   and  at   n .   const   also   the   shaft   torque, 
will   increase.      Consequently,   the  maximum   limiting  airspeed   up   to 
which   reliable   utilization   of  a  turbojet   engine   from   the   point   of 
strength   is   possible   at   n  .   const   for  a  given  altitude,   i,   limited 
by   the  magnitude   of  velocity   head  VHVZ/2g   that   Is  acceptable   in 
this   respect.      It   is   obvious   that   the   acceptable  airspeed,   limited 
by   the   strength   of   the   engine   parts,   will   increase  with   increasing 
altitude.     To   exceed   the   limiting  airspeed   for  a  given   turbojet 
engine  is  possible   only  at   a corresponding  reduction  of rpm   (and 
consequently,   of n.   BndrI;)>   erlsurin€   ^   nec„8ary   ^^ ^ 

for the  engine  parts.     But   in that  case   the  thrust  of a  turbojet 
engine  will   decrease   sharply,   and   the   specific   fuel   consumption 
will   increase.      A,   an  exmaple,   in  figure   ,46   th...   limiting  air- 
speeds   are   indicated   by  dotted   line,   on  who..     right-hand  .Id. 
those  parts   of  the  characteristic,   of .  turbojet  .ngln, at  n - con., 
are   iocated  that   can  practically not  b.  utilized b.cau..  of .„ 
inaccept.ble   increa.e  of m.chanlc.l  ,tr.....   m engine  part.. 
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The profU. of  the airspeed characterletlcs  of a   turbo.et 
engine with an   ;/,,-"co"sl     anri F »  »I   a   turbojet 
in  figure   ,5,   (,„"„ .   ,     '"J \" :h7

t  COntro1   «"—^  1-  »»own 

tncreaaee  contlnuouai a     „t  r"»te       T8  the  en*lne   thrUat 

ing   to  a   «ach   „u0ber  I .        8   ^  thT an  airSPeed   COrr"-"-d- 
«i^nea  vaiue  for the  o^^.aor2;8 L" ^^ Till   ^ "•" 
an airap ed .here  the  Coraprea.or haa  a «a,i J^     '  r"     " 

-  turbine   (.o that   the  .pee:;;;  ZS^ZT"^  ^   "' 
their „aximuB vaiue,   oniy  ,t  „„,.,„.. air,pZ       "' '   T       ^ 
airapeea characteriatic.   of a  turbojet   Zn^T '7 ^ 
and TJ .  conat  control  acheduie  and  of a^rboi   t ,     '  COn't 

combined  oontroi  aohedule  are  plotted  in th '"" ^ ' 
a  deaigned co„pre.,or air tenpe a '" ^ J'  fi8U"   '"   '" 

Mach n^ber of % ^  .  2.     A11  th.  chl^^r     tTcT::at^re40 ' 
pared here  refer to «n-i_       t •'»»nca   that  are  cora- 
identi      , ^ haVin«•   at  m',xlnu■" airspeed   (M    .  2  «> identical magnitudes  of thrust     t.mn«     * " '• 
TJ ...  -   ..^»K..   .„H  .„11   •   'emPeratUre  ln fr0nt   of  th-  turbine. 21 des  "   '-J00 K.,   ano  compression ratio, n . 
thai;     *U-      =-r=^r   K£0..»cl '        Ir =const k des It   is  seen that   the    f7S= ^C'II-TI    __J  ■,,> ■- --- 

to  the ver^signlfica"!     'H"  COn8t  COntr01  tCh""'1''  "^'^   1"- «ry  significant   reduction  in thrust  »t   .i.„     , 
was mentioned  at  the b.gi„ning  of this  chl.r 8Peeda  ^^ 
n •  const  and T» .,.„„* chapter,   compared  to  the 

-chedule y  eL/a t        COntr01  •ChedUle'   While  the  ^^ yield,  an  Intermediate  result   in  this   respect. 

'•     A1tit"de Chararterl.t ^-bn<.f  r„r_.. 

a- thn^irrirr1 r  - -d— 
attitude at a g    1 1' l" ^'""^^ ^i conaumption on the 

for the engine f0r ^ e0ntr01 SCh'd"1<' "i.cted 
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Typical   altitude  charactert.t1c,   of a   turbojet  en«l„e with 
TJ   dea   =    1,200  K   andn j^   .   7   (at   ^   .   o)   and  ^ ^  __ _   ^^ 

and   Tz   max   ■   ^°"»t   ""Tol   schedule   are   presented   for  dl??orent 

airspeed,   .„   rieure    „2.     The   values   of   thrust   and   specific   fuel 

consumption   obtained   under ground   condition,   (H  .  0  an,l   V  .   o)   are 
assumed   to   be   equal    to   one. 

It   is   seen   that   the  engine   thrust   decreases   continuously   with 

increasing   altitude   at   V .   const.     This   1.   duo   to   the   reduction   In 

the   weight   flowrate   of  air   through   the   engine   as   a   result   of   the 

decrease   In   the   density   of  atmospheric   air  with   Increasing   altitude. 

Figure    1521      AUltude   characteristic,   of  a   turbojet 
engine. 

But   the   ambient   air   temperature   TH  decreaae,  with   Increasing 

altitude   up   to   11   km.   resulting   in  an   Increase   of  both,   velocity 

head   compression   ratio  and  compressor  compression   ratio   at   n  . 

-   const   and   V  .   const   and,   consequentiy,   in  an   lncroa,e   of   the 

overall   compresaion   ratio.     Therefore,   when   the   altitude   1,   in- 

creased,    the   pressure   p.   In   front   of   the   turbine   and  the   pressure 

p2   behind   the   turbine   are   reduced   at   a   slower   rate   than   the   pres- 

sure   p(1   of   the   atmospheric   air,   so   that   the  weight   flowrate   of  air 

through   the   engine   at   TJ  .   const   1,   also  reduced   at   a   slower   rate 
than   the   ambient   air  pressure. 

Moreover,   since   the  ambiont   air   temperature   decreases   with 

increasing   altitude,    the   temperature   at   the   compressor  outlet   de- 

creases   accordingly   at   V  .   const   and   n  .   const,   and   the   temperature 

difference   (TJ   -  TJ)   increase,   at   TJ   .   const,   that   1,   the   quantity 

of  heat   added   to   one   kg   of  air   in   the   combustion  chamber.   Increase,. 

As   a   result,   and   also  due   to   the   increase   in   the   overall   compre„lon 

ratio,    the   effective   efficiency   of   the   engine   Is   increased.      The 

increase   of   effective   efficiency   and   of   the   quantity   of  heat   input 

in   the   engine   In   turn   cause,   an   Increase   in   the   ga,   exhau,tveiocity 

fro.   the   Jet   noz,.le   (the   pressure   behind   the   turbine,   p.,   decreases 

«t   a   slower   rate   than   the   atmospheric   pressure   p       and   . in- 

creases),    resulting   in   an   increase   of   specific   thrust   wit "increas- 
Inp   altitude   at   V   <   const. 
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A»   a   r«.ult   of  these   causes   the  engine   thrust   decreases   at   a 
•lower   rate  than   the  density   of   the  ambient   «lr.   up   to  an  aXtltude 
of   II   km. 

Atmospheric   air  temperature   does  not   change   at   altitudes   above 
11   km,      therefore,   the   overall  compression  ratio  and   the  specific 
thrust   remain constant   under  the   control   schedule   under  considera- 
tion,   and   the  engine   thrust   varies   proportionally   to   the  density   of 
the  ambient  air. 

The  specific   fuel  consumption decreases   up  to an altitude  of 
11   km.     This   is  due   to   the   increase   in specific   thrust.      But   at 
the   same   time  the   excess   of  air  coefficient   Is   reduced   (see   figure 
)53)  aa  a  result   of  the   increase   in the temperature  difference 
(TJ   - TJ),     Therefore,   up   to  an   altitude   of   11   km   the   specific   fuel 
consumption decreases  at   a   iesser  rate  than the   specific   thrust 
increases. 

At   altitudes   above   11   km  the   specific   fuel   consumption   remains 
constant   so   that   at   these   altitudes   not   only   P       .   const   but   also 
the  temp.ratur. difference   (TJ  - Tfi)  will  remain constant,   and, 
consequently,   0  •   const,   too. 

■W" -spi 

jj - 

// —\-r---i~- 

0,9\- IJ 

Figure 153:  Relative variation of the excess 
of air coefficient a and of P  with changing 

altitude.    'p 

Figure \lh  shows the dependencies of the engine efficiencies 

Von' V and 'V on «Itltude at constant airspeed and for the same 
initial data used for the graph in figure 152. 

It is seen that the effective efficiency Increase» slgnifieauU, 

with increasing altitude up to 1! km, because of the reason, mentioned 

above.  The propulsive efficiency decreases during this process. 

This is due to the fact that the gas exhaust velocity from the Jet 

nozzle increases, as we explained above, while V = const and, conse- 

quently, the velocity ratio ce/v la Increased, that Is the remaining 

unconsumed kinetic energy in the flow. (ce - V)2/?«. is Increased, 
again resulting In a reduction of T\ 

However, In this case the reduction of propulsive efficiency 

is more than compensated by an Increase of effective efficiency, and 
the economic efficiency ^^ wlll lncreasei „, seen from ^^ ^ 

Thus, under otherwise equal condition» the economy of a turbo- 

Jet engine will Increase with Increasing altitude. 
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Figure   IJ^i     Dependence  of the  efficiencies   of a 
turbojet   engine  on altitude. 

6-   Th« saasaai at Turbotet BMtüa EitaasAtiaaafia in siguaritv 
Pa raw t era 

Similar  r^ima,  of ,  turhn^f  enPl nn  a, , whole,   aa  veil  aa   of 
the  compre.sor   (and  turbine)   in particular,   are defined  aa  regime, 
where  a dynamic  atmlUrity  of  the ga.   and  air atream.   flowing  through 
the  engine   la   encountered,   that   la  a  aimilarity  with  re.poct   to 
preaaure.   friction,  and   inertial   force,   that  can be  accompli.hed 
only   if the   flight Mach number and Heynold. number   (Re)   are equal 
in all  Slmilar crosa-aectiona   of comparable atreama.     Dynamically 
almilar   atream,   are geometrically   and   kinematically   almilar  at   the 
same   time.     Therefore,   similar   regimes   can exist   not   only  for  a 
given  engine.    If  it,   flow   section geometry   Is  conatant.   but   alao 
for  a   family   of geometrically   similar  engines,   that   is   engines  where 
all   the   similar dimension,   are   proportional.     In   the  majority   of 
case,   the   Re   number,   in   the   flow   section   of a   turbojet   engine  have 
value,   (,o-called   eupercritleal   Re   number,)   where   the   friction  force 
ha,   a   very   email   effect   on  the   flow  characterlatlc,   of   the ga,   atream. 
Therefore,   aa   a   rule  the   equality of only  the Mach number,   1,  entirely 
adequate   for   ,atl,fylng   the   similarity   of  the  regime,   of  turbojet 
engines,   a,   thi.   1,  done   below.      Let   u,   a,,ume   that,   during   turbojet 
engine   operation at  very great   altitude,  and at  relatively slow  air- 
speeds,   the   Re   numbers   in  the   flow   section  of  the   engine   are   signi- 
ficantly   reduced  due   to   low   inlet   air density,   reaching   their  sub- 
critical   values.      In  theae   caae,   the   friction  force   already  ha,   a 
considerable   effect   on   the   flow   of  the  gas   streams,   and   since   the 
equality   of   the   Re   numbers   is   not   satisfied   the  similarity   of  the 
stream,   1,   violated,   which  can   lead   to  conalderable   error,.     But   thi, 
is   a   special   problem  that   Is   not   discussed  here. 

In addition.   It  Is   assumed   in approximation that   under similar 
regime,   of   turbojet   engine,   the   heat   lo,.e,   in  the   combuetton chambers 
(;CiC)   are   Identical,   and   that   the   specific   heat   of  the   combustion 
product,   (and   the  air)   Is   not   dependent   on   their  temperature   and 
composition.      These  assumption,   do   not   result   in  appreciable   errors 
and   simplify   the   calculation,   considerably. 

All   magnitude,   whose   numerical   values   remain  constant   under 
similar  regimes   of  turbojet   engine,  are  called similarity   n.^.>„. 
of   turbojet   en^lnn« 
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ft   i,   established   that   there   are   two   independent,   determinative 
similarity  parameters  for  turbojet   enclnes  with Fe  .  const!     the 
flight  Mach  number M,, and   the rpm parameter   f-,. 'that   1,  propor- 
tional   to   the   Mach  number  Mu  determined   with  respect   to   the   circum- 
ferential   velocity   of   the   rotor  of   a   turbojet   engine.      This  mean, 
that,   if  the   values  MH   and        y]:^      ren,aln   consta,lt   durlng  Qny   chanee 

in  the   operating   conditions   of a   turbojet   engine   (rpm.   airspeed,   and 
altitude,   atmospheric   conditions,   temperature   in   front   of  the   turbine, 
and   others),   the   regimes   of  the   turbojet   engine   remain   similar.      It 
is   obvious   that   only   one   determinative   similarity   parameter,      J'-.-. 
remains  during   static   turbojet   engine   operation,   where  1^ .  O. 

It   is   proved   in   the   technical   literature   that   the   ratio   P/p. 
between engine   thrust  and   total  air pressure,   called   the  thrust   " 
Earameter.   and   the   ratio  C^T* between   specific   fuel   consumption 
and   the   stagnation   temperature  of  the   air,   called   the   specific   fuel 
consumption  parameter,   remain constant   under   similar   regimes   of  a 
turbojet   engine.      Also,   It   can be  shown  that   the   temperature   ratios 
(for  instance.   T*/T*  and   Tj/T.)   and   pressure   ratios(„J  .  p./p.)   and 

all   the  efficiencies   of  an  engine   remain   constant   under  similar 
regimes   of   turbojet   engines. 

Using the dependencies explained above It Is possible to reduce 
significantly the number of the characteristics of a turbojet engine 
that are required to determine it, thrust and specific fuel consump- 
tion  under different   flight   conditions   and   rpm. 

Thus,   for   instance,   if   the  rpm   characteristics   of  a   turbojet 
engine that   are  applicable   only  for certain atmospheric  conditions 
(that   Is PH and_rH)   are  plotted in the  form  of dependencies of 
P/p* and  C^/VTJj)   on n/Vrjj.   they will  become applicable for any 
atmospheric  condition,  at  MJJ . const(and  also  at  1^ .  o). 

A great   number  of  airspeed  and   altitude   characteristics   of  a 
turbojet  engine   that   refer to different   rpm  value,  can be reduced 
to a  small   family  of curves  expressing  the  dependence   of P/p.  and 
Csp/^S on the   flight  Mach number MH  and   the  n/VM parameter.a, 
shown In figure   155. 

Figure   1551     Turbojet   engine characteristics  In similarity 
parameters. 

The dependencies  of the  thrust   and  specific  fuel  consumption 
parameters   on the   flight   Mach number MH and   the  rpm parameter are 
CaUed frbojet   engine ch,r..t.w.. — ritv  n >.,. 
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It must be kept In mind that the characteristics in similarity 

parameters can be plotted only for turbojet engines «hare the geo- 

metry of the flow section of all engine elements remains constant 

(that is, F^ ■ const and PNA - const, and no pivoting blades, and 
the like) or where a variation of this geometry is uniquely depen- 

dent on the parameters n/VTjt and M,,. 

Having the characteristics of a turbojet engine in similarity 

parameters we can readily plot from them the airspeed or altitude 

characteristics of the engine for any given rpm or rpm character- 

istic at the given airspeed and altitude.  For instance, if it is 

necessary to plot the airspeed characteristics at n ■ const and H ■ 
• const, and given the different values for the airspeed V, the 

corresponding values are determined for the given altitude! 

Subsequently, the values P/pJj and C  /VT{( »re found on these 

characteristics, and the actual thrust P and specific fuel con- 

sumption C  are determined from them, sp 

7.  Reducing the Results of Turbojet Engine Test» to Prescribed 

Conditions 

Using the concept of the similar regimes of a turbojet engine, 

the task of reducing test stand results to prescribed atmospheric 

conditions can be solved with sufficient accuracy and simplicity. 

This task consists of determining, on the basis of data ob- 

tained through turbojet engine teets under any atmospheric condi- 

tions, the data that the engine would have if it operated at the 

prescribed rpm, but under standard atmospheric conditions, that is 

»t P0 ■ 760 mm mercury column, and T0 ■ 2880K (+ ^5°C),   or under 
any other conditions. 

Let us suppose that a turbojet engine was tested on a test 

stand at an atmospheric air temperature T . and barometric pres- 
md 

aure Pmd and at a certain rpm, n^.  The thrust measured during this 

test was equal to P ., and the specific fuel consumption was C 
ma r sp md 

In order for this engine to operate under standard atmospheric 

conditions at a regime that is similar to the test regime, only one 

condition must be satisfied (since M,. • 0)1 

cor' ' md' " md' 

whence 

" "mdV^S/T. (,2.5) 
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where  n is  the  corrected  rpm  of  the engine. cor ■^^-^—■-.—■■■— 
In  order to determine  the corrected  thrust  Pcor that   this 

engine  would generate  if It   operated  under standard  atmospheric 

conditions  at  the  corrected   rpm,   n        ,   we  use  the condition  of  the 

equality   of  the   thrust  parameters   under  similar  regimes   of   turbojet 

engines,   that   Is 

P      /760 ■ P   ./P   . cor' md'   md 

whence 

P m  760/P   .  P   .. cor '   md     md 

Furthermore,   from the  equality   of the  specific   fuel  consumption 

parameters   for  these   two  similar   regimes   of   the   turbojet   engine, 

c /V288 - c       ^/VTZ sp  cor    v sp  md'   '    md 
onsuniDtion.   C sp  cor' 

found above,   that   Is, 

sp   cor sp md   v '   md 

Subsequently,   equating   the   air   flowrate   parameters   and   the 

products   of  thrust   parameters   and   specific   fuel   consumption  para- 

meters   for  the   same   similar   regimes   of  the   turbojet   engine,   we   can 

obtain  the  following  formulas 1 

a md '   md '    md' 

3fuel  md   760Kö 

is  the  corrected air  flowratei 

fuel   cor     is   the  corrected   fuel   consumption  per  hour,   that   is 

the   air  flowrate  and   specific   fuel  consumption   that 

would be encountered   if the given engine  operated 

under standard  atmospheric  conditions  and  at   an rpm 

equal   to  n H cor 

The   formulas   for determining   the  corrected values  of any 

turbojet   engine  parameters   can be   obtained   through  this   approach. 

Thus,   for  Instance,   the formulas   for  the corrected gas   temperatures 

in front   of the  turbine.  TJ ,   and  behind   the  turbine   (in  the  Jet 

nozzle),   T* ,   are  obtained  from   the conditions T»/T_  ■  const ^—— 2  cor z    o 
and  T*/T0  ■   const   for  similar   regimes!      these   formulas   are 

T» •  T*      .   288/T   . z   cor z  md '   md 
and 

T* ■  T*     ^   288/T  J. 2   cor 2  md '   md 

The results   of   test   stand   trials   of  a    -urbojet   engine   are   re- 

duced  to standard  atmospheric  conditions  in  the  following  sequencei 

1. in accordance with   formula   (12.;)   that   rpm   is   determined 

where  an engine  regime  for  the  prevailing atmospheric  conditions 
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which th.  ,„,1„,  d.t.  for mtmndmnl  .tB0.I>h.rU   e0Ildltl0M „„ 
dst*rnln*d| 

2. .ft.r ..».blfhln, th. •bt.ln.d  rp. on th.  op.r.tln, .n,l„.. 
th. thru.*.   ru.l   co„.u.ptlo„.  ,..  t..P,r.tur.  in th.  j.t  no^u    J 
• o  on are  n.a.ur.di 

3. «ith  th.  .Id  of  th.  formu!..  obtaln.d .bov..   th. corroct.d 

thr«.t,   .p.ciftc   fu.l  con-unption.   mM  oth.r .„in, d.t.  th.t  .ir..dy 

corr..Po„d  to  .tand.rd .t-o.ph.rl.  e.ndttl.„..   .„ d.t.r-ln.d  fro. 
th.  a.aaurad  magnitudes. 

How.v.r,   If  th. air  t.mp.ratur. .xc.d.   2880K   (♦   I50c)   th. 

..Win. „u.t  not   b.  aUo„d   to op.rat. at   th.  r.volutlon. ,h.r.  It. 
r.«l.. at   thl.   t.Bp.ratur.  b.co-.a   ,l.tl,P  to  It. .axl-u, r^l.. 

(with ra.p.ct   to  rp.)  Und.r .tand.rd condition..   .Inc.  th...  „vo- 

lution, ar.  obtained at  a hl.h.r  l.v.l  than th. »..Kau. ,„,,„, rpm. 

During th. hot   ....on thl.   clrcu-.tanc. -.k.,   u  n.c.ary to  ll.lt 

th. verification  of engine  d.t.  through  t..t.   to corro.pondlngly  r.- 
duced regime.,   «nu. mximKm  .nd „,„,,  to „„^  ^^    ^  ^^ 

in appro,lraatlon  through gr.phlc.l  „tr.polntlon fro- th. charac- 
t.rl.tlc.   acquired  during  th...  t..t.. 

A. .  rul..   turbojet  engine te.tlng   1.   not  confl„.d  to th. 

.CUl.ltlon of on.  or ..v.r.l  „gl—,     r.th.r.   ,U   th.  rp« ch.rac- 

terl.tlc.   of th.  .ngln. .r.  .cqulr.d  and  al.o  r.duc.d  to atandard 

at.o.ph.rlc   condition..     U.u.Uy th... ch.r.ct.rl.tlc.  are plotted 

in  th.  f.™  of d.p.nd.ncl.,   of corrected  engine  par...t.r.  on cor- 
r.ct.d rp-.   and   ther.for.   th.y  ,r. called  corr.ct.rt .H.^>Trf.r.r 

Th.  .ccur.cy   of .n  ,...Ur.-.nt. p.rfon..d during .„gi„.t..t. LI 
b..     for thru.t.   ♦ 0.5 *,     for fu.l  con.u-ptlon.   ♦   ,  *,     for rpmi 

♦ 0.25 %,   and  for  t.»p.r.tur.  behind  th.   turbine.   ♦   i  %. 

*'     Thru.t  Au^nt.tlo,, of T-rhmet   Bn.ln..   .H^.-.K  p^ <■„,„  
b.hlnd   th.   Turb<nT   

Jtam flu^nt.flon 1. d.flnad a. lncr...lng th. thru.t of a 
given engine beyond th. magnitude that corr.apond. to th. «xl.u, 

r.gl-e. that la th. magnitude obtained at maximum acceptable rpm. 

"max-   •■*  temperature  In front   of th.  turbln..   TJ .     Thru.t  aug. 
mentation make.   It   pc.lbl.   to  Incr ngln.  tlT.l „ithout   .x- 

ceedlng  the  aafe m.ch.nlc.l  .nd  th.nnal   load,   on  turbln, and compr.a- 
■or part.,   and without  appreciably  Incraaalng   th. weigh,   of the 

power  plant.     Thru.t   augmentation  frequently   prove,   nec.a.ary   In 
order   to  .horten   the   roUlng   dl.,.ne,   or  th.   ^^  ^ ^ 

off.   to  incr.,..   th.  climbing  .pe.d and celling  of  the  aircraft,   to 

ZrZTl  alr'P"d   raPit,ly•   ,nd  t0  riy  "P"""^  «trapeed.  at nign altitudes. 

men.   T,   ^'r   Pr"ent   ""'  "'  """'  """^   """  """"   0f   ""•«"*   -"«- 
mont.tlon  for  turboj.t   .ngln..  con.l.t,   of  burning additional   fu.! 
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bmtttmmn   turbtn*  and  imt   noial«.      Pu«l  eoabuatlon bahtnd  th*   tui-b.n« 

taka«  plaea a* a ratult   of tha praaanea  of fra« atycan that   la avail- 
abla  In alfniricant quantity  In  tha eoabuatton preducta daparttn« 

fro«  tha  turblna.     As a  raault   tha gm»   taaparatura  In  front   of  tha 

Jat  noaala la   Incraaaad ao th<t   tha (aa aihauat valoclty   froai tha 

Jat   noaala  Incraaaaa  undar otharwlaa  aqual  condltlona  and,   conaa- 

quantly,   tha  apaelflc  thruat  and   tha  antlna  thruat   ara   incraaaad. 
By  natural   auch  a ■•ana   of  thruat   au^vantation  rapraaanta   tha  •■- 

ploltation of a  cycla with haat   input   in  two  atafaa  that  waa  daa* 

cribad   in Chaptar 1. 

A  ao-callad  iftarbumar  ia   inatallad   for bumii«  additional   fual 

batwaan  turblna  and  Jat   noaala,   whoaa diajiraa  ia  ahown   in  fifura   1)6. 

Flfura   l)6t     Dlagraa of  tha  aftarournor of a  turbojat   anginal 
I   - diffuaart     3  •  aftarburnar raainci     3  •  flaaa  atabilltarai 
4   -  fual  noaalai     )   •  flaaa   tubai     6   -  atartln«  noaalaai 

7  •  Jot   noaala. 

Tha  priaary  alaaanta  of an  aftarburnar ara)     tha  diffuaar   I, 

uaad   to  raduca  tha gaa  valoclty   to a aa^nltuda corroapondinc   to 
a  Mach  niaabar  of  N • 0.2)   to 0.3,   which  ia  nacaaaary   to  onaura 

atabla   fual  coabuationi     tha  aftarburnar caalng  2   in  tha   fom  of 

a  cylindrical   or conical   tuba  with  a  allfht  dlvarfanra  toward  tha 
out lot   in which  tha coaibuation  of  tha  additional   fual   takaa  placai 

tha   flaaa  atabiliaara   1,   uaunlly  daaicnad   in  tha  for«  of   rinaa  with 
angular croaa-aaction bahind whoaa  adgaa  a  sona  of  ravaraa  atraana 

of burnin« («aaa   ia craatadi     and   tha  fual   nonlaa  *.     A   flaaa  tuba 

)  ia   Inatallad   in aftarbumara  with  hlch  coabuation  taaparatura, 

and  part   of tha  c** dapartln«   frooi  tha  turblna  la  dlractad   into  tha 
apaca  batwaan  flaaa  tuba  and  caairm  2  in  ordar to  raduca   tha   tanpara- 

tura  of  tha walla  of tha  aftarburnar caalnc*     A  atartint  davica 

conalatin( of a   aparkplu«  and  atartln«  noailaa  6  ia  fraquantly   uaad 

for   rallabla  fual   ignition  in  tho  aftarburnara. 
Turbojat   anginaa with aftarburnara  ara glvan  tha  abbravintad 

daalgnntion Tlinr. 

Tha raftiaa of an aftarburnin« turbojot angina that corraaponda 
to tho aiaaiaiuai rpm and aiailaiuai gaa taaparatura in front of tha tur- 

blna  during  aftarburnar  oparxtton   la  callad  tha  aftarbumin«   raatcaa. 

Whan  an aftarburning   turbojat   angina  oparataa  undar  tha  aftar- 
burning   ragiaa   tha gaa   taaiparatura   T'        In   front   of  tha   Jat   noaal» 

(at   tha  aftarburnar outlat)   uaually   raachaa   1600  to   l70OoK,   and  for 
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■ omg  ■nein««  can  «ven  rla*   to  T«       •   1800  to  2000oK.      In  static 

snffln*  oparntlon  on  the  uround  (V •  0  and  H  •  0)   tlila  nakea  It   poa- 

atbla  to   Incraaaa   Ita   thruat   by  10  to  V) <f       "•parad   to  tha  thrum 
that  can  be  obtnlnad  at   tha  maximum  rsulma. 

In  order  to  anaura  thnt   tha  ragtma  of  the  engine   la  not  dla- 
turbad   In  other  reapacta  »hen  the afterburner  la  started  or  In 

other worde,   to  enaure  thnt   tha  temperature   In  front   of  the  turbine 

and   the   engtne   rpm   are  matntnlned  at   their   previous   levels   (n • 

•  const   and  TJ ■  const),   the  pressure  p    at   the  turbine  outlet 

and,   accordingly,   the gaa   expansion  ratio   «     in  the   turbine,  muat 

be  kept  constant.     This   requires  an   incraaaa  of  the  minimum croaa- 
aectlon T     of  the   Jet   nozzle  «hen the  afterburner  la   started,   ao 

that   the  «eight   flowrata  of  the combuatlon  products   through  the 
Jet   nozxle   remalnt  at   ita   previous   level   in  apita  of  the  decrease 

in  their density  due   to  the   increase  of  temperature   in  the after- 
burner. 

However,   if  the  Jet   nossle area  r     remains  constant  »hen tha 

afterburner  ia  started   (or  if  ita  increase   lags  behind),   the  pros- 

aura behind  the  turbine will   Increase  aa  a   result   of  the  tncrcaaing 

temperature   in  front   of  the  Jat  notsle,   and   the gaa  expanslon  ratio 
in  tha  turbine will  decreaas,   leading  to a  reduction  of  turbine work 

and,  conaequently,   alao  to  a   reduction  of engine  rpm.     As  a  reault, 
the  rpm governor will   increaaa  ths  fuel   flow  into  the  primary com- 

bustion chambera   In  order  to  reatore  the  previous   rpei   level,  and  tha 

gaa  temperature  in  front   of  the  turbine will  be   increased.     But   an 

increase  of  temperature  in  front  of  the  turbine   is   inaccaptable  at 
a   time when  the  engine  already  operates  under  the maximum  regime, 

sines  this  will  result   in dangerous   turbine  blade  overheating and, 

in addition,   can cause  compressor surging   (due  to  tha   reduction  of 
the  air  flowrate   through  the  compressor at   n  •  conat). 

Thus,   starting   ths  afterburner abaolutaly  muat   be  accompanied 
by  a  aimultaneoua   Increaaa  of  the  Jet   notale  area,   in  order to maln- 

tain  the  afterburning  turbojet  engine  at  conatant  maximum  rpm and 

to  prevent   the danger of  turbine blade  overhaating  and  the develop- 

ment  of coapreaaor  surgin«. 
If the  temperature   in  front  of  the  turbine  at  maximum or close 

to sMximuai  rpm  is   aelectad  somewhat   lower  than  the maximum accept- 

able  level   for  the   turbine,   and  if the  available  atabllity margin 

with  reapect   to  teaiparatura  permlta,   the  afterburner  can be  atarted 

even without   increaalng  the   Jet  nosils  area.     However,   In  that  caae 
the  temperature  In  the  afterburner cannot  be   increaaad  algnlficantly 
for  the  reaaona   indicated  above,   so  that  a  comparatively  email   thrust 

augmentetlon  ia  obtained.     Tlterefers,   modern  ■rtarhurning  turbojet 

engines  usually  have  a  variable area   Jet  noaala  7,   as   ahown In 
figure   1)6. 
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Let us now consider to what degree the magnitude of thrust and 
specific fuel consiimptIon Is affected, under otherwise equal condl- 
tlons, by an Increase of gas temperature In front of the Jet nozzle, 
accompllehed  by burning additional  fuel   In the afterburner. 

Figure   157 shows   the relative  Increase of  the  thrust  and  speci- 
fic   fuel  conaumptlon  of a  turbojet  engine  as a  function  of  the 
temperature   Increase  In the afterburner   (of the   ratio T» /T») 
at   a  compression  ratio wjj .  7   in the  compressor,   gas  temperature 
TJ   •   tIJO  K   In  front   of  the   turbine,   and   airspeed   V.O. 

"■P   aft 1   Pgft 
sp 

l.~  ',-■  !.'•   I.S (S I,? I,!   gjj^ 

Figure   157i     Relative  variation  of'thrust   and specific 
fuel   consumption as a  function  of afterburner temperature. 

It   is   seen that,   if the afterburner temperature  is   increased 
during  static   engine  operation   (V . o),   the specific   fuel  consump- 
tion   increases   at  a significantly  faster  rate than the  thrust   of 
the  engine.     Thus,   for  instance,   if the   thrust  Is   increased  by   30 £, 
the   specific   fuel consumption will   increase by  70 •%,  which means 
that   the  economy  of the  engine  deteriorates  significsntly. 

Modern  «fterhurnlng  turbojet  engines during  static   operation 
with  afterburner on the ground  have  a   specific  thrust   of  80  to   100 
Kg   •   sec/kg,   and  a   specific   fuel   consumption  of   1.8   to  2.2  kg/kg 
thrust   per  hour. 

Consequently,   this   means   of   thrust   augmentation  proves   to  be 
uneconomical   at   slow  airspeeds.      But   this   has   no  decisive   signifi- 
cance   for  ita   temporary   use. 

However,   with  increasing   airspeed   and  altitude   the  gain   in 
engine   thrust   for  the  same   Increase   in   afterburner   temperature 
will   rise   rapidly,   and   the   Increase   in   specific   fuel   consumption 
will   slow  down   considerably.     This   is   due   to  the   pressure   Increase 
behind   the   turbine  with   increasing   airspeed,   improving   the   utiliza- 
tion   of   the   heat   added   in   the  afterburner. 

Thus,   for   Instance,   at   an   airspeed   corresponding   to   M..  •   2.5 
a   temperature   increase   to   IROO   to   1900oK   in  the  afterburner  can 
increase   the   thrust   of  an  «rterbuming   turbojet   engine   almost   2.5 
times,   as   seen   in  figure   158,   while   the   specific   fuel   consumption 
increases   by   only   10   to   15  «.   compared   to   the  P  and   0g     of   the   same 
engine  with   non-opernting   afterburner  and   under  otherwise   equal   con- 
ditions. 
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Figure   158:     The  effect   of airspeed  on  the  profile  of 
the   thrust   and  specific   fuel consumption  of an after- 

burning  turbojet  engine. 

Thrust   augmentation of a  turbojet   engine  by means   of burning 
additional   fuel behind the  turbine has  a  very  telling  effect   on 
the  profiles   of the  airspeed characteristics   of  the engine,   espe- 
cially  at  high altitudes.     To  Illustrate  this,   figure   159  shows 
the  airspeed  characteristics   (solid curves)   of  an existing after- 
burning turbojet   engine   (the French ATAR engine),   and as  dotted 
curves   for comparison  the  airspeed characteristics  of the  same 
engine  without  afterburner.     It   Is  seen that,   at  an airspeed  cor- 
responding  to MH .   2  and an altitude  of   11   km,   augmentation  through 
additional   fuel  combustion behind  the  turbine  will  Increase  the 
thrust   almost   I.   times,   at  an  increase   in  specific   fuel   consumption 
of about  30 *.     But   at   the same  time   the  specific weight  of the 
engine  is  reduced considerably,   since   the presence  of the after- 
burner Increases   its  weight  by about   25  to  30 f. while  the  thrust   is 
increased  several   times.     This   latter  factor can compensate signi- 
ficantly  for  the  increased  fuel  consumption   (depending  on flight 
endurance).     As  a   result  of the  special   features mentioned  above, 
thrust  augmentation  of a  turbojet  engine  through additional  fuel 
combustion behind  the  turbine   (that   is,   employment  of an afterburn- 
ing  turbojet   engine)   in a number of cases   not   only  proves   to be 
an advantageous  but   even a necessary means  for accomplishing fights 
at   supersonic   airspeeds   and  high  altitudes. 

Figure   159l     Airspeed   characteristics   of   an  afterburning 
turbojet   engine. 

/./.'       .HI   M,, 
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An Important advantage of using afterburners is the possibility 

of significantly increasing engine thrust without increasing the gas 

temperature  in front   of the   turbine. 
The  additional weight   and design complication of  the  engine must 

range among the disadvantages  of  using afterburners.     Moreover,   when 

the afterburner Is  not  operating  the  thrust   of  the  engine will  be 

slightly   less,   and   the  specific   fuel  consumption higher,   than  the 

thrust   of  the same  engine  without   this afterburner   (due  to  the  addi- 

tional   resistance created  by   the  afterburner). 

9.     Thrust  Augmentation of Turbo.let   Engines  through  Coollrur  Liquid 

In.lectlon 
Thrust  can be  augmented by  cooling the  air that   is  compressed 

In the compressor. 
As  a  rule,   if  the compressed  air in aviation gas   turbine  engines 

is   also   cooled,   this   is  accomplished   only   through   the   evaporation  of 

liquids   (water,  alcohol,   a  mixture   of both,   and  others)   injected 

into the  air stream through  special  nozzles   Installed   in front   of 

the compressor.     Other possible means  of cooling the  air,   for  in- 

stance with the Rid  of heat   exchangers and  the   like,   lead  to  an in- 

admissible  increase  of engine weight   and size  and  are  not   used  for 

this  reason. 
When  liquid  is  evaporated  in  air,   heat   is  removed  from  the 

latter equaling  the  evaporation heat   of the   liquid.     As   a  result, 

the  polytropic  exponent  of compression,   the work required   to  compress 

the air to  a given pressure,   as well  as  the  temperature  at   the  end 

of compression,   are  reduced.     Consequently,   if  the work  expended on 

air compression  remains   constant,   the   pressure   at   the   compressor   out- 

let,   that   is  the  compressor compression ratio,   will   rise  accordingly. 

As  a   result,   the  pressure behind  the  turbine  Is   increased, 

which   in   turn  leads   to  an   increase   of  the  gas   expansion   ratio   in 

the  Jet   nozzle. 
Consequently,   the  exhaust   velocity   from   the   Jet   nozzle   and 

the  associated specific  thrust  are   increased.     In addition,   the 

weight   flowrate of  the gas   (air)   through the   engine   also  Increases 

with  increasing   pressure   in  front   of   the   turbine  at   the   same   tempera- 

ture T». z 
Thus,   if  liquid   is   injected   that   evaporates   In   the   compressed 

air,   the   thrust   of   the  engine  will   increase   as   a   result   of  an   in- 

crease   of  both,   specific   thrust   and   air  flowrate. 
At   the  same   time   the   quantity   of  fuel   required   for   n   correspond- 

ing   temperature   increase   in   the   combustion chambers   at   T*  «   const 

will   increase  as   a   result   of  the   reduction  of   the  compressor   out- 

let   temperature,   so  that   the   specific   fuel  consumption  can   change, 

too. 
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The rel.tive variation of thrust and »pacific fuel conaumpt1on 

a» a function of the ratio between the quantity of evaporated water 

and the quantity of consumed fuel Is shown In figure 160.  It is seen 

that the Injection of evaporating liquid, especlaUy of water, into 

the compressor can be an effective means of engine thrust augmentation. 

However, it must be taken into consideration that the quantity 

of liquid that can evaporate in good tine is practically limited to 

a significant degree by the short period that it remains in the com- 

pressor.  And when the partial pressure of the vapors of the given 

liquid reaches vapor pressure for the temperature prevailing at the 

compressor outlet, evaporation in the compressor will cease complete- 
ly. 

The quantity of liquid that can evaporate in and in front of 

the compresaor Increases with increasing air temperature at the 

compressor inlet (increasing ambient air temperature, fast supersonic 

airspeed).  This can lead to a considerably greater thrust augmenta- 
tion than shown in figure 160. 

Using this relatively simple means of augmenting the thrust of 

an engine requires large relative flowrates of injection liquid. 

Thus, for instance, the water consumption required to augment the 

thrust of a turbojet engine by 20 to 25 %  during take-off will ex- 

coed the fuel consumption by about 2.2 to 2.4 times. 

Oir,-/} 

■;>' if 1,6 Tfltfiz,', 2,e twater 
Gfuel 

Figure   160!     Effect   of  water   injection  into   the 
compressor  of  a   turbojet   engine   on  it»   thrust   and 

specific   fuel   consumption. 
Water  injection for the  purpose  of auementlrur engine  thr-n.t   1. 

also   possible   directly   into  the   combuatlon chamber«.     At   the   same 
time  the  fuel  flow must  be  increased   to  prevent   a drop  in gas   tempera- 
ture   in  front   of  the   turbine.      When water  is   Injected   into  the 
combustion chamber»  the generated  steam obstructs   the air intake 
into   the   chambers,   resulting   in  a   reduction of  the  air   flowrate 
through   the   compressor,   »o   that   It»   compre»glon   ratio   increase»    '' 

This   effect   increaee»   with   increasing  curvature   of   the 
compressor  characteristic». 
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Thu..   If water   i.   injected   into  the  combuStlon   chaB,bers.   the 
thruet   of  th,  e„glno  l8   lncreased „  ,  re.ult   of  the   ^J       ' 

of th       „er.a.,  ln  the gBe   fl0Kriitei     „^^^^   the   ^^^^  ^ 

hru.t   (exhaust   velocity   from  the  Jet   „o.zl.)   contribute,   to  a   certein 

nc-eaee     n  the   .pecific   heat   of  the  coition  product,   re.uit   ^ 
fron, the   incree.ed  quantity   of «ater vapor contained   in the™. 

of  iJZtT  7T   inCre"e   ^  enelne   thrU8t(   ""«-"*«"»"  by „een, 
of injection  into   the  combuation chambers  requires  a   aignificently 
neater w.ter flowrat.  than injection  into  the  ccpreaeor.     More- 

over.   as  the «eter flow  into  the combustion  chembers   increases,   the 

compressor can get   into  an  area  of instable   regimes   since  the lir 

tT 0U8h  the  COmPreB"'r l"  redu"d "-W  this  procesi.     But 
at   the same  time,   «ater  injection directly  into  the  combustion 

chambers   instead  of into  the  compressor eliminates   the  possibility 

of  ice  formation and  damage  to compressor bXading  under  the  effecl 
of water particles. 

,0,   Speci*1 Fent"r" of ^ SUBsssisiiams a£ "-— sm   eä 
Turbolet  ienff<n.. "  

Double-compound  turbojet   engines   (see  figure   ,9)   hsve a oompres- 
• or consisting  of   two consecutively   located  compressors   for iow  end 

^.Zn"     The   firSt   ^  th"e 18  l0Cated   0n the   "-  """"  ""•> the  second  low  pressure  turbine   (es  seen  from  the  combustion chambers) 

and maKe,  up the   low  pressure  or outer rotor with  that   turbine,   while 
the second  is   located  on the  same .haft  with  the  first     hi  h 
ri.-hi., .,       . "itn  tne  iirst,   high pressure 
turbine and maKe.   up the high pressure  or inner rotor with that   tur- 

ned  L0" P78Ure  -* hl«h """""  "tor are  not  mechanically  con- 
nected so that   they  can  rotate at different   rpm. 

The compression ratio,   of the low pressure and  high pressure 

compressors   in double-compound  turbojet  engines  are  small  indivi- 
dually and will  not   exceed  3.5  to k even at  »  h^h 
• ion ratio  of   ,2  to   ,6. '    OVera11 """''"'• 

.ion ITT"   Under 0ff-de9len re*im"'   •h—   ^  overal! compres- 

.ion ra    o i.  reduced a.  a  result  of the  reduction of  the  rpm para- 

-et.r.   flow conditions  around  th. blades  of the  individual  stage. 

mat   hOW
rt
Pre"Ure  and  hieh  Prea"lr' ^"""  •"«" correspondingly 

-atched rpm will differ to  a  significantly  lesser degree  from dV 

.i8ned condition,   than  they will  for a  .ingle-spool  compressor with 
the  same overall  compression  ratio. 

ton ratio and P.  .  const,   the  transition  to  reduced  regimes,   that 

1-     he reduction of  the  rpm parameter,   is  accompanied.   I w. a r^dy 

explained,   by a  significant   increase of the angle,   of .".cK 1/2 

f .ttacK of the blade,   in  the  la.t co.Pr...or .tag...     A. .  r^" 

per t0r"0rbeffiCienCy  l'  "—""V reduced,   and  co.pr.s s" 
operation can become  instable.   making it  necesaary  to  ua.  Li- 
surging devices. " 
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It   Is  obvious   that,   In order  to prevent  a significant   increase 
of  the  angles   of attack  of  the  blades  In the   first   stages  during  the 
transition  to   reduced   regimes   of  a  double-compound   turbojet   engine, 
the   rpm  of the   low pressure  compressor should be   reduced  at   a greater 
rate,   and  that,   in order  to prevent  an excessive  decrease   of the 
angles   of attack  of  the  blades   In the  last   stages,   the  rpm  of the 
high  pressure  compressor  should  be  reduced  at  a   leaser  rate  than 
the   rpra   of  a  single-spool   compressor with   the   same   overall   designed 
compression  ratio   as   the  double-compound   turbojet   engine. 

This   rpra variation  of  the  low pressure  and high pressure compres- 
sor  of double-compound   turbojet   engines during their transition to 
reduced,   off-design regimes  takes  place automatically,   as   shown by 
Prof.   K.V.   Kholshchevnikov. 

Thus,   for   Instance,   the  Bristol   "Olymp"   double-compound   turbo- 
jet   engine  has   a   ratio   between  high  pressure   rotor   rpm,   n. . ,   and 
low  pressure  rotor  rpm,   nlo,   equal  to »../n       •   1.3  under  the de- 
signed   regime,   and   increasing  to  "j^/n.g •  2  under  the   low  throttle 
regime. 

This   unequal   rpm  variation  between  low  pressure   and   high  pres- 
sure   rotor  is  precisely   what   Is   required   to   Improve   flow   conditions 
around   the  blades   of   the   first   and   the   last   compressor  stages   under 
off-design  regimes.     As   a   result,   the  angles   of  attack  of   the   first 
and   the   last   stages   of   the   compound  compressor  of   a   double-compound 
turbojet   engine   differ   from  their  designed  magnitudes   to  a   signi- 
ficantly   lesser degree  when  the   rpm  (or the  rpm parameter.   If n • 
»   const)   is   reduced,   than   they  will   in  the   compressor  of  a   single- 
shaft   turbojet   engine  with   the   same   overall designed   compression 
ratio. 

For  these   reasons,   double-compound   turbojet   engines   have   the 
following  principal   advantages. 

1.     The compressor  of a double-compound  turbojet   engine  can 
operate   in  a  stable  manner without   surging   In a  significantly 
broader  range  of different   regimes   than the  compressor of a  slngle- 
shnft   turbojet  engine with the  same designed  compression ratio.     As 
an example,   figure   t6l   shows   the   location of  the  operating  lines 
with   respect   to   the   compressor  characteristics   for  a   single-shaft 
turbojet   engine   (see   figure   l6l   a)   and  a  double-compound   engine   (seo 
figure    I6l   b,c)   with  Fe   •   const   and  with  the   same   overall   designed 
compression  ratio   and   no   ant 1-surging  devices   in  either  case.     It 
is   seen   that   the   operating   lines   of  the  double-compound   turbojet 
engine   on   the  characteristics   of   the   low  pressure   (see   figure   l6l   b) 
and   the   high  pressure   (see   figure   I6l   c)   compressor   never   Intersect 
the   surge   limit   of   these   compressors.     On   the   other  hand,   a   reduc- 
tion   of   the   rpm   parameter   of  the   »Ingle-shaft   turbojet   engine  by 
about   30 % already   causes   the   operating   line   to  intersect   the   surge 
limit   of   its   compressor. 

■   '   -      11 11 ■■^■itf 
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Figure   1611     Operating  line»   of a  single-shaft   f»l  .„H 
a  double-compound   (b and c)   turtojet   e^i™!       " 

2.     Under  reduced   regime,,   where  the   rpm parameter  (the  rpm) 
is   significantly   reduced,   the  efficiency   of  the   compressor  of  a 
double-compound   turbojet   engine will  decrease  little  from it, de- 
signed magnitude.     Therefore,   under otherwise equal   conditions  a 
double-compound  turbojet   engine under these  regimes  will be more 
economical  than a  single-shaft  turbojet   engine whose  compressor 
efficiency will  be  reduced  significantly  during  this  procs   if 
it  has  a high desig  ed  compression ratio. 

3.     At   low rpm.   equilibrium regimes   of  a double-compound  turbo- 
jet  engine  are  achieved  at   lower gas  temperatures   In front  of  the 
turbine,   due  to  Its greater compressor efficiency,   than for a  single- 
shaft   turbojet   engine with the same deelgned  parameters. 

The di,advantaee of double-compound turbojet engine, is the 
more complicated design in comparison to a single-shaft turbojet 
engine. 

The   same   conditions   are   required   for   the   equilibrium  regimes 
of double-compound   turbojet  engines  as well  as  for slngle-shaft 
turbojet   engine»,   that   is  equality  must  exist  between  the work, 
respectively,   of  the   low  pressure  turbine   and compressor  (r . 
*   Lk  lo)   and   of   th«  "iSh   Pre,,ure   turbine   and   compre,,or   (7   ^  . 
Lkhl)- T  hl 

Changing  the  area   of  the minimum cross-section of the  Jet 
nozzle ha,  an effect   on  the  counterpressure  to  the gas  outflow  from 
the   low  pressure   turbine   of  a double-compound   turbojet   engine   and 
results  in a corresponding change of the  overall  g.,  expansion  ratio 
in  it,   turbines.      But   this   change  extends   primarily   to   the  gas   ex- 
pansion  ratio   in   the   low   pre„ure   turbine,   while   the   expansion   ratio 
of  the  high  pressure   turbine   remains   almost   constant.     Thus,   for 
instance,   if the gas  expansion ratio in the   low  pressure  turbine 
is   reduced  by   15   to  20 * when  the   Jet   no„le   area   1,   reduced   under 
otherwi.e  equal  conditions,   the gas   expansion ratio   in  the high 
pressure   turbine   can  decrease  by   at   most   2   to   J %. 

Therefore,   equilibrium   regime,   of  a  double-compound   turbojet 
engine  that  differ appreciably with  respect   to gas   temperature   In 
fron     of   the   turbine   at   constant   high  pressure   rotor   rpm  cannot   be 
obtained  by   means   of  controlling   the   Jet   nozzle   area.      To  obtain 
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such  regimes  requires   either  a corresponding   change   In  the work of 
the   high  pressure  compressor,   L. (for   Instance,   by   means   of 
pivoting   Its   blades),   or a   change   in  the   area   of  the   nozzle  assembly 
of  the high pressure   turbine. 

Consequently,   If  the   Jet   nozzle area F     is  reduced,   the  Increase 
In  the  temperature   In  front   of  the turbine,   even though  required  to 
maintain the  rpm rt      of  the  high pressure rotor constant,   will by 
very   Insignificant.     And  the  work of the   low  pressure   turbine,   L,       , 
will  decrease as  a  result  of  the   reduction of   c ,   so  that   the 
rpm  nlo  of the  low  pressure  rotor will  decline.     As   a   result,   the 
air  flqwrate  through  the engine will be   reduced,   but   to a  lesser 
degree  than the  rpm  n.   ,   since  n. .   ■ const. 

Consequently,   the angles   of attack of the  bladea   In  the  first 
stages   of  the   low  pressure   compressor will  decrease,   and   Its   regime 
will  shift  away  from  the  surge   limit. 

However,   increasing  the   Jet  nozzle  area   of a double-compound 
turbojet   engine   at   rL.   -  const   will   lead   to   the   opposite   result, 
that   is  to a  shift  of  the  regime of the  low pressure  compressor 
toward  Its  surge  limit. 

In  order   to maintain  a   constant   rpm  n.        of   the   low   pressure 
rotor when the  Jet   nozzle  area   is  reduced,   the gas  temperature T* . . z  hi 
in  front  of the high  pressure  turbine and,   accordingly,   the  tempera- 
ture T£,  must  be  increased  so  as  to compensate  for  the   reduction of 
«T   l0.     But   then   the  work   U-   . .   of the   high  pressure   turbine  will 
be   Increased   (since   «     . .   ■  const),   and  the  rpm of the  high pres- 
sure  rotor will   rise.     This   leads  to an  increase  of the  air flowrate 
through the engine,   so  that   the  regime  of the   low pressure compres- 
sor moves  away  from  the  surge   limit,   that   Is,   it   shifts   to the right 
along  the  n^/V T»  .  const   line.     Accordingly,   with  Increasing F 
and  n      « const,   the   regime  of  the  low  pressure  compressor moves 
toward  its  surge   limit,   shifting  to  the   left   along  the  n,   /y'T» ■ 
■  const   line. 

Thus,   in order  to  increase  the stability  margin  or  to prevent 
the   low pressure  compressor  from surging,   the   Jet  nozzle  area F e 
of  a double-compound   turbojet   engine must  be  reduced   rather than 
increased,as  for a  single-shaft   turbojet   engine,   although  the 
temperature T*   In front   of the   turbine will be   increased  if n,     > 

z lo 
const. 

In order to obtain as large a thrust as possible, both rotors 

of a double-compound turbojet engine in flight should be maintained 

at their maximum possible rpm, n.     and n. .    , and gas terapera- 
lo max hi  max 

ture   In  front   of   the   turbine,   T* ,     However,   in  a   double-compound 
z  max r 

turbojet  engine with   fixed  area  Jet  nozzle,   when flight  conditions 
change   only   one   of  these   parameters  can  be  kept   constant   (for 
instance,   IU.   «  const),   while   the  remaining  two   (n       and T»)  will 
be   changed   In  the   process. 
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If the gas temperature in front of the turbine of a double- 

compound turbojet engine la maintained conatant with changing alr- 

apeed and altitude by meana of controlling the fuel flow ao that 

Tl max " con8t« the *ork  of *he high pressure and low pressure 

turbines will not be changed, either.  But if there la, for Instance, 

an increase in airspeed, the temperature T» at the compressor Inlet 

will be increased, causing a reduction in the compressor compression 

ratio due to the decrease In the rpm parameter and the corresponding 

increase in the angles of attack of the blades in the first compres- 

sor stages and decrease in the angles of attack of the blades In the 

last compressor stages.  As a result, the rpm of the low pressure 

rotor, nlo, will be reduced, and the n   of the high pressure rotor 

Increased.  The opposite phenomenon is observed with increasing 

altitude at T» > const, Fe • const, and V . const 1  an increase of 

nlo and a decrease of nhl'  This type of rotor rpm variation will 

not cause any peculiarities In the airspeed and altitude charac- 

teristics of double-compound turbojet engines.  These characteristics 

are approximately identical to the characteristics for T» ■ const 

and constant adiabatlc work of the compressor a: a whol«, since 

the compressor efficiency of a double-compound turbojet engine 

varies little with changing compressor regime and flight conditions. 

If the low pressure rotor rpm of a double-compound turbojet 

engine with Pe • const is kept constant, n  > const, the angles 

of attack of the blades in the first compressor stages will in- 

crease with Increasing airspeed (due to the decrease of n /Vrj), 

so that the work required to drive the low pressure compressor Is 

Increased, requiring an increase of gas temperature in front of the 

turbine In order to maintain n,  » const. lo But  then  the  rpm  n. ,   of 
the  high   pressure   rotor will   be   Increased   as   a   result   of  the   rise 
in T» and decrease  in the  angles   of attack  of  the  blades   In  the  last 
stages   of   its   compressor.      In  this   case,   n. .   will   be   Increased   at nl 
a   significantly   faster   rate   than   In  the   preceding  case,   if  T*  ■ 
const.     However,   with increasing  altitude   (up to H .   11   km)   the 
temperature T»,   conversely,   must   be  reduced  in order to maintain 
n
lo  ■   const,   and   the   rpm n       will   be   Increased. 

The   nature   of the rpm variation of  the high pressure  rotor with 
changing   altitude   and   flight   Mach   number  M„  at   n,     ■   const   Is   shown nlo 
in   figure   162   a. 

*,* 

it* const 

1 Hii*e,e 
^\              ,0 

100 >4---J 
yrr,,.^, ■, 
-i        i 

0 //                             // KH 

Figure   I62t      Rpm  variation  of   a  double-compound   turbojet   engine 
with   changing   altitude  and   flight   Mach   number M,,: 

for »   const;      b   -   for   n.  .    ■   const hi 
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If  the  airspeed  ia   Increased  at  n       •  const  and  under otherwise 
equal  conditions   the   thrust  of a  double-compound  turbojet   engine  as 
a   result   of  the   Increase   In temperature  in  front  of the  turbine will 
Increase  at   a greater rate  than It will   for  the T» •  const  control 
schedule.     However,   If  the altitude  Is   Increased  at  n,     • const  and lo 
V •  const,   the   thrust   of the  engine as   a  result   of the decrease  In 
T* will  be   reduced  at  a  faster  rate  than  for T* ■  const. 
s z 

Since the rpin nhi of the high pressure rotor Increases with 

increasing airspeed at TJ « const, the gas temperature, obviously, 

must be reduced with Increasing airspeed in order to maintain n., ■ 

• const.  This will lead to a faster decrease in the rpm of the low 

pressure rotor than for TJ « const, and to a corresponding reduction 

of engine thrust. 

In order to maintain n^ ■ const with increasing altitude, the 

gas temperature in front of the turbine must be increased, so that 

the rpm of the low pressure rotor will be increased at a faster rate 

than for T* m  const)  as a result, the thrust of the engine will de- 

crease at a slower rate with increasing altitude than for T* » const. 

The nature of the rpm variation of the low pressure rotor with 

changing altitude and flight Mach number H at n., • const is shown 

in figure 162 b. 

Figures 163 and t6<t show the relative variation of the tempera- 

ture T*, rpm of the low pressure and high pressure rotors, n.  and 

nhl, and the thrust of a double-compound turbojet engine with F • 

const, for changing airspeed and altitude and for the three control 

schedules under consideration, where the values of all magnitudes 

for these three cases are assumed to be equal to one at H ■ 0 and 

"H 0. 

n,„r 

Figure 1631  Airspeed characteristics 
of a double-compound turbojet engine 
for three control schedules. 

'lo «const 

-'-i^fMsconst 

Figure l6lti  Altitude charac- 
teristics of a double-compound 
turbojet angina for three 
control schedules. 
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It   ahould  be  kept   In alnd  that   on«  of  th« aacnttuda»  n.0,   n.    , 

or TJ  can ba  kapt  conatant   only   until   th«  valuaa  of tha  tuo  othar 

■agnltudaa  axeaad  thalr mnxlnum  accaptabla  valuaa  with  chancln«  air- 
apaad  and  altltuda. 

Plfura   165  aDowa   tha  ralatlva  variation  of  thruat  with  chamilnc 
flight   Mach  nuabar t^  for a  doub I a-c oapound  turbojat  angina  Mlth  F    • 
■  conat  whoaa  aaxlaua  thruat   at  M,,  <   1   la   Ualtad  by   tha  accaptabll 

rpa  of  tha   low  praaaura   rotor,   ao  that   tha   Halt  »1th  raapact   to 

accaptabla   taaparatura  In  front   of  tha  turblna  aata   In  flrat  with 

incraaaln«  alrapaad   (at   I <  ^ <   1.7),   and  aubaaquantly   tha   Halt 
with  raapact   to accaptabla  rpa  of  the  high  praaaura  rotor. 

CO   M,, 

■Vtt 

t   M    M<;lo 

Plgura   1651     Alrapaad eharac- Plgura   1661     Throttling  charao 
tarlatlca  of a  doubl a-c oapound tarlatlca  of  a doubla-coapound 
turbojat   angina  for a  coablnad turbojat   angina, 
control   achadula. 

Tha  rpa charactarlatlca   of doubla-coapound  turbojat   anglnaa 
can ba  rapraaantad  In tha  for» of  tha  dapandanclaa   of  thruat  and 

• pacific   fual  conauaptlon  on  tha  rpai  of  low  praaaura  rotor aa  wall 
aa  high  praaaura  rotor. 

Plgura   166  ahowa  tha  taat   atand  charactarlatlca  of  a  double- 
compound   turbojat  engine  with  P#  a  conat  aa  functlona  of  tha  relative 

rpa  of  the   low  preaaure   rotor.     If  the  rpa of either  rotor at   the 
maxlaua  regime  la  aaauaed  to  be   10O *,   the  increaaa  of  the  angle« 

of attack  in  tha  flrat  atagea  during  the  tranaltlon  to  reduced   re- 

«rlmea   (aa  well  aa  tha  reduction  of € T  Xo  if  the  engine   ie   throttled 

aigniflcantly)  will   lead  to a  aore   rapid decraaaa  of  tha   rpa of  the 
low  preaaure   rotor than  of tha  high  preaaure  rotor.     It   la  aeen 

froa  figure   166  that   for an  rpa  of  the   low preaaure   rotor  of 0.5  n 
the   rpa  of  the  high preaaure   rotor aaounta  to about  0.7  it 

i»w       ** * hi  aax 
The  effect  of ataoapharic   air  taaperatura  on  the  thruat   of 

a  double-compound  turbojet  engine differe  »lightly  froa  tha  effect 

on  tha  corresponding data  of  a  aingle-ahaft  engine  ami  can ba 

evaluated  by  analogy with  tha  effect   of alrapaad  and  altitude   (that 
ia,   of TJ)   on  tha  raglae  of the  engine  under different  control 
•chedulea. 

lo aax* 
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If  Ih* flvtn  rpm  of  th«  hlfh  prsctur*  rotor,   n.      ■  conat,   I« 
■■InlKlnocI  «I  Mu •  0  and  H  •  0,   th«  «aa  taaporatura   In  front   of 

tha  turblna  am)  tho   rpai of   tha   Ion  praaaura   rotor «III  dacraaaa 

»ith   Inrraa'tnn  ataioaphorlc   air  taaiparaturo   r|(.   ao  that   tha  throat 

of  tha  oiyitna «III   ba   raducod  at  a  altghtly  «raatar   rata  than  th« 
throat  of  a  Btn(l«-ah«rt   turbojat   anclna. 

If  th«  rpca fovarnor  of   th«  «ngln«  Balntalna  a  conatant   rpai  of 
th«   to«  praaaur«  rotor   (n.     «  conat),   an  Incroaa«   In TH, convoraaly, 

»lit  b«  accoapaitt«d  by  an   lncr«n««  of  t«ap«r«tur«   In  front   of  th« 

turbln«  and  high  prssaura   rotor  rpa,   laadln«   to a   !•«■   Intanatv« 

rodortton  of «ngln«   throat   In coaparlaon  to  a   alncta-ahaft   torbo- 
J«t  «nfln«. 

Ho««v«r,   If  th«  «nein«  control   ayataa «naur««  a  conatant   valo« 

of «aa   t«>p«rator«   In  front   of  th«   torhln«,   a  chann«   In atcaoapharlc 
■ tr  t«ap«rator« «III   b«  «ccoaipanlad  by  a  chan^a   In  th«  rpai of both 

rotora,   ao  that  th«   rpa  of  th«   to»  proaaora  rotor »111   ba  raducad 

»Ith  Incraaalnc TH,   »hi la   th«   rpa of  th«  hlfth  pr«aaur«  rotor  la   In- 
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CHAPTER   13 

TRANSIENT  REGIMES  AND  START-UP  OP TWIDOJET ENGINES 

'•       B«iit    DlDind.nci«..       P1C|C.UB   »f   T..rbo1.t    Rn.tn.. 

ZUnilUU. (lrr.«ul.r)  atia^ of  turbojet  .^jln,,   ar. d.rined 

..  r.«l...  wh,r.  mll   „ , c,rt,ln p-pt   of the  ^^^  para|iietar8 

».ry  o».r  tl«.     Uml.r th...  r.,1»..   th. .ngln.  .hift.   fr«.  on. 
•qulllbrluB rmgim»  to ■nothar. 

Tr.n.H,nt  r.«t...  of turboj.t   .nein., «h.r.  th.  rpm v.rl.. 

ov.r tt.. h,v. th. gr..t..t  pr.ctlc.l   .ltnlflc.nc.,   .inc.  th.  thrust 
control   of  turboj.t  .n«ln..   1.  .cco.pll.h.d  Prl».rlly  by „..„,   of 

chan«lnc  It.   rpm. 

Tr.n.l.nt   r.^l... «tth  lncr...ln«  rpm ,r.  c.ll.d   rotor  run-un 

CSSiBU.   whll. tr.n.l.nt  r.«l... with d.Cr...lne  rp« .r. c.ll.d 
tt9W-tf9yn  tMiaU  <"•  n» r.duct^on rMl...T. 

Th.  pri-.ry condition for tr.n.l.nt   r.«l...  of turboj.t  .ngln.. 

th.t  .r. acco.p.nl.d by . ch.ng.   In  rp. 1.  th.  ln.qu.llty   of turbln. 

po„.r „no   th. po«.r  r.qutr.d   to drlv.   th. co.Pr...or .nd   th.  .uxl- 
llary aaaaablla*. 

If th.  turbln. po».r ..c.d.  th.  pow.r r.qulr.d  for th.  co-pr... 
• or.   th. .n,in.  rp. «m   incr.a..  ov.r  tl...   and an .n^ln.   run-up 

tr.n.l.nt   r.,1.. „m  b. obt,ln.d.     Th.  .xc...   turbln.  pc.r.     N    . 

-  N,,.   1.  con.u..d  for Incr.a.ln,  th.  kln.tlc  .n.r,y  of  th.  .nglnl 

rotor  in It.  rotary .otlon.     Vh.n NT <  Nk.   ,h.  .n,ln.   rp. win   b. 

r.duc.d.   and an rp.  r.ductlon  tranal.nt   r.cl.. will b.  cbtaln.d. 

Durln,   thl.   proc...  th. l,ln.tlc   .n.rgy   of th.  rotor 1.   r.ducd.   .Inc. 

It   la  con.u-.d  for ov.rcln,   th. a.rodyna.lc   fore, and   friction 
forca.  that   l.pad.  It.  rotation. 

Tha  tl..  r.qulr«l  for th.  .n«ln.   rotor to  run up  fro.  low 
throt.l.  rp.  to «.i.u. rp-  1.  call«,  »Ick.un t.-. .nd d.f.n.. 

that   Lportant  oparatlonal quality  of an .n,ln. callad  pick-up. 

that   1,  ,h.  capability   of rapidly   lnc.-.a.ln,  th.  rp. wh.n  th.  fu.l 

flow  into  th. co.bu.tlon ch,.b.r.   1.   l«r.«..d.     Th.  .hort.r  th. 

tl-.  r.qulr«.  for th.  rotor to  run up  fro. n,        to „ th.  b.tt.r 

«HI   b.  th.  pick-up of  th. .n,ln..   th.   f.t.r will   i"  rp.  i^r.aa. 

•nd.   c«n,.qu.ntly.   ,h.  thru.,  ,.n.rat.d by  th.  .ngin..     And  a   rapid 

incraa..  of  thru«,   that   1. a ,ood .n,ln. pick-up.   t.   r.quir.d   for 

a  aaf. ..-.round of  ,h. .Ircraft   In  th.  ,v.nt   of .n un.ucc.ful 
landln«.   for co-pl.tln, a.robatlc  -an.uv.r..   for f„t  ..„.uv,rln, 

in ..rial   cbat.   for followln.  an aircraft   In  fo^a.ion   (for ch... 
aircraft),   and  a. on. 

Th.  pick-up  ,1..  of .  turboj.t   .n,ln.  1.  proport.onal   to  th. 
-o..nt   of  ln.rtl.  of  th.  rotor and .u.t   d.cr.... w.th  Incr.a.i^. 

air  flowrat.   throu,h  th.  .n,ln.  .nd   .ncr...ln,  «c...  of   turbln. 
«ork  ov.r co.Pr...or work,     61^  .  ^   .   ^   („.  rtgur,   ,„, 
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This   means   thnt   the  pick-up   time  will   decrease  with   increasing 
temperature T*   in  front   of  the  turbine during  the  run-up process 
of  the   turbojet   engine  and with  increasing   Jet  nozzle area. 

However,   the   tempennture  Increase during  the  run-up process 
that   Is   required   in  order  to  Improve   significantly   the   pick-up   of 
a   turbojet   engine,   is   limited by   the   temperature  stability  margins 
AT*     .    .       ,   especially   at   low  and   Intermediate   rpm.      It   is   obvious 
that,  with decreasing  temperature  stability margin,   thnt   is with 
decreasing  distance  between   the   equilibrium   operating   line   of  a 
turbojet   engine   and   its   compressor   surge   limit,   the   temperature   in- 
crease   in  front   of  the  turbine  that   can be  achieved during  the  run-up 
process   in comparison to  its values   under  equilibrium  regimes  will 
be   reduced   and,   consequently,   the   pick-up   of   the   engine will   deterio- 
rate   under   otherwise   equal   conditions■ 

Moreover,   a   significant,   although   temporary   Increase   of   tempera- 
ture   in   front   of   the   turbine  during   the   run-up  process   (provided 
that   the   temperature   stability  margins   permit   it)   can cause   inac- 
ceptable   turbine   blade   overheating. 

For   these   reasons,   turbojet   engines   have   an  available   excess 
of   turbine   power   ovsr  compressor   power   that   is  comparatively   snail 
at   all   revolutions   below  maximum   rpmi      it   is   considerably   less 
than  the   excess   power  of  a   reciprocating   engine   (with   respect   to 
Its  external  charncterlatlcs)   over  the  power  required  to drive  the 
propeller.     This   primarily explains   the  significantly  poorer pick- 
up  of  turbojet   engines   compared   to   reciprocating   aviation  engines. 
Thus,   the  pick-up  time  of modern turbojet   engines during  static 
operation  on   the  ground   is   usually   not   less   than  8  to   10   sec,   while 
reciprocating  engines   require a  total   of only   I.)  to  2 sec. 

The   air   flowrate   through  a   turbojet   engine  dacreases   with   in- 
creasing   altitude   or   increasing   temperature   and  with  decreasing 
etmoapherlc   air   pressure,   and  also  with  decreasing  alrspeedi      under 
otherwise   equal   conditions,   this   contributes   to  a  deterioration  of 
engine   pick-up.      But,   as  we   showed   earlier,   the   low   throttle   rpm 
of  a   turbojet   engine   increases  with   Increasing  altltuds  as   a   result 
of  the  employment   of  a  minimum   fuel   flow   limlter   in  front   of   the 
injection  nosslea   (minimum   fuel   consumption),   so   that   the   low 
throttle   rpm  Increases with   increasing   altitude,   and  the difference 
(n -   n        )   is   reduced.      As   e   result,   the   pick-up  of  a   turbojet 
engine   in   flight   can  be   either worse   or  better  than   its   pick-up 
under ground  conditions. 

2.      Special   Features   of   the  Transient   Regimes   of  Turbojet   Engines 
In  order  to  shift   a   turbojet   engine   to a  new  equilibrium 

regim«   with   increaaed   rpm  an  excess   of   turbine   power  over   the   level 
prevailing   at   the   intermediate  equilibriuai   regimes  must   be generated. 
In  other  words,   under   run-up   regimes   the   turbine   power  et   each 
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int.rm.dl.t«   rpm muat   be  greater   than   the   turbine   power  at   the   same 
rpm but   under equilibrium  regimes,   where  It  always  applies   that 
NT .  Nk.     This  can be  achieved  only   (if Fe . const)  by  means   of  In- 
creasing  the  fuel  flow,   and  accordingly,   the  temperature   In  front 
of  the  turbine  over  their values   under  the  Intermediate  equilibrium 
regimes. 

However,   in order  to  shift   a  turbojet  engine   to  a  new  equlll- 
brlum  regime with reduced  rpm  the   turbine power must   be   reduced, 
that   is,   the  temperature  In front   of  the  turbine must   be   reduced 
by   reducing  the  fuel   flow,   below   Its  values  under  the   Intensedlate 
equilibrium  regimes. * 

To  Illustrate  this,   figure   167  shows   the  variation  of  fuel 
consumption 0fu#1  snd   temperature TJ  In  front   of  the   turbine with 
changing   rpm under run-up regimes   (curves   1   and   1 •)   and   under  rpm 
reduction regimes   (curves   3  end   3')   for  one of  the  existing  turbo- 
jet   engines.     For comparison,   the dependencies   of  fuel  consumption 
and   temperature  In front   of  the   turbine  on the  rpm  are  shown  In this 
figure  for the equilibrium  regimes  of  the same  engine   (curves  0 and 
<>•;.     It   Is  seen  that   the   fuel  consumptions 0fu#l  and   temperatures 
TJ   in  front  of  the  turbine differ considerably  at   the  same   Inter- 
mediate   (transient)   rpm  under  run-up and  slow-down  regimes  and  under 
equilibrium regimes. 

Figure   1671     Variation of  temperature  In  front   of  the 
turbine and  fuel   consumption with changing   rpm under 

transient   regimes  of a  turbojet  engine. 

Let   us  consider the basic   peculiarities  of  turbojet   engine 
operation under run-up  regimes  from  low  throttle   rpm,   n       ,   to 
masimum  rpm,   a^^.     Tor this  purpose we  start  out  by  uttitg   the 
graphs   in figures   I6fl and   169.   where  the  solid  lines   represent, 
respectively,   the dependence  of 0fu#1  and T;  on  the   rpa under 
equilibrium regimes  of the  turbojet  engine. 

Depending on the fuel   flow schedule  the run-up regimes «ill 
take a different course.     A Malt   increase in fuel   flow  over fuel 
consumption under equiltbriuai  regisMS   (line   I   in  figure   168)   re- 
suits   in ■ comparatively  small   Increase  of temperature T»   in  front 
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of  the   turbine   (curve   1   In figure   169).   yielding  > »mall  exceee   of 
turbine   power,   ANT,   end  the  pick-up  time  of  the  engine will  be 
longer.     At   a  atrongor increaae   of  fuel  flow   (curve  2  in figure 
168)   the  run-up  regime will  proceed  at  higher gas  temperaturea   in 
front   of  the  turbine   (curve  2   in  figure   l69)t     thia  reaulta   in a 
greater  excess   of  turbine power,   and  the  pick-up time will  be 
shortened.   With  a   strong  fuel   flow  under a  run-up regime  the 
temperature   in front  of the   turbine  can also become  "overheated", 
that   la T» will  be exceeded  at   n (curve  2'   in figure   169, x max max 
and  curve   1   In figure   167),   which  la  acceptable  up to  a  certain 
limit   because  of  the  temporary   nature  of the  run-up process. 

l.t 

Figure   l6ßi     Variation of fuel 
consumption   In a   turbojet  engine 
under   transient   regimes. 

l.t 

Figure   1691     Varia**.on of 
temperature  in  fr<-.      of the 
turbine  of a turbojet   engine 
under transient   regimes. 

From  the  known values  of temperature  in front  of  the  turbine 
that   are  obtained   for each  Intsnaediate  rpm,   n^,  during  run-up, 
the   run-up   lines  of  the engine can be plotted  In the  field  of 
compresaor characteristics.     This  waa  done  In figure   170,   where 
the  curve 0  represents  the  equilibrium operating   line  of  the engine 
and   the  curves   I,   2,   and 2*   the   run-up characteristics,   the  first 
of  theee  corresponding  to a  email   Increase   In fuel  flow during  the 
run-up  proceas,   and  the  second  to  a  stronger  Increaae  of  fuel  flow. 

Figure   1701     Lines  of  the   transient   regimes  of a  turbojet 
engine   In  the   field  of compresaor characteristics. 
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Legends  to  figure   17O1 
1 -   surge   limit 
2 -  line  of the  equilibrium  regimes 

of   the   turbojet   engine 

It   Is  seen  that   the   run-up  regimes  na   a   result   of  the   higher 
temperatures   In   front   of   the   turbine   are   located   closer   to   the 
compressor  surge   limit   than  the   equilibrium   regimes   of  the   engine 
and   thnt   their distance   from   the   surge   limit   will   decrease   with 
Increasing  fuel   flow  and,   accordingly,   Increasing   temperature T». 

7. 
Therefore,   with  a   strong   fuel   flow   under a   run-up   rnglme   of   a   turbo- 
jet   engine   (curve   2'   In   figure   170)   compressor   surging   can   develop, 
which  creates   the   danger   of   flameout   and   spontaneous   engine   shut- 
down. 

The   location   of   the   run-up   lines   In   the   field   of  compressor 
characteristics   also   ahows   that   the   run-up   reglmea   take   place   at 
lower  air  flowratea   through   the   engine   (for   the   same   n)   than   equi- 
librium   regimes.     The  greater   the   fuel   flow   during   the   run-up 
process,   the   smaller  will   be   the   air  flowrate   at   which   tills   process 
takes   place,   as   Illustrated  by   curves   1   and   2   In   figure   171,   where 
the   solid  curve  0  describes   the   equilibrium   regime. 

Consequently,   under  all   run-up   regimes   the   mixture   In   the 
engine   Is   enriched,   or.    In   other  words,   the   excess   of  sir  coeffi- 
cient   1   Is   reduced   In  comparison   to   the  equilibrium   regimes   of   the 
same   engine,   since    c   ■   <5,,/'o0ruel •      Figure   172   shows   the   nature  of 
the   rpm  variation   of a   for  equilibrium  regimes   (curve  0)   a.id   for 
run-up   regimes  with  a   small   Increase   of  fuel   flow   (curve   l)   and with 
a   stronger   Increase   of   fuel   flow   (curve   2).      The   limits   of   stable 
combustion  chamber   operation with   respect   tc 
plotted   as   dotted   curves   In   this   figure. 

(1 and  t   ,    )  ar 'ma« mln' 

Figure   1711     Variation   of   the 
air   flowrate   In  a   turbojet 
engine  under transient   regimes. 

Figure   172l      Variation   of   the 
ancess   of  air  coefficient   in 
the  combust ton  chambers   of  a 
turbojet   engine   under   transient 
regime«. 

It Is readily noted that the em-lchment of the mliture In the 
romhuatlon ciiamher» will Increase with Increasing rate of Increase 
of   the   fuel   flow  during   engine   run-up.      If   the   fuel   flow   la   too 
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»trone.,   the   magnltud«   of   the   «xcefts   of  atr coefficient   1   can   be 
reduced   so   much  that   It   become,   lese   than 1^   (curve   2'   In   figure 
172)   »o  that   Inatable  combuatlon and   flameouts  develop  in the com- 
bustion chamber,  that  can   lead   to  spontaneous  onelne  shut-down. 

Thus,   a   stron«   Increase  of  fuel   flow during  the   run-up of  a 
turbojet   enclne  can   lead   to  compressor  surging   as   well   as   to   flame- 
out   in  the  combustion chambers   as  a   result  of overenrlchment   of 
the   fuel   and air mixture. 

In  order  to prevent   these  phenomena,   the   fuel   flow  Into  the 
combustion chambers  durln«   rotor  run-up of a   turbojet   engine must 
be   limited  by  acceptable  boundary   values  that   are  safe   for the 
engine.     For  this  purpoae   the  control  and regulating  systems   of 
all  modern  turbojet   engines   are  equipped with  special   automatic 
maximum   fuel   flow   llmlters   that   are   called  automatic   pick-up  sy.- 
tems. 

Under  reduced  rpm  regimes   the dependencies   considered  above 
are   of  the  opposite   type,   a.   Indicated  by   line.   J  and U   In  figures 
168 and   169.     The curves   J   In  these   figures  refer  to  a   small   fuel 
flow  reduction accompanied  by  a   relatively  small   temperakire change 
in  front   of  the  turbine,   compared  to  equlllbrlum  regimes,   so  that 
the  revolutions are   reduced  slowly.     The curves   fc   refer  to a  stron- 
ger  fuel   flow  reduction where  the   temperature  In  front   of the  tur- 
bine  is  reduced at  a more  significant   rats than  In  the  preceding 
case,   increasing  the difference   (Nk   -  NT)  ,nd  reducing   the  time  re- 
quired  for the  rpm reduction or.   In  other words,   resulting  In a 
faster decline of engine   rpm. 

It   Is   obvious   that   the  temperature   In front   of  the  turbine   la 
decreased   In   comparison   to   the   Intermediate  equilibrium   regimes   ami 
that   the  rate  of engine   rpm  reduction  is accelerated  with  Increas- 
ing  rate  of  fuel  flow  reduction during  the slow-down  process.     As 
a   result,   the   location  of  the   reduced  rpm  line   In  the   field of 
compressor characteristics   (lines   3  and  li   In figure   170)  will  be 

further removed  from  the  surge   Halt  with  Increasing  rate  of  fuel 
flow  reduction and,   consequently,   of  temperature   reduction  In  front 
of  the  turbine.     Consequently,   compressor surging cannot develop 
during   rpm  reduction  of a   turbojet  engine. 

The   location of   the   reduced   rpm   lines   in  the   field   of  compres- 
sor  characteristics   Indicates   that   these   regime,   take   place     at 
greater air  flowrates   through  the  engine  than  for equlllbrlum 
regimes.     The grsster  the   rate  of fuel   flow reduction,   the greater 
will  be  the  air flowrates  at  which  the   rpm reduction of  the engine 
takes  place   (lines  3  and   U   in  figure   171). 

This means  that   the mixture   In the  combustion chambers  of 
the  engine will  become   leaner under  reduced  rpm  regimes   or.   In 
other  words,    the  exces.   of   elr  coefficient   -l   will   be   In. ree.ed   In 
comparison   to   the   Intermediate   equlllbrlum  regimes. 
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The  rate  of  thla  fuel   richness   reduction »111  be  comparatively 
small  for a  small   fuel   flow  reduction   (curve   J  in  figure   172).   A 
greater  fuel   flow  reduction will  cause  the mixture   to become  con- 
siderably  leaner   (curve  U   in figure   172).     An excessive  rate   of 
fuel   flow   reduction during  a  drop   in   rpm  can  make   the  mixture   so 
lean  (curve  V   in figure   172)   that   the  excess   of nir  coefficient 
a becomes greater  than the  acceptable a|iiax  and  flameouts begin  In 
the combustion chambers,   resulting  In spontaneous  engine shut-down. 
It  should  be  noted  that   thla  danger  Increases with  Increasing  altl- 
tude,   since  In  that  case,as  we explained   earlier,   the  maximum  value 
amax wtlere  flaaeout  begins   in the combuation chambers will be  re- 
duced. 

Thus,   an abrupt   fuel   flow  reduction during an  rpm drop of a 
turbojet   engine  con  lead  to  spontaneous   engine  shutdown as a  result 
of flameout   In  the combustion chambers  due   to  excessive  leanness 
of the mixture.     Therefore,   an automatic   limitation  of  the minimum 
acceptable  fuel   flow  Is   required not   only   under equilibrium regimes, 
as   explained   earlier,   but   also   under   reduced   rpm   regimes. 

In  the  case  of double-compound   turbojet   engines   the  rpm  run- 
up and  slow-down   regimes   of  the  high  pressure   rotor  are   qualita- 
tively   equivalent   to   the   regimes   of  single-shaft   turbojet   engines, 
but   for   the   low   pressure   rotor  of  a   double-compound   turbojet   enctne 
those   regimes   take   pl.ce   differently,   for   the   following   reasona. 

As   a   rule,   the  moment   of   Inertia   of   the   low   pressure   rotor, 
•'lo'   i* ereater  than  the moment  of  Inertia   of  the high  pressure   rotor, 
JM.    Therefore,   if  the  fuel   flow  is   reduced  mid r    .   const,   the 
rpm  and,   accordingly,   the   compressor  compression   ratio   of   the   second 
rotor will   drop  at   a   faster   rate   thin   for   the   first   rotor,   and   the 
air  flowrate   through   the   engine  will   be   reduced   to  a  greater degree 
than  it would be   In  the case  of,   for  Instance,   an  Identical  drop 
In the  rpm of both  rotors.     This will   have   the  result   that  the de- 
cline of  the   rpm  of  the   low  pressure  rotor  takes  place  at   lesser 
air flowrates   than  for the  same  revolutions  of  Its   intermediate 
(reduced)   equilibrium  regimes   where   the   rpm   of   the   high  pressure 
rotor exceeds,   a«  we  know,   the  rpm of the   low  pressure   rotor.     In 
other words,   the   line  of declining   r,,m  of  the   low  pressure  rotor  In 
this  case   is   located  closer   to   the   surge   limit   in  the   fiel   of  com- 
pressor characteristics   than  the operating   lino  of  its   «qulllbrlum 
regimes. 

In   this   case,   the   faster   the   rpm  of   the   high  pressure   rotor 
drops  In comparison  to  the   rpm of the   low  pressure  rotor,   the 
closer will   the   line  of declining   rpm  of  the   litter  shift   toward 
the compressor  surge   limit. 

Consequently, in the case of double-compound turbojet engines 
with Jhl < Jlo even a drop In rpm ran cause compressor surging (of 
the   low pressure   rotor). 
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During   run-up   of   a  double-compound   turbojet   engine   with 
Jhl   '■   Jlo   the   rpm   of   the   hl8h   pressure   rotor will   increase   at   a 
faster  rate   than   the   rpm   of   the   low  pressure   rotor,   providing  an 

additional   Increase   of   the   air   flowrate   throuR),   the   compressor 

of   the   latter   In  comparison   to   its   equilibrium   regimes,   so   that 
no   surging  can  develop   in   this   compressor.      Hut   surging   can  de- 

velop,   generally   speaking,   in   the   high  pressure   compressor,   for 

the   same   reasons   that   apply   to   the   run-up   of  a   »Insle-shaft   turbo- 
jet   engine. 

3.      Start-Un   of Turbojet   Dnglne« 

The   start-up   process   of  a   turbojet   engine   is   also   included 

among   its   transient   regimes   and   represents   an  engine   rotor   run-up 
from   zero  rpm   to   low   throttle   rpm. 

It   was   shown   in  Chapter   11   that   turbojet   engines  have   minimum 
rovolutions   iimln  where   the   same   temperature   is   required   In  order 

to   obtain  an   equilibrium   regime   that   Is   required   under  the  maximum 

regime   of  the   e.igino,   that   is  TJ  ^^     These  minimum  equilibrium 
revolutions   n^  amount   to  about    10   to  20  <  of   nmax.      At   revolu- 

tions   below   nmtn   the   available   turbine  work   U,  at   T» is   less 

as   w«   know   (see   figure   na),   than   the  compressor  work   Lk,   so   that 

«elf-sustained   operation   of  a   turbojet   engine   at   revolutions   n < 

"rnin   ls   not   PO»«lble  without   exceeding   the  maximum  acceptable 
temperature   in   front of   the   turbine.     Therefore,   an  additional   source 
of   power   is   required   to   start   a   turbojet   engine,   that   Is   a   start- 

ing  motor  or  starter   that   is   capable   of   running   up   the   engine   rotor 
to   that   rpm where   the   engine  can  already   make   the   transition  to 
self-sustaining   operation  at   T*  <  T* 

z ^      z  max 
Klectrlc   starters   operating   on  electric   batteries   or   special 

airfield   power   networks   and gas   turbine  starters   are  mostly   used 
today.     The   latter  are   low-power  gas   turbine   engines   of  small 

dimensions   consisting   of  a  compressor,   combustion  chambers,   and 
a   turbine  whose   power   exceeds   the   power   required   to  drive   Its 

compressor by   the  magnitude   that   Is   necessary   to   run  up  the   rotor 

the   turbojet   engine.     The  gas   turbine   starter   Itself   is   started 

-1th   the  sld   of  a   small   olectrlc   motor.     Also,   gas   turbines   operat- 
ing   on   the  combustion   products   of  a  powder  char««,   on  decomposi- 

tlon  products   of  hydrogen  peroxide,   on compressed   air  stored  In 
tanks,   and  others  can  be  used  as   starting  engines. 

Also,   reliable   Initial   fuel   Ignition  In  the  combustion  chaabers 
must   be  ensured  when  a   turbojet   engine  Is  started,   in addition to 
running  up  Its   rotor  with  a  starter. 

For  this  purpose   special   starting devices  are  used  that 

consist   of an  electrical   spark  plug  .nd a  «tartln«   Injector combined 
into  one  assembly.     These  devlcee  generate  the   Initial  starting 
flame   Jets  that   subsequently   Ignite  the  fuel   fed  through  the 
primary   operating   Injectors. 
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The   starting devices   of  turbojet   engines   with   tubulsr   end 
cannular combustion chambers are  Installed  only   In some  of  the 
flame     tubes   from which  the flame   Is   transferred   to the  remain- 
ing  flame  tubes  through  a pipe  system  that   Interconnects  all   the 
flame  tubes.      In annular combustion chambers  several  starting de- 
vices   are  Installed  along  the circumference  of the  common annular 

flame  tube. 
Either  the  primary   fuel,   kerosene,   or a  starting  fuel,   gasoline, 

is  used   to   start   a   turbojet   engine.     The   latter   facilitates   start- 
up,   but   complicates   the   fuel   system   of   the  engine. 

Vhen   the   engine   is   started   the   starting  devices   are   turned 
on  and   off   automatically. 

Also,   the   starting   system   of  a   turbojet   engine  must   ensure 
s  fuel   flow   dosage   into   the  combustion   chambers   that   exclude   the 
danger   of   turbine   overheating   and   Instable  combustion. 

A   non-operating   turbojet   engine   in   flight   Is   in autorotatIon, 
meaning   that   its   rotor   is  driven by   the   counterflowing   air  stream. 
During  this   process   the   rotor rpm  is   usually greater than  the minimum 
equilibrium   revolutions,   n^^     Therefore,   in  order   to  start   a 
turbojet   engine   in  flight   it   Is   adequate   merely   to   ignite   the   fuel 
fed  into  the  combustion chambers,   and   it   is not   necessary   to  run 
up  the   rotor  with  the   starter.      However,   in  flight   the  conditions 
for  igniting   the   fuel   in  the  combustion   chambers   of  a   non-operating 
turbojet   engine   are  considerably   aggravated,   for   the  reasons  dis- 
cussed   at   length  in  Chapter  6.     Consequently,   reliable  air   starts 
of  turbojet   engines   at   great   altitudes   r.re  ensured  by   using   start- 
ing  devices   that  generate  a  starting   flame   Jet   of  greater   power   and 
duration   than   required   for  starting   a   turbojet   engine   under ground 
conditions. 

The entire process of starting a turbojet engine with the aid 
of the starter consists of the three following phases taklng place 
one  after   the   other  without   interruption   (see   figure   171). 

1.1 

Figure t71l  Diagram of the variation of «tarter power, 
turbine power, and compressor power of a turbojet engine 

during start-up. 
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Flrat   phase.      Without   feeding   fuel   Into   the   combustion chambers 

the  rotor of  the   engine  is   run up by   the  stnrter only,   to an rpm  of 

"l   *   "min where   the   turbine   of  the   engine   begins   to   operate  as   a 
result   of   fuel   flow   and   ignition   in   the  combustion chambers,   generat- 
ing   a   net   power   of   N_  >  0   (at   T»  <  T* ), 

T             '           z          z  max' 
Second   phase.      The  engine   rotor   is   run   up   simultaneously  by 

both,   the   starter  and   the   already   operating   turbine,   to   an  rpm   of 

n2  whore  the   starter   Is  disengaged.     The   rpm  where   the   starter   is 

disengaged   usually   amounts   to   n     ■   (0.12   to   0.26)n in  order   to 2 max 
»peed   up  the   starting   process   and  achieve   better   reliability  as 

well   as   to   reduce   the   temperature   in   front   of   the   turbine  during 
the   starting   process. 

Third phase. The rotor is run up independently by the engine 

to low throttle rpm, n , as a result of the engine's excess tur- 

bine   power.      As   a   rule,   starters  are   used   whose   power  N   „ at 
starter 

n     revolutions   exceeds   by   several   times   the   power  N     .        required i r rotor 
to  drive   the   entire   rotor   of   the   turbojet   engine,   in  order  to   re- 

duce   the   time   required   to   start   up  the   turbojet   engine   and   to  achieve 
better  reliability. 

When  starting   a   double-compound   turbojet   engine   it   is   adequate 

to   run  up   only   one   of   its   rotors  with   the   starter,   while   the  other 

rotor  will   be  driven   under   the   effect   of   the   air   stream generated 

by   the   run-up   rotor.      But   for   running   up   the   high  pressure   rotor 

a   starter  of   less   power  is   required   than   for   the   low  pressure   rotor. 

This   is  due   to   the   fact   that   the  high   pressure   rotor  lias   less  moment 

of   inertia   and,   moreover,   during   its   run-up  with   the   starter  rotates 

in  air  of   reduced   density   (due   to  the   drop   in   air  pressure  when 

the   air  flows   through   the   low   pressure   compressor). 
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As ■ result of the disadvnntagas of turbojet •nstnoa montlonod 
above a requirement «rises for a certain category of aircraft (of 

long range and not very high maximum alrapeed) to have an engine 

that Mould combine the weight and thrust advantagaa of the turbojet 

engine at high airspeeds with the advantages of the reciprocating 

engine and propeller plant during take-off and at relatively slow 

airspeeds.  Turboprop engines (TVD) belong to this category of 

engines. 

A simplified diagram of a turboprop engine la shown in figure 

\T,.     This arvTlne differs from a turbojet engine in that ita turbine 

'i nlao rotates the propeller I via the reducing gear 5, in addition 

to driving the compressor 2 and auxiliary assemblies. 

r -■' J r 
{   \     : ■■^ 
\      "   i-N' 

s 

I J 

Figure    175i      Dlngram  or  n   single-turbine   turboprop   engine! 
1   -   propeller;      2   -  compressort      3   -  combuation chambersi 

'+   -   turblnei      5   -   reducing  gear. 

3/1 -^ 

Figure 1761  Dlagrnm of n turboprop engine with two separate 
t u rb i ne a 1 

1 - propeller;  2 - cocipressort  3 - combuation chambers; k   - 
compressor turbine;  5 - propeller turbine;  6 - reducing gear. 

In some turboprop engines the propel1er la rotated by a 

separate turbine that is not mechanically connected to the compres- 

sor turbine (see figure 176);  this makes it possible in a number of 

cases to accomplish a more flexible engine control.  Also, double- 

shaft (twin-spool) compressors are sometimes used in turboprop 

engines (see figure 177).  Tn that case, one turbine is used to 

drive the last compressor stages while the other drives the first 

compressor stages and the propeller. 

 115; 
^W^^V^^m^ 

Figure 177?  Diagram of a turboprop engine with twin-spool compressor. 
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Th.  nun.b.r of  turbin.   ,t,g..   ln aoaern   turboprop  .^^  w 

not  b.  1...   th,n   evo  .„d wn,   rr.qu.ntly rul,ch  flv.   to ,lx.     Thl. 

1. du. to th. „.c.ity  of ,oeo.pil,hl^ ,  i.p«. h,.t drop ln the 

turbin. „nd   th.   incUnntio...   „t   th el-..   of  r.ducl       th, 
turbtn. rp^,  for  th.  purpo..  of ^^  ^   ^^^ ^^ 

eon..,M.ntly.   r.ducln,  th.  ,l„ ,nd „ifht  of  tll.  r.ductn<, ^ 

of th    ^r1"  the  Pri""ry   •U"•nt,  ■nd ^""-«»"l.tic   cro...ctlon. 
of  th.  flow  ..ctlon of .  turboprop .ngln.  ,r,  .lBlUr  to th, „„. 
crlptlon» glvan for turboj.t   »nginen. 

Th.  u..fui „rk  of  th.  cycl.  of ,   turboprop .n^ln.   1,   u.,d   to 

driv.  th. propou.r .nd  to  .cc.l.r.t.  th. ...   ,nd  .lr  ,tr„m rl„. 

in.  through  th.  .n,ln..   .o  th.t  w. c.n writ,   for th.  .ctu.l  eyel. 
or .  turboprop .ngln« 

L. "  Lprop/r'r.d   * °l  - V2/2g' 
,,here  Lprop  i"   "•• «ork tr.n.f.r.bl.  to  th.  prop.ll.r and  r.f.rrod 

to on.  k3  of air fiowln«  through  th.  turboprop .n,l„, 
p.r   second) 

c,   1»  the gn»  exhau.t  velocity  from   th.  .nglne, 

'red  l"   th<>  efficiency   of th.  r.ducln« «-..r of  th.  turboprop 
engine. 

How.v.r.   It   i.  readily  not.d  that   th.  profil.  of  th. cycle  1, 

not  dependent   on the  nature   of th. ,Ub..qu.nt   utilization of  the 

ua.ful work  obtained  a.  a  r.ault  of it.  reali.ation.     Therefor., 

all   the ba.ic   relatlon.hip,  and  r.gulariti.,   .atabli.hed  earlUr 

va"! d
nertheJtUdy  ^  the CyCl"  0f the  tUrb0jet   W'   «••"«^ roily valid  for the  turboprop «nÄlne,   as well. 

po.edThr IT' thrUBt P 8"n9rat'd by the tUrb0prop en«1- " "- 
posed of the  thrust   Pprop generated by   the propeller,   and     the re- 

active  thrust   PR obtained  a.   a result  of the  acceleration of the 
8«s  and air stream  flowing   through the  engine,   that   Is 

P ■  P + p   . prop  T "V 

In turboprop engines  the distribution of  the   usefu! work of 

haVrW" the aV<,llable  enerSy L« betWeen WW rotation, 
that   is  the generation of propeller thrust,   and  acceleration of 

thruT TZ  ^ the  enelne•   ^^   1S  the ^"-ation of  reactive 
thrust,   is determined by   the   relationship x .  L /L    and  can dlf 

for    depending on the  purpose  and  operating cond^on.8  of t       .^     e. 

It   1,  obvious   that   the  thrust  generated by  the  propeller  increasl 

and.   accordingly,   the  reactive  thrust  decrease,,   with  increasing 

c^n? of ' en maSnltUde  0f V   ^at   is  with  increaaing coeffi- 
ient   of energy  distribution,   x.     The magnitude   of  the  energy  that 

ratio in the  turbine,     the greater th. gas  .xpansion ratio,   th« 
creator will b.  the  coefficient  ,.     I„ th. m.Jorlty of .^r    turbo- 

ZtZZ' .I"   "  eXPand'd  t0 •1'""t  ——  P-aure  in 
the   turbine,   so that   th,  reactive thrust   i.  obtained primarily ..  . 
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raiult   of   tho gm   outlet   velocity   fron  th«  turblna,   without   «ubao- 
qu*nt gam  ■xpamlon in a  Jot  nosslo.     Ao « rulo,   In static   operation 
and  at   alow  alrapaads  tho   thruat  csnaratsd by  tha prepallor of a 
turboprop angina «111 axcosd  tha  raactiva thruat  of tho turboprop 
angina  aavan to nina  timaa. 

Tha  distribution of  tha  available  energy  of a  turboprop  engine 
«ill  be  optlmlaed at   the  ■mxlmum  angina econoay  under the glvon con- 
dltlona. 

Calculation«   aho«  that,  with  increaaing alrapead   and decraaa- 
Ing magnitude of available energy,   decreaaing propeller efficiency, 
and decreaaing  turbine efficiency,   that  part  of tha   available  energy 
which muat   b«  tranaferred   to  the  propeller will  dacreaaa,   correapon- 
dlngly   increaaing  the  portion of  energy uaed for tho  generation of 
reactive   thruat  or,   in other worda,   reducing x ■ •'„,.„„/'',•     Figure 
17S showa   tho dependence  of optimum energy diatribution x     t   on the 
airspeed   for a  turboprop engine with a compressor compreaaion  ratio 

■  8,   temperature T» ■   1200oK in front   of the  turbine,   nj; ■  0.88, 
0,8;,     The dotted  curve   In this  figure  Indicatea  the de- 

nondence   of  the efficiency   1  „     uaed  for designing   the  propeller ' prop 
on  the'nlrapeed.     It   la  aeon that   in this  example tho  coefficient 

becomes close   to zero  at  an airapeed of about   1,130 km/h  ao 
consequently,   there   la  no  advantage in using  such a  turboprop 

engine   under  these   circumstances. 

"kO 
and  " 

opt 
that 

^opt 

MÖ  wS   £00 st/o  mi /Vyh 

Figure 178:  Dependence of the optimum energy distribution 
(x   ) In a turboprop engine on the airapeed. 

i.  Power. Thrust, and Specific Parametera of Turboprop Enginea 

The thrust generated by a propeller In flight can be expressed, 

as we know, by the power supplied to the propeller, that is by the 

effective power N  of the engine, the efficiency I--,,., of tho propel- 

ler, find the airspeed, so that 

P     ■ 75 N r    /v. 
prop       e prop' 

Tho   reactive   thrust   equals 

where   G      Is   the  per   second  weight   flowrate  of  air  through  the   englnei 
c      Is   the  velocity   of  the   combustion products   In  the   outlet e 

cross-section   of   the   engine. 
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Thu»,   th«   total   thrunt   of «  turboprop •n«ltia   In flight  will 
•qual 

'" " ".A VOP^V« '«. • »>• («*.i) 
Aft.r dividing  thla   axpraaslon by Oi|  »a  obtain tha  apaclflc 

thruat 

Pap  '   "  W  Vop  *   '/•   <ca   ■  V). ('*•») 
or 

P       ■   75N n /V ♦ P ap       '-'  a  ap    'prop''  * rn ap' 

»hara H^  ^ .  Lpr<)p/75   la   tha apaclflc   affactlva  powar of tha anginal 
PR  ap 1•   th* »pacific   raactlva   thruat. 

Durln«  atatlc   operation,   nprop - O and V -  0,   ao that   the 

fornulaa  cited  above  become  Indefinite.     In  that   caae «a can uae 

»  aa  tha  coefficient   that  datennlnea   the  atatlc   propeller thruet 

referred   to the  power N0   that   la  tr.nafarred  to  the propeller.     In 
thnt  caae. ,. 

A'      ' 

For powerful  engine»  at  the  rpm for which  the  propeller la 

dealgned.   3  .   1.05   to   1.15.     Aa a  rule,   p   .   1. 1   1,   u.ed  for compa- 
ratlve   calculations. 

The  notion  of the  ao-called equivalent   power  of a   turboprop 
engine  is  often  uaed  for convenience. 

The taaiiiiaai  Wir »      I« defined  as   the  power that  wou Id 
be  required  to drive  a  propeller generating  a  thruat   that   la  equal 
to  tha  total   thruat   of  the  turboprop engine,   that   la 

Neq  "  ^/"Vop  ■   N.   *  V/7'VoP < "..M 
or,   at  V •  0 

eqo  f      A'.+    |i  • 

The  ratio between  M^^  and  the per second weight   flowrato  of 

air  through   the   engine   ia   the  »pectflc   equivalent   now,.,-,   that   is 

"eq ap "  Ne   ap  + VP
R .P/"VOP- ("'•5) 

As   a   rule,   the   economy   of  a   turboprop   engine   is   evaluated 
by  its  apeciflc   equivalent   fuel consumption,   Ce   ,   determined  as 

the  ratio  between   the   per  hour  fuel   consuraptlon^nd   equivalent 
powert 

Ceq  *   Gfuel/Neq   (Wequ.   HP  per  hour) {^.6) 

After dividing   the   per  hour  fuel   consumption   of  a   turboprop 

engine  by   it,   total   thruat   we  obtain   the   specific   fuel   consumption 
referred   to   one   kg   of   thrust: 

Csp  "   Gfuel/P   (k«/ke   of  thrust   per  hr) (l^.?) 

that   Is   convenient   to   use   for comparative   evaluation   of  turboprop 
and   turbojet   englnea. 
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Substituting O*     ,   ■ C     N      In th«   last  fornul«,   and taking iua1 aq  aq 
Into conatdaratlon  that   P ■  75N    i        /v,  «a  obtain  tha dapandanca aq prop 
batMaan C      and C       which  lai 

• p aq 

and  for V ■  0 

C       . C     V  / 7}n (l*.«) ap aq     ' prop ' ' 

c- - " c., o/"- 'ap  0 aq 

Tha  thermal  economy   of a  turboprop angina   la daacrlbad by  Ita 

affactlva afflclancy   n     that   la aqual  to  tha  ratio batwaan the hant 

converted  Into  uaaful  work,   that   la)   tha work  corraapondlng to tha 

äquivalent  power,   and  tha  eonauiaad heat.     Tha   uaaful  work of a 

turboprop angina aquala   75N     ,   and tha haat  consumed   In order to 

obtain  It   la  determined  by  tha calorific   capacity H     of  tha  fuel 

and  the fuel  consumption par aacond which,   obviously,   equals CM/ 

/J600,     Consequently,   ws  can write for the effective  efficiency of 

a  turboprop angina 

n,  -  75   •   3600N,<,/l.27HuC#<)Neq  .  632/HuC,q       (|4.9) 

wher«  632  Is   th«  thermal   equivalent  of  one horsepower per hour. 

Ve  note  that,   at   a given  fuel calorlclty,   the  effective ef- 

ficiency   is   the   reciprocal   magnitude   of  spec IfK    fuel   consumption 

and,   consequently,   is   dependent   on  the   same   factors   as   the   latter. 

The specific   weight  g of a turboprop  engine,   too,   can be 

referred  to  total   thrust   as  well as  to  effective  or equivalent 

power. 

The  specific   parameters   considered   above   have   approximately 

the   following  magnitudes   for  existing   turboprop  engines   operating 

at   the  maximum  designed   regime   in static   operation  on   the ground 

under  standard   atmospheric   conditions! 

N ■   200   to   300  HP/kg   of  air per  sec; 

N       ^  m   220   to   320 IIP/kg   of  air per   sec j 

PR ■     20  to     25   kg   of  thrust/kg   of air   per   sect 

C 1   0.220   to  0.3^0  kg/equivalent   HP  per  hour; 

g ■   0.2   to  0.3   kg/equivalent   HP, 

3.     Dependence  of  the Specific   Power and  Economy of a Turboorop 

Engine   on  the   Parameters   of  the  Operating   Process 

In  considering   the   effect   of  the   parameters   of   the   operating 

process   on  the   power,   thrust,   and  economy   of   a   turboprop  engine 

we   shall   assume   for  simplified   reasoning   that   the   engine  has   one 

common  turbine   for  compressor  and   propeller,   in  which   the  gas   is 

completely   expanded   to   atmospheric   pressure. 

The   power   that   can  be   utilized   to  drive   the   propeller  of a 

turboprop  engine   equals   the   difference  between   the   shaft   power N_ 

of   the   turbine   and   the   power   required   to  drive   its   compressor,   N. , 

and   auxiliary   assemblies,   N   . 
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Th«rafor*i   If »•  t«k«  Into account   th«   lottai  In th* propollor 
reducing  (•«■',   th« •fftctlv* powar of a  turboprop anclna,   or  tha 
powar that   la  tranafarrad dlractly  to  Ita  propallari   «111  aqual 

W,.,(,V,     A'.- A/.U^j 

Tha   turbina  powar,   aa wa  know,   aqual« 

A'. rl M. 
■nd   til«   compressor  power 

oaL:d k/\- 

Thersfors, assuming that th« excess turbina power «■ a result of 
G /G > 1 equal« th« power N , we can writ« for the «peclflc ef- 
fective  power of a  turboprop engine 

«  sp Oyv/ A - L:d k^k) nr.a/75. (ft.10) 

It follows from this expression thut th« specific effective power 

of a turboprop engine depends on the same parameters as the speci- 

fic thrust of a turbojet engine, thot is on the temperature T* in 

front of th« turbine, the compressor compression ration », the tur 

bine efficiency ru, the compressor efficiency TV, and in audition, 

on the efficiency of the propeller reducing gear. 

Under otherwise equal conditions the specific effective power 

increases continuously (in accordance with the linearity rule) 

with increasing temperature T* In front of the turbine, since h_ 

Increases proportionally to T* 

12; 

The  dependence  of N and   Pn e  sp R   sp 
0.85; -  0.85;     1 red 0.97; 

17 m   0.95,   under test   stand  conditions   (V ■  0)   and   in flight 
(MH  m  0.8 and   H  »   11km)   la   shown  In  figure   179>     It   is   seen   that 
Increasing   the   temperature T*   is   a   very   effective means   of  aug- 
menting   the  power  of a  turboprop  engine. 

t/-i £ka 
-A 

'''»^LUWA 

mo m'O  mo   /wo r/v 

Figure   179J     Dependencies   of  the   apeciflc   power  and 
specific   reactive  thrust   of  a   turboprop engine   on  the 

temperature   in  front   of  the   turbine. 

The  dependence  of N and   P„ on  th«  compressor compression e   sp H   sp ' 
ratio TT *   for different   values   of  temperature   in  front   of  the   tur- 
bine  and   otherwise   identical  magnitudes   as   used   in  the   preceding 
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o««iple,   1.   .ho*n   in  flÄur.i   180 and   182.     It   1.  ...„ that   th« 

.pacific   aff.ctlva  poMar  Initially   incr.aaa.  .Ith  Iner.aalng  co«. 

pr...ion  ration J and   «ub.aqu.nt I»  b.gln.   to d.er.aa. aft.r  r.ach- 
inf,   n  mMXlmum. 

Thia  typa   of dapandane.  of  th.  «pacific   pow.r  on".  for T< , 

.  con.t.   that   t.  corr.ct  at  MH  .  0 a.  wall  aa   In  flight  wh.r«  ' 

MM > 0,   1. du.  to  th.   aama c.uaaa  aa   th.  natur.   of  th. d.p.nd.nc. 
of the  .pacific   thruat   of a  turbojat  anffina  onn j.     Th,,, c,u,„ 
«•ro dlacuaa.d  nt   l.n<;tli   In Chapt.r 9, 

Tl.. gr.nt.r  th.   tomp.Mtura   In front  of  tlia   turblna,   tha 

gra.e.r »ill   b.   tha  product  of turbina  afflcl.ncy  and coapraa.or 

.fficiancy.   and   th. gr.at.r «iU alao b.   th. co«pr.aaor co.pra.alon 

ratio  for «hich  tha .«xi.au. of .pacific   .ff.ctlv.  pow.r 1.  obtain.d. 

Ihi.  coaipraaalon  ratio dacr.a...  with  Incr.aalng  al, .pa.d and da- 
cr.a.ing   altitude. 

Th.  .pacific   pow.r will  Incr.aaa with  iner.aaing afflciancy 
of turblna  or eompr.aaor,   but  to a dlff.r.nt  d.gr...     Thl.  la  .a.n 

on 'i     and dtractly   fro»   formula   (Hi. 10).     Th« d.p.nd.nc.  of H 

-k at T,.  .   to  and TJ  .   1200 and   1i.000K  1.  ahown   in  figSra   isT 'r7r 

Tha  solid   Lines   In  thla   figure  r.f.r to tha 

varies;      th. 

M,, ■  0 and MJJ  •  0.8. 

case where  ifc  .  const   but   th.  turbine  .fficiancy 

dotted   lin.a   correspond  to rT .  con,t   at   varl.bl.  compr.ssor .f- 
flclency   r   . 

HP    " rfSs r '"]—,—t—,—  

'B^n 

rson;-7. 
rtyfi 

IS 

Figure    l80i     Dependence   of  the 
specific   power   of  a   t~aboprop 
engine   on   the   compression   ratio 
of   the   compresaor. 

Figure   1811     Dependence  of 
th.  specific   power oi   a  turbo- 
prop engine   on the efficiencies 
of   turbine  and compressor. 

It   is   seen   from   the  graphs   in  figure    18)   th„t   a  variation  of 
turbine  efficiency  and  compresaor efflci.ncy ha.   a  strong effect 

on the magnitude  of effective engine  power,   and  that  this  effect 

becomes   stronger with decreasing  temperature  in  front  of th.  tur- 

bine and  decreasing  flight  Mach number MH.     Moreover,   Increasing 
the  turbine  efficiency  will alway.  result   in a greater incre.ae 

of effective  engine pow.r than Incr.asing   th.  compr.ssor efflci.ncy 
by  th.  same amount.     Thia is du.  to  th.  fact   that   th.  turboprop 

engine differs   fro«  the   turbojet  .ngln.   in that   it.  turbina pow.r 
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conddarably  «<ca*ds   th« pottar raqulrad by  th* co«pr**«or «o  that, 
«t   Idanttcal ooaipraaaor «fflclancy  and turblna afflclancy,   tha 
abaoluta nacnltuda of tha  loaaaa  la (raatar In th»  turblna  than 
In  tha coapraaaor. 

W.l  • 1   _ ^        'mr 

P'TT 
,:   ,i   ra   »   n >,' 

Flfura l82l  Dapandanca of tha «pacific raactlva thruat 
of a turboprop engine on tha coaipraasion ratio of tha 

coiapraaaor« 

Figure« 183 and I8<t «how tha dapandancla« of tha «pacific fual 

conaunption«, C and C  , on tha taaiparatura in front of tha tur- 

blna, T». 

It la aaan that tha «pacific fual conaunption« of a turboprop 

angina, unlike thoaa of a turbojat angina, dacraaaa continuously 

«1th incraaaing tamperstura in front of the turbine.  This type 

of dapandanca of tha specific fual consumptions of a turboprop 

angina on tha temperature V*   la retained under any flight condi- 

tions and la explained a« follow«. 

nyRi ' 
■fijfa 

■\ \ 
M 

o.?co h 1 
IN V u 

O.X'J 

CJBO 

a/so 

1  |SJ N:<S^ -•■» 
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V-0           I 
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V k1      1 ;     1     1 

1     1     j     1   " 
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1     ! M   ! 

10 00 12 00 MO    1600 rr« 

Figure 1831  Dependence of the Figure \&k\     Dependence of the 
specific fuel consumptions of a specific fuel consunptions of a 
turboprop engine on the tempera- turboprop engine on the tempera- 
ture in front of the turbine, ture in front of the turbine, 
for H ■ 0|  V - 0, for MM - 0.8 and H - 11 km. 

It is seen from formulas (1U.8 and 1^.9) that the specific 

fuel consumption of a turboprop engine depends, under otherwise 

equal conditioner on the effective efficiency ri  of the engine 

and the propeller efficiency i    .  But the latter Is not dependent 

on the parameters of the operating process of the engine, includ- 

ing the temperature T*.  However» the effective efficiency n  of 

a turboprop engine increases with increasing temperature T* and 

under otherwise equal conditions (for the same reasons as the 
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.ff.ctlv.  .fricl.ncy  of .  turboj.t  .n«l„.).   «1th  th.  oth.r dlr.ct 
r..ult.   ..  .hown .bo«,   th.t   th.  .p.clflc   fu.l  con.umptlon.  of . 
turboprop .„ein.  d.cr.,., with  lncr...l^ TJ.     Thu.,   lncr...l„,  th. 
8..   t.«P.r.tur.   in  front   of  tho   turbln. contrlbut.. not   only  to .n 
»uem.ntntlon  of  th.  pow.r ..„.I  thru.t   of .   turboprop .n,ln.,   but   In 
iddltlon  .Iw.y.   i.,dn   to an  lncr.a».   In  It*  economy. 

rigur.   18)   ,ho«   th. d.p.nd.nc.   of  th.  .p.clflc   fu.l  con.u»ptlon. 
of ■   turboprop  .nein,  on  th. comprmmmor compr„,ion  ratio at  dlf- 
f.r.nt   vnlu..   of  tMp.r.tur.  In front   of  th.   turbln.,   for *. - 0, 
M0 -  0,   „nd  ^  .  0.8.   H .   1.   km.   .nd  for th.  ....  Inltl.l d.t. .. 
in  th.  pr.cdtn«  .XMpl...     it   folio«,   fro« th... «r.ph.  th.t   th. 
.p.clflc   fu.l  con.u-ptlon d.cr..... with  lncr..,lne co«pr...or co«- 
pr.s.lon ratio .nd  .ubs.qu.ntty  b.eln.   to  Incr.... .ft.r r..chlne  • 
minimum.     H.r.   th.  optimum co«pr...lon  ratio  lncr.a... with  Incr...- 
tne  t.np.ratur«   In  front   of  th.  turbln.. 

;_■ /(   Zu &  zj  :.: 

Figure 185i  D.p.nd.nc. of the 
specific fuel con.umptlon of a 
turboprop snelne on the comnrea 
slon ratio of the conpreasor. 

Figure 186l  Dependence of th. 
apaclflc fuel consumption of a 
turboprop engine on th. .ffl- 
clenclea of turbine and conpreasor. 

This type of dependence of the specific fu.l consumptions of 

a turboprop engine on the compressor compression ratio ng Is du. to 

the direct effect of the latter on th» eff.ctlv, efficiency of the 

engine. V  .„„ effective efficiency of . turboprop engine Initial- 

ly Increases with Inc.-.aslng nj. reaches a maximum value, and sub- 

sequently decreaae« for the same reasons as the effective efficiency 

1e of i turbojet engine (see Chapter 9).  It Is obvious that the 

maximum of effective efficiency correspond, to a minimum of tho ap.cl- 
fic fuel consumptions of a turboprop engine. 

The nature of the effect of turbine efficiency and compressor 

efficiency on the economy of a turboprop englno la obvious from the 

preceding relationship and is shown In figure |86.  with Increasing 

turbine efficiency the specific fuel consumption of a turboprop 

engine decreases at the same rate aa the specific power of th. engine 
increases during this process. 
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Haw«v«r, with Incrualn« coiiprasaor •fficlancy th« »pacific 

fual conaiMption daoraaaaa at a alovar rat« than for tha same In- 

oraaaa of turblna afflclancy, alnca In thla csaa tha temperature 

T{ at tha ooapraaaor outlat la reduced (atn j» - conat and M,, . conat), 

raaultlnc in an incraaaa of tha tamparalura olffaranca (r» - T]j) 

if TJ ■ conat and, consequently, in an incraaaa of tha quantity of 
heat addad to tha air in tha combustion chamoers. 

*•  Throttlin« Charaetariatica of lurbooron En»ln.. 
Th« throttlin« charaetariatica of a turbonron engine are defined 

aa tha dapandaneiaa of tha affactiva power, apaeiflc fuel consumption, 

and raactiva thruat on tha rpai at a «Ivan airapaad and altitude (or 
at V . 0 and H • 0). 

\a a rul«, thasa charaetariatica are provided In the form of 

eurvaa plotted on tha baaia of taat stand engine triala, and the 

principal angina data, rafarrad to tha maximum (take-off), rated, 

and enitalna raciaaa aa »all as tha low throttle regime of the en,, .ne, 

ara recorded in thaaa charaetariatica, as in the caae of tha turbo 

Jet engine.  All of thasa regimes are similar to the corresponding 

regimes of turbojet engines. 

rha typical rpm profile of turboprop engine characteristics 

ia ahown in figure 18?.  It la aaen that the effective power and 

tha raactiva thruat and, consequently, .he total thruat of a turbo- 

prop engine daeraaaa rapidly with decreasing rpm, while the specific 

fuel consumption Increases vary significantly during this process. 

Thla ia due to the reduction of tha air flowrate, temperature In 

front of the turbine, and compressor compression ratio with decreas- 

ing rpm, that la to tha same cauaas that result in the ieduction of 

thruat and the increaaa of apaeiflc fuel conaumptlon or » turbojet 

angina with decreasing rpm. 

Figure I87i  Throttling characteristics of a turboprop 
engine. 

The degree of variation of the effective power, thrust, and 

apaeiflc fuel conaumptlon of a turboprop engine with changing rpm 

depends very strongly on the control schedule selected for the 

engine.  Let us consider thla problem in more detail, assuming for 

simplified reasoning that the engine h„s a common turbine for the 
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compressor and the propeller in which the gas is expanded to atmo- 

spheric pressure under all regimes, and that the outlet cross-sec- 

tion area of the engine (of the Jet nozzle) is not variable.  Let 

us note thnt these are the most characteristic conditions for the 

overwhelming majority of modern turboprop engines* 

In order to accomplish an equilibrium regime of a turboprop 

engine the power N generated by its turbine (or turbines) must 

equal the sum of the powers required to drive the compressor, N. , 

the propeller, N    , and the auxiliary assemblies, N •  If we 

determine the turbine power from the air flowrate through the 

engine (and not from the sum of the flowrate» l>  ♦ (j_  -), and if 

we neglect the losses in the propeller reducing gear, we can write 

this basic condition for the equilibrium regimes of turboprop engines 

as followsi 

N_ ■ N. + w    . T    k    prop 

In other words, under equilibrium regimes the effective power 

of a turboprop engine that is transferred to its propeller must be 

equal to the power required to drive the propeller, that ia 

e    T    k   prop 

Under given external conditions the turbine power depends, as 

we know, not only on the rpm but also on the gas temperature in 

front of the turbine, while the compressor power depends only on 

the rpm.  However, the power required to drive the propeller de- 

pends , in addition to the rpm, on the angles of attack of the 

propeller blades.  The greater these angles are, the greater will 

be the power required to drive the propeller at a given rpm. 

Consequently, the regime of a turboprop engine can be varied 

not only by controlling the fuel flow into the combustion chambers 

[by   changing the gas temperature in front of the turbine) but also 

by controlling the propeller which, consequently, is an additional 

controllable element of a turboprop engine.  This makes it possible, 

when necessary, to accomplish also an independent variation of the 

rpm of a turboprop engine and of the temperature in front of the 

turbine. 

For Instance, let it be necessary to change the temperature 

in front of the turbine of a turboprop engine, keeping the rpm 

constant.  If the temperature in front of the turbine ia reduced 

(by reducing the fuel flow), this will cause a reduction of turbine 

« N. + N     will be disturbed, and will k    prop * 
N    , so that the engine rpm will be re- prop* ^     K 

duced.  It is obvious that, in order to retain the previous rpm, 

the power N     required by the propeller must be reduced, together 

with the reduction of fuel flow, to such a degree that the equality 

N  s N. + K     is maintained in spite of the reduction of turbine T    K    prop r 

power.  For this purpose the angles of attack of the propeller 
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blade» must be decreased or. In other words, the propeller leading 

must be reduced.  Accordlnely, in order to maintain the rpm of a 

turboprop engine constant at Increasing temperature In front of the 

turbine, the propeller loading must be increased together «ith the 

increase in fuel f.ow, or, in other words, the angles of attack of 

the propeller blades must be increased. 

In order to reduce the rpm of a turboprop engine while keeping 

the gas temperature In front of its turbine constant, the propeller 

loading must be increased, resulting in an increase of the power 

"prop reqolvd  by the propeller, so that the equality of powers will 

be disturbed and will become Nprop + Nk > V  As , result, the engine 

rpm will be reduced in spite or the fact that the gas temperature 

in front of the turbine is kept constant by means of controlling 

the fuel flow in accordance with the reduction of the air flowrate 

through the engine.  The reduction in rpm leads to a reduction of 

ail powers, that is Nppop. Nk. and NT> and will take place until 

the equality of powers is restored at n certain rpm. 

The degree of the variation of the turbine power of a given 

turboprop engine with changing rpm and. consequently, of the gas 

temperature in front of the turbine, is dependent on the degree of 

variation of the power required for driving the propeller with 

changing rpm.  The stronger the reduction of the power N     re- 

quired for the propeller with decreasing rpm. the greaterrmSst be 

the rate of temperature reduction in front of the turbine. 

Figure 188i  Relative rpm variation of the power and 
specific fuel consumption of a turboprop engine for 
different changes of temperature in front of the 

turbine. 
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It Is possible to accomplish any rule for the variation of 

propeller power with changing rpsi and, consequently, it can also 

be equated to the effective power of a turboprop angina under 

equilibrium regimes, by neans of a corresponding change of the 

angle of attack of the propeller blades to accosipany a change in 

rpis.  In the exceptional case where the angle of attack of the 

propeller blades remain« constant or, in other words, where the 

propeller is of the fixed pitch type (VPSh), the variation of the 

power Nprop with changing rpsi will take place approximately in 

accordance with the law of the cubical parabola. 

four cases of the rpsi profile of turboprop engine charac- 

terletlcs are represented in figure 188.  Curve 1 refers to the 

case where the propeller loading is increased with decreasing rpa. 

Curve 2 represents the fixed pitch propeller.  Curves J and 4 re- 

fer to two cases where the propeller loading is reduced with de- 

creasing rpm, in the case of curve <i at a greater rate than in 

the case of curve 3* 

Let us considsr the for» that the operating line of tha turbo- 

prop engine will take for these laws for the variation of propel- 

ler power with changing rpm, or rather, more accurately speaking, 

the operating line of its turbine-compressor assembly.  Let us 

note that the operatln« lln. of a turboprop engine is dsflnad. as 

In the case of the turbojet engine, as th« geometric location of 

the points In the field of compressor characteristics that cor- 

respond to the equilibrium regimes of the turboprop engine under 

a given control schsdule. 

Since the temperature reduction in front of the turbine with 

decreasing rpm will be the more significant, the eteeper the drop 

In the power "^^ ■ n^ with decreasing rpm, it is obvious that 

the operating lines of a turboprop engine that correspond to curves 

1,2,3, and d in figure 188 will have the profile indicated by the 

curves with the eame  numbers In figure 189. 

Figure 1891  Possible operstlng lines of a turboprop 
engine. 
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It follows fron these operating lines of a turboprop engine 

that the propeller loading must not be strongly increased with de- 

creasing rpm.  Generally speaking, the naxisiun possible propeller 

loading will be the point where T» ^ . const is maintained under 

decreasing rpm (the straight line Oa in figure 189).  An even 

greater increase of propeller loading will be accompanied, obvious- 

ly, not only by exceeding the temperature T» mBx   that is acceptable 

for the turbine, but also by the danger of the equilibrium regimes 

of the engines shifting into an area of instable compressor opera- 

tion which is inacceptabla.  The limit for the reduction of propel- 

ler loading with decreasing temp »rature in front of the turbine is 

determined by the condition n^^ ■ const.  In that case the operat- 
ing line of the turboprop engine coincides with the constant rpm 

line, Ob.  All the possible operating lines of the turboprop engine 

that correspond to the different control schedules or, in other 

words, to the different laws for the variation of the angles of 

attack of the propeller blades with changing rpm (rpn parameter), 

are located between the two limiting operating lines Oa and Ob. 

The following 1» taken into consideration for th,. selection of any 
control schedule. 

1.  Under reduced power regimes, the same power can be ob- 

tained at different rpm and temperature in tront ot tu* turbine 

(points a, b, c, and d in figure 188). The lower the rpm in this 

caae, the greater will be the temperature in front of the turbine, 

that Is r, ■'/,->■'.■,  ' ,,■  , and the closer will the equilibrium re- 

gime of the turboprop engine ahift toward the compressor surge 

limit.  Vith respect to reliability and engine life the regimes a, 

b, c, and d are in general approximately equivalent, since, the 

lower the rpm, the lower will be the forces in the engine parts 

exposed to centrifugal loads but, on the other hand, the higher will 

be the temperature regime of the turbine. 

2, The stability margins of a turboprop engine with respect 

to TJ and nj will decrease with decreasing distance between the 

operating line of the turboprop engine and the compressor surge 
limit. 

3. With respect to the start-up and especially the pick-up of 

a turboprop engine th„t control schedule is more advantageous th«t 

ensures engine start-up and run-up from n   to n_„ «t a minimum 
mi n      max 

of propeller loading.  This Is due to the fact thnt thfc available 

excess of turbine power, ^ . N^ . (Nk ♦ Nprop) at rj ^ . const 

increaaes with decreasing propeller loading at intermediate re- 

volutione, due to the reduction of th« power N     required by 

the propeller, and the operating line of the engine will shift away 

from the surge limit.  In this respect, to set a propeller pitch 

corresponding to the ch-ractoristic l| (see liguras 188 and 1«9) 

is more advantageous, obviously, than to set a propeller pitch 
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correapondin« to the characteristic 2 or 1 and, even more ao, to 

0a (see figure 189). 

k.     The variation of compressor efficiency must be taken into 

consideration, since the compressor efficiency can be strongly re- 

duced under reduced effective power regimes when the operating line 

of the engine shifts closer to the n a const line, that Is the line 

Ob (see figure 189). 

5.  The variation of propeller efficiency under the different 

laws for tne variation of the angles of attack of the propeller 

blades with changirg rpm must be taken into consideration for the 

final aelection of a control schedule.  In a number of cases this 

consideration can have a decisive effect on the selection of one 

or the other control schedule. 

Let us now consider the variation of specific fuel consumption 

under different laws for the variation of the effective power of a 

turboprop engine with changing rpm.  It is seen from figure 188 that 

the minimum reduction of temperature in front of the turbine cor- 

responds not only to a minimum reduction of effective power, but 

alao to a minimum increase of specific fuel consumption when the rpm 

is reduced.  On the other hand, the greater the rate of temperature 

reduction in front of the turbine with decreasing rpm, the stronger 

will be the Increase of specific fuel consumption, and the more 

aignlficant will be the reduction of effective engine power. 

However, it is readily seen that, for the same effective 

power Ne obtained at different rpm (for instance, points a, b, c, 

d In figure 188), the specific fuel consumptions are almost identi- 

cal (pointa a', b', c', d').  This is due to the fact that the gas 

temperature in front of the turbine Increases with decreasing rpm 

and at N^ ■ const (maintained constant by increasing the propeller 
pitch), but at the same tine the compressor compression ratio is 

reduced as a result of the reduction in rpm.  An Increase of the 

temperature TJ contributes, as we know, to a reduction of the speci- 

fic fuel consumption of a turboprop engine, while a decrease of the 

compressor compression ratio contributes to an increase of specific 

fuel consumption.  As a result, the specific fuel consumption C 

changes very little, if at all.  Therefore,at a constant fuel con- 

sumption and varying rpm the effective power N remains practically 
constant. 

Thus, the same reduced effective power of a turboprop engine 

(for instance, cruising power) can bo obtained at different rpm, 

or at different propeller pitch settings, with approximately the 

same economy.  However, if we take into consideration the variation 

of propeller efficiency that is possible here, a different final 

result can be obtained with respect to the economy of the turboprop 

engine, and this, too, must be taken into consideration during the 

aelection of a control schedule for the turboprop engine. 
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Th.p.for.,   In  th. m.Jorlty of .xl.tine  turboprop  .ngln.. 
th. propoll.r pitch 1. gradually reduced  with decr.a.i^ rp,,  t0 

it. mlnlmuii, value,   and a  aub.equ.nt   further  reduction   of rpm al- 
ready  take,  place  at  constant  minimum propeller pitch.     Thus,   for 
instance,   in  the  case  of th. Armstrong-Siddley   "M.mba"   turboprop 
ensln, the  propeller pitch   (the .n«le  of attack of the  propeller 
blades)  1,  reduced  fro» 23°  to   .2« „hen the  rpm decreases  fro«, 
"max "   "'O00  »o " -   '1,000.   and  1.  kept  constant  at   revolutions 
of n <   11,000. 

Also,   there  is  practical  interest   in a  turboprop  engine con- 
trol schedule „her.  th.  .ff.ctlve po„er is   initially  reduced as 
a  rssult   of a  r.duction of  the  temperature   in front   of the turbine 
at   constant   rpm   (line Ob  in figUr.   ,89)  „hich is  accomplished  by 
reducing the  propeller pitch  accordingly,   to  a greater degree   than 
in the preceding case.     Subsequently,   the  transition  from some   re- 
duced po„.r  r.gime  to the   lo„  throttle  regime  ie  accomplished by 
reducing  the  rpm at  constant  minimum propeller pitch. 

The necessary  control  schedule of a  turboprop engine,   that 
is   the relationship between  tempersture  in  front  of the   turbine 
and  rpm.   is  r.alixed practically by mean,   of an appropriate linkage 
b.t„een the  fuel  flo„ governor  for the  combustion chambers and   the 
governor that   controls  the  propeller pitch. 

All  the  relativ,  .ff.ct.   of atmospheric  condition,   on the 
thrust  and  specific   fuel  consumption of turbojet  engine,  that 
were discussed  earlier,   are  completely valid   for turboprop engines. 
..  well.     Therefore,   the  test   result,  and  the  rpm characteristic, 
of turboprop engine,   obtain.d  during th...  teat, must  be  reduced 
to standard  atmospheric  conditions.    The  correction formula, re- 
quired for this  purpos.  ar.   obtain.d  from the  eame  conditions  for 
similar regime,   of turboprop engines  a.  for  turboj.t  .ngines.   these 
being! 

for corrected  rpm 

"cor ■ "md V288/Tmdl 

for corrected  reactive  thrust 

PR cor "  PR md  ^O/Pmd' 
for corrected  air flowrate 

Ga cor "  Ga md  ^^ VTmd/288- 
It  can be demonstrated  that  the ratio N /p V^.   called th. 

^ffecnve power p^metor of a   turboprop engine,   depend,   only on 
the  rpm parameter n/yTQ if M,, . const,   and  that   it  also  depends 
on n//T0 .  const   if *JvQVT0  .  const. 

From this  condition the  correction formula  for the   effective 
power of a  turboporp engine  is   obtained  which  is 

Ne  cor - Ne md   ^md ^IS/TT. 
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However, ne far as the specific effective fuel consumption 

of a turboprop engine is concerned, it turns out that it remains 

constant under similar regimes of a turboprop engine, so that it 

is not necessary to reduce it to standard conditions or, in other 
words, C      • C 

e cor   e md 
In accordance with the formulas obtained above, the corrected 

fuel consumption per hour of a turboprop engine will equal 

0fuel cor " Gfuel md 760A>„,d V^S/T^. 

Knowing Ncor, PR cor, and Cfuel cor, it is possible to de- 

termine the corrected equivalent power and corrected equivalent 
fuel consumption: 

N       • N      + p     A, 
eq cor    e cor   R cor''1 

c      ■ G. .   /N 
eq cor    fueicor' eq cor' 

However, it must be taken into consideration that the obtained 

correction formulas can be used only in that case where the angle 

of attack of the propeller blades of the turboprop engine remains 

constant.  Actually, the power required to drive the propeller 

during static operation equals, as we know, 

"prop " ""?  PH/TH C
- 

where p is the power coefficient that depends on the angle of 

attack (pitch) of the propeller blades at V > 0) 

c is a constant magnitude. 

After dividing the individual terms of the last equality 
by pj, and TH, we obtain 

Vop/PHV^" - *   (n/VV3o. 

But under equilibrium regimes, Nprop . Ne, so that the ef- 

fective power parameter of a turboprop engine and, accordingly, 

its other similarity parameters, will depend not only on the rpm 

parameter n/y/t^  but also on the coefficient f,   that la on the 

propeller pitch.  Therefore, in order to maintain the similarity 

of turboprop engine regimes and, consequently, in order to apply 

the fornul,8 considered above to the engine, it is necessary to 

satisfy nbt only the condition n//^ . const, but positively also 

the condition that > . const or, in other words, the propeller 
pitch must be kept constant. 

However, the propeller pitch governors used In modern turbo- 

prop engines do not have the capability of simultaneously main- 

taining n . const and p . const, since their task, as we already 

explained, consists of the opposite:  to vary the propeller pitch 

to a certain degree with changing rpm of the turboprop engine. 

Therefore, in order to obtain the similar regimes of . turboprop 

engine that are required to reduce Its test data to standard atmo- 

spheric conditions, the propeller governor must be disconnected 
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and the propeller replaced by a hydraulic brake.  If no hydraulic 

brake la available the propeller governor must be especially ad- 

justed so as to satisfy ths condition p . const under the turboprop 

engine regimes required for data reduction.  This also represent, 

the primary difficulties of reducin« the test results of turboprop 
engines to given conditions. 

5-  Airspeed and Altitud. nh,ract.ri.t<r, of TurhooroD Eiurln.. 
The Blrwtd characteristics of a turhooron ,n.ln. ,„ defined 

as the dependencies of the effective po«er, reactive thru.t, and 

specific effective fuel consumption on the airapeed at a given 

altitude under the control schedule selected for the engine. 
The altitude characteristics of a tu^bonron .n.ln. ara d,. 

fined as the dependencies of the effective power, reactive thru.t, 

and specific effective fuel consumption on the altitude at constant 

airspeed and under the control schedule selected for the engine. 

Sometimes the dependencies of the equivalent power of a turbo- 

prop engine and of the equivalent specific fuel consumption on the 

airspeed and altitude are provided, too.  In that case the propel- 

ler efficiency is conditionally assumed to be Independent of air- 

speed and altitude and la usually taken at a value of 0.8O to O.83. 

Let us consider the airspeed characteristic, of a turboprop 

engine under an n . const and TJ . conat control achedule that 1. 

widely u.ed ror the., engine, and provide, for the eimultaneou. 

control of fuel flow and propeller pitch. 

Typical airapeed charact.rl.tlc. under thi. control .ch.dule 

for a turboprop engine »Ith-rj.,, . 8 and TJ . )200oK and having a 

common turbine for compre.sor and propeller in which the ga. 1. 

compl.tely expanded to atmo.pherlc pressure (the •« 1. no «a. ax- 

pnnsion in the Jot nozzle) er. shown for different altitudea in 

figure. 190 and 19t, where all the magnltudea that refer to V . O 

and K > O are assumed to b. equal to one. 

iso       too       JiWC/i/sec 
Figure 190i  Airspeed characteristic, 
of > turboprop engine (variation of 
N and P  a. a function of V at dif- 

ferent II). 

',' .-/.ec 

Figure   191«     Air.paed  char- 
acteri.tic.   of e  turboprop 
engine   (variation of C     aa  a 
function  of V at dlffaNnt  H). 
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It  is   seen  that   the  effective power  of  the  turboprop engine 
increases   very   intensively  with increeein«  airspeed  at  n . const 
and T» •  const,   while  the  reactive  thrust  decreases.     However, 
the  specific   fuel   consumption is  reduced  significantly  during  this 
process.     This   type  of dependence of N<>   ,   PR,   and Ce  on the air- 
speed Is  due  to  the   following reasons. 

The gas  expansion ratio in the  turbine   increases  with increas- 
ing airspeed  as   a  result   of  ths  increase   of  the  total  compression 
ratio,   leading  to an  increase  of the heat  drop accomplished in the 
turbine at  TJ  •  const.     Therefore,   the  specific   effective power of 
the  turboprop engine  increases with  increasing  airspeed.     And  this 
cause also has  a  decisive  effect  on  the  specific  equivalent power 
of  the turboprop  engine,   causing  it   to  increase  in spite  of the  re- 
ductlon of  the   apeciflc  reactive  thrust  during   this  process. 

At  the  same   time,   the weight  flowrate   of air through the  turbo- 
prop engine also   increases,   for the  sane  reasons  ss   in  the case  of 
the  turbojet  engine. 

Thus,   in this  case  the   increase  of ths  effective  power and 
equivalent   power  of the  turboprop engine with  increasing airspeed 
la   the result   of a  simultaneous  Increass  of both,   specific  power 
and weight   flowrate  of air. 

.    Due  to  the   increass  of  ths heat  drop  in the  turbine with in- 
creasing airspeed   ths gas  velocity c# at   the  turbine  outlet  Is 
slightly  increased  in this  cass,  but  at  a  significantly slower rate 
than ths  airspeed.     This   leads  to such a  significant  dacrssss  of 
the  vslocity difference   (es   - V),   that  is   of the  specific  reactive 
thrust,   that   the   reactive   thrust  of  the  turboprop engine  is reduced 
continuously   In  spite  of the  slmultanaous   increase  of  the air flow- 
rate   (sse  figure   190). 

However,   as   far as  the  apeclfie   fuel  consumption C     is con- 
earned.   It   is   not   difficult   to arrive  at   the  conclusion  that  in 
the  cass under consideration  this consumption decreases  with in- 
creasing airspeed  as  a  rssult   of both,   an  increase  of speeillc   power 
Ne   sp "nrt  ,,n  Increase  of the  excess   of air coefficient  a  that   is 
due   to the  decreaae   of the   temperaturs difference   (T*  -  r»).    The 
physlcsl  cause   for  the decrease of C# with  increasing ai.-speed   is 
the   Increese  of  the  total  compression retlo and   the  assoclsted  in- 
creass  of  the  sffectlve  efficiency   1     of  the  engine. 

figure   19*1      Altitude   characteristics   of  a   turboprop 
engine   (variation  of  3     and  P    as   a   function  of  H   for 
different   V). • " 
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Let us now consider the second possible case of turboprop 

engine control.  Let ua stipulate that not only T* • const and 

n ■ const with changing airspeed (and altitude), but also that 
the heat drop accomplished In the turbine remains constant.  The 

last-named condition can be satisfied by means of reducing the out- 

let cross-section aren of the Jet nozzle In accordance with the In- 

crease In airspeed. 

It is obvious that under these conditions the specific ef- 

fective power of the engine will remain constant with changing air- 

speed- (and altitude) (if the compressor work L. • const).  Conse- 

quently, when the airspeed is increased the effective power of the 

turboprop engine will Increase only as a result of the correspond- 

ing increase of the weight flowrata of air through the engine, that 

is at ■ slower rate than In the preceding case. 
SlncsC  a const, the gas expansion ratio in the Jet nozzle, 

«    a PJ/PH' incr*(>*** proportionally to the overall compression 

ration * when the airspsed is Increased.  For thle reason, as well 

as du* to the increase of the air flowrata, the reactive thrust of 

the turboprop engine in this case varies with increasing airspeed 

approximately in the same manner aa the thrust of a turbojet engine, 

which means that It changes insignificantly at subsonic airapeeds. 

As a result, the product P V le increased, and the specific equi- 

valent power N     will increaso in spite of the fact that N  . ■ eq sp e sp 
• const. 

Calculations show that in this case the increase of N eq sp 
and the dacrsass of the specific fuel consumption C   are greater 

with a simultaneous increass of airspeed than in the preceding case. 

Altitude characteristics of a turboprop angina are shown for 

different airspeeds in figures 192 and 193.  These characteristics 

show the rslativs variation of N , P-, and C  with changing alti- 

tude in comparison to thsir values at V ■ 0 and H ■ 0, and are plot- 
ted for the same conditions as the airspeed characteristics in 

figures 190 and 191. 

' ^ UN ««^ ^ ■^^^ ,. ' i 
r^i i^^- PH 

0,7   '""I 1 i 
Figur« 193l  Altitude chnractvristlea of a turboprop 
•ngln« (variation of C  aa a function of H for dif- 

ferently) . 

The adlabitM'* heat drop h_ in the turbine increases with 

incraaeinf altitude at V ■ const, as a result of the increase of 

tha overall compression ratio (up to 11 km), so that the specific 

affective power of the engine is increased, too.  But at the same 

time the weight flowrata of air through the engine is reduced, and 
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this  at   a  slower rate  than the density   of  the  atmospheric  air 
(for the  same  reasons  that  apply to a  turbojet  engine).     As  a  re- 
sult,   up to  an altitude   of   11  km the  effective  power of the  turbo- 
prop  engine   is   reduced  at  a leaser rate  than the density  of the 
atmospheric   air.     When the altitude  is   increased  beyond   11   km,   the 
overall  compression ratio remains n*  •  const,   so  that  the  specific 
effective   power   remains   constant   at  T*   ■   const   and,   consequently, 
the  effective  power is  already reduced   in proportion to  the  atmo- 
spheric   air  density* 

Aa a  result   of the  increase  of the  heat  drop accomplished 
In the  turbine  the gas  velocity c.  at   the  turbine  outlet   increases 
up to  an altitude  of   11   km and  subsequently  remains almost  constant. 
This  has  the  result  that  the specific   reactive  thrust  is  increased 
up  to   an  altitude   of   11   km  at   V  ■  const   and   n -   const,   and  remains 
constant  at   greater altitudes.     The  increase  of the  specific  re- 
active  thrust   and  the  simultaneous  reduction of the air flowrate 
have   the   result   that   the   reactive  thrust   of  the   turboprop  engine 
either  Insignificantly  decreases  or slightly  increases with increas- 
ing  altitude   up   to   11   km,   depending   on   the  airspeed  V ■  const   (see 
figure   192). 

The   specific   fuel   consumption C     of  a   turboprop  engine  decreases 
e 

with increasing  altitude  up to   11  km at  V ■ const,   T* • const,   and 
n « const (see figure 193) as a result of the increase of the ef- 
fective efficiency T| due to the Increase of the overall compres- 
sion ratio TT*. On the other hand, we know that the excess of air 
coefficient   decreases  up to an altitude  of   11   km at T* s const  but 
that   N and  N decreases  at  a greater rate during this  process, e   sp eq  sp B ■* f F 
so   that   the   products   of   these  magnitudes   and   J   increase,   while   the 
specific   effective   fuel   consumption   and   equivalent   fuel  consumption 
are   reduced.      At   altitudes   of H  >   11   km   it   is   obvious   that   C     ■ 
a const  and  C        = const. eq 

If the heat drop accomplished in the turbine is kept constant 

under all flight conditions (by means of controlling the Jet nozzle 

area), the effective power of the engine will drop at a faster 

rate with increasing altitude than shown In figure 192, but still, 

at a slower rate than the atmospheric air density.  This is due to 

the fact that the specific effective power remains almost constant 

while the air flowrate through the engine varies with altitude at 

the same rate as in the preceding case. 

The gas expansion ratio in the Jet nozzle increases with in- 

creasing altitude and e_ « const (up to an altitude of 11 km) for 

the same reasons that apply to an Increase of airspeed (due to 

the Increase ofn *).  Aa a result, the reactive thrust of the 

turboprop engine is reduced to a lesser degree than shown in figure 

192. 
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A.   far a. M^  gp ,nd  c^ ,r, concerried(   ln  thla   cage   (at 

.T - conat)   their derre.   of variation with changing   altitude  at 

V - con,t   la approxlmateiy   the aame  a,  that   obtained   for complete 

«a.  expanalon to  .tmo.ph.rlc  pr.a.ur,  in the  turbine   (that   ia.   for 
•n  inore.a,  of t T with  incroaalng altitude). 

It  must be  taken into  con.idoratlon that,   in  order  to fully 
utilize  th. alrapeed and  altitude characteri.tic.   of  turboprop 

.n,in..  that were  considered  above,   the reducing gear must  be  de- 

•igned  for the maximum effective power that   is   obtained  at  maximum 

rpm during  flight   at  maximum speed  near the ground   (or.   failing 

this,   at   low altitude).     But   If the  propeller reducing gear of a 

turboprop engine  1. designed   for thi, maximum possible  power  that 

•xceeds,   at  the maximum airspeed,  of modern aircraft  with turboprop 
engines,   the maximum power  of a  turboprop engine during  static 

operation on the ground  by   50 to 70 *.   the weight   and  size  of  the 

reducing gear can become  exc.ssiveiy great.     Therefore,   in order to 

reducr  the  weight   of th.  reducing gear and.   consequently,   to re- 

duce the weight  of the engine  a.  a whole,   the  reducing g ,.r of a 

turboprop  .ngin.  i.  v.ry   fr.qu.ntly  not d..ig„.d  for  th. maximum 

•ffactiv.  pow.r that  couid  b.  obt.tn.d  from the  engine  under flight 

conditiono.   but  for a  le...r pow.r which,   how.v.r.   at   th. earn,  time 

provide,  both,  the  required  airspeed  at  the given d.aign altitude 

«nd  th.  talcoff of th. aircraft.     How.v.r.   in that  caa.  it   i,  .1.0 

n.c...ary   to limit   th. d..lgn.d  .ff.ctiv. pow.r of  the   turboorop 

engine with respect  to  the  reducing gear.     This  type   of  limit   for 

the  effective power of a  turboprop engine is  indicated   in figures 

190 and   ,92 by the da.h-dot   line,  ao for the case where   the designed 
power with respect   to th.  reducing g.ar is  th. pow.r   (point  .) 

g.n.rat.d by th. turboprop  engine at   an air.p..d  of  300 m/..c   and 
an altltud.  H^ .  8 km which  in thi.  cas. i,  „U.d   the de.i.ned 

ftUltUt of the engine.     It   i.  obviou.  th.t   th. ar.a  of  th. air- 

• peed and  altitude char.ct.rl.tic.  of a  turboprop engine  that   1. 
located abov. th.  limiting  lin.  oa cannot b.  utiliz.d. 

In thi. «... th. altitud. charact.ri.tic of the turboprop 
•ngln. at the given .ir.P..d 1. ,lr,mdy r,pr,„ntl,a by th, lln, 
rath.r than cab  (..a  figure   192). 

Maintaining the effective  power of a turboprop  engin. con.t.nt 
wh.n th.  altltud.  1,  r.duc.d   from th. d..ign.d  value  HH        (point  a) 

to  th. ground   (point  o)  can b.  acco-pli.h.d by r.ducin|"he  tempera- 
ture TJ in front  of the turbine at  n .  con.t.   or by  r.ducing  thi 

rp. at TJ .  con.t  and changing  th. prop.U.r pitch accordingly.     Th. 

flr.t  procdur. i. .or. adv.ntag.ou..   for th.  r.a.on.  di,cu...d  in 
th.  preceding paragraph. 

Turboprop engine, having  th. .ff.ctiv. pow.r Imitation dl,- 
cu...d abov.  ar. called altltud .nt1nt|  .„„ .„ ,„,   vld# 

employed  today. 
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CHAPTB«   1^ 

DU/L-rLOW TURBOJET ENGINES 

1.      General   Observation« 

Dual-flow  turbojet  engines   (DTRD)   differ  from turbojet  engines 
of conventional  design in that   the  turbine drives a  lo« pressure 

compressor  or secondary circuit   fan in addition  to the compres^r 
and  auxiliary  assemblies. 

One  of  the  possible designs  of a  dual-flow   turbojet   engine   is 
shown in figure   194.     In this   engine   the  same   turbine k drive,   the 

compressor  2  and   the  fan   1   located in an annular duct  3.     In this 

case  the  function  o:    this  fan is  perfonned by   the first  stages   of 

the  axial-flow compressor 2,   and  for this purpose their blades  «re 

lengthened  accordingly.     The  remaining  element«  and their relative 

positions  remain the   same as  in a  turbojet  engine  of conventional 
design. 

288 

Figure   194,     Diagram of , dual-flow turbojet enginei 
L  ' 11.       ' co"?""«"-!     3 «nd  7 - annular ductai 
K   -  turbine,      5 «nd 6  -  Jet nozzles,     8   - combustion 

chambers. 

The flow  section of the engine,   consisting   of the .xi«l.flow 
compressor 2,the primary combustion chambers  8,   the turbine *,   «nd 

the  Jet  noxzle 6,   is  celled  the  primary  circuit   of a dual-flow  turbo- 

Jet   engine,   which means  that  the  primary  circuit   of a dual-flow 

turbojet  engine by  nature repre.ents  a   turbojet   engine  of conven- 
tional design. 

The annular duct   7 with the  fan   1   located   in it    represents 
the  secondary  circuit   of a dual-flow turbojet   engine.     Only  air 

accelerated  by   the  fan flows  through the  secondary  circuit.     This 

sir bypasses   the primary combustion chambers  and   the turbine,  «nd 

is  expelled   from the  engine parallel  to  the g«,   flow departing from 

the  jet  nozzle  6  of  the primary  circuit.     In some du.l-flow  turbo- 

Jet   engines   the  air  from the  secondary  circuit   1» mixed with the 

combustion product,   of  the primary  circuit  behind  the turbine and 

subsequently  departs   together with  the»  through «  common Jet  nozzle 

The thrust  of ,  dual-flow  turbojet   engine  is  made up  of the 

reactive  force  of the gas  flow accelerated in the  primary  circuit 
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(that  depart, fro» th. Jat   no«!.   6)  and th.  „active   force   of  the 
«ir flow  accelerated by  the  fan  In  the  «condary  circuit. 

Alao,   the secondary  circuit   fan of a dual-flo*   turbojet   enel,,, 
can be driven by a  .ep-,r.te  turbine   located behind  the conpre..or 
turbine,   aa  shown in figure     195   or  figure   196. 

Figure   1951     Diagram   of a dual-flow turbojet  engine 
with   fan  located   forward. 

figure   I96t     Diagram  of a dual-flow  turbojet  engine 
with fan attachment   aft. 

The  effect  of the secondary  circuit  fan  (in  the   sense  of 
thrust  generation)  is  similar  to  the  effect   of a multi-blade  propel- 
ler rotating in an annular  shroud.     We know from propeller theory 
that  such  a   "fan-type" propeller differs  from a  normal   propeller 
in that   it   has greater efficiency   at   high airspeeds  but   poor ef- 
ficiency   at   slow airspeeds  and durin«   take-off,   has  a   lower weight, 
and  requirea  no reducing gear to  reduce  the rpm when  it   1, driven 
by   a  turbine.     Figure   197  shows  the  approximate dependence  of  the 
efficiency   of a fan-type and  a  normal  propeller  on the   airspeed. 
Por comparison purposes  the  dependence  of the  propulsive  efficiency 
of a  turbojet  engine  on  the  airspeed   is  also provided   in this   figure. 
Consequently,   th. dual-flow   turbojet   engine  (without   fuel combustion 
In the  secondan   circuit)   occupies   an  intermediate position,   with 
respect   to  economy  and propulsive  efficiency,   between  the   turboprop 
engine  and   the  turbojet   engine   of  normal  design.      It   1,   inferior   in 
this   respect   to  the   turboprop  engine   during  take-off  and   at   alow 
airspeeds,   but   superior  to   it   at   high  airspeeds   where   the   efficiency 
of a propeller decreases  rapidly.     At   the same   time,   the  dual-flow 
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.-rboj.t .^m. it ,up.rlor ,ith rMp#et  to ^^ ^ ^^ 

h" . b.tt.r propumv. .met.«., u«,.r th,„ „^^„„^   „„,  to 
h.  i«..r .„«....  ¥.loclty  of th# ^^ ^ ^      ^^ ^ 

.«rt.J.    .^tn..     „0„y.r.   „  htch alrtp##d>  ^^ ^ 
J.»  .n.l„.  i.   lnf.rtor to .  turboJ.t   #rittn#  of conv,ntlorwi 

■Irapaad. 

Th*   ^7'   " ' «""»-"o. turboj.t  .„.t... c.n „, .„^„^ 
by «.„.   of burnin, .ddltlon.!  fu.!.   .lth.r  ln th.  ,.cond.ry 

elreut.  .lr „,.  .r b.hlnd  th.  turbln. „ th# ^^ ^^ 

-in n.x- . ...n.r lncr.... of thru,t ^ m uitniri 

ZZl     TlflC fU•l •0—^1- "«" '-^ •-*-"- bl,.i« th.  .urbln.  of .n .rt.rburnl^  turboJ.t   .^l„.   (TR1)r)   h.vl|„  th. 

irThrr:1::'for th• op,r'tin'proc »- "^-^ ^^ of th. du.l.flow   turboJ.t  .ntln., 

H«.v.r.   .t   .Uniftc.n,   ,uP.r.o„lc  .lr.p..d. . du.l-flo. 

^r/"*1"  ,'lth  fU•1  e0"bU«1,'"  '"  »".  ..cond,ry elrcult 
= LT ■lr"dy  ",PrMl-t'ly  '«.ul«!.«..   und.r oth.™i..  „„., 
..«-1.1.«..   to .„ .ft.rburnin,  turboJ.t   .^i„. .lth ....„„.   to\tt 

::: i"."r* <r'f,rr,d to "• t<,,•l •ir r—• »^ *" circu     .)   .«,   .p.clflc   ,„.,   con.u|.ptlon>      Con..qu.nt foi, 

...  thru.t   th. dt.-.tr.c  -...„..on.   or  th.  «1...«,.  ccpr..  ,r 

.«::::; :h
d,J",•f,o,',urboj-t •n'in- — — .^..L 

.« b.    „u.r  th.n  the.  or .  turboj   t   .„,!„.  .r .rt.rburni^   turbo- 

1117        •"ploy"•n, or' <,u'l-fl~turto-'-' •■*- -^ 
.p.: ::'":nt'tton" ""-^ ^"p.-.««prov. ^^M..«. ..p.cUlly   ror   this   re..on. 
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••   SBMific BM—laa *"• BMlaOai laflMLltl E"«"" 
Th. tbru.t of • dual-rim, turboj.t  •ngln*  1« aad«  up of tho 

thru.»  P, conorotod by  tho  prlaory circuit,   «nd  tho   thruot  P 

«onorotod by  tho  oocond.ry  circuit.     Tho.o  thru.t   co-pon.nt. oqu.l 

Contoquontly,   tho  total   thruot   of a dual-flo«  onelno utll 
oquol 

(»5.I) 

•hoto c#I   lo   tho oahauot   voloclty  of tho coabuotlon  product!  frooi 

tho Jot   nooalo  of tho prlury clrculti 

e#2  lo   tho aahauot   voloclty  of tho air  fro«  tha  ooondary 
clrculti 

0a1   "* 0,a  ••••  «»>•  ••»«ft   flo«r.to.  of  tho air  throuch  tho prl..ry 
and  tha   oocondary  circuit,   raopoctlvoly. 

Tho opoclflc   thruot   of a  duol-flo«  turbojot   on*lno  con bo 

roforrod olthor to  tho air flo«rato 0,,   throu,h  tho prl-ary circuit 
only,   or to  tho ovorall  air   rio.r.t.   througl,  tho  onclnoi 

0.  o • 0.,   ♦ 0.2- 

In tho   flrot  eaoo «o   obtoln fro« oquatlon   (ij.l) 

Zp' -'e K ■""..-'I-> «)V|, (I,#2) 

«horo K . 0a2/0al   lo  c.llad   th. du.l-flo»  r.tlo,     Modorn dual-flow 
turbojot  .««ino. h,vo  .  »alu.  of K . 0.3  to 2.,  and  .o...!,,, „„, 
dapondln« on  tholr purpooo. 

Undor othorwloo  oquat   condition,  tl.o  .p.clflc   thru.t,   r.f.rr.d 
to   tho „tr rio«rato   through  tho prlaory  circuit,   doton,lno.  th. 
• poclflc  fu.l  con.u-ptlon  of a dual-flow  turbojot  onelno.     Thl. 

1.  du.  to tho   fact   that   tha  fuol  con.u«ptton por hour  of a du.l- 

flo«  turbojot   onelno dopond.   only  on tho  air  flowrato   through th. 

prl-ary circuit  and   on tho  oxcoo. of air co.fflcl.n.   In  th. prl-ary 
co-hu.tlon cha-hor.   of that   circuit,   «inc. 

0fu.l   I   -   '6000.1/Vo- 

Vccordln«ly,   th.   .p.clflc   fu.l con.u-ptlon  of a dual-fUw 
turboj.t  .nein, will   .quol 

C.p " 0fu.l   i/'',   *   «"j •  3600 0III/->11O(P)   .   p,). 

Howov.r,  0,,/P,   ♦  P2  .   ,/p.pt   ,„ th,t 

C.p-   ^0^^or;p     ■ (-5.3) 
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Thus,   the greater  tho   specific   thrust   of a dual-flow  turbojet 
en/ane,   referred   to   the  air   floxrate   through  the  primary   circuit, 

the   lower  will  be   the   specific   fuel   consumption  of  that   engine   at 
a  given   1   . 

If we   refer the  specific   thrust   to the  overall  air flowrate 
through   tho   dual-flow   engine  we   obtain 

".'p  '   VP
2/

Gal(,+K) 
but   since   P,   -  P2/0al   .  fap,   it   applies   that 

"i'p  ■  Pip/'   +   K- (15.4) 

This   specific   thrust  determines   the diametric dimensions   of 
a   dunl-flow   turbojet   engine.     The   smaller  PJp,   the greater must 

be  the   overall air  flowrate   through  the engine  for a  prescribed 

total   thrust   and,   consequently,   the  greater will be  the diametric 

dimensions   and weight   of the  engine   under otherwise  equal  condi- 
tions,   and   the smaller will   be  its  drag-to-thrust  ratio. 

If  additional   fuel  is  burned   in the secondary  circuit,   the 
gas   exhaust   velocity   from this  circuit  will  increase  under  other- 
wise  equal   conditions,   and  will  become c > c 

2aug e2 
It   is   obvious  that  the  specific   thrust  values  P' and 

Pap aug   for • dual-flow  turbojet   engine with thrust  augmentation 
whose  secondary  circuit  afterburner  is  in operation can be deter- 

mined   In accordance with the  sane   formulas   (ij.z)  and   (15.4)   that 

are  applicable  to  the dual-flow  turbojet  engine,   if we  substitute 
c2aug   T°r  ce2   ln  the8e   formulas. 

The   Jet   nozzle   area   of   the   secondary  circuit   must   be   increased 
when additional  fuel   Is  burned  in  the  secondary  circuit   in order 

to  keep  the   regimes   of  the  secondary   and primary circuit  constant. 

Otherwise   the air flowrate  through  the  secondary  circuit  fan will 

be   reduced   as  a  result   of the   increase  in gas  temperature between 

the   fan and   the  Jet   nozzle  of the  secondary circuit which,   obviously, 
will   lead   to a  reduction In  the  power  required  for driving  the  fan. 

But   In  that   case  the gas   temperature TJ in front   of the  turbine   in 
the   primary  circuit  must  be   reduced   in  order to maintain the 

prnvlous   engine  rpm,   and  the   thrust   of  the primary circuit  will  be 

reduced.     A»   a  result,   the   increase   in overall   thrust  will be  in- 

adequate,   and   in a number of cases   this  can even  lead   to a  reduction 

of   the   overall   thrust   of  .  dual-flow   turbojet   engine  with  thrust 
augmentation   in comparison   to  a  dual-flow   turbojet   engine. 

Let   us  designate  by  x  the  energy distribution coefficient   in 
a  dual-flow   turbojet   engine,   or the   ratio between the  energy  L 

consumed   to   drive  the   secondary   circuit   fan and   the  available   * 
energy   Le,    that   is 

x   -   L2/Le. 
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That part of the available energy that ia attributable to the 

aecondnry circuit, L2 - xLe, i. conaumed for converting (with the 

«id of the fan) the kinetic energy of the air atream flowing through 

this circuit, equaling     CL(,-\"\ 

% • 

and,   in addition,   is  consumed for losses  in the  turbine,   fan,   and 
duct  of the  secondary  circuit.     On this  basia we  can write 

whence,   substituting Ga2/Oa,  . K,  we  obtain 

«,J = )/2«'i,1!-J-+V", 
where  n2   is  the  efficiency   of the  secondary   circuit   that  takes  into 

consideration  the losses   of available  energy mentioned 
above• 

The parameters   of  the  operating process  of the  primary  circuit 
of a dual-flow turbojet   engine,   that   is  the  compressor compression 
ratioTi» and  compressor  efficiency  T,k,   the   temperature T»  in front 
of the turbine and  the  turbine efficiency  r^,   ,nd  ,„  on,'determine 
the magnitude  of available  energy  Le.     The dependencies  of the 
specific   thrust   and  specific  fuel consumption  of a  dual-flow  turbo- 
jet  engine  on  these parameters  for given parameters   x,   X,  and  ri 
of the secondary  circuit  must be the  same by  nature  as  those  oA 
turbojet  engine.     Therefore,   we shall not   stop  to discuss  these de- 
pendencies but  shall  consider the  effect   of  the  parameters  of the 
secondary  circuit   on the  thrust  and   specific   fuel  consumption of a 
dual-flow  turbojet   engine. 

In the general  case   of a dual-flow  turbojet   engine,  where  the 
head  of the  secondary  circuit  fsn Is  not  a previously   established 
magnitude,   the  energy  distribution coefficient  x  and   the dual-flow 
ratio K will  be  Independent  variables. 

The dependencies   of  the  specific   thrust   Pg     and  specific   fuel 
consumption  of a dual-flow   turbojet  engine  and  a dual-flow turbojet 
engine with  thrust   augmentation on the energy  distribution coeffi- 
cient  x for different  dual-flow ratios  and  for n,  -  0.75,   V . 0, 
and H - 0 are shown in figures   198 and   199.     Also plotted for 
comparison purposes  in these  figures   are  the  values   of P      and C 
for a  turbojet  engine  under  the same  parameters   of  the  opSratlng"" 
process  that   apply   to  the  primary circuits   of  the dual-flow turbo- 
jet  engine and  the  dual-flow  turbojet   engine with  thrust  augmenta- 
tion,   that   is   for n.0 -   7.   TJ .   ,200oK,   nf .  o.9,   ^ .  0.83,   and 
fj.n " 0-96-     In Principle  the  nature  of these  dependencies  Is  also 
retained  in flight,   provided  that  the  condition of  the  expediency 
of  using a dual-flow  turbojet   engine  ia    satisfied   (see below). 

It  is  seen from figures   198 and   199 that   the  specific   thrust   of 
a   dual-flow   turbojet   engine,   and  at   low  values   of  x   and  T» also 
of  a  dual-flow   turbojet   engine  with   thrust   augmentation.   Insig- 
nificantly   less   than   that   of  a   turbojet   engine   (where   K .  0).     This 
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Is duo to the fact that In those cases the shift of part of the 

available energy to the secondary circuit has the result that ths 

«as exhaust velocity from the primary circuit Is reduced, while the 

exhaust velocity of the air (gas) from the secondary circuit Is less 

than that of a turbojet engine. 

«J inqso,: a? * 

Figure 198i  Dependence of the specific thrust and 
specific fuel consumption of a dual-flow turbojet 
engine on the distribution of the available energy 
for different values of K. 

Legends 1 

sp  turbojet ^ 
2   -   turbojet   engine 

Moreover,  with  Increasing  dual-flow  ratio K at   x ■  const  and 
under  otherwise  equal  conditions,   the  specific  thrust  P"     of a dunl- 
flow  turbojet  engine  Is   reduced,   since  in that  case  the  exhaust 
velocities  of the  air and gas   from  the  secondary  and  primary  cir- 
cuits  will be  reduced.     But  at   the  same  time   the  increase  of pro- 
pulsive  efficiency   that   is  associated with a  reduction of exhaust 
velocity   leads  to a  reduction  of  the specific   fuel   consumption. 
Thus,   for instance,   at   K a   I.J   and V • 0 the  spsclfic   thrust   P"    of 
a  dual-flow  turbojet  engine  amounts  to 50  to 60 %,   and  the  specific 
fuel   consumption  to  70  to  75 %,   respectively,   of the  P       and  C 
of a  comparable  turbojet   engine,   as  seen from  figure   198. *P 

However,   the  specific   fuel  consumption  of a dual-flow   turbo- 
jet   engine with  thrust  augmentation increaaes  continuously  with 
Increasing  dunl-flow   ratio  K  and   under  otherwise   equal   conditions 
(see   flpuro   199).     This   Is  due   to   the   fact   that   the   air  compression 
ratio   in  the  secondary  circuit   (that   Is,   I.fan)  decreases  with  In- 
creasing  K at  x ■  const   and  L^  •  const,   so  that   the  heat   utilisa- 
tion  that  can be  obtained during   the combustion of additional   fuel 
in  the   secondary  circuit   will  deterlorsts. 

It   also  follows   from  figures   198 and   199  that   an optimum value 
of   the   energy  distribution  coefficient,   x opt* exists   In dual-flow 
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torboj.t •nein». .. «,u „ ln turboprop .nein«, that corrospond. 

to tho mmmimm •poelflc thrust and ■Inlau. .poclflc fu.l con.i«.p. 
tlon undor (Ivan condltlona. 

Calculattona  ah«,  that,   tha  aaallar  tha  dual-flow  ratio and 
tha  arrteianey   na  of  tha aacondary  circuit,   and  tha «raatar tha 
alrapaad and  tha  valoclty coafriclant   of  tho  Jot  noiila  of  tho 
prl.ary  circuit,   tha  anllar «111  ba  « or.   In othar .ord..   tha 
amllor »111  bo  that  part  of  tho  avallabla  onorcy  that  >uat  ba 

tranafarrad  to  tho  aacondary  circuit   of a dual.flo«  turbojot  an«lna. 

V U tJ oi D} 0( J 

rifuro   I99i     Dopandanclaa  of  tha  apaclflc   thruat   and 
apoclfle  fual conauaiptlon of a dunl-riok  turbojot 
onclno with  thruat  auc«ontatlon  on  tho  anargy dtatri. 

butlon for dlffarant  valuaa   of K. 
LacondaI 
I • turbojot onclno 

3 - C 
ap turbojot 

Tha dapandanrlaa   of tha coofflclont  «o       on  tha dual.flov 
ratio  K  for  a  du.I-rio«,  turbojot  onflno  «1th TJ  •   I2000K,   nj    -   7. 
If .  0.90.   r^  .  0,85.   n2  . 0.75,   and  f^^   ,  .  5.9«  ,„  .„».n0!« 

fl«ura  200  for  too caaaa,  durln«  atatlc'a^ina   oparatlon   (M,, ■  o) 
and  In  fll.ht   (H,,  .   1.2  and H  .   1.  k>).        it   1,   ,aan that.   In both 
caaaa,   tha  valuotf  xopt   Incraaaaa  rapidly  «tth  incraa.ln«  K. 

Tha optlau. valua of tha anarcy dlatrlbutlon coafflclant alao 
Incroasaa with Incroaaln« «aa taapa^atura In front of tha turblna. 
incraaaln« coapraaalon ratio (up to a cartaln Halt), and Incraaa- 
Int  afflelancy  of  tho  prlaary  circuit   coaipraaapr. 

Slnca  undar  othor«iaa aqul  condltlona,   aach  valua  of  tha 
dual.floi,  ratio  K  corroaponda  to  an  optlauai iaa«nltuda  x of  tha 

anar€y  dlatrlbutlon coafflclant,   x auat   ba  vanad  at   tha^aaa  tl.a 
»han thara  la  a  ehutf   In K  In  ordar  to  ot.taln  a  muMimm «atn  of 
apaclflc   thruat. 
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Calculatteiu  also  «ho«  that  the  optlauB valua  of tha coaffl- 

ctant   i     ,   Incraaaaa  «1th  tncraaalnc dacraa  of haat   tneraaaa  of tha opt 
• ir  In  tha  aacondary  circuit  of a  dual-flo«  turbojat  angina «1th 

thruat  augaantatlon,   undar  otharvtaa  aqual  condition«.     Tha dapandanca 
on i     .   for a  dual-flo«   turbojat  aivcina with  thruat  aucaantat ion at opt 
dlffarant   valuaa  of f'^j  and undar diffarant  flicht  condition«   la 
indlcatad  by   tha dottad   linaa  in fiftura  200  that   ara  plottad  for 

tha  aaaa  paranatara   of  tha  oparatina  procaaa  that  «ara uaad  for 
tha dual-flo«  turbojat   ai^ina  in  that  graph. 

opt 

Fifurm 200i Dapandanca or tha optiauai anargy diitributton 
on tha dual-flo« ratio for a dual-flo« turbojat ai^ina and 
a dual-flo«  turbojat  angina «1th  thruat  augnntatton. 

Lagandol 
'   ■ 'aug  2 
2  • dual-flo«   turbojat   angina 
1   - dual-flo«   turbojat   angina «tth  thruat  augaantatton 

1.     Charactariatic«  of  Dual-Flo« Turbu.lat   Engt-wa  and Puil-rto« 

Turbolat   EtMlnaa  «ith Thru.t  Aiwantation 
Tha  charactarlttica  of dual-flo«  turbojat  anginaa and dual-flo« 

turbojat   anginaa  «1th  thrust  augaantation  ara dafinad  as  tha da- 
pandanclas   or  thoir  ovarall   thrust   and  apveific   fual  consuaptlon 

on  til«  rpa at   a glvan  airspaad  and  alcltuda   (throttling  clmrac- 
tarittlcs)  and   on  tha  alrapaad  or  tha  altltuda  undar tha  salactad 
control   schadul«. 

Undar  idantical  air  rio«ratas  through  tha  coaprasaor  (tha 
prlanry  circuit)   and  aqual  pnrnaetara  of  tha  angina  oparating  procoss 
(axcapt   for  the   aacondary  circuit)«   ttiaa«  charactaristles  occupy 
an  intaraadlat«  poaition batwaan  tha  corraaponding  charactarlatica 
of  turbojat  anginas  and   turboprop  anginaa. 

Tha   rpa  charactaristLcs  of a  dual-flo«  turbojat  angina     diffar 
by   tho   folloving   apaclal   faaturas   from  tha   rpa  charactaristlcs   of 
it   turbojet   angina   having   tha   saaa   pnranatara   for   the   operating 
process  as   Che   primary   circuit   of  tho dual-flo«   turbojat  engine. 
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Th« pov.r  r.quir.d  to drtv.  th«  ••eond.ry circuit  f,n  of * 
■luÄi-rio»  turbojet  «fytin» »qyala 

"f.ni  "  0.SLr.n2/" 
»hor«  Ufaia   1,   th. .ffoctl». work of th«   ■•eond.ry  circuit   f.n. 

OMMqiMBtly,   w. mut  writ«  for  th«  «qulllbrlu^  r.gl«.  of . 
du.l.flo«  turboj.t  .ngln. 

S'\* *f.„2 ♦ \ 
or,  d.t.rmlnln«   th.  turbln.  po«.r .1th  r..p.ct   to th. «Irflowr.t. 
0.,   l„.t..d  or  th. ,.,  flowr.t..   .«,  rodudn,  to G,,.   w.  c.n writ. 

h'\* '"•f,n2. 
*•  *  rul..   th. d..ltn.d ««nltud.   for th. h..d  or coppr.i.lon 

r«tlo  of th«  .«eund.ry circuit   f«n  of . du.l-flo. turboj.t   .ngln. 
1. mlmmy  ...U.r  th.n th.t   of  It.  prl«ry  circuit  co-pr.„or. 
Thorofor«,   th. «Ir flowr.t.  through  th«  ««eond.ry circuit  d.cr..... 
»1th d.ena.lnc  rp«,   for th«  r.a.on.  dl.cu..«d  In Ch.pt.r   10.   at 
•  .l««ar rat.  th... th. air  flmrat.  throu,!.  th. prl-ary  circuit 
co.pr«..or,   «.  that   th. dual-flo»  ratio  K «111  Incr.a«. durln«  thl. 
pro«...     At   th.  .... tl«.   th.  pr,„ur. drop in th. prli.,ry circuit 
J«t   noa.l«  of a dual-flo« turbojat  ,ngin»   1.  u.u.Uy  .ubcrltlc.l 
und.r  th. .«al.u. r^l«, «t  V .  0 and H -  0.     Th.r«for«.   .h«n th. 
rp-  1.   r«duc«d   («t.rtln«  out   fro- -.,1-u-  rp-)  th. „,.  „pan.lon 
ratio.T  raducad   (.t.rtln«  out   fro- -axl-u- rp«)  th. ga.  «pan.lon 
r.tlo   ^  in  th.   turbln.  of . dual-flo«  turboj.t  .n«ln.  with F    . 
• conat   1—dlat.ly ba,ln.   to d.cr.a...   «hll.  In a  turboj.t   .^In. 
.1th F,  .  conat   th.  r.tlo  .T Initially   r.-«ln. con.tant  .1th da- 
craaalng   rp-. 

rncraa.lnc   th. dual-flo.  ratio K and dacr.Mlne t     .t   a   fa.t.r 
rat. .Ill  h.»a   th.  r..ult   th.t.   und.r  oth.r.1.. .qu,i  condition., 
th. «..   t«p.r«tur.  in front   of  th.  turbln.  of . du.l-flo«  turboj.t 
«nrln. .Ill d.cr.a.. ,t  .  .lo..r  rat. .1th d.cr...ln«  rp« than  th.t 
of a  turboj.t   .nr.in,.   .nd  thl.  rat. .Ill   ,io„ do.n .1th  Incr...!,* 
d..l(n.d  valu.  of K at  n ■ax 

Th.r.fora.   th. op.r.tln«  Una  of a dual-flo. turboj.t  oncln. 
.1th r, .  conat  .111  ha». . «r.atar .lop.  than th.  op.ratln«   Un. 
of a  turboj.t  ancln. .tth r,  . con.t.   a.   aho.n In flgur.  201. 
Con..quantl,,   und.r  r.duc.d  rp- th.  .t.blllty «argln of a dual-flo. 
turboj.t   .n,ina .tth P, . con.t .111  b.  a-all.r.   .nd  It.  pick-up 
poor.r th.n for a  turboj.t  .n«ln.  .1th F,  . con.t  .nd  .1th a da.lgn.d 
c<»pr..ac.- co-pra..lon r.tlo  th.t   .„u.l,   the n j of  th.  prl-ary 
circuit   co-pr..aor of th. dual-flo.  turboj.t   .n«ln..     It   1,   obvlou. 
that,   und.r oth.r.1.. .„u.l  condition.,   th...  .t.blllty «.rgln.  of 
. du.l-flo.   turboj.t  .nein, d.cr.aa.  .1th  lncr...ln, d..l,„ad  valua 
or K « 
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Figure  201,     Operating   lines   of dual-flo« turbojet 
enelne»  for different  dual-flow ratios. 

Legendi 
1   -   turbojet   engine   (K > o) 

Moreover,   as  a resuit   of  the  slower rate  of temperature de- 
crease  in front   of the  turbine with decreasing rpn.   the  overall 

thrust   of a dual-flow turbojet   engine decreases  at  a relatival, 

»lower rate,   and  the specific   fuel  consumption Increases  at   a 

IZT'/TT ^ate,   than ^ ^^   ^   SP<,CiflC  fu'1  op- tion  of a  turbojet   engine.     As  an example,   figure ZO,  shows   the 

f" 1 I! "^r10" With reaPeCt t0 ^ 0f the thrU'» -O .P-lflc 
fuel onsumption of a dual-flow turbojet engine with K . 2 (solid 
lines)  and   of a   turbojet  engine   (dotted  lines)  having the  same 

iLt'l     "H       T; """'  '   ,200 K'   ^ "  0-9'   and  ^k ■ °-85.   where  the 
hrust  and   specific   fue!  consumption of both engines  are assumed 

to be  equal   to  one  at  the maximum regime. 

qy cr ili vS a 

Figure  202:     Throttling 
characteristics   of  dual-flow 
turbojet   engines. 

Legend:      1   . dual-flow  turbojet 
engine; 

2   -  turbojet   engine. 
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Figure  203;     Airspeed 
characteristics; 
1 - dual-flow  turbojet   engine; 
2 -  turbojet  engine;   3  -  turbo- 
prop  engine. 

due,   ITo     t : alrSPeed  and   altltUde   ^"-terlstics   of 
aua,   flow     ur o  et   engines depends   on  the   selected control  schedule. 

in principle,   the control  schedules   of dual-flow engines  at 
maximum  thrust   are  the  same as  for turbojet   engines,   fo" nstance. 

nnd 

and 
I-, ' const 
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In addition to TJug2  .  const   for du.l-flo«  turbojet   en«ln.,  with 
thrust  augmentation. 

As  far as  the conditions 

' '  «opt   «"" K -  Kd„ 

«re  concerned,   their realization under varying airspeed  and   altitude 
at  the  same  time with n . const   and TJ . const (or re  .  const)   re- 
quires   such a great  engine control  system complication  that   it   is 
not  always practically  possible by   far. 

•It   can be considerably  eimpler to accomplisn the  following 
control  achedulesi 

for dual-flow  turbojet   engines i 

.«=-consl;   r;"aconil;   ««-cniut; 

for dual-flow  turbojet   engines with thrust  augmentation! 

n . consti       TJ . con*|   TJug2 - const,     k . const. 

But  even these  schedules   require variable area  Jet   nozzles 
in both circuits  of dual-flow   turbojet  engines. 

Tor comparison,   figure  203  shows  the airspeed  characteristics 
of a dual-flow  turbojet   engine  for K . 2,   ^  . o.75   (solid  curves), 
and  of a  turbojet  engine  and  a   turboprop engine  under  identical 
control   achedules,   thst   is  under n . conet  and TJ1 - const.     The 
values   of thrust and  specific   fuel  consumption of the  turbojet 
engine  at  V . 0 and H -  0 are  assumed  to be equal  to  one.     The 
following «.re equal  in all  three  compared engines i     air flowrate, 
through the  compressor  (in the  case  of  the du.i-flow  engine,   through 
the primary  circuit)   under test   stand conditions,   temperature   in 
front   of the turbine,  TJ  .   1200oK,     compreesion ratio and  efficiency 
of  the  compressor^. des  .  7  and  r,k - O.85,     and   turbine  efficiency 
If  - 0.9. 
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